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Abstract  
The predominant approach to the study of Doric temple architecture during the twentieth 
century has been the evolution model, which connects a temple’s design directly with its 
date of construction (Dinsmoor 1950; Lawrence 1996). Thus, the model allows temples to 
be dated to distinct decades, based upon their ‘key’ proportions, such as the length of the 
plan. B.A. Barletta’s (2011: 629) recent article entitled State of the Discipline: Greek 
Architecture discussed the need for constant reassessment of the proportions of Doric 
temples and their chronology, particularly in light of recent discoveries and new 
publications, suggesting that a reconsideration of the evolution model was now required.  
In the same article, Barletta (2011: 630) discussed the growing trend amongst classical 
archaeologists towards analysing the social role of temples. With the exception of the 
temple sculpture, which has generally been studied separately (Marconi 2007; Østby 
2009; Maggidis 2009: 92-93), the move towards a social understanding of the temple has 
had little effect upon the study of the buildings’ designs. Although a number of studies 
have begun to investigate the role of architectural design in conveying meaning 
(Snodgrass 1986; Østby 2005), the studies are limited, both chronologically and 
geographically, by the constraints of the evolution model.  
Given the ‘mathematical’ image of classical architecture studies, and the subject’s 
“current lack of academic popularity” (Snodgrass 2007: 24), it is perhaps not surprising 
that a review of the evolution model and the social role of architectural design are long 
overdue. To this end, this study re-analyses the connection between date and design, 
demonstrating that a temple’s design was not entirely controlled by the date of its 
construction. Rather, temple design was affected by the sub-regional inter-group 
competition which was so prevalent in sanctuaries during the archaic and classical 
periods and the expression of identity on behalf of the different dedicatory groups.  
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Architectural Abbreviations 
 
FoW Foundation Width 
FoL Foundation Length 
SW Stylobate Width 
SL Stylobate Length 
KrSt Krepidoma Steps 
CeW Cella Width 
CeL Cella Length 
FC Façade Columns 
FlC Flank Columns 
FS Façade Axial Spacing 
FlS Flank Axial Spacing 
Rmp Ramp 
DF Double Front 
LD Lower Diameter 
CH Column Height 
UD Upper Diameter 
AbH Abacus Height 
AbW Abacus Width 
EH Echinus Height 
NH Necking (including Annulets) Height 
ArH Architrave Height 
FrH Frieze Height 
EntH Entablature Height 
MW Metope Width 
TW Triglyph Width 
Flts Flutes 
ScuM Sculpted Metopes 
ScuP Sculpted Pediment(s) 
ScuC Sculpture above the Cella Porches 
ScuO Sculpture (Other) 
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Glossary  
(After Dinsmoor 1950 and Coulton 1977) 
Abacus The uppermost member of the capital. 
Anagrapheus A template used to specify the design of a particular element. 
Adyton The innermost room of a temple generally separated from the cella 
by a wall with a doorway. 
Annulet A projecting ring, generally one of several at the bottom of a Doric 
echinus. 
Architrave The lowest member of the Doric entablature. 
Arris A sharp edge formed by two surfaces meeting at an external angle 
as in the flutings of the Doric column. 
Axial Spacing Distance from column axis to column axis. 
Cella The central building of a Doric peripteral temple, usually 
comprising a pronaos, naos and opisthodomos or adyton. 
Double 
Contraction 
Two axial spacings from the corner are narrowed in order to place a 
triglyph over the corner. 
Echinus The convex moulding of circular plan which supports the abacus of 
a Doric capital. 
Entablature The superstructure carried by the peristyle columns, usually divided 
into three parts, the architrave, the frieze and the geison. 
Entasis The slight convex curve given to the arris of a Doric column. 
Epistatai A committee chosen to oversee the design of a temple. 
Euthynteria The Greek term for the top course of the foundations, used as a 
levelling course. 
Flutes The vertical channels employed in the shafts of the Doric columns. 
Frieze The middle member of the Doric entablature composed of repeating 
triglyphs and metopes. 
Geison The Greek term for the cornice, the upper member of the 
entablature. 
Guttae Small pendant tapering cylinders like pegs under the triglyphs and 
mutules of a Doric entablature. 
Hypotrachelium One or more grooves under the necking of the Doric capital which 
mask the junction of capital and shaft. 
Krepidoma The stepped platform of the Doric peripteral temple. 
Metope The sunken panels, often square in shape, between the triglyphs in 
the Doric frieze. 
Mutules A projecting slab on the soffit of the Doric geison. 
Naos The main room inside the Doric temple, containing the cult statue. 
Opisthodomos The recessed porch in the rear of a Doric temple. 
Panhellenic Relating to all Greeks. 
Paradeigma Specimen of an element (such as a capital), which would be 
repeated by the builders, and were eventually incorporated into the 
finished building. 
Pediment The triangular termination of a ridge roof, occasionally containing 
relief sculpture. 
Peristyle A covered colonnade which surrounds a temple. 
Pronaos The porch in-front of the naos. 
Pteroma The passage between the walls of the cella and the peristyle 
colonnade. 
Ramp A sloping causeway or a sloping approach to a temple engulfing the 
steps. 
Regula Projecting bar below the taenia. 
Shaft The main body of a column, between the base and the capital. 
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Sima The terracotta or marble gutter of a building, on the gables and 
sometimes on the flanks; it may or may not be moulded; if it occurs 
on the flanks it is provided with outlets for rain water at intervals, 
often in the form of lions’ heads. 
Single Contraction One axial spacing from the corner is narrowed in order to place a 
triglyph over the corner. 
Soffit The exposed lower surface of the geison. 
Stoa A building with its roof supported by one or more rows of columns 
parallel to the rear wall. 
Stucco The thin lime facing applied to poros to conceal coarse inequalities. 
Stylobate The upper step of a temple, which formed a platform for the 
columns. 
Syngraphai Text based instructions for the construction of specific buildings. 
Taenia Continuous band along the top of the architrave. 
Thymele A circular sacred structure. 
Toichobate Top level of the cella foundations, visible (and slightly raised) from 
the stylobate. 
Triglyph A projecting member separating the metopes, emphasized with two 
vertical channels. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
It may be that the greatness of the Greeks is not demonstrated most of all in 
their architecture; but it is by their architecture…that we may now most 
readily comprehend their civilization in all its bearings (Dinsmoor 1950: xvi). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Despite originally being published in 1927, Dinsmoor’s The Architecture of Ancient 
Greece still forms the standard textbook in the study of ancient Greek architecture in the 
English language. Consequently, Dinsmoor’s approach to the study of ancient 
architecture, a chronological explanation of the differences in the building designs, has 
been the adopted approach in the majority of subsequently published temple studies (see, 
Scranton 1964; Tomlinson 1989; Lawrence 1996; Mertens 1996; Martin 2003). The 
predominance of the approach is linked to the general belief amongst scholars of ancient 
architecture that design is ultimately determined by date, an argument referred to here as 
the evolution model. In her 2011 article on the state of the discipline of classical 
architecture studies, Barletta (2011: 629) discussed the need for constant reassessment of 
the connection between the proportions of Doric temples and their date. The amount of 
recent discoveries and new theories, such as Østby’s (1995a) lower date for the Selinous 
temples, and the discovery of the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21, Intzesiloglou 
2002), indicate that a reassessment of the evidence for a chronological evolution in 
temple design is long overdue.
1
 Furthermore, directly connecting the differences in design 
to the temples’ dates of construction, in the current manner, limits any understanding of 
the meanings that the temples were built to convey.  
                                                     
1
 The Doric peripteral temples in this study are all assigned a catalogue code composed of a letter 
and number. The catalogue entry for each temple in the study can be found in Appendix V. These 
are discussed in more detail when the data-set is introduced in Chapter 4. 
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Attempts by classical scholars to assign meaning to ancient artefacts have generally 
overlooked the physical temple architecture, instead preferring to focus upon their 
sculpture (Marconi 2007; Barringer 2008; Østby 2009; Maggidis 2009: 92-93). Although 
a number of recent studies have begun to investigate the role of architectural design in 
conveying meaning (Snodgrass 1986; Nielsen 2002; Østby 2005), the studies are 
generally limited, both chronologically and geographically, by the restraints of the 
evolution model. Therefore, in order to understand the reasons for the differences in the 
designs of the Doric peripteral temples, this study re-analyses the connection between 
their design and date, demonstrating that contrary to the observations of the earlier 
evolution scholars, such as Dinsmoor (1950), a temple’s design was not as directly 
connected to its date of construction as was once felt. Rather, through a Panhellenic, 
regional and polis-based study of the size, shape and decoration of the individual 
elements that comprise the Doric peripteral temple, this study suggests that a temple’s 
design was determined by inter-group competition and the desire of the temple clients to 
express their distinct identities.
2
 Consequently, this study demonstrates that the 
differences in the temple designs had meaning in the ancient world and were not simply 
reflective of a chronological Panhellenic design trend. 
The Doric Order 
The Doric order of architecture was widely used on the Greek mainland and in the Greek 
colonies of South Italy and Sicily to embellish various types of monumental buildings. 
The order was characterised by the use of certain design elements. For example, in the 
Doric order, as opposed to the Ionic, the columns do not make use of an ornate base; 
instead, they rest directly upon the structures’ top step, the stylobate (Figure 1). The 
capital of the Doric column utilises a distinctive shape, formed from a convex, cushion-
like echinus and a rectilinear abacus (Bahn 2002: 130). Atop the columns rests the 
entablature, which comprised a plain architrave topped by a frieze of alternating three-
grooved elements known as triglyphs and recessed panels known as metopes.  
                                                     
2
 The term ‘client’ is used in this study to refer to the individuals and groups that paid for the 
temples. Occasionally the term ‘patron’ is used, and this is used to refer to the traditional 
‘evolutionary’ understanding of the patron/architect relationship. The distinction is discussed 
further in Chapter 2; however, it is important to highlight that the term ‘client’ is intended as a 
contrast to the word patron and that no additional meaning is intended. 
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Figure 1 Labelled plan and elevation of a Doric peripteral temple (After Coulton 1977: 113; Spawforth 2006: 
152). 
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The Doric order was used in the construction of different types of buildings (Figure 2; 
Figure 3), including: stoas, such as the Royal Stoa at Athens; various political and civic 
buildings, including the Bouleuterion and the Square Peristyle in the Athenian Agora 
(Townsend 1995); choreagic monuments, such as that of Nicias below the Athenian 
Akropolis (Townsend 2004: 307); monumental gateways (propylaia), such as the 
propylon to the Sanctuary of Demeter at Selinous (Miles 1998); theatre skenai, such as 
the fourth-century skene to the Theatre of Dionysos in Athens (Townsend 1986) and 
treasuries, such as, the Athenian Treasury at Delphi and the treasury in the Sanctuary of 
Hera at Foce del Sele (Montuoro and Zanotti-Bianco 1938). However, the order is most 
commonly found on the religious structures identified as temples. Although various 
different temple forms were utilised in the Greek world (Figure 2), such as the prostyle 
design used on the Temple of the Athenians on Delos (Dinsmoor 1950: 183), the in-antis 
design found at Torone (Cambitoglou 2002) or the columned halls, double stoas and 
circular buildings found at Eleusis, Epidauros and Thorikos (Boersma 1970: 79; Goette 
2001: 218; Dinsmoor Jr. 1982); a peripteral temple was instantly recognisable because of 
the colonnade (of columns) that surround all four sides of the building (Figure 4, Figure 
5). 
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Figure 2 Plans of buildings, other than peripteral temples, which utilised the Doric order (After Boersma 
1970: 204, 243; Tomlinson 1983: Figure 11; Miles 1998: 41; Goette 2001: 218).  
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Figure 3 Elevations of the Thymele at Epidauros, the propylon to the Sanctuary of Demeter at Selinous, the 
Treasury at Foce del Sele, the Old Bouleuterion and the Royal Stoa in Athens (After Krauss 1951: Tavola 
XXXVIII; Tomlinson 1983: 63; Shear Jr. 1994: 235; Miles 1998: 53; Mee 2011: 61).  
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The peripteral temple seems to represent a significant investment of resources over the 
other non-peripteral temple types discussed above. The peristyle does not appear to fulfil 
any particular practical function (see Chapter 3) and, thus, the addition of a peristyle to a 
temple project is likely to be due to the visual effect of the surrounding columns. Indeed, 
a number of temples that were originally constructed as non-peripteral were later 
‘upgraded’ through the addition of a peristyle, as happened to the Temple of Apollo at 
Cyrene (O12). The peristyle also represented a significant investment in man-hours and 
money. For example, fluting one of the 36 columns on the Temple of Nemesis at 
Rhamnous (A11) cost around 76 drachmas per column, with a workman’s wage being 
around one drachma per day. However, fluting the columns on other temples cost 
considerably more; for example, the fluting on the columns of the Erechtheion cost 
around 350 drachmas per column (Boersma 1970: 78). The primarily aesthetic role of the 
peristyle, as well as the enormous cost associated with its erection, suggests that the 
addition of a peristyle to a temple had significance for those who constructed it. 
Furthermore, the repeated use of the Doric peripteral style, on multiple temples around 
the Greek World, implies that the temple builders knew they were utilising an identifiable 
building ‘type’ to ensure that their temple was recognised as important by the ancient 
Greek worshippers. Therefore, it is appropriate to analyse the peripteral temple as a 
separate ‘type’ of building to those that also utilise the Doric order, such as the in-antis 
temples. 
Despite the inherent similarities between buildings that utilise the same order and have a 
surrounding peristyle of columns, the design of Doric peripteral temples varies from 
building to building, particularly in relation to their size, shape and decoration (Figure 4). 
For example, the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8) has stylobate 
dimensions of 52.74m by 110.095m supporting 7 façade and 14 flank columns (the corner 
columns being counted twice), whereas, the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous’ (A11) 
stylobate is shorter and narrower, measuring 9.96m by 21.431m, supporting 6 by 12 flank 
columns (Miles 1989: 154, 158 n.48). Furthermore, the temple plans could be altered 
through the addition of supplementary elements, such as, the double colonnade at the 
eastern end of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the ramp on the Temple of 
Aphaia on Aigina (A14).  
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Figure 4 A number of Doric peripteral temple plans with different designs (After Mallwitz 1972: 81; Wurster 
1974: 107; Coulton 1977: 42; Mertens 1984: 164, Beilage 26; Miles 1989: 143; Pedley 2005: 69). 
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The size, shape and decoration of the individual elevation elements could also be 
different from building to building (Figure 5). For example, the Temple of Apollo at 
Syracuse (S22) and the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17) are very similar in overall size, 
yet the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse utilises short squat columns, whereas the columns 
on the Temple of Zeus at Nemea are much taller and more slender. Likewise, the shape of 
the capitals could also be very different; for example, the capitals of the Temple of 
Apollo at Syracuse are considerably more ‘flaring’ when compared with capitals 
belonging to the Temple of Zeus at Nemea. Furthermore, although neither of these two 
temples utilises additional sculptural decoration, many Doric peripteral temples did. For 
example, the metopes on the Hephaisteion in Athens (A6) bore sculpture, whilst the 
Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) had sculpture in its pediments. 
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Figure 5 Elevations of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17; After 
Cultrera 1951: 827; Miller 1990: 133). 
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Chronological Limits of the Study 
In order to analyse these differences in design, this thesis focuses upon the Doric 
peripteral temples of the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries B.C. The sixth century has been 
chosen as the start date for the project as it was around the start of this century that the 
complete Doric peripteral order first became manifest in stone, with the construction of 
the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18; 600-590), the Temple of Artemis at Korkyra (N23; 
580-570) and the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22; 590-580).  
Indeed, the origin of the order and the presence of earlier, wooden ‘Doric’ peripteral 
temples has been a particular focus of scholarly debate, especially in relation to the speed 
at which the elements emerged and their possible origins (Pausanias 5.16.1; Vitruvius 
4.2.2; Marsh 1885; Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 41ff.; Hersey 1988: 31; Tomlinson 
1989: 17; Holmes 1995: 156-172; Mertens 1996: 320; Cooper 1996c: 397; Østby 2000: 
239-241; Wilson Jones 2002; Spawforth 2006: 24; Barletta 2009a; 2009b; Gebhard 2010; 
Mee 2011: 279-280). A number of possible wooden peripteral temples have been 
identified, including the archaic Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia, which dates to the first 
half of the seventh century and the late seventh-century Temple of Apollo at Thermon 
(further examples can be found in Appendix II.1).
3
 However, the lack of preserved, 
recognisably Doric elements from these early temples, the often highly conjectural nature 
of their reconstructions and the fact that a temple of wood would have to use different 
design conventions from a temple of stone, means that this project is limited to peripteral 
temples whose construction is primarily completed in stone.
4
 
A number of temples that belong to the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries have also been 
excluded, due to the lack of preserved evidence that they were either Doric or peripteral. 
For example, despite Dinsmoor’s (1949) attempted reconstruction, the so-called ‘Great 
Temple’ at Corinth has not been included in this study. The exclusion of the ‘Great 
Temple’ is due to a lack of foundations for the extant Doric blocks, which make it 
impossible to confirm that the elevation elements belong to a Doric peripteral temple, 
rather than another type of structure. Likewise, the absence of published information also 
prevents the inclusion of a number of temples, such as, the archaic peripteral temple in 
the lower city at Orchomenos (see Appendix II.2). Another group of peripteral temples 
that have been excluded from the analysis are those of the ‘Campanian Tradition’ from 
                                                     
3
 A number of scholars have proposed that the discovery of possible terracotta metopes at 
Thermon is indicative of the fact that the late seventh-century Temple of Apollo was constructed 
in the Doric order (Holloway 1969: 281; Dinsmoor and Dinsmoor 1996: 377). However, the lack 
of additional, unambiguous, evidence for a Doric elevation, such as Doric capitals, has precluded 
the inclusion of this temple in the data-set. 
4
 A full list of temples that have been excluded for being too early, too late or having insufficient 
evidence for inclusion in this study is presented in Appendix II. 
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Campania in Italy, such as Temple B at Pyrgi and Temple II at Satricum (Heurgon 1966: 
5; Barletta 1996; Spivey and Stoddart 1990: 123-125). Although these temples were 
peripteral, it is generally agreed that they belong to a separate architectural tradition to the 
‘Greek’ Doric temples analysed as part of this study (De Waele 1994; Barletta 1996). The 
exception to this is the inclusion in the data-set of the Temple of Minerva at Pompeii 
(I13). Although it is argued by both Barletta (1996) and De Waele (1994) that the Temple 
of Minerva belongs within the Campanian tradition, it is, in Barletta’s words “the most 
thoroughly Hellenized of all the temples in non-Greek Italy”. The presence of a number 
of Doric capitals belonging to the temple indicates that the temple’s constructors intended 
for their temple to be seen as part of the ‘Greek’ Doric tradition of South Italy and, thus, 
should be included in the study.   
The project ends with the conclusion of the fourth century and the construction of the 
Doric peripteral temples at Pherai (N22) and Apollonia (O13). A number of scholars have 
argued that construction in the Doric order had all but ceased by the Hellenistic Period, 
the intricacies of the design causing it to fall out of favour amongst Greeks of this period 
(Dinsmoor 1950: 267; Dinsmoor and Dinsmoor 1996: 379; Tsakirgis 1996: 408). The 
protagonists of this argument often quote the Roman architect Vitruvius (4.3.1): 
Some ancient architects denied that temples should be built with the Doric 
order because false and unpleasant modular systems were generated in such 
buildings: this is what Tarchesius said, but also Pytheos, and especially 
Hermogenes.
5
 
However, the Doric order continued to be used into the third century and beyond (see 
Appendix II.3) for both religious architecture, such as the temple at Cori dating to the first 
century (Robertson 1979: 209), and civic constructions, such as the Roman Agora in 
Athens (Camp 2001: 193). Indeed, Tomlinson (1963) has argued that, contrary to the 
opinions cited by Vitruvius, the Doric order does not become unfashionable in the fourth 
century. Rather, fewer Doric temples were constructed because mainland Greece was not 
as prosperous as it once was; whilst around the same time, many Hellenistic kings were 
‘Hellenising’ and chose to construct temples in the style of their local Greek culture, 
which happened to be Ionic, hence the seemingly increased use of Ionic in this period. 
Furthermore, the changing political and social landscape in Greece at the end of the 
fourth century resulted in a changing attitude towards the construction of monumental 
architecture and the introduction of “variable influence” from “the non-Greek architecture 
which had now become more familiar to the Greeks” (Lawrence 1996: 151). The 
                                                     
5
 This translation and all translations of ancient texts are referenced in the bibliography. 
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changing role of Doric monumental architecture towards the end of the fourth century is 
best demonstrated through the increased construction of stoas towards the end of the 
fourth century (Hansen and Fischer-Hansen 1994: 85). There is very little evidence for 
stoas in the sixth century, mostly being constructed in “primitive materials,” perhaps 
suggesting that the stoa had a lower architectural status than the temple in this period 
(Coulton 1976a: 37). However, in Athens, in the closing years of the fifth century, the 
stoa appears to improve in status and is constructed with growing monumentality and 
increased frequency. Throughout the subsequent centuries, particularly during the 
Hellenistic period, throughout the Greek world, the stoa became the choice structure with 
which to elaborate sanctuaries (Coulton 1976a: 7). A brief overview of the stoas in 
Coulton’s catalogue (1976a), dating to the periods of study in this thesis, demonstrates the 
increasing interest in stoa construction, especially when compared to the decreasing rate 
of Doric temple erection during the same period (Figure 6, Appendices I and V). 
Furthermore, it is suggested that the ‘independent polis’ declined and disappeared in the 
second half of the fourth century as a consequence of Philip II’s and Alexander the 
Great’s conquests (Hansen 1994: 15-17). Therefore, it is the changing social climate and 
attitudes towards monumental architecture during the Hellenistic period, and not the lack 
of temple construction, that precludes the inclusion of temples beyond the fourth century 
in this study. 
 
Figure 6 Graph showing the numbers of stoas and Doric peripteral temples constructed during the sixth, fifth 
and fourth centuries, demonstrating the increased trend towards the construction of stoas at the end of the 
fourth century (see Appendices I and V).  
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Thesis Layout 
The first half of the thesis is primarily concerned with placing the study into its context, 
as well as introducing and explaining the data-set. To this end, Chapter 2 reviews the past 
literature relating to Doric peripteral temple design, demonstrating that further 
investigation into the connection between date and design is required if the differences in 
the temple designs are to be understood. Chapter 3 explains the reasons for focusing upon 
the size, shape and decoration of the exterior elements of the Doric order and includes a 
brief overview of the 104 temples that comprise the data-set. Chapter 4 explains the 
reasons for focusing upon particular architectural elements as well as the criteria that 
were applied with regard to the inclusion of measurements based upon scholars’ 
hypothetical restorations. 
The second half of the thesis focuses upon analysing and explaining the data-set. Chapter 
5 analyses the data-set on a Panhellenic scale, demonstrating the wide variety of different 
temple designs that were utilised and the lack of evidence for a direct connection between 
temple design and date. Building upon the conclusions of the previous chapter, Chapter 6 
analyses the data-set at a regional level, demonstrating that the plan dimensions of the 
temples appear to belong to sub-regional groups of remarkably similar sizes, but with 
different elevation designs. Chapter 7 explains the presence of these sub-regional groups 
through a discussion of the utilisation of religious architecture in inter-polis competition 
and the expression of the clients’ social and political identity. Chapter 8 applies the 
results of this analysis to a number of polis based case studies, further demonstrating the 
importance of temple size and design in inter- and intra-polis competition. Consequently, 
it is argued that the differences in the designs of Doric peripteral temples are connected to 
distinct expressions of identity on behalf of the various groups that dedicated temples 
during the archaic and classical periods. 
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Chapter 2: Temple Design: The Scholar, the Architect and 
the Patron. 
 
The Classical, it has been well said, is the only universal style in architecture, 
and Greek temple building stood at its heart. Its influence extends, with 
interruptions, through time, via Roman architecture, the Italian Renaissance, 
Palladio and Inigo Jones, into Neo-Classicism and the specific ‘Greek 
revival’ of the 1780’s…. Even in the practice of today, its reign cannot be 
said to be over (Snodgrass 2007: 24).  
 
 
 
 
 
The above quotation from Snodgrass conveys the depth of history and tradition behind 
the study and appreciation of Greek temple architecture. Knowledge of Greek 
architecture in the western world has expanded enormously over the past 350 years, and 
each generation has had a somewhat different understanding of the essentials of Greek 
heritage (Winter 1984: 103). From temple restorations based largely upon readings of the 
first-century BC Roman architect Vitruvius (see Adam 1990 for various examples), to 
complex ‘readings’ of entire architectural sculptural programs (Marconi 2007; Barringer 
2008), the analysis of Greek temple architecture has remained a dominant element in the 
study of the classical world, particularly in France, Germany, Greece and the United 
States (Snodgrass 2007: 23).   
Comprehensive overviews of the historiography of Greek architecture have recently been 
published by Winter (1984), Spawforth (2006) and Barletta (2011) and there is no need to 
repeat their discussions here. Instead, this chapter concentrates upon a review of the 
studies that specifically address the differences in Doric temple design, which is the focus 
of this thesis. In order to review the vast number of studies that relate to this subject, the 
chapter is split into two sections. The first half addresses the traditional approach to the 
study of Doric temple architecture, discussing the art-historical Panhellenic ‘evolution’ 
model and the growing emphasis upon identifying the meaning behind the differences. 
The traditional evolution approach to the differences in Doric peripteral temples connects 
the variations in their designs to their date, with the designs changing on a Panhellenic 
scale at a seemingly constant rate until they reach ‘perfection’ in the mid-fifth century. As 
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the study of Greek architecture has progressed, the application of the model has become 
increasingly complex and more recent approaches have focussed upon how variations in 
design were used to convey meaning. Building upon these studies, the first half of this 
chapter demonstrates that the differences in temple design should be understood as 
having meaning and significance at a regional, rather than Panhellenic level. 
The second half reviews the role of the ancient architect, and argues that, contrary to the 
demands of the evolution model, the architect would not have been the sole arbiter of a 
temple’s design. The evidence suggests that the ancient architect had to work closely with 
a design committee, indicating that the temple designs were influenced by more local 
concerns than has traditionally been argued. Consequently, this chapter demonstrates the 
need for further investigation into the traditional paradigm of Panhellenic evolution of the 
Doric temple and a more wide-ranging regional analysis of the meaning behind the 
architectural differences, an important and revealing area of investigation that has been 
overlooked in previous studies. 
The Panhellenic Evolution Model 
Origins of the Model 
The traditional method for analysing Doric peripteral temple architecture has been to 
study the individual buildings in relation to a single Panhellenic trend in architectural 
style. The evolution model, as the argument is referred to in this thesis, has been the most 
dominant approach to temple studies since the late eighteenth century.  
The origin of the evolutionary view of the development of art and architecture can be 
traced to statements of some ancient authors, including Philo of Byzantium, Vitruvius and 
Pliny the Elder, though none of them presented a systematic or theoretical treatment. This 
was to come to some extent with the writings of Vasari in the Renaissance, but above all 
with Winckelmann’s highly influential 1764 study on the History of Ancient Art.6 
Winckelmann aimed to create an ordering of Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan and Roman art 
that would clarify the rise and decline of styles and chart them chronologically. 
Winckelmann believed that the art produced in fifth-century Attica was ‘perfect’ and this 
perfectionism was attributable to the “circumstances of individual liberty” achieved 
through the introduction of democracy (Spivey 1996: 23; Tanner 2006: 36). Of the 
eighteenth-century architectural studies, the publications by the architects Stuart and 
Revett are the most revered (Snodgrass 2007: 17). Unlike the earlier scholars of classical 
architecture, for whom ‘classical’ meant Roman, Stuart and Revett (1968: I) considered 
                                                     
6
 For discussion see Barletta (2001: Chapter 1) and Wilson Jones (Forthcoming: Chapter 3). 
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Greece as the “great mistress of the arts, and Rome, no more than her disciple”. Stuart 
and Revett’s books on The Antiquities of Athens, published in 1762, 1787, 1794 and 
1816, contained measurements and drawings of the most important buildings of Athens 
(Snodgrass 2007: 17). Their discussions of the architecture followed Winckelmann’s 
model, suggesting that Greek architecture reached its highest peak of excellence in mid-
fifth-century Athens under Perikles (Stuart and Revett 1968: III).  
Following Greece’s independence and the founding of the Greek Archaeological Society 
in 1837, there developed a new recognition that the classical past formed an essential part 
of Greek national identity. The Athenian Akropolis was cleared of its Byzantine, Frankish 
and Ottoman remains and archaeological excavations were conducted. Following the 
excavations, the classical temples of the Akropolis, such as the Ionic Temple of Athena 
Nike and the Doric Parthenon (A8), were rebuilt in their classical guise (Whitley 2001: 
31; Athanassopoulos 2002). However, given the general lack of standing Doric temples, 
the proposed temple restorations of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries were 
still largely based on preconceived romantic notions, which were reinforced by ingenious 
interpretations of Vitruvius (Winter 1984: 103). This resulted in temples being rebuilt 
with little regard for scientific accuracy; for example, the 1836 reconstruction of Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) at Akragas (S3) contains sections from multiple buildings including 
elements of Roman date (Marconi 1929: 96, 98). However, following the rediscovery of 
the temples at Poseidonia and the study of the temples at Akragas, during the third quarter 
of the eighteenth century, the reliance on Vitruvius began to subside.  
The conception of the modern study of Greek architecture is commonly dated to the last 
quarter of the nineteenth century, with a reduction in the reconstructions based on 
Vitruvius and the commencement of the large scale sanctuary excavations (Snodgrass 
2007: 24). The foreign powers, Russia, Britain and France, were no longer allowed to 
export endless amount of antiquities but instead were granted permission to establish 
schools in Athens, devoted to the study of the classical past (Whitley 2001: 31; Morris 
2006; Barletta 2011: 615-6). With the start of German excavations at Olympia in 1875, as 
well as the French excavations at Delphi and the American excavations at the Argive 
Heraion in 1892, the era of scientific excavation of entire sites had begun, one purpose of 
which was to establish a reliable chronology and clarify the whole range of ancient Greek 
architectural development (Winter 1984: 103; Snodgrass 2007: 18).  
As a consequence of the excavations at the major sanctuaries and the continuing interest 
in the Panhellenic evolution of architectural design, a number of studies set out to 
measure the key elements of Doric temples in order to help catalogue and clarify the rate 
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of the evolution. These studies are exemplified by the work of Koldewey and Puchstein 
(1899), who measured the remains of a number of temples in South Italy and Sicily, a 
work so important that it still forms the basis for many modern studies on Sicilian 
temples today (Barletta 2011: 615; also see tables of measurements in Mertens 1984: 214-
217). Despite the widespread belief in the evolution of temple design, there had been very 
little attempt to clarify the relationship between chronology and the Panhellenic 
development of design. In an attempt to resolve this, in 1894 Marquand published an 
analysis of the proportions of the Selinuntine temples, which charted the relationship 
between their dates and their designs. Marquand’s results suggested that a link between 
date and proportion could be found; however, he expressed significant reservations 
regarding the validity of the results, especially in relation to all ratios evolving in a single 
linear direction at a constant rate.  
Despite Marquand’s misgivings, temple scholars continued to make strong connections 
between date and design, and continued to debate the rules for the design of the ‘perfect’ 
temple (Dinsmoor 1950; Lawrence 1996). Indeed, it is often overlooked that the very idea 
of ‘perfection’ and consequently the concept of a steady evolution towards ‘perfection’, 
are based solely upon modern perceptions of ancient ‘perfection’. For example, in 
Coulton’s (1977: 98, 99) work on the proportions of Doric temples, published 83 years 
after Marquand’s study, he states (added emphasis): “Most people feel that the 
experimentation was successful, and the later buildings were more harmonious and 
satisfying than the earlier… by the Hellenistic period, elements were carved with less 
care, and to most people’s taste with less expressive form”. However, the model’s 
usefulness in helping to ascribe dates to poorly preserved temples and the conservative 
nature of late nineteenth century classical archaeology meant that the evolution model 
with the rise, peak and decline of architectural styles remained the most conspicuous 
paradigm (Whitley 2001: 35). 
Development of the Model 
During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries a vast number of new buildings, 
which required a place in the Panhellenic evolution, were uncovered. At the beginning of 
the twentieth century Anderson and Spiers (1903) thought it was reasonable to treat The 
Architecture of Ancient Greece and Rome in a single volume. The significantly larger 
body of material that was available for study two decades later meant that the second 
edition of the work had to be divided into two volumes, that on Greece revised by W.B. 
Dinsmoor, originally published in 1927, and the Roman section by Thomas Ashby.  
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Snodgrass’ (2007: 24) recent referral to Dinsmoor’s book as “the most learned and 
detailed handbook of the twentieth century” highlights the importance of his book and its 
influence within the study of Greek architecture. However, Dinsmoor’s approach to the 
study of temples followed that of his predecessors, removing the buildings from their 
contemporary contexts and analysing them as art-pieces in an attempt to present the 
evidence for Panhellenic evolution and the superiority of fifth-century Attic architecture. 
Dinsmoor (1950: 147) assigned the ‘rise’ of style to the archaic period and the Persian 
Wars (600-450 BC), the ‘brief culmination’ to Athens under Perikles (450-400 BC) and 
the ‘beginning of the decadence’ to the fourth century, with the Parthenon (A8) being 
considered the pinnacle of Doric design (Figure 7). Lawrence (1996: 58), another 
influential proponent of the evolution argument, whose book was originally published in 
1957, believed that the Parthenon came “as near perfection as is humanly possible”.  
Aside from the Parthenon, the ‘standard’ Doric temples of the ‘best period’ were 
characterised by 6 façade and 13 flank columns, exemplified by the Hephaisteion at 
Athens (A6; 450-440) and the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (A9; 450-430; Dinsmoor 
1950: 53; Figure 7). The arrangement of 6 façade by 13 flank columns, or two times 
façade columns plus one (2X+1), has been considered by almost all subsequent 
subscribers to the evolution argument to be ‘the best’ (for example see, Winter 1976: 143; 
1978: 156; Dinsmoor and Dinsmoor 1996: 377; Cooper 1996e: 400; Pedley 2005: 69; 
Barletta 2009a: 79; Prokkola 2011: 185).
7
  
                                                     
7
 This is despite Vitruvius’ (3.2.6) statement that a peripteral temple had to have 6 by 11 columns 
(of which there were none in fifth-century Athens), which led Robertson (1979: 71) to suggest that 
the ideal design for the peripteral Doric temple was not reached until the fourth century, an idea 
that has received little subsequent attention. 
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Figure 7 Plans of the ‘perfect’ Doric peripteral temples of fifth-century Attica (After Boersma 1970: 196; 
Pedley 2005: 69; Barringer 2008: 116). 
The idea of perfection and evolution was not only confined to the number of columns in 
the temple’s peristyle; the overall proportions of the Parthenon (A8) were believed to be 
the best, with the columns’ height in relation to their lower diameter also being 
considered ‘perfect’. In line with the evolution theory, the ‘perfect’ proportions of the 
Parthenon were deemed to stand at the end of a long series of gradually evolving shapes 
(see Table 1, as outlined by Brown (1906: 178)). Such was the belief in the evolution of 
proportions, that even when the excavated column drums of the Tholos at Delphi 
suggested a reconstruction of the columns with five drums, rather than four as had been 
previously believed, Dinsmoor (1950: 234 n.3) argued that it should still be restored with 
four, because this produced the correct ratios for the Tholos’ fourth century date.  
Date Temple Column Dimensions 
7th c. BC Old Temple of Corinth 
Column not quite 4 diameters in 
height 
End of the 
7th c. Old Temple of Selinous Column 4.5 diameters 
6th c. The most recent Temple at Selinous Column 4.5 diameters 
6th c. Temple of Zeus, Selinous Column 4.66 diameters 
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Date Temple Column Dimensions 
6th c. Temples of Artemis, Syracuse Column 4.40 diameters 
6th c. 
Temple of St. Mary of the Column, 
Syracuse Column a little less than 5 diameters 
6th c. Grand Temple of Poseidon, Paestum Column 4.5 diameters 
6th c. Temple of Demeter, Paestum Column 4.8 diameters 
6th c. Temple of Zeus, Olympus Column 4.6 diameters 
5th c. Temple of Athena, Aegina Column 5.33 diameters 
5th c. Temple of Theseus, Athens Column 5.5 diameters 
5th c. The Propylaea, Athens Column 5.5 diameters 
5th c. The Parthenon, Athens Column 5.5 diameters 
Table 1 Table of column diameters reproduced from Brown (1906: 99). 
It is also generally agreed that the decoration applied to the temples evolved over time, 
not only in relation to the style of the sculpture, but also the patterns that were employed 
to decorate the individual elements (Brown 1906: 198). Likewise, the belief in the 
subsequent ‘decline’ in architectural style and the decadence of the fourth century 
temples has led Hodge and Tomlinson (1969: 192) to put forward the unusual suggestion 
that the lifting bosses, which were removed from the temple once the blocks had been 
lifted into place, were actually used as decoration in this period. This idea of a 
Panhellenic evolution of column numbers, proportions and decoration has susequently 
formed the underlying base for a number of notable studies into Doric temple architecture 
(for example, Østby 1994b: 41; Sowerby 1995: 171; Rhodes 1995: 1, 74; Barletta 2005: 
71-72; 2009a: 79; Pedley 2005: 68-69; Prokkola 2011: 158-159). 
Fundamental to the evolution argument is the assumption that the ancient architects were 
chiefly concerned with beautifying and refining the constructive features of the Doric 
order (Dinsmoor 1950: 147; Lawrence 1996: 58; Wescoat 2012: 239). Coulton (1977: 97) 
has suggested: “The target of regular and satisfying form, and the achievement of it 
through experimentation, could reasonably be ascribed to all architects from the mid-
seventh century onwards”. Accordingly, it was the architect’s responsibility to maintain 
the evolutionary progression in temple design, with each architect slightly modifying the 
design of his predecessor. Therefore, the architects would maintain and control the steady 
evolution of design and improvement, regardless of the buildings’ locations. For example, 
Plassart and Blum (1914: 84) argued that the similarities in the designs of the temple at 
Orchomenos (P5) in the Peloponnese and the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) in Turkey 
are indicative of the two temples sharing the same date, despite the geographical distance. 
Consequently, under the evolution model, the differences between the buildings’ designs 
were understood to be little more than ‘steps’ towards perfection, and little attempt was 
made to understand the reason behind the different designs, as the paradigm provided the 
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ability to date temple remains in the absence of historical texts and without recourse to 
archaeological sources.  
Complicating the Model – Western Architecture 
Despite subscribing to the overall model of evolution, many scholars disagreed with how 
it should be applied to the surviving architecture. The main point of contention was the 
apparent difference between the architecture of the western colonies and that of the 
mainland, which proved difficult to reconcile in a single evolutionary line. For example, 
it was observed that the Sicilian temples were larger than their mainland counterparts and 
that some design features of the mainland temples, such as double contraction, could not 
be found in the west until a much later style of architecture was adopted (Dinsmoor 1950: 
80; Marconi 2007: 29). As such, temple scholars began to debate how the evolution 
model could be applied to these seemingly distinct lines of development and, 
consequently, which ‘school’ made the greatest progress towards perfection during the 
sixth century. 
Dinsmoor (1950: 69) argued that the initial development of Doric design happened in the 
west and influenced the mainland. However, once the development of style was complete, 
the architects in the colonies began to place more emphasis upon garish ostentation, 
rather than the refinement of proportions, which resulted in a certain “cultural lag” or 
“provincialism” in the colonies. According to Dinsmoor’s (1950: 110) argument the two 
traditions were brought together around the middle of the fifth century, with the 
construction of the ‘hybrid’ class of temples in the west, epitomised by the Temple of 
Victory at Himera (S12), and their contemporary structures on the mainland, such as the 
Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20). However, it is generally argued that the ‘hybrid’ 
temples in the west were copies of the mainland temples, rather than the resulting 
products of two separate traditions (Skele 2002: 42).  
Another line of argument suggests that the two traditions developed completely 
separately until the fifth century, when the western architects saw the achievements of 
their mainland counterparts and “abandoned their originality, together with their crudity” 
(Winter 1976; Lawrence 1996: 89). Likewise, Mertens (1996: 320, 322, 327, 330) argued 
that the traditions evolved separately, each developing their own unique trends, before the 
western architects decided to accept mainland traditions. However, he also suggested that 
some colonies (Syracuse, Megara, Selinous, Gela and Akragas) were already more 
familiar with mainland traditions than others, especially than those of South Italy. It has 
also been suggested that many innovations originated on the mainland and were 
introduced to the west over time (Bookidis 1967: 427-429; Coulton 1983: 463; Wescoat 
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1989: 85; Holloway 2000: 114), rather than the sudden collision of the two traditions as 
argued by Dinsmoor (1950: 111).  
Due to the general acceptance of the evolution model, it became impossible to see the 
differences in designs of the western temples and their divergences from the single line of 
evolution as anything other than ‘lag’, due to the ‘provincial’ nature of the western poleis 
and their subjection to ‘barbaric influences’ (Dinsmoor 1950: 75, 92). Robertson (1979: 
85) went further in suggesting that Athens specifically was the driving force behind the 
development of temple design in the sixth century and that the highly original sixth-
century Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) “is an imitative provincial work, conceivably 
due to Athenian influences”.  
Conversely, a number of arguments suggested that influence may also have gone the 
other way, by arguing that the traditional view of western Greeks as ‘backward’ and 
reliant upon the mainland for cultural inspiration and artistic progress is too simplistic 
(for example, see Miles 1989: 54; 2000). Indeed, Coulton (1984: 43-44) has argued that a 
number of features of the Parthenon (A8), such as the slender and closely spaced 
columns, may have come to Athens from the Greek west via the Temple of Apollo on 
Delos (O8), whilst Mertens (1996: 332) and Lattimore (2006: 461) believe that Libon, the 
architect of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20), may have been stimulated by the 
designs of western architecture, rather than vice versa.  
The different temple designs, not only between the mainland and the west, but also within 
the mainland itself, have also made it difficult to come to a general agreement regarding 
the end of the ‘rise’ of the Doric style and the beginning of the ‘culmination’. For 
example, Dinsmoor (1950: 70) suggested that the important elements for the ‘perfection’ 
of the late fifth century came together in the period 500-450 BC. However, Lawrence 
(1996: 99) argued that the work was already complete when the fifth century began. Later 
scholars suggest that the change between rise and culmination came with the construction 
of the Temple of Athena Polias on the Athenian Akropolis (A3) or the Temple of Aphaia 
on Aigina (A14), which have been variously dated between 525 and 470 (Childs 1994: 4; 
Whitley 2001: 225; Martin 2003: 76; Spawforth 2006: 64). As such, it was clear that the 
model could not simply be applied on a Panhellenic scale in a straightforward way and 
that the argument required further refinement. 
A line of investigation into temple design that has run concurrently with the evolution 
model is the attempt to understand the methods that were used by the ancient architects to 
design their temples. Despite many different scholars suggesting solutions to the problem, 
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there is very little consensus as to whether the design system was based upon a fixed size 
module, such as a triglyph, the use of standardised measurement, such as a standardised 
‘foot’, or a successive method with little prior planning (Norton 1877; Coulton 1974; 
1975; Tobin 1981; Seki 1984; De Waele 1988; Haselberger 1996; Wilson Jones 2001; 
Waddell 2002). There is significant difficulty applying the methods as there is no clear 
single measurement upon which to base any calculations. For example, multiple foot 
lengths have been suggested, even in relation to single buildings, as demonstrated by the 
dozen or so different foot measures that have been published for the Hephaisteion in 
Athens (A6, De Waele 1988; Wilson Jones 2000: 75; 2001: 676; Pakkanen 2006: 177-
179).  In this regard it is notable that the Oxford relief, the Salamis relief and the builder’s 
rule and square discovered in the Ma’agan Mikhael shipwreck off the coast of Israel 
indicate that multiple linear measures, from diverse sources, may have been used in 
Greek construction in the fifth and fourth centuries (Wilson Jones 2000; Stieglitz 2006). 
Yet is is also true that a few foot units were accepted standards over a relatively wide 
range. A case in point is the attestation of a unit of 327 mm on both the Salamis relief and 
on the Ma’agan Mikhael finds, this being the same that Doerpfeld derived from the 
accounts relating to the Erechtheion, while 10 ft intervals of the same unit were marked 
out on the temple at Segesta (Mertens 1984). Similarly, some sense of pattern may be 
deduced from the tendency for hypothetical design modules and triglyph widths in the 
Classical period to correspond to multiples such as 25 or 30 dactyls of the ca. 327 mm 
foot (Wilson Jones 2001). Nevertheless, analyses based around modular readings and 
proportional rules may be criticised as only being applicable with relative certainty to a 
few buildings in specific periods (Seki 1984; Wilson Jones 2001; Pakkanen 2004: 85 
n.3). It is unclear if the modern measurements utilised to help calculate the ancient design 
techniques are sufficiently accurate for such a purpose (Pakkanen 1994) and likely that 
the formulated design rules are overly complex, were probably only applicable in certain 
circumstances and subject to diverse local conditions (Bundgaard 1957: 129; Coulton 
1975: 99; Tobin 1981: 379; Waddell 2002: 1). For these reasons, this thesis will not 
consider the ancient processes of design and measurement that led to the buildings’ 
construction but insted utilises absolute measures to compare the differences in the 
buildings’ appearance. Indeed, as discussed by Coulton (1975: 99) a study of temples’ 
size and shape of the type completed in this study should be helpful in future discussions 
of ancient units of measurement. 
Complicating the Model - Further Problems and Regionalisation 
As further analyses of the architecture were completed and new temples were discovered, 
the application of a single overarching evolutionary theory based solely on the temples’ 
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designs became even more complicated. Some scholars began to doubt the existence of 
the fourth-century ‘decline’ from aesthetic perfection, arguing that the reduction in the 
numbers of constructed Doric temples was linked to a change in prosperity in the various 
parts of the Greek world and was not simply an indication of the growing aversion 
towards the Doric order (Tomlinson 1963). Likewise, Dinsmoor’s (1950) model failed to 
explain why the ancient Greeks continued to design new temple forms into the fourth 
century, if the ‘perfect’ appearance had already been discovered in the late fifth century. 
Consequently, during the second half of the twentieth century there became a “new 
appreciation of the period 400-100 BC” (Winter 1984: 105). 
It also became clear that elements of the ‘perfect’ fifth-century temple plans had already 
emerged during the sixth century. For example, the ‘provincial’ Temple of Athena at 
Assos (O1), constructed in the second half of the sixth century, utilised the ‘perfect’ 6 by 
13 temple plan (Dinsmoor and Dinsmoor 1996: 378, Figure 8). Similarly, Scranton 
(1946: 39) demonstrated that temples of broadly similar date utilised remarkably different 
interior designs; for example, Temples C, D and F at Selinous (S16, S17 and S19) were 
all believed to belong to the late sixth century, but they have different dimensioned and 
proportioned inner buildings (Figure 8). Indeed, such was the implication of this 
observation that later scholars, in an attempt to maintain the effect of the evolution 
paradigm upon the main external elements of the Doric order, began to suggest that 
religion determined the layout of the cella (Plommer 1950: 109; Dinsmoor and Dinsmoor 
1996: 377). For example, Winter (1976: 143) and Mertens (1996: 327) argued that it was 
the difference in religion that led to the wider gap between the cella and peristyle of the 
Sicilian temples, believing this may have been used more extensively for cult purposes in 
Sicily than elsewhere. 
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Figure 8 Plans of the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18), the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) as well as 
Temples C (S16), D (S17) and F (S19) at Selinous (After Mallwitz 1972: 81; Mertens 1984: 164, Beilage 26; 
Spawforth 2006: 191).  
As a further consequence of new analyses and discoveries, regional trends in temple 
design began to be identified. Previously, proponents of the evolution argument would 
only acknowledge the impact of local influences when a building could not be forced into 
their individual model of Panhellenic evolution; for example, Dinsmoor (1950: 92) 
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suggested that the unusually short peristyle on the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17) was 
due to the temple’s position “athwart a narrow terrace”, while the uncharacteristically 
long proportions of the contemporary Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16) were “the result 
of the introduction of the adytum between the cella and the pronaos”. Likewise, Mertens 
(1996: 332) has argued that the long proportions of Temple E at Selinous (S18) were due 
to the refusal of the Selinuntines to remove the adyton and the builders’ “lack of 
confidence in achieving the classical balance”.   
During the second half of the twenthieth century a growing number of scholars began to 
observe that some elements of temple design were distinctly local. As the concept of 
‘regional’ design was contradictory to the idea of Panhellenic development, the local 
trends were generally subsumed into the evolution model as short-lived tangents to the 
single overarching evolutionary line. For instance, although Shoe (1936: 183; 1952: 4, 
22) argued vigorously for the general chronological development of Greek mouldings and 
their usefulness in dating temple architecture, she acknowledged that there were certain 
discrepancies between the mouldings of the western and mainland temples and, in 
addition, certain local styles existed amongst the colonies. For example, the fifth-century 
temples of Akragas appear to have made use of their own unique sima form (Shoe 1952: 
25). 
Similarly, Coulton (1977: 105; 1979: 82) argued that column capital shapes did not 
evolve at a consistent Panhellenic rate, as had been previously postulated. For example, it 
had generally been accepted that as the ancient architects moved from site to site, refining 
the proportions of the Doric temples, each new building would utilise a capital that was 
slightly less bulging than on the previous temple. As such, the shape of the capital could 
be used to help date the architecture (Johnson 1936: 48; Dinsmoor 1950: 90; Scranton 
1964: 27; Lawrence 1996: 68). Coulton (1977: 105; 1979: 82) noted, however, that no 
two sets of Doric capitals, even on the same building, have precisely the same proportions 
and echinus profile; for example, the pronaos and peristyle capitals on the Temple of 
Zeus at Nemea (P17) have noticeably different proportions (Hill 1966: 45). Coulton 
(1977: 105) suggested that instead of a gradual evolution, the capital underwent three 
distinct changes, albeit with regional variations in uptake. During the archaic and 
classical periods, it is also likely that there was a predominance of short-lived local styles; 
for example, he demonstrated that the buildings of fifth-century Attica made use of a 
standard capital design not used elsewhere (Coulton 1977: 106; 1979: 90). Coulton 
(1984) later went further, suggesting that the entire form of the Doric temple did not 
evolve as smoothly as has been previously postulated and identified distinct fifth-century 
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Attic forms in other areas of the architecture, such as the ratio of entablature height to 
column height. 
Similar trends towards local designs, not solely based upon Panhellenic chronological 
change, have been identified by other scholars. For example, Winter (1990; 1993) noticed 
that during the archaic period various regions developed their own roofing systems, 
which were categorised by both technical and decorative functions and were often based 
around individual city-states. Furthermore, Pfaff (2003a: 195) suggested that the use of 
graduated heights of the krepidoma steps and the inclusion of ramps are strongly 
associated with the Peloponnese, whilst, Bookidis (1967: 505), Goldberg (1982) and 
Marconi (2007: 217) have all identified regional trends in the decorative schemes of 
Doric temples.  
Indeed, a number of studies have argued that there was a wider variety of different 
designs in the sixth century than simply those of the mainland and western traditions 
discussed above (Prokkola 2011: 158, 185, 188; Wescoat 2012: 1-4, 204, 235). Barletta’s 
(1990) analysis of the ‘Achaian’ or ‘Ionian Sea’ style demonstrated that a vast amount of 
regional variety existed in the temple architecture of the sixth century. For example, 
capitals with leaf necking are only found in certain poleis in South Italy, the Peloponnese 
and on Korkyra and have consequently been linked to local taste and political 
associations between the various poleis (Barletta 1990: 49, 52). Moreover, Barletta 
(2009a: 77) suggested that during the early sixth century the form of the cella building, as 
well as the number and arrangement of the peristyle columns, were affected not only by 
the building’s date but also its location.  
Although it is acknowledged amongst scholars of the twenty-first century that there is a 
greater variety in the temple designs of the sixth century than has been previously 
postulated, it is still generally suggested that the buildings were all part of a pioneering 
‘creative’ period, which existed prior to the late archaic period, at which point inter-
regionality and shared principles of design meant that temple design began to move along 
a single evolutionary road towards ‘perfection’ in the fifth century (Østby 2000: 257; 
Barletta 2009a: 82; Wescoat 2012: 1-4). Therefore, classical temple scholars continue to 
try, with varying degrees of success, to adapt the model and fit the local and regional 
differences into a grand narrative of Panhellenic design development; however, it is now 
felt that the argument is more nuanced and not as straightforward as was once presented 
by Brown (1906) and Dinsmoor (1950).  
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Complicating the Model – Meaning and Identity 
The inherent contradiction involved in applying a chronological model to a data-set that 
demonstrates regional tendencies has led some scholars to explore the meaning behind 
different temples’ constructions. Consequently, these studies have tended to concentrate 
upon understanding the reason why a community built a Doric temple, rather than 
focusing on the intricacies of design that concerned scholars such as Brown (1906) and 
Dinsmoor (1950). The investigation of meaning in classical architectural studes is not a 
‘new’ topic; indeed, Vitruvius (4.5.6-7) famously felt that the Doric order represented the 
male body and the Ionic the female. It is not the aim of this section to discuss all instances 
whereby classical architecture was thought to bear meaning,
8
 rather to focus upon studies 
that suggest the construction of temples in different locations and different designs was 
due to their meaning. In the last few decades the association of the differences in classical 
architecture and meaning has attracted attention as scholars seek to move away from 
seeing a direct connection between design and date.  
Edlund (1987: 143) and De Polignac (1995) have suggested that all peripteral temples in 
extra-urban sanctuaries (up to 15 or 16km away from an urban centre), regardless of their 
specific designs, served the particular interests of a single polis, especially in relation to 
making claims to land holding.
9
 Furthermore, it is argued that placing Doric peripteral 
temples in these frontier sanctuaries served to emphasise a city’s ‘Greekness’ (Edlund 
1987: 143). The link between the construction of a temple and the desire of the 
constructors to demonstrate their Greek identity, has found particular authority in relation 
to the Doric temples of Sicily and South Italy. It has long been noted that the cities of the 
west constructed a large amount of monumental architecture, especially when compared 
to the cities of the mainland (Sjöqvist 1973: 64). The large number of temples in the 
western colonies has been linked to a “spirit of militant Hellenism” amongst the colonists, 
which has subsequently been associated with a represention of their ‘Greek identity’ 
(Sjöqvist 1973: 64; Mertens 1996: 319). In this sense, particular western temples are seen 
as forms of propaganda, whilst the meaning behind the majority of Doric temples is 
overlooked, or they are assumed to have none (Mertens 1996: 334). For example, Burford 
(1961: 91, 93) argued that the temple at Segesta (S13) was built by the Segestans in order 
                                                     
8
 For example, studies such as those by Holland (1917), Hersey (1988: 31) and Wilson Jones 
(2002), which seek to identify the meaning behind the appearance of the triglyph frieze are not 
discussed here as they focus upon the meaning of a single element of the Doric order, rather than 
the decision to build a temple in a particular location or in a certain way. 
9
 This idea has also been suggested by Marinatos (1993) and Pedley (2005). However, Spencer 
(1995) prefers to see extra-urban sanctuaries as representing the interests of the urban elite, whilst 
Hall (2006), Voyatzis (1999) and Forsén et al. (1999) suggest that extra-urban sanctuaries were 
owned and used by multiple competing or friendly cities. 
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to demonstrate their Greekness to the Athenians, whereas the Temple of Asklepios at 
Epidauros (P9) was built purely to serve the needs of an expanding cult.  
The main problem with the theory of specific western temples being seen as symbols of 
Greek identity is that it overlooks the historical circumstances under which the 
monumental temples of Sicily and South Italy were built. These temples do not belong to 
a time when the colonists were trying to affirm their supremacy over their non-Greek 
neighbours or were being threatened by them. Indeed, Small (2004) suggested that in 
South Italy there was a large amount of peaceful interaction between the Greek cities and 
native aristocratic elites during the sixth century. Marconi (2007: 30) further argued that 
far from being symptomatic of Greek communities under pressure from their non-Greek 
neighbours, the monumental temples of the colonial Greek west were the signs of wealth, 
power, and superiority of the communities that erected them. Indeed, whilst it may be true 
that the western Greeks built larger temples than those on the mainland, the mainland 
Greeks constructed more temples than those in the west (Marconi 2007: 29). 
Furthermore, the idea that colonial temples were used as statements of Greekness, whilst 
those on the mainland were not directly involved in such propaganda, being built simply 
as art-pieces, is somewhat contradictory and overlooks the potential role of all Doric 
temple architecture to convey meaning.  
In fact, it has recently been suggested that architecture, particularly architectural 
sculpture, was used to address issues of individual polis identity rather than simply 
reflecting the ‘Greekness’ of the colonists (Marconi 2007: 30). Wescoat (2012: 4) 
suggests that as the city temple, the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) served not only as 
an expression of contemporary civic identity and pride, but also as a reflection of cultural 
values. Although the temple was dedicated to the divinity, it was meant to be seen by 
human beings whose responses were important; thus, Wescoat (2012: 4) hypothesises that 
the sculptures on the building served a purpose and had meaning beyond their decorative 
value.  
Despite it not being generally agreed that iconography can be directly liked to politics 
(for example see Whitley 2001: 257), it has generally been felt that a building’s sculptural 
programme bore particular meaning (for example, Spivey 1996: 98; Marconi 2007; 
Barringer 2008; Maggidis 2009: 92-93; Østby 2009). More recently, Holloway (1999) 
argued that the metope sculptures of Temple C at Selinous represented the consolidation 
of state religion. Furthermore, Hölscher (2011: 55), in relation to the fact that many 
temples’ sculptures depict similar myths, has suggested that citizens of a polis would 
identify with the myths depicted on their buildings, whether they represented myths 
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specific to that city or not. However, not all temples carried sculpture and in these 
instances the architecture itself is left to display any intended meaning. 
Due to the nature of their analysis, studies into the meaning behind the temple 
architecture have tended to avoid discussing the buildings’ physical appearance. 
However, the temples’ appearance is integral in understanding the ways in which the 
groups who built the temples wanted to appear (Cherstich 2006: 31). Consequently, a 
number of studies have begun to suggest that the similarities and differences between the 
various buildings’ designs bore meaning. For example, Strøm (1989: 198) suggested that 
if Argos is to be seen as controlling the Argive Heraion, “one should expect to find 
examples of corresponding building activity in Argos during the period in question”. 
Likewise, Holmes (1995: 175-176), studying eighth- and seventh-century architecture, 
identified that sanctuaries with political ties to a city seem to adopt the city’s architectural 
style, suggesting that “the ancients recognised decorative details and exploited them as 
characteristic emblems of a city or region”.  
The idea of meaning behind architectural similarities between buildings was also 
identified by Snodgrass (1986) in relation to both Doric and Ionic peripteral architecture. 
Snodgrass (1986) noted that, despite their extraordinary size in relation to the other Doric 
temples, Temple G at Selinous (S20) and the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at 
Akragas (S8) had very similar stylobate dimensions (50.07m by 110.12m and 52.74m by 
110.095m respectively). Snodgrass attributed these similarities to ‘peer-polity 
interaction’, suggesting that the two projects were designed to rival each other, with both 
cities having a long history of political competition. Therefore, it was argued that in this 
instance, the temples’ dimensions and proportions were not affected by Panhellenic 
design trends; rather, local circumstances, as well as political and social competition, 
determined the buildings’ size. 
Further analyses in other locations have shown that architectural design was used on a 
local, rather than Panhellenic, scale to convey meaning (Stevenson 2001: 86-87). For 
example, the use of the Ionic style on tomb architecture in sixth-century Cyrene is 
contrasted by Cherstich (2006: 25-31) with the predominantly Doric style used in the 
public architecture of the city, arguing that the diverse styles were used in order to display 
the affiliation and cultural identity of the tomb occupants. Similarly, Skele (2002: 29, 45) 
has suggested that the peculiarities in the design of the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia 
(I8) may be linked to the assimilation of indigenous populations into the city, whilst 
Lattimore (2006: 460) argued that the use of the Ionic and Doric order on the Temple of 
Athena at Poseidonia (I8) may reflect the colonists’ consciousness that all styles were 
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‘theirs’, rather than foreign. However, the most complete case study to date, analysing 
both meaning and temple design together relates to the temples of sixth-century Arcadia. 
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Figure 9 Plans of Østby's 'Arcadian' tradition temples (After Østby 1991: 45; 1995b: Figure 188, Figure 194, 
Figure 195, Figure 200). 
Østby (1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005) identified a series of temples in archaic Arcadia that 
utilised similar features in their designs (Figure 9). The main identifying factors of the 
‘Arcadian’ style are: differentiated axial spacing on the façade and the flank, the use of 6 
by 13 columns, the use of marble, and the use of similar dimensions. For instance, the 
Temple of Athena at Vigla (P23) and Temple C at Pallantion (P24) were constructed with 
similar overall widths, the foundations of the Temple of Athena measuring 11.55m by 
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24.33m compared to the 11.4m by 25m of Temple C. The repeated use of such design 
similarities, in contrast to the Panhellenic evolution trend in the wider Greek world, 
prompted Østby (2005: 501) to associate the use of this style with the same notion of 
inter-state competition identified by Snodgrass (1986). Indeed, Østby (2005: 501) went 
further than Snodgrass and associated the differences in the designs of the buildings with 
the separate expressions of identity on behalf of the supporting cities. Consequently, 
Østby’s study associates the similarities and differences of the Arcadian temple designs 
with the conveyance of meaning. Further to this study, Nielsen (2002: 181-4; Nielsen and 
Roy 2009: 262) has argued that the date of construction may also be a significant factor in 
the identification of architectural competition in Arcadia. For example, the construction 
of temples in the neighbouring communities of Orchomenos and Mantinea, around 530, 
are seen as efforts to re-affirm their separate local identities, and the degree of difference 
between the temple designs was desirable in order to assert their local identity in the face 
of outsiders. Therefore, studies of this type, which utilise the detailed art-historical 
analysis to suggest that the similarities and differences bore meaning, view the buildings’ 
designs as having an active social role, rather than simply as objects designed to reflect 
contemporary Panhellenic trends. 
Unfortunately, despite this strong indication of the importance of regional architectural 
trends, the Arcadian group is still identified by Østby (2005) as being a single ‘tangent’ to 
the overall linear evolution of Doric architecture in the sixth century. Consequently, 
Østby’s (2000: 257; 2005: 493) study is limited geographically to Arcadia and 
chronologically to the sixth century, in order to avoid the ‘mainstream’ of archaic 
Dorism, which is felt to be exemplified by the Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7). 
Furthermore, the various scholars who have analysed the so-called ‘Arcadian’ tradition 
are unsure as to when the local tradition ended. For example, Østby (2005), as well as 
Forsén et al. (1999), included the temple on Agios Elias (P4) within the ‘Arcadian’ 
tradition, whilst Nielson (2002: 180) argued that the temple demonstrates an “awareness 
of Panhellenic developments”. Indeed, Winter (2005: 486) argued that the series comes to 
a close with the earlier Temple of Athena at Vigla (P23) and excluded the Agios Elias 
temple all together. Consequently, notwithstanding the fact that the Arcadian sixth-
century temples’ differences are recognised as vehicles that expressed meaning, the 
buildings are inherently viewed as a brief tangent on the path of Panhellenic evolution.  
To summarise, the first half of this chapter has demonstrated the current issues relating to 
the application of the traditional evolution model to the physical temple remains. The 
review indicates that the model has significant underlying problems, especially with 
regard to its reliance on perceptions of perfection. The appearance of ‘perfect’ elements 
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in the sixth century and the amount of variety in the designs of the temples that ultimately 
refuse to be organised into a linear development, further suggest that there are problems 
with the model.  
Recent studies, such as those by Winter (1990; 1993) and Barletta (1990), have suggested 
that the traditional model cannot be applied in such a simple way and that differences in 
the designs might be due to various regional as well as Panhellenic trends. Barletta’s 2011 
article on the state of the discipline discusses the need for future studies to place buildings 
not only in their architectural but also their social context. In contrast to earlier art-
historical scholars such as Dinsmoor (1950), recent studies by Snodgrass (1986), Østby 
(2005) and Nielsen (2002) have begun to analyse architectural design as well as trying to 
understand the buildings’ social importance and meaning. Their work, analysing the 
design of the temples at a regional level, in an attempt to understand the reasons behind 
their similarities and differences has demonstrated that the variations in the temple 
designs, once believed to be indicative of ‘fashion’ and date, had significance in the 
ancient world. As argued by Miles (1998: 54), the application of a Panhellenic evolution 
model may actively obscure any intended significance of variation in design. 
Unfortunately, despite the indication that temples were used to convey meaning, the 
Arcadia study was limited both geographically and chronologically in order to avoid 
contradicting the Panhellenic evolution model. However, the Arcadia study provides an 
insight into the regional and social role of the design similarities and differences in the 
ancient world. Nevertheless, before a more wide-ranging regional analysis of similarities 
and differences can be completed, a large scale re-analysis of Panhellenic design trends 
and the assumed role of certain groups within the evolution argument, such as the 
architects, need to be completed, in order to identify any Panhellenic trends in temple 
design. 
The Architect 
It is a widely accepted premise that some level of conscious thought went into the design 
of Doric peripteral temples and traditionally, this process has been seen as the sole 
responsibility of the architect (Coulton 1975: 59; Rhodes 1995: 68-74). As discussed 
above, the architect is a fundamental element of the evolution model and consequently, 
scholars who utilise the evolution model have a very clear-cut understanding of the 
temple commissioning process. For example, the process is outlined by Coulton (1974: 
98; 1977: 16, 74) who states that it was the patron’s concern to decide upon the temple’s 
size, as “it was upon the size that the cost would largely depend”, whilst it was the 
architect’s responsibility to look after everything else, including both technical and design 
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matters, as well as overseeing the craftsmen and the project’s administration. This view of 
the architect as chief builder, foreman, surveyor and master-designer has largely been 
maintained into twentyfirst-century studies of Doric temple architecture (for example, 
Barletta 2005: 95; 2009a: 80; 2011: 628; Tomlinson 2006: 161). 
In actuality, the very nature of the evolution model requires the architect to undertake 
these responsibilities. For the evolution model to work, ancient Greek architects had to 
have been world-famous, wandering, master-architects who designed buildings alone, 
regardless of outside pressures or the nature of the society in which they were working. 
Viewing the architects in this light explains how the temple’s shapes were able to evolve 
at such a smooth rate over vast geographic distances and why the primary goal of a 
temple’s design was to achieve ‘perfection’. Indeed, the ancient Greek architects are 
considered to be so powerful that Østby’s (2005: 493) group of local (Arcadian) temple 
designs could only exist because of the unusual presence of local architects, and, to this 
end, the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4) and the Temple of Athena Alea at 
Tegea (P6) were excluded from his analysis because Pausanias (8.41.7-9, 8.45.5) suggests 
that they were created by architects from outside Arcadia. 
Such was the belief that the architect was solely responsible for the entirety of a temple’s 
design that, similar to the works of Beazley and the attribution of pottery paintings to 
different artists, it was thought that unique details of execution attested to the 
individuality of the architect (Symeonoglou 1985a: 49; Snodgrass 2007: 21, 22). A 
number of scholars went as far as to assign temples to anonymous architects based on 
stylistic and typological details. The most famous, and widely accepted example is the 
‘Theseum architect’ (Figure 10B), whose attributed temples include the Hephaisteion in 
Athens (A6), The Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (A9), the Temple of Athena at Pallene 
(A10) and the Temple of Nemesis (A11, Dinsmoor 1950: 181-182; Plommer 1950; 
Meiggs 1963: 39; Hodge and Tomlinson 1969; Winter 1978: 156). Other ‘unknown’ 
hands have been identified using the same methodology; for example, it is argued that a 
single architect constructed the Temple of Athena at Syracuse (S23) and the Temple of 
Victory at Himera (S12, Dinsmoor 1950: 109; Figure 10A).
10
 Likewise, the Temple of 
Artemis at Kalydon (N1) and the Temple of Poseidon at Velvina (N2, Figure 10C) are 
argued to be designed by a single architect (Lawrence 1996: 144), and a single architect is 
thought to have designed the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) and the Temple of 
                                                     
10
 This methodology is also used on other temple types: for example, Shear (1963: 389) argued 
that the similarities between the Ionic Temple of Athena Nike on the Athenian Akropolis, the 
Illisos temple and the Temple of the Athenians on Delos are so numerous that they all should all 
be attributed to Kallikrates.   
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Zeus at Nemea (P17, Robertson 1979: 145-146; Figure 10D). Indeed, similarities between 
the Temple of Athena at Karthaia (A16), a number of buildings in the Argive Heraion and 
the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18) led Østby (1980) to suggest that the Temple of 
Athena at Karthaia was designed by a ‘Peloponnesian’ architect. 
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Figure 10 Plans of temples ascribed to the same unknown architects by proponents of the evolution model. 
Each group of temples is thought to be designed by a single architect, for example, the temples of group B are 
purported to have been designed by the ‘Theseum’ architect (After Dyggve 1948: Tafel XXXIV; Dinsmoor 
1950: Figure 5; Boersma 1970: 196; Mertens 1984: Beilage 26; Norman 1984: 183; Miles 1989: 143; 
Spawforth 2006: 161, 173; Barringer 2008: 116). 
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Along with the overall evolution model, the idea of the all-powerful architect has 
dominated archaic and classical temple studies. However, with the growing difficulties in 
applying the evolution model to the physical remains, a number of scholars have begun to 
suggest that on certain projects other individuals had an input, or were at least present, 
during the design process. Holloway (1969) has suggested that the architect did not have 
full control of the temple’s design until the late sixth/early fifth century, which, as 
discussed above, coincides with the supposed period of ‘standardisation’ in Doric temple 
design. Indeed, Holloway (1969: 289) argued that in the first decades of monumental 
stone architecture the architect worked alongside a master engineer but by the classical 
period, if not before, the architect became entirely responsible for a temple’s design.  
Despite the confident assertions regarding the role of the architect in temple building and 
his usefulness to the dissemination of Doric design, in instances where Pausanias has 
provided the name of an architect it has proved difficult to reconcile this information with 
what is known about that individual from ancient sources and the architect’s role required 
by the evolution model. For example, Pausanias (8.45.5) states that the architect of the 
Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) was the famous sculptor, Skopas of Paros, but, as 
discussed by Stewart (1977: 80-81), it is very difficult to relate the information known 
about Skopas’ career with the dates of the temple architecture, that is presuming that 
Skopas performed all the roles assigned to the evolution model architect. To this end, 
Stewart (1977: 80-81) suggested that multiple architects must have been present during a 
temple project; in which case, Skopas was the ‘planning’ architect for the temple, who 
designed the building and all its individual elements, before going abroad to fulfil other 
commissions and leaving an ‘assistant’ architect in charge of the day-to-day running of 
the project.   
In particular instances it has also been suggested that the project’s client may have been 
involved in decisions relating to the temple’s design, albeit normally in relation to the 
theme of the temple’s sculpture. For example, Ashmole (1972: 12, 24) suggested that the 
choice of the Twelve Labours of Herakles as the subject of the porch metopes on the 
Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20) must have been made by the patron before Libon began 
to design the temple, as it was designed to have twelve metopes above the porches. The 
knowledge of local history utilised in the subjects of the pediments means that the client 
must have chosen, or at least approved, the subjects. Similarly, the sculptural themes of 
the temples of Selinous, the Temple of Artemis at Korkyra (N23) and the Temple of 
Athena at Assos (O1), have all been suggested to be the choice of their respective clients 
by various scholars (Marconi 2007: 12; Østby 2009: 166; Wescoat 2012: 5). 
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A number of scholars have gone further, proposing that the architect was present on 
temple projects primarily in an advisory role to a commission of overseers appointed by 
the client (Bundgaard 1957: 97; Kostof 1977: 23; Burford 1996: 374). Indeed, Martin 
(1967: 43) argued that the architect’s design input was minimal, suggesting that the 
architect was not only restricted by finances but also by local traditions, religion, previous 
buildings and available materials, as well as the conservative nature of Greek 
architecture. Martin (1967) further argued that the architect’s prime responsibility was the 
receipt of materials, whilst the high standards of construction were attributable to the skill 
of the workmen as opposed to that of the architect. 
A brief review of the evidence relating to the role of the ancient architect indicates that 
their role in the commissioning process was not as straightforward as the ‘Theseum 
architect’ scholars have postulated (Dinsmoor 1950: 181-182; Plommer 1950; Meiggs 
1963: 39; Hodge and Tomlinson 1969; Winter 1978: 156).  Naturally, due to the scant 
nature of the evidence, any argument for the role of the architect relies on support from 
multiple periods and locations. In a discussion of the inter-period nature of evidence 
relating to the temple architect, Coulton (1996: 410) notes that, since there was no major 
change in the character of architecture between the archaic and classical periods, it is 
likely that much the same system was used, although this system probably changed 
significantly in the Hellenistic period; as the Roman architect Vitruvius assumed that the 
ancient Greek architects used plans and elevations, for which there is no evidence in 
earlier periods. To this end, it is interesting to note that the role of the architect, as 
suggested by scholars of the evolution model, is largely based upon various readings of 
Vitruvius, who published De Architectura, almost 500 years after the Persian invasions of 
Greece, during the second decade of the first century (Tavernor 2009: XIV; for a recent 
summary of studies of Vitruvius see Barletta (2011: 628-629)). According to Vitruvius 
(1.1), the architect was a ‘jack of all trades’ with knowledge of mathematics, astronomy, 
perspective, lighting, history, natural philosophy, acoustics and property law, whilst also 
being able to design and oversee the construction of a number of building types (temples 
(Vitruvius Book 4), houses (6), farms (6.6), forums (5.1), theatres (5.3-8), baths (5.10), 
prisons (5.2), Palaestrae (5.11) and harbours (5.12)), as well as siege machinery (10.9-16) 
and water machines (10.1-8; Clarke 1963: 9; Jenkins 2006: 30). Interpreting Vitruvius to 
mean that a single individual had mastered all these elements has resulted in the idea that 
the architect was responsible for almost every process of temple design and construction, 
an interpretation clearly contradicted by Vitruvius (1.1.12) himself, who doubted 
Pytheos’ claim that an architect should have a better knowledge of each subject than a 
specialist in it. Furthermore, although most of Vitruvius’ detailed information on temples, 
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particularly the Ionic buildings, comes from Hellenistic Greek sources, his approach to 
architecture is largely based upon his own experiences (Tavernor 2009: XVI). For 
example, Holland (1917: 138) suggested that Vitruvius’ models for the origin of the 
Doric order were mainly based upon wooden Etruscan temples. Indeed, both Coulton 
(1975: 62; 1977: 15; 1996: 410) and Snodgrass (2007: 22) have subsequently warned 
about the dangers of applying the evidence from Vitruvius back to the archaic and 
classical periods and consequently, conclusions drawn from Roman sources have to be 
regarded with a significant amount of caution. 
Despite the importance ascribed to the architect by scholars such as Barletta (2005: 95; 
2009a: 80; 2011: 628) and Tomlinson (2006: 161), there are a remarkably small number 
of architects’ names in ancient sources and inscriptions, while the names of sculptors in 
the same sources are abundant (Kostof 1977: 16; Miles 1989: 240). Most of the 
architects’ names that we associate with ancient temple projects come from the second-
century A.D. travel writer, Pausanias, an individual most interested in the art of the past 
and the attachment of names to inventions and new developments (Arafat 2004: 46). 
Indeed, as explained by Arafat (2004: 46), Pausanias’ attribution of particular techniques 
to individuals is unlikely to be accurate, as there was “a perceived necessity for a specific 
named inventor”.  
Occasionally other sources relay the names of ancient architects, such as Vitruvius’ 
(preface to 7.15) reference to Antistates, Callaeschros, Antimachides and Porinos being 
the architects of the Olympieion in Athens (A2), but, as the most abundant source for 
such names, Pausanias’ attributions have tended to attract the most attention amongst 
scholars who argue for an all-powerful architect, often despite a lack of additional 
evidence for their careers. For example, Pausanias (2.17.3) states that a local architect 
named Eupolemos was responsible for the fourth-century Temple of Hera in the Argive 
Heraion (P2), but nothing else is known about him and no other source even mentions 
him (Pfaff 2003a: 196). Whether the architects named by Pausanias existed or not, 
Pausanias’ desire to name an individual as the architect of a temple project or a particular 
development, effectively reduces the impact of other individuals in the temple 
commissioning process and forefronts the contribution of the architect.  
One inscription contains an architect’s name (albeit hidden in the lines of text), not 
mentioned by Pausanias (2.27.2). In his description of the Temple of Asklepios at 
Epidauros, the monumental inscription at Epidauros contained the fourth-century 
construction contracts for a number of buildings in the sanctuary. Amongst all the other 
payments that are listed in the inscription, it is recorded that Theodotos, architect of the 
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Temple of Asklepios (P9), received 353 drachma per year, which was little more than the 
wage of a labourer. In contrast to the small amount of pay received by Theodotos, 
Hektoridas receives 1,400 drachmas for the “sculptures in the other pediment” (Burford 
1969: 141; IG IV
2
 1.102 AI 7; IG IV
2
 1.102 AI 51; IG IV
2
 1.102 AI 109). As discussed 
by Schultz (2009: 75-76) in relation to the different payments made to the two sculptors 
of the temple’s akroteria and pediments, the wage differences are directly relatable to the 
artists’ skill and reputation, indicating that considerably less money was spent acquiring 
an architect than was spent on the sculpture. The small amount of pay received by the 
architect on this project is at odds with the massive amount of responsibility assigned to 
him by the evolution model, a problem for which many scholars have found hard to 
account (Coulton 1977: 28; Kostof 1977: 22; Tomlinson 1989: 26). For example, Coulton 
(1977: 28) argued that losing employment on a temple project would mean the end to 
“arduous responsibility rather than of desirable employment and wages” and that 
“architecture could not normally be regarded as a lifetimes profession”. 
Indeed, the word ‘architekton’ is also found in relation to individuals who are not 
associated with building design. Plato (The Statesman 259e-260a; Clarke 1963: 9) makes 
it clear that the architect’s position is a ruler of workmen and that he is not a workman 
himself, but, Plato does not suggest that it is the architect’s position to design anything. 
Strabo (14.1.24) uses the word ‘architekton’ for the people employed to narrow the 
mouth of a harbour. Herodotus (3.60; 4.87) refers to Eupalinos, who constructed a tunnel 
in Samos as an architect and likewise Mandrocles, who was the architect of Darius’ 
bridge. Vitruvius (10.16.3) discusses the architects Diognetus and Callias, both of whom 
design siege equipment and city defences, and an architect in Polybius (Histories 13.4) 
repairs city walls. Apollodorus (Library 3.1.4) uses the word architect to describe an 
individual who constructs a wooden cow on wheels. The term ‘architekton’ could also be 
used for shipwrights (Burford 1963: 26). In fact, in inscribed building accounts the word 
‘architekton’ suggests the modern equivalent of contractor, overseer, master mason, or 
sanctuary factotum, rather than designer (McCredie 1979). At Delos, an individual called 
Phaneas was originally employed as a workman before being identified as the architect 
(IG X
1 
161A.43-46; Clarke 1963: 9). Consequently, it is argued that the ‘architect’ of a 
temple project did not have as much responsibility for the building as has been postulated. 
This is not to say that architects were not vital individuals on temple projects, rather they 
were not powerful wandering artisans who were solely responsible for a building’s 
design. 
The surviving building contracts from Epidauros further indicate that a building 
committee of influential individuals was elected to oversee the temple project, including 
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the building’s design and construction, while it was the role of the architect to provide 
technical information to the commission (Burford 1969; IG IV
2 
1.102). References also 
survive for the building commissions elected to oversee the design and construction of the 
Artamition, the Epidoteion and the theatre at Epidauros (Burford 1969: 134). Indeed, 
similar committees are also referred to in relation to the temple projects on the fifth-
century Athenian Akropolis (Burford 1969: 128; IG I
2
 372; IG I
2
 88; IG I
2
 24). The report 
completed in 409 on the state of the Erechtheion details the members of that year’s 
committee and indicates the presence of an architect alongside the other committee 
members: 
The commissioners of the temples on the Akropolis in which is the ancient 
image – Brysonides of Kephisia, Chariades of Agryle, Diondes of Kephisia, 
architect Philokles of Archanai,
11
 secretary Etarchos of Kydathenaion 
recorded as follows the state of the work on the temple, in obedience to the 
decree of the people proposed by Epigenes, according as they found it 
complete or incomplete (IG I
2
 372; Burford 1969: 128). 
The inscription clearly shows that the committee (epistatai), alongside the architect, had 
an active interest in the state of the temple. Indeed, an inscription relating to the Temple 
of Athena Nike (IG I
2
 88) indicates that it was the responsibility of the epistatai to choose 
the best design for the temple’s doorway. It was also the responsibility of the epistatai to 
create a detailed design of the building and provide it to the Boule (IG I
2
 24). These 
inscriptions pose an interesting question regarding the relative roles of the architect and 
the committee on a temple project. Obviously, given the scant amount of evidence for the 
commissioning process, it is difficult to speculate on the exact roles given to each 
individual on a project and it is likely that each project took a slightly different approach. 
However, a number of pieces of evidence, referred to as syngraphe, anagrapheus, and 
paradeigma, provide tantalising insights into the relationship between the various 
interested parties and the process behind a temple’s design (Coulton 1996: 409). 
During the archaic and classical periods there is no real evidence that drawings or scale 
models were used in temple construction (Coulton 1983: 456). Indeed, as discussed by 
Bundgaard (1957: 93-132), the highly conservative nature of ancient Greek architecture 
means that drawings were not needed, suggesting instead that the individual artists or 
                                                     
11
 The names of two architects are preserved in the building inscriptions relating to the second 
phase of construction on the Erechtheion, Shear (1963: 422 n.317) suggested that these were 
‘supervising’ architects, as opposed to the ‘designing’ architect who Shear believed to be 
Kallikrates. Likewise, on the fourth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15), the expense 
accounts indicate that the architect, Spintharus, was succeeded by other architects, such as 
Xenodorus and Agathon (Dinsmoor 1950: 217). 
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craftsmen would learn the appropriate forms along with their craft. As such, the presence 
of syngraphai has proved to be particularly confusing. Syngraphai, of which the most 
famous examples are the Arsenal and Prostoon inscriptions from Piraeus and Eleusis 
respectively (IG II
2
 1668; IG II
2
 1666), appear to contain text based instructions for the 
construction of specific buildings (Bundgaard 1957: 93-132; Coulton 1977: 54-55). 
Although Coulton (1983: 457) argued that, due to the use of marble, the Arsenal stele was 
an official acceptance of the design by the Athenian people, rather than instructions on 
how to construct the building, the inscription indicates that the building was broken down 
into uniform sections (Bundgaard 1957: 124; Senseney 2011: 32). This coincides with the 
idea that the ancient Greeks understood buildings as assemblages of clearly defined 
repeated parts, rather than as unified conceptions reducible to small scale representations, 
such as plans and scale models (Senseney 2011: 32). Indeed, the Doric peripteral temple, 
with its repeated units of two Doric columns, topped by a single architrave block, as well 
as two triglyphs and metopes, is the very embodiment of construction through simple 
repeated parts (Bundgaard 1957: 96; Fehr 1996: 167). The simple form of the Doric 
peripteral temple allowed these parts, particularly the decorative elements of the Doric 
order, to be altered with little affect upon the rest of the building. Consequently, it is the 
simple, repeatable, nature of Doric temple architecture that allowed the architect and the 
commission to work together to design the building (Figure 11). As such, it is argued that 
it was the responsibility of the committee, including the architect, to make decisions 
regarding the overall design of the temple and to choose the designs of the individual 
elements, such as the capital shapes and the pedimental decoration. 
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Figure 11 The Doric peristyle composed of repeatable elements of two columns, architrave block, two full 
metopes, one full triglyph and two half-triglyphs (After Tomlinson 1983: 58).  
Indeed, the syngraphai inscriptions suggest that details of a temple’s design would be 
presented to the committee separately, in the form of paradeigma and anagrapheus, thus 
enabling any non-specialist members of the committee to visualise and choose preferred 
designs.
12
 For example, the Prostoon inscription from Eleusis (IG II
2
 1666A.34, 48, 82 
and B2) indicates that the architect is responsible for supplying an anagrapheus for the 
metopes, capitals and cornices of a new porch (Coulton 1976b: 302; 1983: 455). 
Examples of preserved paradeigmata and anagrapheis include: the thin lead sheet 
bearing a moulding profile discovered in 1965 on Korkyra (Travlos and Smithson 
1982),
13
 the marble capital belonging to the Tholos at Epidauros, found buried away from 
the building (Holloway 1969: 289; Coulton 1983: 456), the (now lost) ‘tile standard’ 
piece from the Temple of Apollo at Assos (O1), used to help create standardised tiles for 
the temple’s roof (Coulton 1977: 56). Likewise, Dinsmoor (1961: 203-204) listed various 
other examples as ‘Membra Rejecta’ due to his belief that these were buried in order to 
avoid embarrassment, such as, the anta capital and Ionic capital from the Temple of 
Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4), with slightly different profiles to those used on the final 
                                                     
12
 Despite Seki’s (1984: 77) assertion that Herodotus’ (5.62) mention of a paradeigma at the sixth-
century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16) could refer to a building plan, it is generally considered 
that paradeigmata were full-scale models of specific elements of the building, such as a capital, 
whereas anagrapheis were simpler, two dimensional templates of particular elements, such as the 
profile of a particular moulding (Coulton 1976b: 303; 1977: 56, 57; Stewart 1977: 80; Fehr 1996: 
172; Senseney 2011: 32).  
13
 Although Travlos and Smithson (1982) refer to this as an example of a paradeigma, it much 
more closely matches Coulton’s (1976b; 1977: 55) clearly defined description of an anagrapheus. 
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building and a raking geison block from the Hekatompedon on the Athenian Akropolis 
(Akropolis Museum 4567), which lacked the customary ornament and inscribed twice 
with ΑΠΑΓΟΡΕΥO (“I forbid”).14 
Indeed, it may be argued that the architect crafted the models himself, but the evidence 
from the Epidauros and Erechtheion inscriptions indicates that multiple individuals would 
have provided them. For example, although Theodotos was the architect for the Temple 
of Asklepios at Epidauros (P9), Apollodoros provided a model for the metal grilles, 
which were subsequently constructed by Pasthemis (Burford 1969: 132; IG IV
2
 1.102 
BIII 295; IG IV
2
 1.102 BI 105-6). Likewise, the Erechtheion accounts show payments to 
the sculptor Agathanor, who made a wax model for the acanthus of the coffer lids of the 
ceiling and to the wood carver Neseus for the rosettes of the ceiling (Kostof 1977: 15). 
These models would subsequently be submitted to the committee, including the architect, 
for approval before they were handed to the craftsmen. Indeed, not only did these models 
help the committee to envisage the final design of the temple and make any desired 
alterations, they also helped the various craftsmen and sculptors ensure that the repeated 
elements, such as the triglyphs and capitals, retained roughly the same design (Coulton 
1976b).  
The etchings on the walls of the late fourth-century Temple of Apollo at Didyma provide 
further evidence that the design of particular elements underwent a series of consultations 
before their final approval and inclusion within the building (Haselberger 1985). In fact, 
each layer of krepidoma at Didyma had a full-scale plan inscribed upon it, demonstrating 
that elements of the plan were changed from layer to layer (Haselberger 1985: 121). A 
similar process may also be interpreted from the chalk markings drawn to full scale on the 
sixth-century foundations of Temple D in the Heraion on Samos (Senseney 2011: 34). 
Etching out the details of particular elements, as with a model, would help the individuals 
on the committee to visualise the appearance of the final building and to make any 
desired changes. The use of models and etchings could be reduced through the process of 
design ‘transmission’ or the copying and adaptation of designs from previous buildings; 
thus, the designs of individual elements could travel independently around the Greek 
world.  
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 The relative lack of preserved paradeigmata is probably due to their eventual incorporation into 
the finished building (Coulton 1983: 456) or their creation in perishable materials, such as wood or 
wax (Kostof 1977: 15). 
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Although there is evidence for some travelling architects, such as Skopas of Paros who 
performed the role of architect on the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (Pausanias 
8.45.5), most ancient references indicate that a local architect worked on the project. The 
architect for the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20) was “a local man called Libon” 
(Pausanias 5.10.3) and the architect of the Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2) 
was Eupolemos of Argos (Pausanias 2.17.3). In fact many ideas did not have to travel that 
far, for instance, the architect of the Square Peristyle in the Athenian Agora used the Stoa 
of Zeus Eleutherios, on the other side of the Agora, as the model for the axial space 
designs (Townsend 2004: 317-318). Indeed, as discussed by Coulton (1977: 57; 1983: 
454) there is no evidence that architects from other areas would impose their native style 
upon a client; for example, there is nothing Parian about Skopas’ temple at Tegea. It has 
also been suggested that the craftsmen, rather than the architect, may have helped diffuse 
the design of particular details, such as specific forms of clamps or mouldings (Coulton 
1983: 454; Mertens 1996: 330). For example, Pfaff (2003a: 196) suggested that the 
‘Athenian’ moulding profiles on the Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2), thought 
to have been built by a local architect (Pausanias 2.17.3), may have been due to the 
presence of craftsmen who had previously worked in Attica and brought their designs 
with them. 
Another proposed method of design transference, rather than the direct movement of 
artisans, is the impact that trade routes had upon the specific designs that were absorbed 
into a city’s architecture (Barletta 1983: 349; Cherstich 2006: 25). For example, although 
Marconi (2007: 83) suggested that it may just be coincidence, the presence of a large 
amount of coins from Aigina in Selinous around the same time as the construction of 
Temple M at Selinous (570-560), a building with close stylistic similarities to the first 
Temple of Aphaia on Aigina, may indicate the role of trade in the transference of (and 
willingness to adopt) ideas. Likewise, Mertens (1996: 326-7) has noticed design 
similarities between Temple Y at Selinous and the first Temple of Aphaia on Aigina.  
It has also been argued that Panhellenic sanctuaries at Delphi and Olympia may have 
acted as ‘conduits’ of design diffusion (Miles 1998: 54). Indeed, Skele (2002: 42) argued 
that the architect of the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) had the 
opportunity to visit Olympia and copy the design of the Temple of Zeus (P20) when the 
78
th
 Olympiad was won by a Poseidonian named Parmenides (Diodorus Siculus 
11.65.1).
15
 Likewise, Østby (2000: 260-261) suggested that the sixth-century Temple of 
                                                     
15
 As discussed above, Mertens (1996: 332) believes that the Temple of Hera II may have inspired 
the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, rather than the more traditional interpretation accepted by Skele 
(2002). However, the relatively wide date range for the Temple of Hera II (I11) makes any 
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Apollo at Delphi (N16) served as an important source of inspiration with regard to the 
transition between archaic and classical rules of design and its effect can be seen in the 
design of the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4) and the temple on Agios Elias 
(P3). 
Another important method of design diffusion was the architectural treatises written after 
a large project had been completed, such as those of Rhoikos and Theodorus on the 
Samian Heraion (Vitruvius, preface to 7.12). These treatises appear to have contained 
technical problems and rules of proportion for those wanting to recreate a given 
building’s appearance. Indeed, the cuttings on the architrave of Temple F and G at 
Selinous (S19 and S20) indicate that Chersiphron’s solution for moving the large blocks 
of the Temple of Artemis at Ephesos was able to be effectively transmitted by his 
architectural treatises (Coulton 1983: 462). Evidence for the treatises’ usefulness in 
distributing architectural design is demonstrated by Coulton’s (1979; 1983: 462) capital 
groups. For example, near the head of the two best defined capital groups, the ‘Periklean’ 
group and the ‘Fourth’ century group, stands a building about which Vitruvius (preface to 
7.12) mentions the existence of a treatises: Iktinos and the Parthenon and Theodorus and 
Delphi. However, Coulton (1983: 464) suggests that the transmitted designs were not 
always directly copied, for instance, the overall design of the Temple of Hera II 
(Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) is very similar to the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20), 
but, the temple also incorporates elements that maintain a link to the previous buildings in 
the polis, such as the shape of the triglyph tops. Likewise, the capitals on the Temple of 
Hera II reflect more closely the capitals belonging to the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia 
(I8) than those belonging to the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (Coulton 1983: 464-466). 
Although Coulton (1983: 466) suggested that this is due to a confusion of conventions, 
there is no reason to believe that the separate elements were not independently selected or 
modified by the committee in the manner discussed above. Indeed, it is likely that all 
these various methods of ‘transference’ played a role in the dissemination of designs. 
Likewise, given the local nature of the building committee, it may also be assumed that 
they (as well as the architect) had a good understanding of architecture in surrounding 
poleis and the designs that were utilised there. 
Therefore, in contrast to the evolution model architect, who worked alone to design 
temple projects and whose sole aim was to improve upon the design of the previous 
project, no matter what its location in the Greek world, it is argued that the architect had 
to work alongside the building committee, who represented the client. Consequently, the 
                                                                                                                                                 
confident assertions impossible (see Appendix III.1). In fact, Symeonoglou (1985a) has argued 
that there are more differences between these two temples than has previously been acknowledged.  
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temple’s design was subject to more local concerns. Whether the designs of particular 
elements were directly copied or adapted from elsewhere or not, the decision to include 
them was not solely reliant upon the whim of a traveling architect, but a conscious 
decision by the committee, who worked in conjunction with the local architect to create 
the temple design. Indeed, even Vitruvius (6.8.10), whose books form the backbone of 
the all-powerful architect argument, states that things turn out well if “the architect allows 
himself to accept advice from both workmen and laymen”. 
By way of a summary to the preceding arguments a brief case study considering Iktinos, 
perhaps the most famous ancient Greek architect, further demonstrates that the architect 
did not decide upon a temple’s design alone. Instead local influences, such as the building 
committee, played a more significant role in temple design than has been previously 
purported.  
Iktinos is credited with the construction of the Telesterion at Eleusis (c.449), the 
Parthenon in Athens (A8; 447-432), and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4; 
429-400; Pausanias 8.41.7-9; Plutarch Perikles 13; Strabo 9.1.12; Vitruvius, preface to 
7.16-17). However, not all the ancient sources agree on whether Iktinos was solely 
responsible for each project. For example, Plutarch (Perikles 13.4) names Iktinos and 
Kallikrates as the architects of the Parthenon, while Vitruvius (preface to 7.12) remarks 
that Iktinos and Karpion wrote a treatises on the Parthenon. Despite these differences, it is 
usually assumed by modern scholars that Iktinos led the Parthenon project (Holloway 
1969: 289; Carpenter 1970: 46; Ashmole 1972: 92; Barletta 2005: 89). Indeed, Strabo 
(9.1.12; 9.1.16) and Pausanias (8.41.9) mention only Iktinos in their references to 
construction of the Parthenon.
16
 
The attribution of both the Parthenon (A8) and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai 
(P4) to a single architect has required scholars of the evolution model to identify design 
similarities in order to support the idea that architects can be identified through such 
similarities and that architects led the design process. However, the temples do not share 
many physical characteristics (Figure 12), especially when compared to the similarities in 
                                                     
16
 In defence of Kallikrates’ role on the Parthenon, Shear (1963: 376 n.7) highlights that 
Pausanias’ mention of Iktinos is in relation to the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai and as 
Kallikrates did not work at Bassai, it is not necessarily significant that he was not mentioned; 
likewise, if Kallikrates was not involved in writing the treatises, there is no reason for Vitruvius to 
mention him either. Consequently, Shear (1963) and Rhodes (1995: 74) have argued that both 
Iktinos and Kallikrates were the architects of the Parthenon, whilst Lattimore (2006: 468) 
attributes the presence of Ionic elements on the Parthenon to the presence of Kallikrates as a 
designer.  
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the designs of the fifth-century Attic temples that Dinsmoor (1950) suggested were 
designed by the Theseum Architect (Figure 10B). 
 
Figure 12 The plans of Iktinos’ Doric peripteral temples, the Parthenon (A8) in Athens and the Temple of 
Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4; After Pedley 2005: 69; Martin 2003: 80).  
To this end, scholars have had to formulate solutions as to why the only known instance 
whereby a single architect is assigned by the ancient sources to two Doric temples also 
happens to be the exception to the rule of the same architect equals the same design. 
Barletta (2005: 90) believes that the interior of the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai 
(P4) does demonstrate a clear development of ideas from the Parthenon (A8), as both 
have three sides of columns in the cella, while the possible frieze on the inside of the 
pronaos on the Parthenon would be the closest parallel to the internal frieze at Bassai. 
Other scholars have suggested that the differences demonstrate the remarkable versatility 
of Iktinos (Dinsmoor 1950: 154; McCredie 1979: 73; Cooper 1996a: 370; Lattimore 
2006: 471). Martin (1976 cited in Barletta 2005: 91) explains the differences in the 
temple designs as arising from an initial stage of construction on the Temple of Apollo by 
a Peloponnesian architect, with later transformations by Iktinos. The issue of design 
differences between the two buildings became such a problem to the continued utilisation 
of the evolution model that Winter (1980) believed Iktinos could not have been the 
architect of the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai. Cooper (1996a: 369, 370) has 
suggested, however, that assessing authorship through comparing and contrasting stylistic 
and typological details represents a flawed methodology, believing that Pausanias’ 
(8.41.9) attribution of the temples to Iktinos is clear and as such he must have been the 
architect. 
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Therefore, if the architect is to be identified through stylistic and typological details, the 
textual and the archaeological evidence do not appear to agree. However, as discussed 
above, the evidence suggests that the architect did not have as much design influence as 
has previously been suggested by proponents of the evolution model and consequently, it 
is argued that Iktinos could be viewed as the architect of both temples. 
Although the two temples do not share design characteristics with each other, they do 
share many features with their predecessors. The design of the Parthenon takes into 
account the foundations and the column dimensions of the unfinished Old Parthenon 
(A5), as well as the inclusion of the ‘Parthenon’ back room, which had already been 
started on the site (Martin 1967: 43; Korres 1988: 1786; 2000: 58; Rhodes 1995: 86; 
Hurwit 2004: 116; Figure 13). Pheidias was appointed general manager and supervisor of 
the Periklean building programme and he oversaw the work of Iktinos on the Parthenon 
(Plutarch Perikles 13). However, the specific role of Pheidias in the design of the 
Parthenon has been widely debated (Burford 1963: 25; Martin 1967: 43; McCredie 1979: 
73; Barletta 2005: 73) and indeed, Rhodes (1995: 87-88) argued that the only reason the 
plan of the Parthenon is different from the Old Parthenon is because it was designed 
around Pheidias’ Athena Parthenos statue. There was also an annually appointed board of 
five epistatai who controlled the overall project and were responsible to the Athenian 
people for its success (Burford 1963: 27). The Parthenon and the Periklean Propylaia 
have many features in common, even though they are assigned to different architects, 
Iktinos and Mnesikles (Plutarch Perikles 13.4; 13.7; Bundgaard 1957: 96; Coulton 1977: 
57; Jenkins 2006: 29).
17
 This implies that the epistatai, local individuals who oversaw the 
Akropolis projects, had a greater influence upon design decisions relating to the 
Parthenon than Iktinos. Therefore, Iktinos was not free to design the Parthenon solely 
according to Panhellenic trends, but was required to utilise elements from the Old 
Parthenon whilst satisfying the demands of both Pheidias and the epistatai. 
                                                     
17
 Likewise, buildings other than Doric peripteral temples, that have the same architect do not 
share a design, for example, Mnesikles’ worked on the Propylaia, the Erechtheion and the Temple 
of Athena Nike on the Akropolis but utilise different designs. Despite the design differences 
between these three buildings, Mare (2008) has argued that the hand of a single architect should 
not be sought in these buildings as a ‘blemishing’ was used so that the buildings would not distract 
from the Parthenon. However, this argument is based on the assumption that these buildings were 
only of “second tier” importance when compared to the Parthenon, which is a very difficult 
judgement to make, especially with regard to the Erechtheion’s role in Athenian religion. 
Similarly, Paeonius was the architect of two temples with very different appearances – the Temple 
of Artemis at Ephesos and Apollo at Didyma (Clarke 1963: 12 n.27).   
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Figure 13 Plans of the Old Parthenon (A5) and the Parthenon (A8), showing the correspondences between 
the two plans (After Travlos 1971: 446; Pedley 2005: 69). Although the Old Parthenon is very poorly 
preserved, it is generally agreed that the two buildings shared a similar plan (Dinsmoor 1950: 150; Osborne 
1996: 264; Hurwit 1999: 132).  
Similarly at Bassai, Iktinos was unable to design solely according to the rules of a 
contemporary Panhellenic fashion, as it would appear that the temple had to be an almost 
exact copy of its archaic predecessor. The arrangement of rooms in the classical temple is 
identical to those in the archaic temple located to the south (Kelly 1995: 263; Figure 14). 
Not only are the rooms almost identically sized, but also they share the same north-south 
axis. The classical temple even reproduces the drop in floor level of the adyton 
demonstrated in the archaic temple and the marble roof revetment of the classical temple 
was a faithful copy of the terracotta tiles from the archaic temple (Cooper 1989: 116). 
Kelly (1995: 244) also restores the archaic temple of Apollo with engaged internal 
columns, similar to those of the classical temple. Although there is not the same amount 
of literary evidence for a building committee for the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at 
Bassai (P4), the similarities to the earlier temple suggest that local influences also had 
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significant input into temple design.
18
 It is therefore arguable that not even Iktinos was 
able to design buildings according to the rules of a Panhellenic trend in temple design. 
Instead, both the Parthenon and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios incorporate local 
elements, in the form of previous buildings, and most likely respond to the requirements 
of the local building committees. Even if Iktinos was not the architect of one or both of 
the temples, the evidence still suggests that the architects of both buildings were 
controlled by the demands of the building committees and not by Panhellenic ‘fashion’. 
 
Figure 14 The plan of the archaic temple and the cella of the classical Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai 
(P4; After Kelly 1995: 228).  
Conclusion 
In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated that a review of the traditional evolution 
paradigm of temple architecture is required and that, in order to understand their meaning, 
the differences in the temple designs need to be analysed on a regional as well as 
Panhellenic level. The first half of the chapter demonstrated the underlying problems that 
have been encountered whilst trying to apply the Panhellenic evolution model to the 
architectural remains. Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated that there is no single 
evolutionary line and that the differences in temples’ designs may be connected to the 
portrayal of meaning in the ancient world. For example, Østby’s (1991; 1995b; 2000; 
2005) analysis of the ‘Arcadian’ tradition of Doric architecture demonstrated that 
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 The influence of previous buildings upon the design of later temples is also evident on the 
Temples of Apollo at Delphi (N15 and N16) and the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18, Scully 
1979; Miles 1989: 241). 
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studying the buildings on a regional level indicated the existence of regional trends in 
Doric peripteral temple design. The existence of regional design trends provided Østby 
with the opportunity to analyse any intended meaning behind the differences, rather than 
simply ascribing them to date. However, Østby’s study was limited both geographically 
and chronologically by the overarching demands of the evolution model and his belief 
that the Arcadian tradition was a ‘tangent’ to the predominant single line of evolution. 
Therefore, it is argued that in order to understand the reasons behind the differences in the 
designs of the Doric peripteral temples, the architectural similarities and differences must 
be analysed on a regional scale; however, this cannot be completed until any overarching 
trends connecting design and date have been identified.  
The discussion of the architect and the committee in the second half of the chapter further 
demonstrated the importance of analysing architectural differences at a regional rather 
than Panhellenic scale. The gathered evidence indicated that instead of an all-powerful 
wandering master-designer, the ancient architect worked alongside a building committee 
to decide upon the design of the temple. The presence of a local committee suggests that 
if the differences were designed to bear meaning, they should be analysed on a regional 
and local scale. Indeed, as discussed by Smith (2002) in relation to ancient sculpture, it is 
no longer prudent to view the ancient artist as separate and above the society in which 
they worked, creating monuments according to a Panhellenic ideal of perfection, rather, 
their work should be analysed as reflecting contemporary social and political concerns. 
Therefore, in order to analyse the meaning of the differences in the temple designs, a 
review of the differences and similarities must first be completed on the Panhellenic level 
so that any connection between date and design can be identified. Subsequently, a 
regional study, building upon the work of Østby (1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005) and Nielsen 
(2002), which focuses upon the meaning of the differences, can be undertaken. To this 
end, the next chapter discusses how the temple architecture is analysed in order to 
systematically investigate the architectural differences and similarities on both the 
Panhellenic and regional scales. 
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Chapter 3: The Temple Exterior: Size, Shape and 
Decoration  
 
The style of workmanship of the temple is Doric, with a pillared portico 
around it; it is made of local stone. Its height up to the pediment is sixty-eight 
feet, its width is ninety-five, and its length is two hundred and thirty; the 
architect was a local man called Libon. The roof-tiles are not terracotta, but 
Pentelic stone worked like tiles; they say this was invented by a Naxian 
called Byzes (Pausanias 5.10.2-3). 
 
 
 
 
Pausanias’ description of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (above) demonstrates a number 
of issues that were addressed in the previous chapter, especially with relation to 
Pausanias’ desire to ascribe names to important inventions. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, the evolution model, which was largely built upon a pre-conceived idea of the 
all-powerful ‘architect’ from ancient sources such as Pausanias, made a connection 
between the differences in the temple designs and their dates of construction. However, 
recent studies, such as those by Østby (1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005) and Nielsen (2002), 
have highlighted the existence of regional ‘tangents’ to the single evolutionary line. 
Østby’s and Nielsen’s studies have demonstrated that when the temple designs are 
analysed on a regional scale, the meaning behind the differences in their designs can then 
be analysed. Unfortunately, Østby’s investigation was ultimately limited by the general 
acceptance of the Panhellenic evolution argument.
19
 The retention of the evolution 
paradigm meant that the majority of temples’ designs were thought to belong to a 
Panhellenic design trend, and thus, could simultaneously be designed according to 
regional traditions. Work by other scholars, notably Barletta (1990) and Marconi (2007), 
have suggested that influences upon temple design may be more regional than previously 
felt, and it is upon these studies that this project builds. 
The second half of the previous chapter demonstrated that certain assumptions regarding 
the role of the architect, who performed a fundamental role in the evolution model, were 
not supported by the evidence. Consequently, the analysis of the role of the architect 
further indicated that a review of the connection between the differences in temple design 
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 See Chapter 2, Østby (2000; 2005) limited his study geographically to Arcadia and 
chronologically to the sixth century, deliberately to avoid the ‘mainstream’ Dorism. 
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and date is required. Therefore, before a wider-ranging analysis of the regional ‘tangents’, 
and the regional influence upon temple design more-generally, can be completed, the 
connection between the design differences and the construction dates of the temples 
needs to be analysed.  
In order to systematically analyse the designs of all the Doric peripteral temples in the 
data-set, in relation to both Panhellenic and regional trends, the gathered data relating to 
the temples’ designs needs to be both measurable and consistent. As such, it is important 
to discuss how the designs of the temples are catalogued in order for them to be compared 
systematically. To this end, the first half of this chapter discusses the reasons for focusing 
upon the size, shape and decoration of the temples’ exterior elements. Studying the size, 
shape and decoration of the individual elements allows for the temples’ designs to be 
systematically recorded and compared, whilst focusing upon the exterior of the temple 
means that the data-set is limited to the parts of the building which would have attracted 
the worshippers’ attention. The second half of the chapter introduces the 104 temples that 
are included in the data-set and the criteria that have been applied to the cataloguing of 
their dates and locations in order to aid the Panhellenic and regional analyses conducted 
in Chapters 5 and 6. 
External Focus 
From the outset, the exterior of the temple was designed to be the most visible part of the 
building; as discussed in Chapter 1, the addition of the costly peristyle columns were 
primarily due to their visual properties. The next section further analyses the importance 
of the temple exterior, demonstrating that in order to understand the differences in the 
designs of the Doric peripteral temples it is necessary to focus upon the appearance of 
their external elements. 
A number of previous studies have demonstrated that the ancient Greek temple served no 
direct religious function, with worship being conducted outside around the altar rather 
than inside the building (Coldstream 1985: 68; Bremmer 1994: 27). Sacrifice was the 
central ritual of Greek religion, fundamental to every religious festival and sacrifice 
required an altar (Burkert 1988: 37; Bremmer 1994: 27; Osborne 2007: 249). Commonly, 
the altar is found close to the east end of the temple. Thus, when the worshippers stood 
around the altar, the temple would provide a backdrop for the sacrifice (Burkert 1988: 37; 
Garland 1994: 52; Whitley 2001: 136; Osborne 2007: 249). For example, in the Sanctuary 
of Aphaia on Aigina the altar is directly opposite the east end of the temple, thus, the 
temple’s façade overlooks the altar and the groups that would be gathered for the sacrifice 
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(Figure 15). Therefore, during religious activity, the temple would have been viewed 
from the outside rather than the inside. 
 
Figure 15 The Sanctuary of Aphaia on Aigina showing the location of the altar opposite the east end of the 
temple (After Goette 2001: 342). 
In fact, the temple was only opened infrequently in order to view the cult statue that was 
placed inside the building (Burkert 1988: 38; Garland 1994: 54; Tanner 2006: 45). For 
example, Pausanias (8.41.5-7) was unable to view the statue of Eurynome in Phigalia as 
the temple was closed on the day of his visit, and he recounts that at the Sanctuary of 
Aphrodite in Sikyon, worshippers had to stand outside the temple even when it was open 
(Pausanias 2.10.4-5). However, there was probably no ‘universal rule’ with regard to 
temple access and it is likely that other sanctuaries offered more frequent contact with the 
cult statue than these examples (Stevenson 2001: 48-51). Nevertheless, it is generally 
accepted amongst scholars of Greek religion that the inside of the temple was of little 
importance during the sacrifice, when the sanctuary would have been at its busiest 
(Bremmer 1994: 28; Garland 1994: 54). The importance of the inside of the temple to the 
conduct of ancient Greek religion is further questioned by the evidence that some temples 
appear to have served primarily as repositories, treasuries and museums (IG I
2
 393; 
Jeffery 1990: 72; Morgan 2003: 147; Shaya 2005). Indeed, with regard to previous 
studies of the designs of Doric peripteral temples, most scholars agree that little attention 
was paid to the design of the interior elements until the construction of the Parthenon 
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(A8), which was designed to accommodate Pheidias’ grand chryselephantine statue of 
Athena Parthenos (Scranton 1946: 43; Rhodes 1995: 84, 85). Consequently, the inside of 
the temple appears to have been relatively unimportant to the conduct of ancient religion, 
especially in comparison to the altar (Sourvinou-Inwood 1993: 10; Bremmer 1994: 27). 
Thus, with the exception of the Parthenon, the Doric temples’ interior was likely to be a 
secondary concern when considering a building’s design. 
Although, in terms of cult, the temple was not the most important component of the 
sanctuary, it often formed the most visible part (Bergquist 1967: 128; Fehr 1996: 177; 
Stevenson 2001: 88). For example, when looking for the Sanctuary of Hera during the 
battle of Plataia, the general Pausanias used the temple as an indicator of the sanctuary’s 
location (Herodotus 9.61). To increase a temple’s visibility and prominence, a peristyle of 
columns could be added. The purpose of the peristyle in the early wooden temples, such 
as the archaic Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia (first half of the seventh century), has been 
debated (see Chapter 1); however, once the cella walls came to be constructed in stone, 
the colonnade’s primary function appears to have been to distinguish the temple from the 
surrounding buildings and thus increase its visibility. Indeed, Vitruvius (3.9) states that: 
The placement of columns around a temple was devised particularly so that 
its appearance would be imposing. 
Such was the high level of visibility afforded by a temple’s peristyle that smaller votives 
would be placed near to it in order for them to benefit from the prominence of the 
peristyle. For example, when the Temple of Apollo at Kalapodi (N19) was excavated it 
was suggested that a number of discovered votive chariot wheels and Corinthian helmets 
were actually hung on the columns of the temple’s peristyle (Whitley et al. 2006-2007: 
42; Niemeier 2007-2008: 48). Furthermore, although the origins of the Doric order are 
widely debated, the application of the order to the stone peristyle suggests that they were 
added in order to embellish the appearance of the temple exteriors (Cook 1970). For 
example, although the entablature supported the roof, the same result could be achieved 
with plain blocks, not decorated with the repeating triglyphs and metopes that comprised 
the Doric frieze. Likewise, additional decoration, such as sculpture, was also used to 
accentuate the buildings’ exterior; for example, the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) had 
an abundance of sculpture on the eastern end, overlooking the altar, where the sanctuary 
visitors would have congregated to sacrifice (Maggidis 2009: 80-81).  
Therefore, the architectural analysis in this thesis focuses upon the differences in the 
design of temple exteriors. To this end, a number of the internal elements of the temples’ 
cellae, whose presence have been analysed and discussed in previous studies (Miles 
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1998/1999), have not been recorded in the data-set. Likewise, the identification, size and 
shape of the separate individual rooms (pronaos, naos and opisthodomos/adyton), 
analysed in a number of studies, have also been excluded from the analysis (Scranton 
1946: 376; Robertson 1979: 39; Cooper 1996d: 398; Barletta 2009a: 77). Furthermore, 
the fact that this study focuses upon the external elements of the Doric peripteral temple 
precludes an analysis of the construction techniques that were used to build them.
20
  
As demonstrated by the art-historical studies of scholars such as Dinsmoor (1950) and 
Larence (1996), the exterior designs of temples could differ dramatically from building to 
building. However, given the fact that the buildings are all of the same type (peripteral) 
and order (Doric), the three main points of difference between the buildings’ designs are 
the size and shape of the individual elements, and the additional decoration, such as 
sculpture, that was applied to a number of buildings. Consequently, given their ability to 
be consistently catalogued and subsequently compared, these three aspects form the basis 
for the analysis of the differences in the designs of the peripteral temples. To this end, the 
next section discusses the importance of size and shape in the architecture of the ancient 
world, and how they affected the external appearance of the Doric temple. This is 
followed by a review of the methods used in order to analyse the additional decoration 
that was applied to particular temples. 
External Size (Dimensions) 
The overall size both of the temple and of the individual elements formed a key 
component in the comparison of temple architecture for the ancient Greeks. For example, 
Herodotus (3.60) justifies his extended study of Samos due to the island having “the 
biggest of all Greek temples known”. Polybius (9.27), discussing the Temple of Zeus 
Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8) states:  
The Temple of Zeus Olympias is still unfinished, but in its plan and 
dimensions it seems to be inferior to no temple whatever in all Greece. 
Pausanias (8.45.5) suggests that the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) was “by a long 
way first of all the temples in the Peloponnese for its size and its whole construction”, 
whilst the Temple of Hera at Plataia (N5) was “worth seeing for its size and fine statues” 
(Pausanias 9.2.7). Pausanias (5.10.2-3, 5.16.1, 8.41.7-9) further mentions the height, 
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 A number of scholars have suggested that the techniques used to build a temple are linked to its 
date and architect (Dinsmoor 1950: 72 n.1; McAllister and Jameson 1969: 179-180, 183; Miles 
1989: 239-242). However, multiple building techniques were used on different areas of the same 
temple to produce the same external appearance and vice versa. For example, the columns of the 
Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14) were both monolithic and drum built (Lawrence 1996: 100), 
thus, suggesting that the building techniques did not impact upon the temples’ designs. 
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width and length of the Doric peripteral temples of Zeus (P20) and Hera (P18) at Olympia 
and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4). Indeed, for the Temple of Poseidon 
at Isthmia (P13), Pausanias (2.1.7) may have been directly comparing the size of the 
temple to another; however, the loss of a few words of the passage makes it impossible to 
guess which temple it is being compared to (Pearson 1960).  
 
Figure 16 The similar sized temples of Athena at Vigla (P23) and C at Pallantion (P24) alongside the larger 
Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11; After Østby 1991: 45; 1995b: Figure 194; Martin 2003: 55). 
Despite the importance ascribed to size by the ancient authors, comparisons of the size of 
the various elements were generally overlooked by proponents of the evolution model, 
instead preferring to compare the temples’ proportions. However, the various elements of 
the archaic and classical Doric peripteral temples, that form the focus of this study, vary 
enormously in size. For example, the foundations of the Temple of Athena at Vigla (P23) 
measured 11.55m wide, whereas, those of the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia 
(I11) were over twice as wide, measuring 26.06m (Figure 16). Likewise, the column 
heights of Doric temples could be considerably different; for example, the columns on the 
Parthenon (A8) were over two times taller than those belonging to the Temple of Athena 
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at Delphi (N17; Figure 17).
21
 Despite this variation in sizes, Snodgrass (1986) has noted 
that a number of contemporary archaic temples, which were built near to each other, were 
of remarkably similar size. As discussed in the previous chapter he noted that Temple G 
at Selinous (S20) and the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8), despite 
their extra-ordinary size in relation to the other temples of the Greek world actually 
shared similar plan dimensions (Figure 27). This also appears to have been the case with 
smaller temples; for example, Østby (2005: 499) has observed that the widths of Temple 
C at Pallantion (P24) and the nearby Temple of Athena at Vigla (P23) are identical 
(Figure 16). The similarity in these specific temples’ dimensions, despite the overall 
variety in the sizes of the temples on a Panhellenic scale (Figure 4), suggests that the size 
of the elements that comprised the Doric peripteral temple had significance in the archaic 
and classical Greek world. Consequently, size is considered to be an important attribute in 
the study and comparison of the exterior designs of Doric temples. To this end, the sizes 
of a range of selected elements are catalogued for each temple, and these are discussed 
further in the next chapter. As well as being a key factor in the comparison of temple 
design, cataloguing the dimensions of the various elements also forms the basis for the 
second line of enquiry, the study of the temples’ overall, and the individual elements’, 
proportions. 
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 The columns of the Parthenon (A8) measure 10.433m tall, whilst, the columns of the Temple of 
Athena at Delphi (N17) measure 4.6m. 
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Figure 17 The façade elevations of the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17) and the Parthenon (A8; After 
Demangel 1923: Plate 8; Coulton 1977: 113).  
External Shape (Proportions) 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the search for the ‘perfect’ proportion in temple 
design, and the preceding Panhellenic trend towards that point, was the focus of earlier 
studies (for example, Brown 1906; Dinsmoor 1950; Lawrence 1996). According to the 
evolution model, the differences in the temples’ designs, and consequently the 
Panhellenic evolution in the elements’ proportions, was motivated by the desire of the 
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ancient architects to discover the ‘perfect’ temple through the application of mathematics 
and the ‘ideal’ proportion; thus, linking mathematics and proportion to ancient concepts 
of beauty (Tsakirgis 1996: 408; Spawforth 2006: 64). A number of scholars have 
suggested a link between the Pythagorean belief that numbers were the basis for the 
whole universe and temple design, thus promoting the idea of a connection between 
numbers and beauty (Spawforth 2006: 64; Prokkola 2011: 213). Indeed, the Canon 
written by the fifth-century Argive sculptor, Polykleitos linked harmonious proportions to 
ideal beauty (Stewart 1978: 124-127; Spivey 1996: 41).
22
 Likewise, for Vitruvius, ideal 
architectural proportions were linked to modularity and the human body: 
Proportion is the commensurability of a predetermined component of a 
building to each and every other part of a given structure, and modularity is 
based upon this commensurability. For without modularity and proportion 
no temple can be designed rationally, that is, unless its elements have 
precisely calculated relationships like those of a well-proportioned man 
(3.1.1). 
Furthermore, they derived the system of mensuration clearly essential for 
all buildings from members of the body, such as the finger, palm, foot and 
cubit: they distributed them in a perfect number, called τέλεον by the 
Greeks (3.1.5). 
Vitruvius’ design for a Doric peripteral temple is similarly relayed in terms of the 
relationship between its various elements: 
Now the length of a temple is worked out so that its breadth is half the 
length, and the length of the cella itself a quarter greater than its width, 
including the wall in which the folding doors will be located (4.4.1). 
For Pliny (Natural History 36.56) the proportions of the column defined the order: 
Those of which the diameter at the foot is one-sixth part of the height, are 
called Doric.
23
 When the diameter is one-ninth, they are Ionic, and when it is 
one-seventh, Tuscan…In ancient times the rule was, that the columns should 
be one-third of the breadth of the temple in height. 
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 Significant difficulties have been uncovered in attempts to discover Polykleitos’ exact rules of 
beauty. Measuring the proportions of Roman copies of his statues suggests that it may have been 
Polykleitos’ intention to give “the impression of life in his human figures by imposing subtle 
irregularity on the strict precision of his theoretical framework” (Rhodes 1995: 78-80), thus, 
making it virtually impossible to ratify his treaties. 
23
 For Vitruvius (4.3.4) the diameter of Doric columns are one-seventh their height: “The diameter 
of the columns will be two modules and their height fourteen”. 
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Therefore, there is a significant body of evidence that suggests that the ancient Greeks 
took an active interest in proportion; however, the different principles discussed above 
indicate that no single ‘perfect’ set of proportional rules appear to have dominated ancient 
thought. Furthermore, Canons other than Polykleitos’ are known to have existed; for 
example, around the time of Polykleitos’ writings, Lysippos and Euphranor introduced 
their own variations of ideal proportions in statues (Roberts 2005: 594). Indeed, 
Vitruvius’ (3.1.2-7) rules in relation to proportions are based upon the amalgamation of 
three separate Canons by un-named authors (Stewart 1978: 127). The lack of evidence 
that there was ever any one set of ‘perfect’ proportions indicates that multiple different 
Doric temple designs could have been considered ‘perfect’ in different places at different 
times. The indication that there was no single ‘perfect’ rule of proportions in Doric 
temple architecture is further borne out by the difficulty associated with trying to identify 
the use of a Panhellenic rule of design, even amongst the ‘perfect’ temples of the late fifth 
century (see discussion of temple design techniques in Chapter 2). 
 
Figure 18 The plans of the Temple of Hera at Plataia (N5) and the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15; After 
Waldstein and Washington 1891: Plate XX; Knell 1983b: 131).   
Aside from analysing proportions to try and locate the progression towards ‘perfection,’ 
studying the ratios between the various elements allows for a systematic analysis and 
comparison of the temples’ designs over multiple buildings, periods and regions. Indeed, 
the use of proportions to help date buildings, by scholars such as Brown (1906) and 
Arapogianni (2002), indicates that, on a Panhellenic scale, a wide range of different ratios 
were used between the different elements on a Doric temple. For example, whilst the 
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Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) is less than twice as long as it is wide (ratio of 
foundation length to foundation width: 1.81), the length of the Temple of Hera at Plataia 
(N5) is almost three times its width (ratio of foundation length to foundation width: 2.99; 
Figure 18). Therefore, cataloguing the temple proportions and comparing them, 
alongside the information relating to the building sizes, allows for the overall designs of 
the temples to be systematically compared. Likewise, the designs of the elevations also 
utilise different proportions, which resulted in the production of buildings with different 
designs, albeit, still being constructed utilising the same order and building type (Figure 
5). Thus, a study of the temple ratios is ideal for comparing the differences in Doric 
temple design. For example, the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17) is very tall in 
comparison with its width, having a ratio of stylobate width to column height of 1.95, in 
contrast to the wide and short Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24), with a stylobate width to 
column height ratio of 4.00 (Figure 19). Indeed, as highlighted by Coulton (1977: 74-79), 
different elevation proportions could be used to distinguish temples that were constructed 
with the same sized ground plan. For example, the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at 
Poseidonia (I11), although having almost exactly the same size plan as the Temple of 
Hera I (I9), has a considerably ‘less-squat’ appearance achieved through the use of 
increased sizes on each of the columns rather than increasing their number (Figure 20). 
Therefore, the importance of the size and shape of the individual components in the 
ancient world, and the differences from project to project, indicate that these attributes 
form the best means to systematically analyse the temples’ designs, in relation to both the 
existence of Panhellenic trends over time and the regional analysis of temple design. 
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Figure 19 Facades of the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) and the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17; After 
Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 168; Miller 1990: 133). 
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Figure 20 Facades of the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) and Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (After Coulton 
1977: 76; Mertens 1984: Abb. 14). 
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External Decoration 
There is, however, one element of some Doric peripteral temples’ external appearances 
that cannot be systematically catalogued and analysed in relation to its size and shape: the 
additional decoration. Although, as discussed above, the entire Doric order could be 
considered to be decorative, in this study, decoration refers specifically to the additional 
elements that were added to the Doric order with the aim of elaborating particular 
temples. The following section discusses the reasons why information relating to 
particular decorative features has been included in the data-set, beginning with the 
elements that are not included in the analysis, such as paint, and culminates with an 
explanation of how the additional sculpture is recorded in order for it to be systematically 
studied. 
Additional decoration was added in various positions and guises on different temples. The 
fact that most of this elaboration related to relatively minute details is testament to the 
fact that even such small points of difference between buildings bore significance in the 
ancient world. For instance, several moulding shapes were used in various positions on 
different temples (Figure 21). The geison soffit moulding on the Temple of Hera in the 
Argive Heraion (P2) is a simple offset cyma-reversa (Pfaff 2003a: 177), whereas on the 
Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele (I10) the moulding is much more complex, indeed, the 
absence of a soffit moulding from the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous indicates that 
soffit mouldings were not a strictly necessary part of the Doric order (Miles 1989: 202). 
As well as decoration in the form of mouldings, some temples also utilised sculpture, 
decorative roofing, inscriptions (Butz 2009), paint and ‘refinements’ in order to further 
elaborate the external appearance of the temple. Indeed, the mere presence of additional 
decoration, such as mouldings and sculpture, on some Doric temples has been taken as 
indication that the decoration was important in the ancient world, for if it was not 
important the building committee would not have gone to the trouble and the additional 
expense of adding such elaboration (Spivey 1996: 95). Furthermore, a number of studies 
have demonstrated the importance of additional decoration, particularly architectural 
sculpture, to the ancient Greeks (Holloway 1988; Marconi 2009; Hölscher 2011). For 
example, Marconi (2009), using a number of sources but mostly the presence of 
architecture on figured pottery, was able to highlight the power that architectural 
decoration had to generate emotional responses. Indeed, in one instance a figure on a cup 
gazes directly at a building’s decorated metopes (Metropolitan Museum of Art 
1989.281.62). Therefore, as with size and shape, the additional decoration that was 
applied to the temple exterior was also significant in the ancient world. 
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Figure 21 Different geison designs, showing the different shaped mouldings in various positions (After 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: Abb. 76, Abb. 113, Abb. 152; Dugas et al. 1924: Plate XXI-XXV; Courby 
1927: Plate XI; Krauss 1951: XXX; Hill 1966: Plate XIII; Miles 1989: 197; Østby 1995b: Figure 204; Cooper 
1996b: INV. 105; Pfaff 2003a: Figure 64; Haselberger 2005: 123).  
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Despite the widespread use of additional decoration on particular Doric temples, the 
various types of decorative elaboration, as well as the different positions in which it was 
applied to the temple, makes it particularly difficult to conduct a systematic study of all 
possible types and combinations of additional decoration. Furthermore, particular 
elements have to be excluded from the analysis as they are not widely published or 
included in the temple reports. For example, due to the traditional interest in using the 
architecture to help provide a date for the temple, certain decorative elements have tended 
to be included within temple publications, generally those with established typologies, 
whilst others have often been overlooked, such as the construction materials. Indeed, in 
almost all cases, the temples’ materials are described as being either marble or limestone 
(Lawrence 1996: 79). Only in particular instances, such as the temples of fifth-century 
Athens, are suggestions made as to the building stones’ provenance or even an attempt is 
made to describe the stone’s colour (Korres 1988; Miles 1989: 145); thus, the differences 
in the temples’ materials have had to be excluded from the analysis. Likewise, despite 
Pausanias’ discussion of the roof tiles on both the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (5.10.1) 
and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (8.41.9), the relative disregard for roof 
tiles in the earlier temple studies and the large amount of analysis on the recently 
excavated tiles from a variety of non-temple sites (Winter 1990; 1993; Pfaff 2003a: 27; 
Barletta 2011: 622), suggests that it is beyond the scope of this thesis to productively 
investigate Doric temples’ tiles. 
Equally, the poor preservation of particular elements in the archaeological record means 
that they are discovered relatively infrequently, thus, making little information available 
for analysis and thus cannot be included in this study. For example, the small amount of 
available evidence suggests that it was common to paint the capitals and entablature of 
the Doric order (Dinsmoor 1950: 178; Jenkins 2006: 37). Paint on Doric architecture has 
largely been ignored in discussions of Greek architecture, this has been due to a general 
disgust at the ‘garishness’ of such actions (Guido 1967: 120) or the belief that all Doric 
temples would have been painted to the same scheme (Dinsmoor 1950: 178; Broneer 
1971: 97). Although there is enough preserved paint to suggest that the Doric temples 
were painted, there is certainly not enough to make such sweeping generalisations. For 
example, fragments of paint on the triglyphs from the Parthenon (A8) indicate that they 
were painted blue (Jenkins 2006: 43); whereas, traces of red have been detected on the 
triglyphs of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20, Lawrence 1996: 75). However, the lack 
of evidence for paint from most Doric peripteral temples precludes the inclusion of paint 
from a systematic analysis of temple architecture of the scale conducted in this thesis.  
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Moreover, in order to analyse the design differences across a wide number of buildings 
the elements need to be relatively consistent, in that the element being measured has been 
observed on a number of the buildings and reported in a style that is repeated in other 
publications. A ‘decorative’ element that has not been included in the analysis due to their 
inherent variety, both in application and publication, are the so-called Doric ‘refinements’ 
or ‘optical corrections’. The refinements, including entasis, horizontal curvature of the 
stylobate and the inward inclination of the columns are found in varying numbers and to 
differing degrees on a select number of temples in the Greek world, most notably the 
Parthenon (A8, Haselberger 2005). Although the refinements on the Parthenon have been 
subject to multiple studies, the refinements on the other Doric temples have not been 
subject to anywhere near the same level of intense scrutiny; indeed, most studies consider 
stating that the temple might have had entasis is an adequate amount of inquiry (for 
example, see Miles 1989: 150). Furthermore, it is not entirely certain that the refinements 
were meant to be noticeable, it being argued they were intended to correct an optical 
illusion and therefore were included for the purpose of not being seen, or they may have 
served a routine engineering function rather than a ‘decorative’ role (Pedley 1990: 44; 
Rhodes 1995: 80; Thompson et al 2007). Accordingly, the application of various 
refinements to the temple architecture has not been recorded in the data-set.  
There appear to be two elements of decoration that satisfy the above criteria for inclusion 
in a systematic analysis of additional decoration on Doric peripteral temples: the 
mouldings and the sculpture. Despite this, the mouldings have not been included in the 
study for a number of reasons. First, a systematic study of all the mouldings has been 
completed by Shoe (1936; 1952), in which the mouldings were compared visually, a 
methodology that has generally been retained into modern studies.
24
 This makes a 
systematic comparison of the different temples’ mouldings difficult, at least until the 
measurements of the mouldings begin to be routinely published in a standardised format. 
Furthermore, there are mouldings in too many positions and too many different shapes for 
a study of this length.  
Ultimately, sculpture, due to its size, position on the building and cost, would have had a 
greater impact upon the exterior appearance of the temple, and consequently, the study of 
external decoration focuses upon the temple sculptures. Indeed, the sculptures were by far 
the largest elements of additional decoration on Doric peripteral temples and had a 
significant impact upon a temple’s external appearance; one only has to consider 
Pausanias’ (1.24.5; 5.10.6-8) famous descriptions of the pediment sculptures of the 
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 Indeed, as discussed by Childs (1994: 2) in relation to capitals, it is difficult to complete a 
typology of elements’ designs based upon published drawings, due to their imprecision. 
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Parthenon (A8) and the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20) to realise the effect that 
sculpture had upon the viewer. The fact that some temples, such as the Temple of Athena 
at Vigla (P23, Morgan 2003: 159), utilised additional sculpture whilst others, such as the 
Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) did not, demonstrates that sculpture was 
not seen as a fundamental element of the Doric order and its inclusion on particular 
projects, at additional cost, was significant.
25
 The sculptures were almost always found 
fixed to the same positions on the building: the metopes, pediments or above the cella and 
thereby, aiding in a systematic analysis of their addition to particular projects. 
Furthermore, the positions of the sculpture could be utilised in various combinations. For 
example, some temples, such as Temple F at Selinous (S19) had sculpted metopes above 
the peristyle but no sculpted pediment; on the contrary, the Temple of Asklepios at 
Epidauros (P9) had sculpted pediments and not metopes; indeed, some temples, such as 
the Parthenon (A8) had sculpted metopes and pediments. Therefore, the position of the 
sculpture on the temples’ exterior has been recorded in the data-set and forms part of the 
analysis of temple design.    
As discussed in the previous chapter, a number of studies have sought to discover the 
sculptures’ themes and their meaning (for example, Holloway 1988; Hölscher 1998; 
Marconi 2007; Barringer 2008); however in a study of this length, focusing upon the 
overall appearance of the temple, it is impossible to include all the various ascribed 
themes and to systematically analyse their importance. Consequently, the issue of 
sculptural themes is only raised in the final chapter, which contains a number of polis-
based case studies. However, as highlighted above, although there a limited number of 
positions in which sculpture was placed, there is a significant difference in the utilisation 
of these positions and this had an impact upon the buildings’ external appearance; as 
such, the position of the sculpture upon the temple is recorded in the data-set (a 
discussion of the instances in which sculpture has been recorded in the data-set can be 
found in Chapter 4).
26
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 As mentioned in Chapter 2, the sculptors of the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros (P9) were 
paid significantly more than the architects.  
26
 A number of studies have included counts of the number of sculptures in a temple’s pediments 
(Nakasēs 2004: 282; Schultz 2009). Indeed, Nakasēs (2004: 282) has suggested that the number of 
sculptures in a temple’s pediment is indicative of its date. However, the poor state of preservation 
of most temples’ pedimental sculpture makes a systematic investigation of this attribute impossible 
in a study of this length. 
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Introduction to the Doric Peripteral Temples Included in the 
Study 
Therefore, in order to analyse the differences in the temple designs, the thesis focuses 
upon the size, shape and decoration of the external appearance of the temples. These 
aspects of the design allow for measurable and consistent comparisons to be made 
between the buildings, on both the Panhellenic and regional scales. In order to conduct a 
Panhellenic and regional analysis of these differences and similarities it is important to 
include as many temples from as wider geographical range as possible. As such, the data-
set encompasses 104 Doric peripteral temples (Table 2), which encompasses all the 
temples that had sufficient available data to be included in this study (Appendix II.2). The 
temples in the study cover a wide geographical area, from Selinous in the west, to Assos 
in the east and Passaron in the north, to Cyrene in the south (Figure 22). Furthermore, the 
data-set comprises temples covering the entire period that forms the focus of this study, 
ranging in date from the early sixth century, such as the Temple of Hera at Olympia 
(P18), to the late fourth-century Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17).
27
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 See Chapter 1 for a discussion of the chronological limits of this study and Appendix II for a list 
of Doric peripteral temples that are excluded for being built beyond those limits. 
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Figure 22 Map showing the location of the Doric peripteral temples included in the data-set.
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Table 2 presents the basic information relating to all 104 temples included in the data-set. 
The catalogue number in column one is composed of a letter, relating to the region in 
which the temple is constructed (see below), and an arbitrary number. This catalogue 
number remains the same throughout the study and also relates to the order of the 
catalogue in Appendix V. The second column records the most widely utilised name for 
the building, although in instances where the temple is known by multiple names, both 
are included; for example, Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas (S5). The third column 
contains the name of the polis in which the temple was constructed.  
For an analysis of the temples on a regional level, the buildings are divided into five 
regions (column four); Attica and the Saronic Gulf, Italy, Northern Greece, the 
Peloponnese and Sicily. There is also a sixth ‘region’ entitled ‘Other’, which is a label 
attached to temples from outside of the predominant Doric temple building regions and 
come from locations with so few temples that there was no value in ascribing them their 
own independent regions; for example, this includes the Temple of Athena from Assos in 
Turkey (O1) and the Temple of Zeus from Cyrene in North Africa (O11). Fifteen temples 
are assigned to Attica and the Saronic Gulf, 13 in Italy, 22 in Northern Greece, 25 in the 
Peloponnese, 24 in Sicily, and five temples belong to ‘other’ locations. In the first 
instance, temples were ascribed to particular regions based upon Spawforth’s (2006: 108-
227) catalogue of Greek temple architecture. The regions could have been further divided 
into their respective areas, for example, the ‘Northern Greece’ region could be divided 
into; Euboia, Boiotia, Phokis, Aitolia, Thessaly, and Macedonia. However, in most cases 
this would have resulted in each category containing very few temples, making it difficult 
to draw conclusions with relation to a comparison of the buildings. For example, Aitolia 
contains only two Doric peripteral temples from the archaic and classical periods, the 
Temple of Artemis at Kalydon (N1) and the Temple of Poseidon at Velvina (N2). 
Likewise, the poor state of preservation of most of the temples means that the fewer 
buildings in a region, the more likely that only one of them will preserve their elevations, 
further inhibiting a comparison of the temples’ designs. Consequently, the regions have 
been maintained at the broadest level in order to capture as much available evidence for 
comparison as possible.  
Table 2: Temples included in the data-set 
Cat 
No. Name Location Region 
Earliest 
Date 
Latest 
Date 
Date 
Group 
A2 Olympieion Athens Attica 530 510 2 
A3 Athena Polias  Athens Attica 510 500 2 
A4 
First Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion Attica 490 480 3 
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Table 2: Temples included in the data-set 
Cat 
No. Name Location Region 
Earliest 
Date 
Latest 
Date 
Date 
Group 
A5 Old Parthenon Athens Attica 490 480 3 
A6 Hephaisteion Athens Attica 450 440 4 
A7 Apollo Delphinios Athens Attica 450 440 4 
A8 Parthenon Athens Attica 447 432 4 
A9 
Second Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion Attica 450 430 4 
A10 Athena  Pallene Attica 440 420 4 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous Attica 430 420 4 
A12 Artemis Loutsa Attica 400 300 6 
A13 Apollo Aigina Attica 520 510 2 
A14 Aphaia Aigina Attica 480 470 3 
A15 Athena Megara Attica 599 500 2 
A16 Athena Karthaia (Keos) Attica 520 500 2 
I1 Unknown Hipponion Italy 525 500 2 
I2 Unknown Kaulonia Italy 430 420 4 
I3 Hera Kroton Italy 475 450 3 
I4 Casa Marafioti Locri Epizephyrioi Italy 540 530 2 
I5 Hera Tavole Palatine Italy 520 510 2 
I6 
Temple Aii (Apollo 
Lykeios) Metaponto Italy 540 520 2 
I7 Temple Bii Metaponto Italy 530 520 2 
I8 Athena Poseidonia Italy 520 500 2 
I9 Hera I (Basilica) Poseidonia Italy 550 520 2 
I10 Heraion Foce del Sele Italy 540 500 2 
I11 Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia Italy 470 430 4 
I12 Unknown Taranto Italy 600 550 1 
I13 Minerva Pompeii Italy 525 500 2 
N1 Artemis Kalydon N. Greece 400 350 5 
N2 Poseidon Velvina (Molykreion) N. Greece 400 300 6 
N3 Apollo Ismenios Thebes N. Greece 400 350 5 
N5 Hera Plataia N. Greece 550 500 2 
N6 Apollo Daphnephoros Eretria N. Greece 530 490 2 
N7 Dionysos Eretria N. Greece 350 350 5 
N9 Zeus Ammon Aphytis (Kallithea) N. Greece 350 300 6 
N10 Apollo Ambrakia (Arta) N. Greece 500 500 3 
N12 Unknown Kassope N. Greece 400 300 6 
N13 Zeus Stratos N. Greece 320 300 6 
N14 Zeus Passaron N. Greece 325 300 6 
N15 Fourth c. Apollo Delphi N. Greece 370 325 6 
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi N. Greece 530 520 2 
N17 Athena Delphi N. Greece 550 500 2 
N18 Athena Kranaia Elateia N. Greece 500 475 3 
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Table 2: Temples included in the data-set 
Cat 
No. Name Location Region 
Earliest 
Date 
Latest 
Date 
Date 
Group 
N19 Apollo Kalapodi (Hyampolis) N. Greece 600 500 2 
N20 Artemis Elaphebolos Kalapodi (Hyampolis) N. Greece 425 395 4 
N21 Apollo Metropolis N. Greece 560 540 2 
N22 Unknown Pherai N. Greece 300 300 6 
N23 Artemis Korkyra N. Greece 580 570 1 
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra N. Greece 525 500 2 
N25 Hera (Mon Repos) Korkyra N. Greece 400 400 5 
O1 Athena Assos Other 540 500 2 
O8 Apollo Delos Other 478 450 3 
O11 Zeus Cyrene Other 500 480 3 
O12 Apollo Cyrene Other 550 500 2 
O13 Unknown Apollonia Other 300 300 6 
P1 Athena Alipheira Peloponnese 500 480 3 
P2 Hera Argive Heraion Peloponnese 423 410 4 
P3 Unknown Agios Elias Peloponnese 500 490 3 
P4 Apollo Epikourios Bassai Peloponnese 429 400 4 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos Peloponnese 530 500 2 
P6 Athena Alea Tegea Peloponnese 350 335 6 
P7 Apollo Corinth Peloponnese 570 540 1 
P8 Apollo Sikyon Peloponnese 303 300 6 
P9 Asklepios Epidauros Peloponnese 400 366 5 
P10 Asklepios Gortys Peloponnese 400 350 5 
P11 Akropolis Temple Gortys Peloponnese 425 375 5 
P12 Poseidon Hermione Peloponnese 525 480 2 
P13 Poseidon Isthmia Peloponnese 470 460 3 
P14 Poseidon Kalaureia (Poros) Peloponnese 525 500 2 
P15 Demeter Lepreon Peloponnese 400 370 5 
P16 Athena Makiston Peloponnese 500 490 3 
P17 Zeus Nemea Peloponnese 340 320 6 
P18 Hera Olympia Peloponnese 600 590 1 
P19 Metroon Olympia Peloponnese 410 388 5 
P20 Zeus Olympia Peloponnese 472 456 3 
P21 Athena Prasidaki Peloponnese 500 480 3 
P22 Unknown Troizen Peloponnese 350 300 6 
P23 Athena Vigla Peloponnese 520 510 2 
P24 Temple C Pallantion Peloponnese 500 500 3 
P25 Unknown Kalavryta Peloponnese 525 500 2 
S1 Temple F (Concord) Akragas Sicily 450 420 4 
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) Akragas Sicily 433 406 4 
S3 Temple I (Dioskouroi) Akragas Sicily 450 406 4 
S4 Temple A (Herakles) Akragas Sicily 525 480 2 
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Table 2: Temples included in the data-set 
Cat 
No. Name Location Region 
Earliest 
Date 
Latest 
Date 
Date 
Group 
S5 
Temple D (Hera 
Lacinia) Akragas Sicily 470 420 4 
S6 Temple E (Athena) Akragas Sicily 500 450 3 
S7 Temple L Akragas Sicily 450 400 4 
S8 
Temple B (Zeus 
Olympios) Akragas Sicily 520 480 3 
S9 Aphrodite Akrai Sicily 525 500 2 
S10 Temple B (Athena) Gela Sicily 600 550 1 
S11 Temple C Gela Sicily 500 475 3 
S12 Victory Himera Sicily 480 480 3 
S13 Unknown Segesta Sicily 426 409 4 
S15 Temple A Selinous Sicily 490 450 3 
S16 Temple C Selinous Sicily 550 520 2 
S17 Temple D Selinous Sicily 490 490 3 
S18 Temple E Selinous Sicily 500 450 3 
S19 Temple F Selinous Sicily 490 480 3 
S20 Temple G Selinous Sicily 520 470 3 
S21 Temple O Selinous Sicily 490 450 3 
S22 Apollo Syracuse Sicily 590 580 1 
S23 Athena Syracuse Sicily 478 475 3 
S24 Zeus Syracuse Sicily 580 555 1 
S25 Temple A Megara Hyblaia Sicily 600 500 2 
Table 2 Basic information relating to each temple in the data-set, including name, location, assigned region, 
earliest date, latest date and assigned date group. For further information about each temple consult the 
catalogue in Appendix V. 
In order to analyse the Panhellenic relationship between date and design, the temples 
have been assigned to date groups (column seven). As discussed in Chapter 2, stylistic 
criteria have often been used to assign date, such as the shape of the capital. This 
methodology has encountered a number of problems, such as the supposed 
‘provincialism’ of the western temples discussed in Chapter 2, and it has recently become 
viewed with increased scepticism (Coulton 1979; Pfaff 2003b). The use of stylistic dating 
criteria is based upon the assumption that temple design evolved at a constant linear rate, 
thus making it possible to date a temple within a ten year period based upon the temple’s 
proportions. However, Coulton’s (1979) study of Doric capitals demonstrated that the 
shape of the capital does not change at a constant rate over time; rather, there are only a 
few basic shapes, which remain in use for significantly longer periods of time, thus 
highlighting a considerable flaw in the use of stylistic criteria to date temples. 
Furthermore, stylistic criteria are so subjective that many scholars disagree on the exact 
10 year period that a temple would belong to. For example, different scholars date the 
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Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2) in various increments between 423 and 400 
(Shoe 1936: 110; Dinsmoor 1950: 183; Pfaff 2003a: 191-193; Spawforth 2006: 164), 
depending upon the privileged element and their interpretation of the rate of evolution. 
Although this is not as wider range as for some other temples (see Table 2), it is the 
assurity with which each of the scholars assigns the date, using their various methods. For 
example, Shoe (1936: 110) believed that the mouldings suggested a date of construction 
around 410, whilst Dinsmoor (1950: 183) preferred a more precise date of 416. Thus, 
dating temples using stylistic criteria is not a precise science and is based upon the 
element that the individual scholar considers most important. Indeed, Biers (1992: 34) 
suggests that in situations where stylistic dating is used, it should only be used to provide 
dates within about half a century and only as long as “the examples one is trying to fit 
into the scheme clearly belong to a single, obvious line of development, and there are no 
problems of geography, quality and material”, which, as discussed in Chapter 2, is not 
necessarily the case with Doric peripteral temple architecture. Therefore, the assignment 
of temples to a date within a ten year period is to be regarded with caution. As such, the 
temples have been placed into broader date groups, in order to introduce a margin of error 
and to facilitate comparisons between temples of similar date. 
The date group column in Table 2 assigns each building to a period, identified as 1-6, 
with each group representing a 50 year period (Table 3). Date group 1 (600-551) relates 
to the earliest period of stone Doric peripteral temples; whilst, date group 6 (350-300) 
relates to the final years of the classical period, the chronological end to the study. The 
temples have each been placed into the group in which the range of dates ascribed to the 
temple falls. For example, the Temple of Zeus at Passaron (N14) is commonly placed 
between 325 and 300 and so the temple is placed in date group 6. 
Date Group Earliest 
Date 
Latest 
Date 
Number of Temples 
1 600 551 7 
2 550 501 32 
3 500 451 26 
4 450 401 17 
5 400 351 9 
6 350 300 13 
Table 3 The date groups, the range of dates and the number of temples placed in each group. 
The use of date groups is still reliant upon the dates ascribed through stylistic analysis. 
Indeed, given the lack of additional dating evidence, it would be difficult for any study of 
temple architecture not to be. However, using date groups allows for a certain amount of 
margin to be incorporated, with regard to the variety of different dates being ascribed to 
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the same building, often based upon the different interpretations of the rate of evolution. 
Therefore, when scholars disagree on precise dates they often agree on date ranges. For 
example, the temple at Segesta (S13) is dated to the late fifth century by Mertens (1996: 
336), around 420 by Spawforth (2006: 132) and 426-409 by Dinsmoor (1950: 112), while 
Lawrence (1996: 136) suggests that the temple could have been constructed at any point 
in the last quarter of the fifth century. Although the various scholars disagree on the exact 
date of construction for the temple at Segesta, the commentators agree upon a general 
time frame of the late fifth century. Likewise, placing each temple into a date group 
allows for particular types of dating evidence to be privileged in instances where there is 
significant controversy. For example, some temples were systematically excavated and 
painted pottery has been discovered in the foundations, contradicting the date assigned 
based upon architectural proportions, such as the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14, see 
Appendix III.5, with further discussions of all controversial dates in the same appendix). 
In these instances, the sculpture and painted pottery provide an additional external dating 
source that is not linked to the concept of stylistic evolution in Doric architecture. 
Obviously, no method of grouping temples into date ranges could be without flaws. For 
example, there is no was of differentiating between temples that belong to the start or end 
of a period. However, so long as the criteria are applied consistently, then the benefits of 
grouping temples by date in a study of this type outweight the negatives. Therefore, 
placing the temples into broader 50 year date groups avoids the problems associated with 
dating the temple architecture based upon differing opinions of the rate of stylistic 
evolution. 
Where very little evidence for the date of a temple survives and the preserved architecture 
is assigned a broad range of dates covering multiple date groups, the temple is placed in 
the date group that current scholarly opinion considers most probable. For example, the 
Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7) has traditionally been dated around 540 (Dinsmoor 
1950: 89 n.2), yet a recent re-analysis has placed the commencement of construction in 
the mid-560’s (Pfaff 2003b: 112) and so as the most recent study, the temple is placed in 
date group 1 and this date has been used in the data-set. Therefore, the median date, the 
balance of scholarly opinion, and the relative strength of the dating technique, especially 
if an external dating source is available, are used to place a temple within a date group. 
It is also worth highlighting that the focus of this thesis is upon the initial decision to 
build a peripteral temple. This is a particularly important point with regard to the few 
temples that have peristyles that were constructed at a later date to the cella. In these 
instances, it is the date of the peristyle that will be used to assign the temple’s date group, 
as it is the external appearance of peripteral temples that are the focus of this thesis. For 
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example, the cella of the Temple of Apollo at Cyrene (O12) was constructed in the 
middle of the sixth century, while the peristyle columns and pedimental sculpture were 
added in the final quarter of that century and consequently, the temple is placed in date 
group 2. 
The temples listed in Table 2 are all preserved to varying degrees and for this reason 
some temples feature in more areas of the analysis than others. For example, the Temple 
of Athena (I8) and the Temples of Hera I and II (I9 and I11) at Poseidonia, the Temple of 
Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4), the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17), the Temple of 
Aphaia on Aigina (A14), the Hephaisteion (A6), and the Parthenon (A8) all have standing 
peristyle columns, indicating their remarkable state of preservation. On the contrary, the 
poor state of preservation of the Temple of Apollo Delphinios (A7) in Athens, the Temple 
of Athena in Megara (A15), the Temples of Poseidon at Hermione (P12) and Kalaureia 
(P14), the temple at Hipponion (I1), Temple O at Selinous (S21) and Temple B (Athena) 
at Gela (S10), means that only their foundations are preserved.  
In many cases, the poorly preserved temples are hypothetically restored by archaeologists 
utilising ratios borrowed from ‘similar’ temples (Pakkanen 2009: 3). For example, 
McAllister and Jameson’s (1969) reconstruction of the elevation belonging to the Temple 
of Poseidon at Hermione (P12), for which only the foundations remain, utilises the ratios 
belonging to the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17), the Temple of Athena Polias on the 
Athenian Akropolis (A3) and the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14), based on the belief 
that temples of similar date used the same proportions, as analogies to help restore the 
(now missing) elements of the elevation (Figure 23). The fact that this thesis analyses the 
differences in the temples’ designs means that it is important that a consistent approach 
towards such restorations, which are often applied to the temple remains, is retained. 
Over time these reconstructions have become widely accepted. For example, most of the 
superstructure belonging to the Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia (P13) has not been 
preserved and only the foundations survive, in the form of shallow trenches cut into the 
rock (Broneer 1971; Tomlinson 1976: 95). However, in his overview of Greek temple 
sanctuaries, Tomlinson (1976: 95) goes on to confidently assert that the temple was built 
“in a conventional mid-fifth-century Doric style, [with] six by thirteen columns” and 
Spawforth (2006: 162) states that “it had a colonnade of 6 by 13 Doric columns, porches 
and a shrine”. Hypothetical elevation restorations, such as those of the Temples of 
Poseidon at Hermione and Isthmia are excluded from this study for two reasons. 
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Figure 23 McAllister and Jameson’s (1969) proposed reconstruction of the Temple of Poseidon at Hermione 
(P12), of which only the foundations are preserved. The above reconstruction was largely based upon 
presumed similarities with the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17), the Temple of Athena Polias on the 
Athenian Akropolis (A3) and the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14; After McAllister and Jameson 1969: 
173). 
First, the inclusion of restorations would skew the results of any analysis of variation as 
they often reuse ratios from other temples. Restorations from temples that are deemed to 
be similar are often based on the assumption that contemporary temples would utilise 
similar ratios.
28
 As discussed in Chapter 2, using ratios from preserved temples to help 
restore less well-preserved examples relies on unfounded pre-judgements regarding the 
identification of ‘similar’ temples, based on the belief that they were constructed at a 
comparable date and would therefore utilise the same underlying designs. This results in 
the production of quasi-circular arguments. For example, Seki (1984: 77) restores the 
column height of the Old Parthenon (A5) based upon the ratios of the more complete 
Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20), as “the proportion between the lower diameter and 
axial spacing of the external columns is the same in both temples”. Seki (1984) obviously 
was not aware of, or at least was not concerned by, the fact that Hill’s (1912) restoration 
of the axial spacing of the Old Parthenon’s columns was based upon the “standards of the 
time”. Although Hill (1912) does not state explicitly which temples were included in this 
group, it is a safe assumption that the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, being one of the most 
complete temples of the same date, was a key component in Hill’s comparison. 
                                                     
28
 Lawrence (1996: 77) is similarly sceptical about restorations based on the assumption that 
similar date equates to similar ratios. 
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Therefore, uncritical acceptance of the measurements derived from these restorations 
would result in a false standardisation of the figures, thereby obscuring any underlying 
variance in the data-set.  
Second, these restorations are not uniformly accepted and are occasionally later re-
analysed. For example, Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto (I6) has been restored 
with a variety of column numbers (Figure 24): 9 by 18 (Dinsmoor 1950: 97), 6 or 8 by 17 
(Mertens 1973: 210, Tavola XLVI; Spawforth 2006: 119), 6 by 17 (Osborne 1996: 263) 
and 6 by 18 (Gruben 2001: 280). Thus, without new evidence, it would be difficult to 
justify utilising the results of one restoration over another, further demonstrating that the 
restorations are not as tangible as they sometimes claim to be. Therefore, as far as 
possible, criteria have been formulated in order to exclude measurements that were 
derived from restorations and have been applied when selecting the measurements that 
are included in the data-set, and these are discussed in the proceeding chapter. 
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Figure 24 An actual state and two possible restored plans of Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto 
(After Mertens 1973: Tavola XLVI; Adamesteanu 1976: 153). 
Conclusion 
Therefore, in order to analyse the differences in the Doric peripteral temple designs on a 
Panhellenic and regional scale, the study focuses upon the size, shape and decoration of 
the buildings’ exterior elements. Ancient Greek worship was conducted outside the 
temple, around the altar, and this placed greater emphasis upon the exterior design of the 
temple. In order to alter the outward appearance of the temple, the size and shape of the 
individual elements that comprised the Doric order were manipulated, which resulted in 
the creation of buildings of the same type and order, but with different appearances, as 
seen on the two temple elevations from Poseidonia (Figure 20). In order to complete the 
Panhellenic and regional analysis of the size, shape and decoration of the archaic and 
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classical Doric temples, the data-set contains 104 Doric temples from a wide geographical 
area and temples that range in date between the early sixth century and the late fourth 
century. Given the multiple analyses for which this data is gathered, it is important that 
the approach towards data recording is as consistent and systematic as possible. To this 
end, the temples have each been assigned to six, 50 year, date groups that allow for a 
certain amount of leeway in the seemingly improbably-accurate, and often controversial 
dates, which were assigned based upon the Panhellenic rate of temple design. 
Furthermore, the assignment of date groups facilitates the Panhellenic comparison of 
temples of similar date. The reasons for the exclusion of restored elements’ measurements 
from the data-set, due to their reliance on the ratios of other Doric temples, their inherent 
subjectivity and the different restorations proposed by various scholars. Building upon 
these conclusions, the next chapter discusses which elements’ measurements are included 
in the data-set and the criteria that have been applied in order to retain a consistent 
approach to the exclusion of restored dimensions. 
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Chapter 4: Issues of Size and Restoration: The Doric 
Peripteral Temples of the Archaic and Classical Periods 
 
Of special importance in the facilitating of architectural studies during the 
last decades has been the scientific reconstruction of ancient buildings for 
the purpose of replacing fallen stones in their original places and thus 
reconstituting the ancient appearance of the monuments, so far as the 
material is preserved (Dinsmoor 1950: xxiii). 
 
 
 
 
 
The above quotation from Dinsmoor demonstrates the importance of building restorations 
in temple architectural studies. However, as discussed in the previous chapter, in order to 
complete a consistent and systematic analysis of the external design of the 104 Doric 
peripteral temples included in this study, the analysed data-set must be based, as far as 
possible, upon surviving architectural remains rather than hypothetical reconstructions. 
Furthermore, the previous chapter discussed the importance of the size, shape and 
decoration of the temple exteriors both in the ancient world and in order to complete a 
systematic analysis of their design. Consequently, this chapter addresses the individual 
elements that comprised the external appearance of the Doric peripteral temple, 
addressing the reasons for their inclusion within the analysis, the formulated criteria 
regarding the addition of particular elements’ measurements. The chapter also presents 
the data that is used to analyse the temple architecture in the proceeding chapters as well 
as demonstrating the wide range of elements sizes that were used.  
Where possible, the data for the study was collected from the most complete architectural 
reports of the current preservation of the temple; for instance, the information from the 
Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion was in the first instance collected from Pfaff’s 
2003 publication: The Argive Heraion: The Architecture of the Classical Temple of Hera, 
rather than Waldstein’s 1902-1905 publication on the temple, or the various summary 
publications, such as Dinsmoor’s (1950: 183). On a number of occasions it has proved 
necessary to utilise additional resources, such as the yearly Archaeological Reports in 
order to gain access to information about the less well-published temples, for example, 
the temple at Kassope (N12). In a few cases the temples have only recently been 
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discovered, as with the archaic Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21, Intzesiloglou 
2002), and in these instances only the preliminary reports are available, thus not all the 
measurements are fully published and are unavailable for inclusion within the study. 
Pakkanen (1994: 144) has discussed the problems associated with measuring temples and 
suggests that presenting a set of reliable measurements is as hard as taking them. Given 
the length and scope of this project, the gathered data must necessarily rely upon the 
measurements reported in the various temple reports. To this end, where measurements in 
different reports disagree significantly, the reasons for including a particular report’s 
dimensions over another’s are discussed in the individual catalogue entries in Appendix 
V (for example, see A6).
29
 Indeed, as Pakkanen (1994: 146) argues, it is impossible to 
determine the level of accuracy of reported measurements and, as such, generalised rules 
regarding the inclusion of measurements of centimetre or millimetre accuracy cannot be 
applied; thus, the measurements that are reported in the temple reports, whether reported 
to centimetre or millimetre accuracy, have been included in the data-set.
30
  
In addition, measurements are only included within the data-set if they are contemporary 
with the original structure. The purpose of this study is to identify why Doric peripteral 
temples were built with a variety of different designs and for this reason only the 
‘original’ peripteral construction is of primary concern. While it would be of interest to 
identify and analyse later adaptations to the buildings, it is not possible within the scope 
of this study. As such, later additions to the temples are excluded from the data-set.
31
  For 
example, when the axial spacing walls were built into the fabric of the structure, such as 
those on the Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele (I10, Krauss 1951: 92) and Temple Bii at 
Metaponto (I7, Mertens 1985: 658) they are included in the analysis, while walls that 
were added after the initial period of construction and are not bonded with the core 
structure, as on Temple F at Selinous (S19), are excluded (Hodge 1964: 179). 
Plan 
The presentation and discussion of the data-set within this chapter is split into two 
sections, plan and elevation. Table 4 presents the measurements that have been included 
within the data-set relating to the plan elements. The same catalogue codes, names, 
locations and date groups are carried over from Table 2 in the previous chapter. The rest 
                                                     
29
 Full catalogue entries for each temple, including the identification of the deity, the assignment of 
a building’s date, a brief description of the remains and their key measurements can be found in 
Appendix V. 
30
 Whether the reported measurements are of centimetre or millimetre accuracy they are all 
recorded in metre format, so 1cm equals 0.01m. 
31
 As stated in Chapter 1, temples that received a peristyle after the initial phase of construction are 
included in the analysis, but subsequent alterations are excluded.  
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of the columns contain the measurements and numbers of the various elements when they 
are included within the data-set; an empty cell indicates a measurement that has either not 
been preserved or reliable information relating to that measurement was not accessible at 
the time of writing. Each of the constituent elements, such as the foundations and 
stylobate, are then discussed, highlighting the criteria that were applied in relation to the 
inclusion of measurements based upon different levels of preservation. The measurements 
that are presented in Table 4 form the basis for the subsequent analysis of temple plan 
design in Chapters 5 and 6.    
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Table 4: Plan Dimensions 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL KrSt CeW CeL FC FlC FS FlS Rmp DF 
A2 Olympieion Athens 2                           
A3 Athena Polias  Athens 2 21.85 43.95 21.3 43.15 1 13.45 34.7 6 12 4.042 3.834     
A4 
First Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 3                           
A5 Old Parthenon Athens 3         3                 
A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 15.42 33.48 13.708 31.769 3 7.948 22.559 6 13 2.583 2.581     
A7 Apollo Delphinios Athens 4 15.26 33.08                       
A8 Parthenon Athens 4 33.69 72.32 30.88 69.503 3 22.34 59.06 8 17 4.2965 4.2915     
A9 
Second Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 4 15.2 32.8 13.47 31.124 3 8.32 21.2 6 13 2.522 2.522     
A10 Athena  Pallene 4 16.32 32.25                       
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 11.58 22.76 9.96 21.431 3 6.5 15.045 6 12 1.904 1.904     
A12 Artemis Loutsa 6 14.11 21.16 12.56 19.6 3 7.23 12.87             
A13 Apollo Aigina 2 18.872 34.325                       
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 15.5 30.5 13.77 28.815 3 8.01 22.54 6 12 2.618 2.5605 TRUE   
A15 Athena Megara 2 14.5 35.5                       
A16 Athena 
Karthaia 
(Keos) 2 12.76 23.58 11.98 23.19 2 6.66 15.98 6 11 2.24 2.25     
I1 Unknown Hipponion 2 20.5 37.45                       
I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4 18.2 41.2                       
I3 Hera Kroton 3                         TRUE 
I4 Casa Marafioti 
Locri 
Epizephyrioi 2 20.1                       TRUE 
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Table 4: Plan Dimensions 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL KrSt CeW CeL FC FlC FS FlS Rmp DF 
I5 Hera 
Tavole 
Palatine 2 18.46 35.69 16.06 33.3 3 8.02 23.26 6 12 2.948 2.908     
I6 
Temple Aii 
(Apollo Lykeios) Metaponto 2 22.21 51.15       10.375 32.5             
I7 Temple Bii Metaponto 2 19.85 41.6       10.5 25.5           TRUE 
I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 16.127 34.52 14.53 32.883 3 7.814 23.627 6 13 2.629 2.625 TRUE   
I9 Hera I (Basilica) Poseidonia 2 25.983 55.722 24.49 54.258 3 13.37 42.95 9 18 2.871 3.102     
I10 Heraion Foce del Sele 2 18.615 38.95       6.14 14.92         TRUE   
I11 Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 26.06 61.7 24.316 59.961 3 13.485 46 6 14 4.471 4.503     
I12 Unknown Taranto 1                           
I13 Minerva Pompeii 2 20.39 29.69 17.2 27.24 4 6.4 15.88             
N1 Artemis Kalydon 5 14.85 32.29 13.28 30.63 3 7.5 21.55             
N2 Poseidon 
Velvina 
(Molykreion) 6 14.254 31.416 12.87 30.032 3 7.9 20.825             
N3 Apollo Ismenios Thebes 5 22.82 46.25       9.3 21.6             
N5 Hera Plataia 2 16.7 49.9       9.5               
N6 
Apollo 
Daphnephoros Eretria 2 20.55 47.8       9.6 26.1             
N7 Dionysos Eretria 5 12.45 23.05       6 14.9             
N9 Zeus Ammon 
Aphytis 
(Kallithea) 6 12.38 23.33                       
N10 Apollo 
Ambrakia 
(Arta) 3 20.75 44       8.2               
N12 Unknown Kassope 6                           
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Table 4: Plan Dimensions 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL KrSt CeW CeL FC FlC FS FlS Rmp DF 
N13 Zeus Stratos 6 18.32 34.12 16.64 32.44 3 9.59 20.49 6 11 3.16 3.16     
N14 Zeus Passaron 6                           
N15 Fourth c. Apollo Delphi 6 23.82 60.32 21.68 58.18 3 13.34 44.14 6 15 4.138 4.083 TRUE   
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 23.8 59.5       13.34 44.14             
N17 Athena Delphi 2 14.25 28.45 13.25 27.464 2 7.71 20.57 6 12 2.485 2.421     
N18 Athena Kranaia Elateia 3 11.5 27.5 11.5 27.5 1     6 13 2.25 2.25     
N19 Apollo 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 2 14.12 26.88 13.6 26.3 1             TRUE   
N20 
Artemis 
Elaphebolos 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 4 19.26 46.12       10.14 31.7             
N21 Apollo Metropolis 2 13.75   13.75   1 8.2 23.8 5           
N22 Unknown Pherai 6 16.4                         
N23 Artemis Korkyra 1 23.45 48.96 22.41 47.89 2 9.81 34.96             
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra 2 12.64   11.91   2 7.38   6   2.264 2.264     
N25 
Hera (Mon 
Repos) Korkyra 5 20.6                         
O1 Athena Assos 2 14.59 30.875 14.03 30.31 2 7.97 22.33 6 13 2.56 2.447     
O8 Apollo Delos 3 13.72 29.78 12.47 28.53 3 7.2 20.55 6 13 2.2905 2.2905     
O11 Zeus Cyrene 3 31.766 69.681 30.58 68.39 3 17.3 51.25 8 17 4.197 4.197     
O12 Apollo Cyrene 2         2                 
O13 Unknown Apollonia 6 17.3 31.93                       
P1 Athena Alipheira 3 10.65 29.58 10.37 29.3 1 5.2 23.1             
P2 Hera Argive Heraion 4 20.1 39.75       9.05 26.74         TRUE   
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Table 4: Plan Dimensions 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL KrSt CeW CeL FC FlC FS FlS Rmp DF 
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3 15.3 32.64 12.04 29.51 4 6.92 22.47             
P4 Apollo Epikourios Bassai 4 15.84 39.57 14.548 38.342 3 8.653 28.084 6 15 2.714 2.673     
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2 13.33   13.33   1 5.93 26.5 6   2.358       
P6 Athena Alea Tegea 6 21.04 49.4       11.92 35.08         TRUE   
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 22.79 55.7 21.58 53.8 4 12.26 42 6 15 4.028 3.744     
P8 Apollo Sikyon 6 11.4 37.6 11.4 37.6 1 6.25               
P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 13.2 24.45 12.03 23.28 3 6.81 16.45 6 11 2.26 2.26 TRUE   
P10 Asklepios Gortys 5 13.25 23.6       7.15 15.75             
P11 Akropolis Temple Gortys 5 13.55 27.09                       
P12 Poseidon Hermione 2 16.25 32.98       8.39 24.35             
P13 Poseidon Isthmia 3 22.05 55.65       15               
P14 Poseidon 
Kalaureia 
(Poros) 2 14.4 27.5                       
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 11.98 21.69 10.445 20.226 3 6.32 12.72 6 11 1.956 1.956     
P16 Athena Makiston 3 15.79 34.55 14.18 32.94 3 8.19 23.07 6 13 2.68 2.68     
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 21.957 44.421 20.085 42.549 3 11.6 31.1 6 12 3.75 3.746 TRUE   
P18 Hera Olympia 1 20.15 51.11 18.75 50.01 2 10.72 40.62 6 16 3.56 3.26     
P19 Metroon Olympia 5 11.88 21.93 10.62 20.67 3 7.12 13.8 6 11 2.01 2.01     
P20 Zeus Olympia 3 30.2 66.64 27.68 64.12 3 16.03 48.68 6 13 5.2265 5.221 TRUE   
P21 Athena Prasidaki 3 15.85 35.3 14.7 33.3 2 8.65 24.08 6 13 2.74 2.74     
P22 Unknown Troizen 6 17.365 31.783       9.59 20.59             
P23 Athena Vigla 2 11.55 24.33                       
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Table 4: Plan Dimensions 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL KrSt CeW CeL FC FlC FS FlS Rmp DF 
P24 Temple C Pallantion 3 11.4 25       5.2 17.68             
P25 Unknown Kalavryta 2 13.9 34.75                       
S1 
Temple F 
(Concord) Akragas 4 19.57 41.98 16.92 39.44 4 9.665 29.41 6 13 3.195 3.206     
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) Akragas 4 19.955 42.138 17.25 39.43 4 10.38 29.06 6 13 3.162 3.162     
S3 
Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) Akragas 4 16.63 34.59       9.52 23.65             
S4 
Temple A 
(Herakles) Akragas 2 27.77 69.065 25.33 67.005 3 13.9 47.675 6 15 4.614 4.614     
S5 
Temple D (Hera 
Lacinia) Akragas 4 19.74 40.895 16.93 38.13 4 9.883 28.545 6 13 3.118 3.064     
S6 
Temple E 
(Athena) Akragas 3         3                 
S7 Temple L Akragas 4 21.2 44.6                       
S8 
Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) Akragas 3 56.3 113.45 52.74 110.095 4 44.01 101.16 7 14 8.042 8.185     
S9 Aphrodite Akrai 2 18.3 39.5       8.2             TRUE 
S10 
Temple B 
(Athena) Gela 1 17.75 35.22                       
S11 Temple C Gela 3                           
S12 Victory Himera 3 25.09 58.61 22.455 55.955 4 11.176 39.718 6 14 4.175 4.198     
S13 Unknown Segesta 4 26.26 61.17 23.12 58.035 3     6 14 4.334 4.3595     
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 18.063 42.109 16.133 40.31 4 8.8 28.7 6 14 2.997 2.9975     
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Table 4: Plan Dimensions 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL KrSt CeW CeL FC FlC FS FlS Rmp DF 
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 26.357 71.15 23.937 63.72 4 10.48 41.63 6 17 4.399 3.86   TRUE 
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 28.096 59.879 23.626 55.679 5 9.87 39.28 6 13 4.368 4.491     
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 27.582 69.979 25.308 67.749 3 14.234   6 15 4.712 4.712     
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 28.39 65.9 24.37 61.88 4 9.2   6 14 4.468 4.604   TRUE 
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 53.31 113.36 50.07 110.12 3     8 17 6.61 6.61     
S21 Temple O Selinous 3                           
S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 24.46 58.32 21.5 54.9 4 11.77 37.2 6 17 3.772 3.331   TRUE 
S23 Athena Syracuse 3 24.308 57.533 22.2 55.455 3 12.37   6 14 4.15 4.165     
S24 Zeus Syracuse 1 25.4 65.05 22.4 62.05 3     6 17 4.08 3.753   TRUE 
S25 Temple A 
Megara 
Hyblaia 2 17.55 41.4       7.75 28.4             
Table 4 The measurements relating to the plan elements of all 104 temples in the data-set. The measurements presented include: the foundation width (FoW) and length (FoL), the stylobate 
width (SW) and length (SL), the number of krepidoma steps (KrSt), the cella width (CeW) and length (CeL), the number of façade (FC) and flank (FlC) columns, the façade (FS) and flank (FlS) 
axial spacing, as well as, the presence or absence of ramps (Rmp) and double fronts (DF; references for the individual measurements can be found in the individual temples’ entries in Appendix 
V). 
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Plan: Foundations (Table 4: FoW and FoL) 
Since foundations form the support for the krepidoma and consequently the peristyle, 
they create the basis for understanding the size and shape of a building’s plan. For most 
temples the foundations are broken into two clear groups: those relating to the krepidoma 
and those relating to the central cella building, which may include further foundations for 
internal elements, such as colonnades, as demonstrated by the remains of the Temple of 
Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2, Figure 25).  
 
Figure 25 Labelled plan of the foundations of the Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2; After Pfaff 
2003a: Figure 17). 
In order to analyse the temples’ foundations size and shape, both the width (FoW) and 
length (FoL) of the temple’s krepidoma foundations have been recorded. These 
measurements are only included within the data-set when the width and length of the 
foundations are preserved in their entirety on at least one side. For example, the length of 
the foundations of the Casa Marafioti Temple at Locri Epizephyrioi (I4) are not included 
in the data-set as the Marafioti house was built over the east end of the temple, making it 
impossible to establish the temple’s exact length (Østby 1978: 25). Where it is specified 
in the available reports, the foundations are measured at the level of the euthynteria, the 
top block of the foundations, as this is the level that connects the deep foundations with 
the superstructure and is a point that is present on every temple, which often have varying 
levels of deep foundations (Figure 26). For example, on the Temple of Hera in the Argive 
Heraion (P2) the depth of the foundations vary considerably, with one northern section 
being only a single course deep and one western section containing ten courses, yet the 
euthynteria is present on all four sides (Pfaff 2003a: 46). However, when each individual 
layer of the foundations are not identified in the publication, usually due to the foundation 
blocks having been removed, the width and length of the foundation trenches are 
recorded, which would correspond to the euthynteria measurements. 
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Figure 26 Cross-section of the foundations and krepidoma of the Temple of Athena at Vigla (P23). Although 
these elements of the Temple of Athena at Vigla are restored, as the temple is not well preserved, the image 
clearly shows the relationship of the top step (stylobate) and the foundations, the top block of the foundations 
(euthynteria) being visible beyond the krepidoma steps. This image also demonstrates how, if the blocks have 
been removed, the foundation cut would more accurately reflect the euthynteria dimensions, rather than those 
of the bottom krepidoma step (After Østby 1995b: Figure 194).  
This has resulted in foundation widths being recorded for 93 temples and foundation 
lengths for 87. The foundation widths range between 10.65m on the Temple of Athena at 
Alipheira (P1) and 56.3m on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8, 
Figure 27). Likewise, the temples’ foundation lengths have a wide range of 92.79m. The 
temple with the shortest foundations is the date group 6 Temple of Artemis at Loutsa 
(A12), with a length of 21.16m; whilst the longest foundations belong to the Temple of 
Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (113.45m). Therefore, when analysed on a 
Panhellenic scale, the temples’ foundation sizes demonstrate a significant amount of 
variety. 
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Figure 27 Plans of temples with different foundation and stylobate dimensions (Knell 1983b: 131; 1983c: 41; 
Mertens 1984: 164; Miles 1989: 143; Østby 1995b: Figure 200; Pedley 2005: 69). 
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Plan: Stylobate and Krepidoma Steps (Table 4: SW, SL and KrSt) 
The krepidoma is the first element of the temple architecture above ground and forms the 
physical connection between the foundations and peristyle. The krepidoma is formed of 
varying numbers of steps that enable access to the temple’s top step known as the 
stylobate. As with the foundations, the stylobate affords the opportunity to analyse the 
changeable size and shape of another element of the various building plans. The 
relationship between the foundations and the stylobate could be altered by varying the 
number of steps in the krepidoma. Consequently, the number of steps in a temple’s 
krepidoma could be used to create a stylobate with a different relationship to the 
foundations.  
The difference between the size and shape of the foundations and stylobate can be further 
emphasised through variation in the width and height of the steps, thus allowing for an 
amount of independence between the size of the stylobate, the foundations and the 
number of krepidoma steps. Consequently, in order to understand the role of the 
krepidoma in the creation of temples with different designs, the width (SW) and length 
(SL) of the stylobate and the number of krepidoma steps (KrSt) are included in the 
analysis. The inclusion of these measurements in the data-set allows for the analysis of 
the different shapes that were created using these elements, as well as allowing for an 
analysis of the relative differences between different temple designs. However, the 
stylobate measurements have only been included in the data-set when the foundations are 
preserved to the full width and length and the numbers of krepidoma steps are preserved 
in at least one section. As a result, 56 temples’ stylobate widths, 53 stylobate lengths and 
59 temples’ krepidoma steps have been recorded in the data-set. The narrowest stylobate 
is found on the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11; 9.96m); whilst, the widest 
belongs to the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8; 52.74m), making 
the largest temple over five times wider than the smallest. The buildings in the data-set 
also demonstrate a large amount of difference in their lengths. The shortest stylobate 
measures 19.6m (A12, The Temple of Artemis at Loutsa), whilst the longest measures 
110.12m (S20, Temple G at Selinous), a range of 90.52m. Therefore, as with the 
foundations, a wide variety of different stylobate sizes were utilised in the construction of 
Doric peripteral temples. 
It is important that the krepidoma steps are preserved to their full height in order to ensure 
that the krepidoma is restored with the correct amount and depth of stairs, thus resulting 
in an accurate restoration of the stylobate from the foundations. This is significant as the 
number of krepidoma steps varies between buildings and their relative depth is also 
subject to change. Despite this, most temple restorations assume that three krepidoma 
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steps were used. For example, Mertens’ (1973: 209) reconstruction of the stylobate size 
for Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto (I6) and Marconi’s (1933: 82) 
reconstruction of the stylobate on Temple I (Dioskouroi) at Akragas (S3) are based upon 
the assumption of three krepidoma steps. Although three krepidoma steps were used more 
often than not (52.5%), the fact that 47.5% of temples used other amounts indicates that 
the existence of a three step krepidoma cannot be presumed. For example, the stylobate of 
the temple at Orchomenos (P5) is constructed straight onto the euthynteria, while the 
stylobate of Temple D at Selinous (S17) is placed upon a five-step krepidoma. As such, 
the inclusion of stylobate measurements, without a surviving section of the stylobate, 
which is placed upon a preserved flight of krepidoma steps, would require a 
reconstruction based purely upon speculative figures, and thus cannot be included in the 
data-set. For the purpose of this project, the accuracy that can be attained when only a 
section of stylobate remains is more than suitable as it provides solid evidence for the 
height and dimensions of the stylobate in relation to the foundations. 
Two examples, from the Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7) and the Kardaki temple at 
Korkyra (N24), demonstrate how the criteria discussed above relating to the stylobate 
measurements have been applied to the temples in the data-set. The criteria allow for the 
inclusion of both the length and width of the stylobate for the Temple of Apollo at 
Corinth, despite large sections of the plan only being preserved in the rock-cut foundation 
trenches (Dinsmoor 1950: 89). This is because the seven remaining columns stand on a 
preserved section of the four step krepidoma (Stillwell 1932: 115-116). Therefore, it is 
possible to extrapolate accurately the stylobate measurements, resulting in stylobate 
dimensions of 21.48m by 53.824m. However, in other instances, the formulated criteria 
have only allowed for the inclusion of one of the two elements’ measurements. For 
example, the stylobate length of the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) can not be included 
due to the fact that the eastern end of the temple had fallen into the sea before it could be 
measured. However, the western end of the temple is preserved, including a number of 
monolithic column sections remaining in situ on the stylobate, allowing for the stylobate 
width to be included in the data-set (Johnson 1936: 46; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 166).  
Plan: Cella (Table 4: CeW and CeL) 
In this thesis, the word ‘cella’ refers to the entire central building within the peristyle, 
rather than just the large principal room, the naos. Consequently, the cella refers to the 
physical block within the peristyle, comprising the pronaos, naos and rear room.  
Although the cella is not an external feature its size and shape, especially when viewed 
through the peristyle, affected the exterior appearance of the temple. Indeed, different 
temples’ cellae had different relationships with the stylobate. Some temples have a wide, 
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spacious pteroma, resulting in a less congested plan and façade than those with a narrow 
pteroma; for example, compare the widths of the flank pteroma on the Temple of Minerva 
at Pompeii (I13) and the temple at Orchomenos (P5, Figure 28). Likewise, the fact that 
the interior buildings were different shapes, some being long and narrow, such as the 
cella belonging Temple F at Selinous (S19), whereas others, like the Parthenon in Athens 
(A4), were much broader in proportion to their length, creates a further visual difference 
between the buildings. The religious importance of the cella and its design is debated 
(Scranton 1946: 39; Plommer 1950: 109), however, the fact that the size and shape of the 
cella would have had a visual effect upon the external appearance of the temple, 
particularly in relation to the surrounding peristyle, means that that the principal 
dimensions of the buildings’ width (CeW) and length (CeL) are included in the data-set.  
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Figure 28 Temples with cellae of different, sizes, shapes and relationships to the surrounding elements (After 
Knell 1983c: 41; Mertens 1984: 164; De Waele 1994: 109; Pedley 2005: 69; Spawforth 2006: 160, 175). 
As with the foundations, the dimensions of the cella are only included if there is surviving 
evidence preserving their full extent on at least one side. The application of this criteria 
results in 71 widths and 62 lengths being recorded in the data-set. In many reports it is not 
made clear whether the described measurements are taken from the cella walls or the 
toichobate, the top foundation block of the cella. Where both measures are stipulated the 
dimensions of the toichobate are used, as these are the measurements that would be 
recoverable in instances where only the foundations are preserved. In reality, the 
difference between the measurements of the walls and the toichobate are very minor. For 
example, on the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4), the toichobate is only .095 
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wide (Cooper 1996c: Plate 11), making it small enough as to have little effect upon any 
conclusions drawn in an analysis conducted on this scale. The cella measurements range 
in width from 5.2m on the Temple of Athena at Alipheira (P1) and Temple C at 
Pallantion (P24), to 44.01m on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas 
(S8). The lengths range between 12.72m on the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) and 
101.16m on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas, thus making a 
Panhellenic range of 88.44m.  
Plan: Columns and Axial Spacing (Table 4: FC, FlC, FS and FlS) 
The columns of the peristyle form the most visible and distinguishing element of the 
Doric peripteral temple. Although it has been suggested that the columns performed a 
purely structural role (Townsend 2004: 310), the use of columns, as opposed to a solid 
wall to hold up the entablature, suggests that they had meaning in the ancient world. 
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 1, the existence of the non-peripteral type of temple, 
the ‘upgrading’ of various temples with the addition of a peristyle, and the significant 
costs and man-power needed to create the columns, suggest that the peristyle had 
significant importance in the ancient world. In order to understand the overall effect of 
the peristyle, the numbers of columns in the peristyle, both façade (FC) and flank (FlC), 
as well as the façade (FS) and flank axial spacing (FlS) are included in the data-set. 
Despite being the defining feature of the Greek peripteral temple, there are only a few 
examples of Doric peripteral temples that preserve the location of all the columns on the 
stylobate, as can still be seen on the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11). 
The majority of temples, such as the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros (P9), retain none 
of their peristyle columns in situ. Consequently, reconstructing the number of façade and 
flank columns (and subsequently the façade and flank axial spacing) on a temple is often 
the main aim of hypothetical restorations and these figures often get mistaken for fact in 
later publications. For example, the Temple of Artemis at Korkyra (N23) is often 
described as having 8 by 17 Doric columns (for example, Barletta 2009a: 79), although 
this is only one possible reconstruction (Dinsmoor 1950: 73 n.3). Therefore, it is 
necessary for a temple to retain certain elements before a reconstruction of the number of 
columns can be included within the data-set.  
The amount of façade and flank columns are only included in the analysis when the 
stylobate measurements, a lower column diameter and the frieze distribution are 
preserved. The dimensions of the stylobate are essential, otherwise it is impossible to 
know the size of the available area for the columns to rest upon, let alone their 
proportional size in relation to the stylobate. Dinsmoor’s (1949) study of the architrave 
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block belonging to the so-called ‘Great Temple’ at Corinth (P8) demonstrates the 
difficulty in determining the number of peristyle columns without having a preserved 
stylobate. Although an architrave block, which preserves the axial spacing of the 
columns, survives, without knowing the exact length of the stylobate it is impossible to 
determine how many axial spaces, and subsequently how many columns, there were in 
the peristyle. Therefore, in order for the number of columns to be included in the data-set, 
the stylobate dimensions are required because without drawing heavily upon analogies 
from other buildings, it is impossible to guess at the exact length of the frieze, which is 
used to help to determine the column spacing.  
The preservation of the frieze distribution is an important indicator of column spacing, as 
a triglyph is usually placed over each column and axial spacing (Lawrence 1996: 71). 
This is extremely useful as the frieze distribution can be determined from a number of 
sources, such as the regulae of the architrave and mutules of the geison, which share the 
same distribution and width as the triglyphs. Therefore, it is possible to restore the axial 
spacing of the columns using the architrave, frieze or geison providing they are well 
preserved. Therefore, the preservation of the architrave, frieze or geison is also necessary 
for the number of columns to be included within the data-set if no standing columns 
remain. 
Despite most temples demonstrating a correlation between regulae, triglyph and mutule 
width and distribution, there are exceptions, such as the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse 
(S22), where the regulae distribution does not coincide with the column spacing and no 
elements of the frieze or geison are preserved (Barletta 1983: 74; Marconi 2007: 41; 
Figure 29).
32
 Furthermore, some Doric temples utilised two triglyphs per axial spacing, as 
on the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8, Krystalli-Votsi and Østby 2010), meaning that 
frieze distribution and the stylobate dimensions together cannot be presumed to entirely 
accurate in relation to the number of columns in the peristyle. Consequently, in order to 
add an extra check, an additional element was required before the amount of columns 
could be reliably extrapolated and included in the data-set. To this end, a preserved lower 
column diameter is essential, as it gives an indication of the actual size of the columns, 
providing further evidence for the relationship between the various elements and 
suggesting that there is enough evidence for the restoration to be included in the data-set. 
Thus, the lack of a remaining lower column drum means that the numbers of columns 
belonging to the Temple of Artemis at Korkyra (N23) are not included within the data-set 
                                                     
32
 Cultrera (1951: 821) suggested that two preserved triglyph fasciae may belong to the Temple of 
Apollo; however, it is now felt that these probably belonged to an altar, decorated with a Doric 
frieze, as can be found in the Sanctuary of Artemis in Korkyra (Marconi 2007: 40). 
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despite the stylobate and frieze dimensions being preserved. The exception to these 
criteria is when a number of columns are preserved in situ, thus allowing for the column 
distribution to be directly restored, as is the case with the Temple of Athena at Karthaia 
(A16, Østby 1980: 190). 
 
Figure 29 Elevations of the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros (P9; right) and the Temple of Apollo at 
Syracuse (S22; left). The Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros demonstrates the regularity of the relationship 
between the columns and frieze elements a feature which is not present on the Temple of Apollo (After 
Cultrera 1951: 827; Tomlinson 1983: 58).  
It is possible to select stricter rules with regard to the necessary state of preservation of 
the column numbers before they are included in the data-set. For example, the temple 
builders adopt various solutions in order to solve the problems associated with placing a 
triglyph over the corner column (Robertson 1979: 110-112) and this occasionally 
involves the movement of one or two of the end columns in the peristyle, known as single 
or double contraction. Single contraction is used on the second Temple of Poseidon at 
Sounion (A9, Dinsmoor 1950: 338), whilst double contraction is used on the Temple of 
Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11). Indeed, some temples have uniform spacing on all 
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sides of the peristyle, as on the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8, Dinsmoor 1950: 93; 
Symeonoglou 1985a: 57). However, any refinements of this nature do not require great 
alterations to the distribution of the columns upon the peristyle; for example, on the 
Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia the difference in distribution between the 
majority of flank columns and that on the corner is less than 0.2m. Therefore, the varying 
degrees of contraction are unlikely to alter the number of columns on the peristyle. 
Furthermore, given the amount of elements required before a temple’s columns are 
included in this study’s data-set, the lack of preserved evidence for each temple’s solution 
to the problem of angle-contraction is not an issue in a project of this nature.     
Therefore, in the absence of a peristyle of in situ columns, the preservation of the three 
identified elements (stylobate measurements, entablature distribution, and lower column 
diameter) provides strong evidence for the original appearance of the building. Applying 
the above criteria results in 47 temples within the data-set preserving their number of 
façade columns and 44 preserving the number of flank columns. The number of façade 
columns varies between five on the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21) and nine on 
the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9), whilst the flank columns vary between 
11 on the Temple of Zeus at Stratos (N13), the Temple of Athena at Karthaia (A16), the 
Metroon at Olympia (P19), the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) and on the Temple 
of Asklepios at Epidauros (P9) to 18 on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia 
(Figure 30). Consequently, 46 temples in the data-set include their façade axial spacing 
and 45 preserve their flank axial spacing.
33
 
                                                     
33
 46 façade axial spacings are included as opposed to 47 examples of column numbers, as the 
preliminary report for the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21) does not contain the axial 
measurements. Furthermore, 45 flank axial spacings are included as opposed to 44 column 
numbers, as the eastern end of the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) has fallen into the sea, 
meaning that the exact amount of flank columns cannot be known, but the remaining columns on 
the peristyle allow for the flank axial spacing to be analysed. 
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Figure 30 Temples with different numbers of façade and flank columns presented in chronological order 
(After Boersma 1970: 196; Wurster 1974: 107; Auberson 1976: Plate 7; Østby 1980: 192; Knell 1983b: 131; 
Norman 1984: 183; Intzesiloglou 2002: 114; Martin 2003: 38, 55; Pfaff 2003a: Figure 53; Spawforth 2006: 
165, 175). 
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Plan: Other (Table 4: Rmp and DF) 
A number of temples have plan designs that incorporate double colonnades (DF) and 
ramps (Rmp) at the east end. As a large element in the frontal appearance of the temple, 
the presence of ramps and double fronts on some temples, such as the Temple of 
Asklepios at Epidauros (P9) and Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22, Figure 31), and not 
others, suggests that ramps were a deliberate addition to specific temples. These plan 
elements are identified in the data-set using a presence/absence classification (the 
presence of the element results in a TRUE statement in the associated column in Table 4). 
The presence of these elements is rare with only ten temples having ramps and only eight 
having double fronts. The presence/absence classification has been used in order to aid 
comparisons between the sites, thereby monitoring the distribution of similar phenomena, 
whilst avoiding the complications of adding further detail. For example, some temples 
have ramps that are bonded to the krepidoma, such as that on the Temple of Hera in the 
Argive Heraion (P2), while on others, such as the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14), the 
ramp is separate from the krepidoma. Some temples, such as the Temple of Athena Alea 
at Tegea (P6) have multiple ramps. However, the focus of this thesis is upon the external 
view of the temple taken as a whole, thus, all the above examples share the same basic 
form and it is beyond the scope of this thesis to analyse the meaning behind such 
differences. Therefore, due to the similarity in appearance between the ramps, despite the 
various construction methods employed, they are analysed under a single heading. 
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Figure 31 The plans of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros 
(P9; After Mertens 1984: 164; Spawforth 2006: 165). 
Elevation  
The second section of the data-presentation relates to the elevation elements, notably the 
columns, the capitals, the entablature and the decoration. The measurements belonging to 
the columns, capitals and entablature are presented in Table 5, whereas, those relating to 
the decoration are recorded in Table 7. As with the data presented in Table 4, a blank cell 
indicates that there was not enough information for this measurement to be included. The 
data that is presented in relation to the elevation elements forms the basis for the analysis 
of the elevation designs in Chapters 5 and 6.  
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Table 5: Measurements of the Elevation Elements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group LD CH UD AbH AbW EH NH ArH FrH MW TW 
A2 Olympieion Athens 2                       
A3 Athena Polias  Athens 2 1.55             1.275 1.338 1.167 0.753 
A4 
First Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 3                   0.74 0.52 
A5 Old Parthenon Athens 3 1.903                     
A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 1.018 5.712 0.79 0.2 1.141 0.154 0.149 0.836 0.828 0.775 0.515 
A7 
Apollo 
Delphinios Athens 4                       
A8 Parthenon Athens 4 1.922 10.433 1.513 0.345 2.01 0.285 0.225 1.348 1.306 1.284 0.845 
A9 
Second Temple 
of Poseidon Sounion 4 1.02 6.14 0.779 0.198 1.108 0.158 0.133 0.834 0.829 0.737 0.521 
A10 Athena  Pallene 4                 0.838   0.555 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 0.714 4.101 0.551 0.13 0.754 0.1 0.083 0.567 0.5765 0.5725 0.377 
A12 Artemis Loutsa 6                       
A13 Apollo Aigina 2                 0.938 0.938   
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 0.989 5.272 0.736 0.19 1.22 0.227 0.158 0.84 0.82 0.8 0.505 
A15 Athena Megara 2                       
A16 Athena Karthaia (Keos) 2 0.91   0.7 0.2 1.17 0.23 0.155         
I1 Unknown Hipponion 2                       
I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4     0.902 0.264 1.424 0.253 0.167 1.01     0.61 
I3 Hera Kroton 3 1.779 8.299 1.326 0.422 2.222 0.38 0.273         
I4 Casa Marafioti 
Locri 
Epizephyrioi 2 0.915   0.735 0.235   0.184     1.32 1.11 0.97 
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Table 5: Measurements of the Elevation Elements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group LD CH UD AbH AbW EH NH ArH FrH MW TW 
I5 Hera Tavole Palatine 2 1.068 5.21 0.785 0.26 1.49 0.226 0.126         
I6 
Temple Aii 
(Apollo Lykeios) Metaponto 2 1.44   1.09 0.46 1.91 0.3 0.17 1.2     0.66 
I7 Temple Bii Metaponto 2       0.318 1.48 0.22         0.61 
I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 1.262 6.122 0.841 0.289 1.769 0.297 0.195 1.036 0.92 0.7625 0.55 
I9 Hera I (Basilica) Poseidonia 2 1.45 6.454 0.982 0.43 2 0.285   1.17       
I10 Heraion Foce del Sele 2 1.047   0.694 0.286 1.394 0.22 0.144 1.031 0.864 0.614   
I11 
Hera II 
(Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 2.052 8.88 1.493 0.495 2.602 0.427 0.306 1.488 1.433 1.325 0.918 
I12 Unknown Taranto 1 1.9 8.47 1.55 0.51 2.7 0.418 0.292         
I13 Minerva Pompeii 2       0.32 1.5 0.2           
N1 Artemis Kalydon 5       0.185       0.768     0.498 
N2 Poseidon 
Velvina 
(Molykreion) 6                       
N3 Apollo Ismenios Thebes 5                       
N5 Hera Plataia 2                       
N6 
Apollo 
Daphnephoros Eretria 2       0.26 1.6 0.24         0.645 
N7 Dionysos Eretria 5                 0.6   0.45 
N9 Zeus Ammon 
Aphytis 
(Kallithea) 6     0.87 0.148 0.99 0.115 0.123         
N10 Apollo Ambrakia (Arta) 3         0.8             
N12 Unknown Kassope 6                       
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Table 5: Measurements of the Elevation Elements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group LD CH UD AbH AbW EH NH ArH FrH MW TW 
N13 Zeus Stratos 6 1.29 7.905 1.01 0.202 1.36 0.136 0.167 0.825 0.946 0.955 0.625 
N14 Zeus Passaron 6                       
N15 Fourth c. Apollo Delphi 6 1.791 10.59 1.384 0.31 1.91 0.173 0.242   1.405 1.22 0.82 
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 1.8   1.324 0.374 2.203 0.395 0.253 1.415 1.372 1.21 0.822 
N17 Athena Delphi 2 0.975 4.6 0.746 0.202 1.228 0.238 0.165       0.511 
N18 Athena Kranaia Elateia 3 0.75   0.545 0.15   0.13         0.5 
N19 Apollo 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 2                       
N20 
Artemis 
Elaphebolos 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 4     1 0.2165 1.35             
N21 Apollo Metropolis 2                       
N22 Unknown Pherai 6                   0.81 0.54 
N23 Artemis Korkyra 1     0.962 0.309 1.685 0.217 0.13   1.093 0.922 0.615 
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra 2 0.61 2.975 0.457 0.146 0.819 0.148 0.101 0.46       
N25 
Hera (Mon 
Repos) Korkyra 5                       
O1 Athena Assos 2 0.914 4.57 0.624 0.201 1.184 0.199 0.106 0.82 0.777 0.796 0.52 
O8 Apollo Delos 3 0.945 5.2 0.72 0.201 1.113 0.181 0.148 0.77 0.745 0.67 0.48 
O11 Zeus Cyrene 3 1.94 8.94 1.45 0.43 2.7 0.55 0.34 1.85 1.48     
O12 Apollo Cyrene 2 1.1   0.85     0.23     1.09 0.78 0.6 
O13 Unknown Apollonia 6     0.96 0.188 1.35 0.155           
P1 Athena Alipheira 3     0.535 0.148 0.905 0.157 0.13 0.68 0.682 0.575 0.43 
P2 Hera Argive Heraion 4 1.308   1.016 0.232 1.36 0.169 0.159   1.065 0.981 0.645 
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Table 5: Measurements of the Elevation Elements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group LD CH UD AbH AbW EH NH ArH FrH MW TW 
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3 0.66   0.485 0.138 0.815 0.149 0.091   0.574   0.42 
P4 
Apollo 
Epikourios Bassai 4 1.112 5.959 0.889 0.191 1.172 0.153 0.105 0.835 0.835 0.802 0.535 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2     0.652 0.184 1.18 0.187 0.115         
P6 Athena Alea Tegea 6 1.55 9.544 1.21 0.248 1.616 0.158 0.184 0.968 1.088 1.081 0.71 
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 1.645 7.24 1.232 0.31 2.18 0.36 0.233 1.34     0.83 
P8 Apollo Sikyon 6     0.44   0.57           0.31 
P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 0.92   0.606 0.122 0.811 0.083 0.099 0.61 0.688 0.688 0.441 
P10 Asklepios Gortys 5                       
P11 
Akropolis 
Temple Gortys 5                       
P12 Poseidon Hermione 2                       
P13 Poseidon Isthmia 3     1.476                 
P14 Poseidon 
Kalaureia 
(Poros) 2                       
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 0.83   0.64 0.14 0.837 0.112 0.123 0.58 0.595 0.59 0.38 
P16 Athena Makiston 3 0.966   0.739 0.205 1.229 0.233 0.152   0.903 0.816 0.54 
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 1.628 10.325 1.3065 0.25 1.76 0.1675 0.2075 1.03 1.1505 1.142 0.7301 
P18 Hera Olympia 1 1.25 5.22 0.995 0.21 1.712 0.248 0.062         
P19 Metroon Olympia 5 0.85   0.65 0.14 0.89 0.096 0.108 0.628 0.66 0.585 0.405 
P20 Zeus Olympia 3 2.21 10.43 1.68 0.424 2.65 0.418 0.387 1.767 1.74 1.55 1.06 
P21 Athena Prasidaki 3 1.1             0.84 0.8 0.78 0.6 
P22 Unknown Troizen 6                       
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Table 5: Measurements of the Elevation Elements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group LD CH UD AbH AbW EH NH ArH FrH MW TW 
P23 Athena Vigla 2     0.54 0.125 0.96 0.117 0.063       0.447 
P24 Temple C Pallantion 3                       
P25 Unknown Kalavryta 2     0.55   1.02             
S1 
Temple F 
(Concord) Akragas 4 1.42 6.712 1.11 0.312 1.74 0.288 0.189 1.105 1.115 0.961 0.64 
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) Akragas 4 1.55                     
S3 
Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) Akragas 4 1.22 5.83 0.97 0.276 1.51 0.255 0.161 0.927 0.928 0.764 0.51 
S4 
Temple A 
(Herakles) Akragas 2 2.085 10.07 1.468 0.449 2.68 0.452 0.298 1.6 1.515 1.31 1 
S5 
Temple D (Hera 
Lacinia) Akragas 4 1.375 6.322 1.07 0.328 1.72 0.287 0.231 1.133 1.02 0.921 0.614 
S6 
Temple E 
(Athena) Akragas 3 1.41                 0.88 0.52 
S7 Temple L Akragas 4 1.405 6.589 1.06 0.328 1.77 0.309 0.213 1.217       
S8 
Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) Akragas 3 4.3   3.1 0.88 4.8 1.01 0.67 3.36 3.1 2.28 1.79 
S9 Aphrodite Akrai 2     0.98               0.59 
S10 
Temple B 
(Athena) Gela 1                       
S11 Temple C Gela 3 1.7                     
S12 Victory Himera 3 1.91     0.415 2.336 0.41 0.27 1.457   1.255 0.842 
S13 Unknown Segesta 4 1.935 9.338 1.551 0.388 2.312 0.326 0.271 1.449 1.448 1.308 0.873 
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Table 5: Measurements of the Elevation Elements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group LD CH UD AbH AbW EH NH ArH FrH MW TW 
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 1.398   1.02 0.268 1.628 0.263 0.27 1.1 1.056 0.868 0.629 
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 1.94 8.62 1.5 0.386 2.522 0.324 0.326 1.765 1.46 1.04 0.975 
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 1.67 8.35 1.19 0.35 2.28 0.316 0.296 1.585 1.489 1.2 1.05 
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 2.24 10.335 1.76 0.545 2.765 0.445 0.385 1.785 1.716 1.384 0.95 
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 1.82 9.11 1.245 0.33 2.42 0.305 0.205 1.52 1.49 1.26 1.03 
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 2.97   1.92 0.55 3.91 0.57 0.33 3.33 2.31 1.96 1.34 
S21 Temple O Selinous 3                       
S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 1.85 7.98 1.5 0.6 2.86 0.46 0.3 2.425       
S23 Athena Syracuse 3 1.978 8.783 1.485 0.452 2.47 0.439 0.309 1.485 1.4 1.253 0.831 
S24 Zeus Syracuse 1 1.85   1.42                 
S25 Temple A Megara Hyblaia 2                       
Table 5 The measurements relating to the elevation elements of all 104 temples in the data-set; including the column height (CH), the column’s lower (LD) and upper (UD) diameter, the height 
(AbH) and width (AbW) of the abacus, the height of the echinus (EH) and necking (NH), and the measurements relating to the entablature, such as the architrave (ArH) and frieze (FrH) heights, 
as well as the widths of the metopes (MW) and triglyphs (TW; references for the individual measurements can be found in the individual temples’ entries in Appendix V). 
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Elevation: Columns (Table 5: LD, CH and UD) 
As discussed in the preceding section regarding the inclusion of the number of columns in 
the data-set, the peristyle columns were one of the most significant visual elements of the 
Doric peripteral temple. To this end, as well as analysing the distribution and number of 
columns on the peristyle, their elevation size and shape are also examined. Indeed, the 
fact that some temples had narrow, widely spaced columns, whereas others had wide 
closely spaced columns, which had a particularly striking visual effect. For example, on 
the two facades of Temple G at Selinous (S20), which appear to have been completed 
separately, the two facades utilise different column shapes, as can be seen in Figure 32, 
the wider columns of the west façade creating the effect of a more cramped peristyle and 
‘heavier’ entablature.  
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Figure 32 The dissimilar east and west facades of Temple G at Selinous (S20; After Prokkola 2011: 156). 
The columns’ elevation size and shape are analysed using three measurements: the height 
(including capital, CH), the lower (LD) and the upper (UD) diameters of the column. 
These three measurements were recorded as they can be used to analyse the shape of a 
temple’s peristyle columns and they are also the most widely accessible measurements 
relating to the columns. Thirty-six column heights are preserved adequately enough to be 
included in the data-set, ranging in height between 2.975m on the Kardaki temple at 
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Korkyra (N24) and 10.59m on the fourth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15, 
Figure 33). In the different temple reports, the requirements for the restoration of the 
column heights vary from building to building; for example, Seki (1984) restores the 
column height of the Old Parthenon (A5) based upon comparisons with the Temple of 
Zeus at Olympia (discussed in Chapter 3); however, other studies, most notably by 
Mustonen and Pakkanen (1998; 2004), have stressed the need for a thorough survey and 
statistical analysis of all the temple’s preserved column drums before a restoration can be 
attempted.  
 
Figure 33 Comparison of the columns from the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) and the fourth-century 
Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15; After Courby 1927: Plate VI; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 168).  
Naturally, given the aims, scope and length of this study, a compromise between these 
two positions must be utilised. The column height is included when a peristyle column is 
retained to full height (including the capital), as on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at 
Poseidonia (I9), when columns that have fallen in place retaining the order of their drums, 
as happened at the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11, Miles 1989: 158 n.48) and 
Temple C at Selinous (S16, Guidoboni et al. 2002: 2966-2967), or when a drum 
belonging to each position in the column is preserved, as for Temple A (Herakles) at 
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Akragas (S4). However, in instances where sections of the column height are completely 
missing, the restored heights are not included within the data-set. This is primarily 
because the missing section is often restored using an average column drum height or 
based on analogy with contemporary architecture elsewhere. As highlighted in Chapter 3, 
restorations of the type utilised by Seki (1984) would alter the analysis of shape, resulting 
in two temples having the same shape when there is in fact little evidence to support the 
restoration. 
The lower diameter of the column is recorded for 60 temples, with the smallest measuring 
0.61m on the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) and the widest on the Temple of Zeus 
Olympios (S8) measuring 4.3m. The lower diameter is measured at the lowest point of 
the bottom drum, around the arrises. In a number of cases the lower drums are 
occasionally preserved in situ on the stylobate, as on the Hephaisteion in Athens (A6) and 
the Temple of Athena at Karthaia (A16, Østby 1980: 190). A bottom drum is also 
sometimes identifiable because it is the only drum to be fluted, as on the Temple of 
Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11), or occasionally there is an un-fluted band left at the bottom 
of the column, as on the Temples of Apollo (S22) and Zeus (S24) at Syracuse (Dinsmoor 
1950: 77).  
In a number of instances the temple designers utilised a number of different lower 
diameters on a single building (Table 6). For example, the façade columns on the Temple 
of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) measured 2.096m in diameter, whereas the flank 
columns had a slightly smaller diameter, measuring 2.052m (Mertens 1984: 56). In the 
few instances where this occurs the measurements relating to the flank columns have 
been presented in Table 5 and it is these, rather than those in Table 6 that are used in the 
analysis of the columns’ size and shape. The dimensions of the flank columns have been 
used in Table 5 as these are the most numerous on any temple design, most temples only 
having 6 façade columns. Indeed, the small amount of difference between the two 
measurements, in the case of the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia being 
0.044m, are small enough to have little effect upon the conclusions of an analysis 
conducted on this scale. 
Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
LD CH UD Notes 
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 0.989 5.272 0.736   
A14a Aphaia Aigina 3 1.01 5.272 0.736 Corners 
A3 Athena Polias Athens 2 1.55 
  
  
A3a Athena Polias  Athens 2 1.63     Façade 
A8 Parthenon Athens 4 1.922 10.433 1.513   
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Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
LD CH UD Notes 
A8a Parthenon Athens 4 1.933 10.433 1.51 Corners 
I11 Hera II Poseidonia 4 2.052 8.88 1.493   
I11a Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 2.096 8.88 1.551 Façade 
N17 Athena Delphi 2 0.975 4.6 0.746   
N17a Athena Delphi 2 1.01 4.6 0.746 Façade 
P4 Apollo Epikourios Bassai 4 1.112 5.959 0.889   
P4a Apollo Epikourios Bassai 4 1.142 5.959 0.927 Façade 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2   0.652   
P5a Unknown Orchomenos 2     0.606 Alternative A 
P5b Unknown Orchomenos 2     0.547 Alternative B 
Table 6 Temples with varying column lower and upper diameters, alternative measurements not used in the 
data-set are in bold (references for the measurements can be found in the temples’ individual catalogue entries 
in Appendix V).  
Sixty-five upper diameters are recorded in the data-set, ranging in size between 0.44m on 
the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8) and 3.1m on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple 
B) at Akragas (S8). The upper diameter of the column can be measured on the bottom of 
the capital or the upper diameter of the top column drum, which can sometimes be 
identified by a set of necking rings (hypotrachelium), as on the Temple of Artemis at 
Korkyra (N23, Schlief et al. 1940: 31). The same criteria, in relation to multiple different 
sizes on a single temple, have also been applied to the inclusion of the different sized 
upper diameters; for example, the reduction in size of the lower diameter on the Temple 
of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) also resulted in a reduction in size of the upper 
diameter, and consequently the upper diameter measurement of the flank columns has 
been included in the data-set.  
Elevation: Capitals (Table 5: AbH, AbW, EH and NH) 
As with many elements of the Doric order, the differing designs of the capital appear to 
indicate that there were differing ideas about the ideal capital shape. Indeed, the 
variations in the proportions of the capitals from different temples form the focus of the 
majority of capital studies (Figure 34), often suggesting that the shape of the building’s 
capitals was linked to its date of construction (Pakkanen 1998: 31; Nakasēs 2004: 281; 
Østby 2005: 498).  
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Figure 34 Various capital shapes scaled to a uniform abacus height, from: The Temple of Apollo at Corinth 
(P7), the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8), Temple F at Selinous (S19), the Temple of Athena at Syracuse 
(S23), the Temple of Apollo on Delos (O8), the Hephaisteion (A6) and the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea 
(P6; After Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: Abb. 96; Dugas et al. 1924: Plate XXXVIII; Courby 1931: Figure 
23; Stillwell 1932: Plate VII; Krauss 1959: Tafel 18; Mertens 1984: Beilage 31). 
Four measurements are taken from the capitals; the height (AbH) and width (AbW) of the 
abacus, the height of the echinus (EH) and the height of the necking (NH, Figure 35). The 
annulets are included in the necking height as this is where they are most commonly 
included in the temple publications.
34
 As highlighted in Chapter 2, the shape of the capital 
is utilised to help determine the date of construction for a number of Doric peripteral 
temples and as such, it is important that the chosen measurements encompass as much 
information about the shape of the capital as possible. Therefore, along with the upper 
diameter of the column, the above measurements are generally considered to provide 
enough information in order to analyse the capital’s shape.35 
                                                     
34
 The reported measurements were checked against the published capital drawings in order to 
ensure that the annulets were included in the necking height. 
35
 The focus of the study upon the large external dimensions, shapes and decoration of the temple, 
means that a number of details of the capital’s form, which have been suggested to be indicative of 
date, have been excluded from the study. For example, both the shape and number of the annulets, 
the projecting rings at the bottom of the capital, are commonly discussed in temple publications, 
with a number of commentators suggesting that the differences are connected to date (Williams 
1984: 70; Nakasēs 2004: 280), although it is a far from universally agreed premise (Pfaff 2003a: 
97 n.18). Indeed, Coulton (1977: 104) has argued that the shape and number of the annulets vary 
in a most irregular way, “not only with the date and region, but also with the size and importance 
of the capital”.  
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Figure 35 Labelled capital from the Temple of Athena at Alipheira (P1; After Østby 1995b: 370). 
Due to the number of examples on each temple and the subsequent excellent survival rate 
of the capitals, their shape making them unsuitable for re-use in later buildings, 64 abacus 
heights and widths are preserved in the data-set; whilst 63 capitals preserve their echinus 
heights. The various measurements of the capitals are only included within the data-set if 
they are preserved to their full height. For example, on the capitals belonging to the 
Temple of Artemis at Kalydon (N1, Dyggve 1948: 91) only the abacus height and width 
are preserved and therefore only these measurements are included within the data-set; 
whilst no measurements are recorded for the capitals of the Temple of Aphrodite at Akrai 
(S9) as no elements of the capital are preserved to their full extent (Figure 36).  
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Figure 36 Poorly preserved capital from the Temple of Aphrodite at Akrai (S9), preserving only the height of 
the annulets and sections of the echinus and necking (After Brea 1986: 66). 
Where various capital elements are preserved on different blocks from the same temple 
they are restored together, as is the standard practice in temple architecture studies. For 
example, the three fragments of the capitals from the Temple of Athena at Vigla (P23) are 
restored together to produce the measurements necessary for the analysis (Østby 1995b: 
341, 348). However, this approach has been used only when there is no noticeable 
difference between the shapes of the fragments. On most temples, the various capitals 
have unintentionally slightly different measurements, and in these instances, the capital 
that is closest to the average is used (Pakkanen 1998: 34-38). However, in some cases, 
capital fragments from the same building can be noticeably different in shape, 
demonstrating that in several instances different capital styles were utilised in different 
areas of a single building (Wescoat 1987). For example, the eight surviving capitals 
belonging to the temple at Orchomenos (P5) utilise a variety of measurements for the 
various sections and in these instances all the surviving capital shapes have been analysed 
separately. This is also the case for the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18), Temple G at 
Selinous (S20), and the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1). In these instances, where the 
temple has multiple distinct capital shapes, only one measurement is presented in Table 5, 
but, all the capitals are analysed in Chapter 5 and the other measurements can be found in 
the individual temples catalogue entries.   
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 Elevation: Entablature (Table 5: ArH, FrH, MW and TW) 
 
Figure 37 Labelled entablature, minus the geison, from the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17; After Hill 1966: 
Plate XIII). 
The Doric entablature comprises the architrave, the frieze and the geison (Figure 37). The 
designs of the entablature elements on the stone temples are not functional and have been 
postulated to be indicative of the wooden origins of the Doric order (Vitruvius 4.2.2). 
Compared to the other elements of the Doric order, the architrave is relatively simple, the 
only distinguishing feature separating an architrave block from any other is the addition 
of the taenia and regulae across the top. In order to analyse the entablature’s relative size 
and shape, the principal dimension, the architrave’s height, is recorded in the data-set.36 
The frieze of the Doric peripteral temple comprises an alternating pattern of triglyphs and 
metopes. The triglyphs are vertical blocks, usually aligned over or between each column. 
They consist of two vertical grooves known as glyphs, bordered by two hemi-glyphs, 
hence the name triglyph.
37
 The area between the triglyphs, which sometimes bears 
sculpture, is referred to as the metope. The frieze formed a vital component in the Doric 
order and has attracted considerable academic attention regarding its origins and how it is 
used to aid the angle contraction (Holland 1917; Robertson 1929; Wilson Jones 2002). As 
with other major standard elements of the Doric order, it is not the general appearance of 
                                                     
36
 Despite their use in various studies to help date buildings (Miles 1989: 169; Pfaff 2003a: 99-
101), the dimensions of the taenia and the regulae are not included in the analysis. The taenia and 
regulae are excluded primarily due to different studies reporting different measurements; for 
example, some studies report the width of a temple’s regulae, whereas others would only report the 
height, whilst others do not report any dimensions. Therefore, due to the inconsistent nature of the 
reported measurements, the taenia and regulae measurements are not included in this study. 
37
 The one exception to this is the ‘pentaglyph’ of the Casa Marafioti Temple at Locri Epizephyrioi 
(I4), which has four glyphs and two hemi-glyphs (Figure 38). 
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the frieze that changes, but the size and shape of its elements (Figure 38). For example, 
the shape of the triglyph and metope unit, although always rectangular, commonly utilises 
various proportions, with some temples having particularly tall triglyphs and square 
metopes and others utilising almost square triglyphs and oblong metopes. As with the 
architrave, it is the overall dimensions, in this case height and width, of the triglyphs and 
metopes that are catalogued and analysed.
38
 The third element of the Doric entablature is 
the geison. Unlike the architrave and frieze, the dimensions of the geison are not included 
in the analysis. In many instances, it is not stipulated in the reports where the 
measurements relating to the overall height of the geison, or indeed the various other 
elements that comprise the geison, are taken from. This is further complicated in relation 
to the geisons of some Sicilian and South Italian temples, which utilise terracotta 
moulded covers nailed onto the geison, as on Temple C at Selinous (S16). Consequently, 
it is difficult to include the measurements relating to the geison in a standardised way. 
However, focusing upon the two largest elements of the entablature, the architrave and 
frieze allows for a systematic analysis of the varying shapes of the entablature without 
becoming complicated by complexities of the relatively small component, the geison.  
                                                     
38
 In addition, the details of the triglyphs and metopes could vary between buildings; for example, 
the proportion of the projecting bar across the top of the two elements, to the overall height of the 
element could vary between projects. Likewise, the shape and number of the triglyph grooves are 
also subject to variation; indeed, Pfaff (2003a: 102; 2003b: 101) believes that the differences in the 
design of these particular elements may be linked to the date of the temple. However, as with the 
taenia and regulae, due to their dimensions and shapes not being uniformly reported and the 
usefulness of other dimensions in exploring the differences between the overall external 
appearances of the Doric temples, the details, such as the shape of the glyphs, have not been 
included in the analysis.  
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Figure 38 Various triglyph designs in various states of preservation, from Doric peripteral temples (After 
Adler et al. 1892: Tavola XXVI; Wiegand 1904: Abb. 118; Pernier 1935: Figure 40; Schlief et al. 1940: Abb. 
17; Dyggve 1948: Tafel IX; McAllister 1959: 19; Hill 1966: Plate XIII; Auberson 1968: Plate VII; 1976: 
Plate 4; Østby 1978: Plate V; 1995: Figure 190, Figure 196, Figure 204; Mertens 1984: Beilage 18; Brea 
1986: 70; Cooper 1996c: INV 59). 
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In all cases, the heights of the architrave and frieze have only been included where a 
block that retains the full height of the element is preserved. However, when the triglyph 
and metopes are not preserved, the width of the regulae on the architrave and mutule on 
the geison have been utilised, as they are constructed to the same size. For example, on 
the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17), only small fragments of the triglyphs exist, 
surmounting to a small section of one glyph. However, the widths of the triglyphs 
belonging to the Temple of Athena at Delphi can be calculated from the surviving geison 
fragment. Therefore, despite the lack of a completely preserved triglyph belonging to the 
Temple of Athena at Delphi, the triglyph width is included in the analysis due to the 
preservation of a geison fragment. 
Utilising the above criteria means that 45 architrave heights, 46 frieze heights, 46 metope 
widths and 58 triglyph widths are recorded in the data-set and subsequently utilised in the 
analysis. The architrave heights range between 0.46m on the Kardaki temple at Korkyra 
(N24) and 3.36m on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8). 
Similarly, the tallest frieze is also found on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at 
Akragas (3.1m), whilst the shortest belongs to the temple on Agios Elias (P3; 0.574m). 
Likewise, the widest triglyphs and metopes can be found on the Temple of Zeus 
Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (2.28m and 1.79m respectively); whereas, the 
narrowest triglyphs are found on the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8; 0.31m) and 
narrowest metopes on the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11; 0.5725m).  
Elevation: Decoration 
As discussed in the previous chapter, due to the level of preservation and the consistency 
of their publication, the analysis of the temples’ decoration is limited to analysing the 
number of column flutes (Flts) and the presence of any external sculpture.
39
 The 
symmetry of the column drums allows for the number of flutes to be counted even when 
only a few are preserved, thus, 70 temples in the data-set preserve the number of flutes of 
their peristyle columns (Table 7). The number of flutes on each column ranges between 
                                                     
39
 A smaller decorative element of the column that has been analysed elsewhere but is not included 
in this analysis, includes the number of column rings (hypotrachelium) that were used to separate 
the columns from the capitals and may have been affected by date and location of the temple. In 
some instances the band is found on the topmost column drum, whereas in others they are found 
on the capital necking, making it impossible to categorically confirm their existence and amount 
without a complete knowledge of the two elements (Dinsmoor 1933: 207; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 169; 
Cooper 1996d: 398; Pfaff 2003a: 95 n.34; Nakasēs 2004: 280). Similarly, the shape of the flutes 
have been excluded due to the variety in shapes on a single temple and the infrequency with which 
these elements are reported, particularly in the earlier temple publications (Pfaff 2003a: 95; 
Nakasēs 2004: 280). 
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16 on Temple C at Selinous (S16) and 24 on the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at 
Poseidonia (I11). However, the vast majority (78.6% or 55 of 70) utilise 20 flutes. 
The presence of sculpture is identified in the data-set using a presence/absence 
classification (Table 7). A presence/absence classification has been used for a couple of 
reasons. First, the use of the presence/absence classification avoids the arguments 
surrounding the theme and meaning of various sculptural programmes, as discussed in 
Chapter 3. Second, as with the ramps discussed earlier in this chapter, it helps to enable 
comparisons between the buildings. The presence of sculpture on the temple has been 
further broken down into categories relating to the position of the sculpture, in order to 
add an additional level of detail to the analysis. These are: metopes (ScuM), pediments 
(ScuP), cella (ScuC) and other (ScuO). The cella sculpture (ScuC) relates to both Ionic 
friezes, as on the Temple of Athena Polias (A3) and the Parthenon (A8), as well as Doric 
friezes, as on the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4). Furthermore, as 
highlighted by Østby (2009: 155), the pediment space with a medusa mask represents 
different treatment of the space to a fully sculpted pediment; consequently, these have 
been treated separately in the catalogue, but, under the same heading (M – Medusa mask 
pediment; S – Relief sculptured pediment). The data-set contains ten temples with 
sculpted metopes, 28 with pedimental sculpture, 13 with sculpture above the cella and 
only the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) having sculpture identified as ‘other’, the 
architrave of the peristyle bearing a continuous frieze. 
Table 7: Elevation: Decoration 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group Flts ScuM ScuP ScuC ScuO 
A2 Olympieion Athens 2           
A3 Athena Polias  Athens 2 20   S YES   
A4 
First Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 3           
A5 Old Parthenon Athens 3           
A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 20 YES S YES   
A7 Apollo Delphinios Athens 4           
A8 Parthenon Athens 4 20 YES S YES   
A9 
Second Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 4 16   S YES   
A10 Athena  Pallene 4 20     YES   
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 20         
A12 Artemis Loutsa 6 16         
A13 Apollo Aigina 2 20 YES S     
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 20   S     
A15 Athena Megara 2           
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Table 7: Elevation: Decoration 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group Flts ScuM ScuP ScuC ScuO 
A16 Athena Karthaia (Keos) 2 20         
I1 Unknown Hipponion 2           
I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4 20         
I3 Hera Kroton 3 20   S     
I4 Casa Marafioti 
Locri 
Epizephyrioi 2 20         
I5 Hera Tavole Palatine 2 20         
I6 
Temple Aii (Apollo 
Lykeios) Metaponto 2 20         
I7 Temple Bii Metaponto 2           
I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 20         
I9 Hera I (Basilica) Poseidonia 2 20         
I10 Heraion Foce del Sele 2 18 YES       
I11 Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 24         
I12 Unknown Taranto 1 24         
I13 Minerva Pompeii 2 18         
N1 Artemis Kalydon 5 20     YES   
N2 Poseidon 
Velvina 
(Molykreion) 6           
N3 Apollo Ismenios Thebes 5           
N5 Hera Plataia 2           
N6 Apollo Daphnephoros Eretria 2     S     
N7 Dionysos Eretria 5           
N9 Zeus Ammon 
Aphytis 
(Kallithea) 6           
N10 Apollo Ambrakia (Arta) 3 20         
N12 Unknown Kassope 6           
N13 Zeus Stratos 6 20         
N14 Zeus Passaron 6           
N15 Fourth c. Apollo Delphi 6 20   S     
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 20   S     
N17 Athena Delphi 2 20   S     
N18 Athena Kranaia Elateia 3 20         
N19 Apollo 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 2           
N20 Artemis Elaphebolos 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 4 20         
N21 Apollo Metropolis 2           
N22 Unknown Pherai 6           
N23 Artemis Korkyra 1 24 YES S YES   
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra 2 20         
N25 Hera (Mon Repos) Korkyra 5     S     
O1 Athena Assos 2 16 YES     YES 
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Table 7: Elevation: Decoration 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group Flts ScuM ScuP ScuC ScuO 
O8 Apollo Delos 3 20         
O11 Zeus Cyrene 3 24   S     
O12 Apollo Cyrene 2 16   S     
O13 Unknown Apollonia 6 20         
P1 Athena Alipheira 3 16         
P2 Hera Argive Heraion 4 20 YES S YES   
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3           
P4 Apollo Epikourios Bassai 4 20     YES   
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2 20         
P6 Athena Alea Tegea 6 20   S YES   
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 20     YES   
P8 Apollo Sikyon 6           
P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 20   S     
P10 Asklepios Gortys 5           
P11 Akropolis Temple Gortys 5           
P12 Poseidon Hermione 2           
P13 Poseidon Isthmia 3 20         
P14 Poseidon Kalaureia (Poros) 2           
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 20         
P16 Athena Makiston 3 20         
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 20         
P18 Hera Olympia 1 20         
P19 Metroon Olympia 5     S     
P20 Zeus Olympia 3 20   S YES   
P21 Athena Prasidaki 3 20         
P22 Unknown Troizen 6           
P23 Athena Vigla 2 20   S     
P24 Temple C Pallantion 3           
P25 Unknown Kalavryta 2           
S1 Temple F (Concord) Akragas 4 20         
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) Akragas 4 20         
S3 Temple I (Dioskouroi) Akragas 4 20         
S4 Temple A (Herakles) Akragas 2 20   S     
S5 
Temple D (Hera 
Lacinia) Akragas 4 20         
S6 Temple E (Athena) Akragas 3           
S7 Temple L Akragas 4 20         
S8 
Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) Akragas 3 18   S     
S9 Aphrodite Akrai 2 20         
S10 Temple B (Athena) Gela 1           
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Table 7: Elevation: Decoration 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group Flts ScuM ScuP ScuC ScuO 
S11 Temple C Gela 3 20         
S12 Victory Himera 3 20 YES S     
S13 Unknown Segesta 4           
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 20         
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 16 YES M     
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 20         
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 20     YES   
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 20 YES       
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 20         
S21 Temple O Selinous 3           
S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 16   M     
S23 Athena Syracuse 3 20   S     
S24 Zeus Syracuse 1 16   M     
S25 Temple A Megara Hyblaia 2           
Table 7 Information relating to the number of flutes (Flts) on the peristyle columns of each temple in the 
study and the presence/absence of sculptural adornment on the building. The presence/absence of sculpture is 
broken down into four positions on the building; the external metopes (ScuM), the pediments (ScuP), above 
the cella (ScuC) and other (ScuO). 
Doric peripteral temples can have sculpted metopes in a number of different positions 
above the peristyle and this location changes from building to building. For example, the 
Parthenon (A8) has sculpted metopes on all four sides of the building, while the 
Hephaisteion (A6) only has sculpted metopes above the east façade. In some instances, as 
on the Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2), the exact positions of the metopes on 
the peristyle are debated (Dinsmoor 1950: 183; Pfaff 2003a: 102; Spawforth 2006: 164). 
However, these are all regarded as the same in the data-set because, as with the ramps, it 
is beyond the scope of this study to investigate the importance of these positional 
differences.  
A number of temples have attracted controversy regarding the existence of sculptural 
decoration and it is difficult to apply a standard rule that applies to all cases. For example, 
although no evidence of sculpture remains on the site, it has been argued that the 
pediments of the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4) bore sculpture. Analogies 
with the sculpted pediments on the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20) and the presence of 
unattributed Greek pediment sculpture in Rome, led Dinsmoor (1939) to suggest that the 
south pediment originally contained a scene of Niobe by Callimachus. However, in 
Pausanias’s (8.41.7-8) discussion of the temple, he does not mention the pedimental 
sculpture. This would be an unusual omission as Pausanias commonly remarked upon the 
sculptural theme of a temple’s pediment, as in his description of the Temple of Hera in 
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the Argive Heraion (P2, Pausanias 2.17.3). Indeed, the lack of sculptural evidence on the 
site and the absence of cuttings for sculpture on the pediment floor suggest that the 
pediment did not bear sculpture (Cooper 1996a: 8). Therefore, the lack of positive 
evidence for sculpture on the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai, either through 
‘ghost’ traces on the architecture or remains from the site (whereas the metope sculpture 
survives in relative abundance), must lead to the exclusion of possible pediment 
architecture belonging to this building from the study. Further information relating to the 
sculpture on individual temples and any resulting controversy can be found in the 
individual temple’s entry in Appendix V, most notably, those relating to the Temple of 
Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14). 
Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated which elements of the temples’ exterior are included in the 
data-set and the criteria that have been applied to the remains, in order to ensure a 
consistent approach to the restoration of non-preserved elements of the buildings has been 
maintained. The application of these criteria to the surviving building remains allows for 
a consistent approach to be maintained, as well as the exclusion of purely hypothetical 
temple restorations. The exclusion of the hypothetical restorations, but, the consistent 
application of criteria to the blocks, which no longer remain standing, allows for the 
inclusion of a large number of measurements for the analysis. For instance, only a few 
temples retain a complete peristyle of Doric columns, as on the Temple of Hera II 
(Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11); however, the application of strict selection criteria across 
every temple means that 44 temples’ flank columns can be analysed in this study. As 
outlined in the previous chapter, the data presented in this chapter is used in the 
subsequent chapters to analyse the buildings’ size and shape on a Panhellenic and 
regional scale. The following chapter focuses upon the connection between the design of 
the temples and their date of construction, demonstrating that there is no single, linear 
direction in temple design. 
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Chapter 5: The Panhellenic Relationship between 
Proportions and Date 
  
The diameters of the Doric column at its base and top in relation to the 
height of the columns also provide useful evidence for dating (Miles 1989: 
160). 
 
 
 
 
 
The previous chapter introduced the data-set and the criteria that were applied in order to 
ensure that the analysed measurements are consistent in relation to reconstructions. 
Furthermore, the preceding chapter demonstrated the variety of the sizes of the elements 
used on the different temples. The above quote by Miles demonstrates the connection that 
some scholars place between the design and the date of the temples. Utilising the data-set 
that was discussed previously, this chapter analyses, on a Panhellenic scale, the 
relationships between the various element measurements and the dates of their erection. 
Thus, this chapter demonstrates that the temples were built with a wide variety of ratios 
and these differences, in their size and shape, are not directly linked to the date group in 
which the temple is placed.
40
  
As discussed in Chapter 2, the predominant paradigm in Greek temple studies, the 
evolution model, links the differences in temple designs to their date of construction. It is 
subsequently argued that a temple’s date can be determined through a study of its ratios. 
The relationship between date and design is based upon the assumption that temple 
design across the Greek world changed in constant way, resulting in the ratios between 
the various elements broadly increasing or decreasing with time (Brown 1906: 99; 
Dinsmoor 1950: 147; Tomlinson 1976: 36; Lawrence 1996: 58; Townsend 2004: 318-
319). For example, the similarity of the ratios used on the temple at Orchomenos in the 
Peloponnese (P5) to those on the Temple of Athena at Assos in Turkey (O1, second half 
                                                     
40
 As discussed in the previous chapter, the presence of additional decorative elements, such as 
ramps and sculpture, are not analysed on a Panhellenic scale. The exclusion of additional 
decorative elements from this chapter is due to the fact that they are only present on particular 
temples and as discussed by Bookidis (1967: 505), Pfaff (2003a: 195), Marconi (2007: 217) and 
Østby (2009) the presence of these elements on particular temples are largely due to regional 
rather than chronological trends.  
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of the sixth century), allowed Plassart and Blum (1914: 84) to ascribe a late sixth century 
date to the temple at Orchomenos. This methodology has been applied to varying degrees 
for many years and still affects the dates ascribed to temples today: for example, in 
Waldstein’s 1891 report of the Temple of Hera at Plataia (N5) the column ratio was 
employed as an indicator of date, whilst a similar methodology was used in 
Arapogianni’s 2002 report to help date the Temple of Athena at Prasidaki (P21). 
However, as discussed in Chapter 2, recent studies have begun to demonstrate the 
existence of a number of regional ‘tangents’ to the single evolutionary line, particularly in 
the sixth century, where it is now felt that temple design went through a period of 
‘formalisation’ before beginning to demonstrate Panhellenic trends in the late sixth/early 
fifth centuries (Østby 2000: 257; Barletta 2009a: 82; Wescoat 2012: 1-4).  
The extent of these tangents and the study of their designs are limited by the overarching 
constraints of the evolution argument. In order to maintain the association between the 
temple design and date, the tangents are only believed to be brief excursions away from 
the ‘fashionable’ design at the time and are argued to be limited to particular sites at 
particular times; for example, the construction of the short Temple of Athena at Delphi 
(N17), which was built at a time when temples were supposed to be long, was due to its 
position “athwart a narrow terrace” (Dinsmoor 1950: 92). Despite the indications that not 
all temple designs are strictly connected to their date, the evolution model continues to be 
applied. Thus, the nature of the evolution argument precludes the study of other effects, 
such as location, upon the building designs, which, as demonstrated by Østby (2005) and 
Nielsen (2002) affected the designs of the Arcadian temples.  
The role that the evolution argument plays in limiting the understanding of regional 
influences upon temple design, as well as the inherent contradictions in the argument 
discussed in Chapter 2, indicate that before the temple designs can be analysed at a 
regional scale, the evidence for the connection between design and date must first be re-
assessed. As such, this chapter analyses the connection between the differences in temple 
designs and their date of construction.  This study affords the opportunity to review the 
argument in light of new discoveries, recent reviews of particular temples’ dates, and the 
publication of new measurements; for example, the recent re-dating of the Temple of 
Aphaia on Aigina (A14) on the basis of stratigraphic excavation, rather than the ratios 
between the temples various elements, has resulted in the temple being re-dated to post-
480 (Gill 1988; 1993; see Appendix III.5). As demonstrated below, the results of the 
analysis conducted in this chapter suggest that there was no consistent, linear evolution in 
Doric peripteral temple design in the archaic or classical periods. Instead, the evidence 
indicates that multiple different ratios were used in each date group and the same ratios 
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can be found in multiple periods, thus showing that there is not a straightforward 
connection between date and design. 
An analysis of date against the proportions of the architectural elements could be seen as 
a circular argument: analysing the date against the architecture, when the architecture has 
been used to assign the date. Indeed, it is an inherent weakness of the evolution argument 
that the date of a particular temple forms the basis for the date of others. Consequently, if 
that temple is re-dated it subsequently also affects the other temples’ assigned date. For 
example, Barletta (1983: 113) dated the Temple of Aphrodite at Akrai (S9) to the last 
third of the sixth century based upon the presence of similar capitals to those of Temple D 
at Selinous (S17), which was dated by Dinsmoor (1950: 98) to 535; however, as 
discussed in Appendix III.2, Østby (1995a) has suggested, based upon archaeological 
excavation, that Temple D dates to the early fifth century (490-480), which subsequently 
has (as yet, unaccounted for) repercussions for the date of the Temple of Aphrodite at 
Akrai. However, the results of the analysis conducted in this chapter do not suggest a 
correlation between ratio and date, indicating that the analysis is not limited by a circular 
argument. In fact only a few temples are assigned dates based solely using the discussed 
ratios, whilst the rest utilise a variety of dating means, making use of both historical and 
archaeological sources. Indeed, it is worth stressing that the aim of this chapter is not to 
re-date all the temples that have been dated using the evolution argument. Re-dating all 
the temples is beyond the scope of a study of this type and length. Rather, it is the aim of 
this chapter to demonstrate that the design differences are not directly the result of the 
temples’ dates of construction; a conclusion which would suggest that factors other than 
date affected the decision to build temples utilising different designs.  
To this end, this chapter is broken down into discussions of the size and shape of the 
individual elements, addressing specific ratios that have commonly been used to help date 
Doric peripteral temples. These analyses, as well as series of case studies, demonstrate 
that a variety of different element sizes and shapes were used, and when utilised together, 
these elements affected the overall external appearance of the temples. Furthermore, the 
analyses clearly indicate that there is no evidence for a single, Panhellenic, chronological 
trend in temple design, which subsequently means that the differences in temple designs 
are not affected by their dates of construction and allows for the analysis of regional 
influences upon temple design that is completed in the subsequent chapter. 
Plan 
The discussion of the various shapes of the temple elements is split into two halves: the 
first half discusses the shapes of the individual plan elements, such as the stylobate and 
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the cella, and concludes with a case study, which demonstrates that when the different 
plan element shapes were used in conjunction, they created buildings with different 
designs, even when the buildings utilised the same size foundations. The second half 
follows the same layout as the first, but discusses the buildings’ elevation designs. 
Starting with the plan elements that formed the base for the Doric peripteral temple 
(foundations, krepidoma and stylobate), this first half emphasises the wide variety of 
shapes that were utilised in the temple plans in order to create buildings that varied 
significantly in appearance (Figures 39-44; for a table containing all the plan ratios see 
Appendix IV.1). Furthermore, this section demonstrates that the shapes utilised in the 
designs of the temple plans were not connected to their dates of construction. 
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Figure 39 Temple plans of date group 1, included here to enable a comparison of the plan designs. A number 
of the plans contain hypothetically restored elements whose measurements are not included in the data-set 
(After Dinsmoor 1950: Figure 26; Brea 1952: 16; Mallwitz 1972: 81; Coulton 1977: 42; Mertens 1984: 164; 
Spawforth 2006: 162). A plan has not been published for the temple at Taranto (I12), and consequently the 
temple’s plan has not been included in this figure. 
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Figure 40a Temple plans belonging to date group 2. A number of them contain hypothetically restored 
elements whose measurements are not included in the data-set (After Waldstein and Washington 1891: Plate 
XX; Plassart and Blum 1914: 82; Demangel 1923: Plate 7; Mertens 1973: Tafel XLVI, XLVIII; 1984: 
Beilage 26; Wurster 1974: Tafel 34; Østby 1978: Plate VII; Barletta 1990: 57; Linders 1992: 35; 
Intzesiloglou 2002: 114; Martin 2003: 38; Spawforth 2006: 191). 
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Figure 40b Temple plans belonging to date group 2 continued (After Auberson 1968: Plate V; McAllister and 
Jameson 1969: 173; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: Plate 16; Østby 1980: 192; 1995: Figure 194; Mertens 1984: Beilage 
16; De Waele 1994: Figure 4; Hurwit 1999: 122; Spawforth 2006: 124). The plans of the date group 2 
temples, Temple A at Megara Hyblaia (S25), the Temple of Poseidon at Kalaureia (P14), the temple at 
Kalavyrta (P25), the Olympieion at Athens (A2), the Temple of Athena at Megara (A15), and the Temple of 
Apollo at Cyrene (O12) have not been included in the above figure due to the temples’ states of preservation 
and the availablity of published plans.  
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Figure 41a Temple plans belonging to date group 3. A number of the plans contain hypothetically restored 
elements whose measurements are not included in the data-set (After Mertens 1984: 164; Østby 1991: 45; 
1995: Figure 195, Figure 200; Nakasēs 2004: 219; Spawforth 2006: 225).  
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Figure 41b Temple plans belonging to date group 3 continued (After Paris 1892: Plate 4; Boersma 1970: 170; 
Broneer 1971: 66; Wurster 1974: 107; Mertens 1984: 164, Beilage 26; Spawforth 2006: 152). The plans of 
the date group 3 temples, the First Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (A4), the Old Parthenon (A5), the Temple 
of Hera at Kroton (I3), the Temple of Apollo at Ambrakia (N10), the Temple of Athena at Prasidaki (P21), 
Temple E (Athena) at Akragas (S6), Temple C at Gela (S11), and Temple O at Selinous have not been 
included in the above figure due to the temples’ states of preservation and the availablity of published plans. 
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Figure 42a Temple plans belonging to date group 4 (After Dinsmoor 1950: Figure 5; Boersma 1970: 196; 
Travlos 1971: 84; Mertens 1984: Beilage 26; Miles 1989: 143; Martin 2003: 55; Pedley 2005: 69; Barringer 
2008: 116). 
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Figure 42b Temple plans belonging to date group 4 continued (After Mertens 1984: Beilage 26; Linders 
1992: 35; Martin 2003: 80; Pfaff 2003a: Figure 53). A plan has not been published for Temple L at Akragas 
(S7), and consequently the temple’s plan has not been included in this figure. 
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Figure 43 Temple plans of date group 5 (After Dyggve 1948: Tafel XXIV; Auberson 1976: Plate 7; Knell 
1983a: Abb. 5, Abb. 8; 1983b: 131; Spawforth 2006: 165, 167, 173). The plans of the date group 5 temples, 
the Temple of Hera (Mon Repos) at Korkyra (N25) and the Akropolis Temple at Gortys (P11) have not been 
included in the above figure due to the temples’ states of preservation and the availablity of published plans. 
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Figure 44 Temple plans of date group 6 (After Pedley 1967: Plate 48; Knell 1978: 399; 1983c: Abb. 5; 
Norman 1984: 183; Østby 1994a: 140; Spawforth 2006: 161, 171, 175; Krystalli-Votsi and Østby 2010: 55). 
The plans of the date group 6 temples, the Temple of Zeus Ammon at Aphytis (N9), the temple at Kassope 
(N12), and the Temple of Zeus at Passaron (N14), have not been included in the above figure due to the 
temples’ states of preservation and the availablity of published plans. 
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Plan: Foundations 
It is normally assumed that the ratio of length to width for Doric temple plans decreased 
with time, thus resulting in temples getting shorter, in comparison to their width, during 
the archaic and classical periods (Spawforth 2006: 161). As such, the ratio of length to 
width is used to help assign a date to any discovered remains of a temple’s plan. For 
example, the Temple of Artemis Elaphebolos at Kalapodi (N20) has a foundation length 
to width ratio of 2.39 and the Temple of Dionysos at Eretria (N7) has a ratio of 1.84, and 
the temples are consequently assigned to the fifth and fourth centuries based upon these 
ratios (Felsch 1975: 15-17; Auberson 1976: 64). Likewise, Marconi (1931: 53) used the 
foundation length to width ratio (2.34) to help provide a date of around 480 for the 
beginning of construction of the Temple of Victory at Himera (S12, Figure 45). However, 
an analysis of the temple foundation dimensions at the Panhellenic level demonstrates the 
wide variety of ratios that were used in relation to the shape of the foundations and the 
lack of evidence for a single predominant ratio or trend over time. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, 93 temples preserve their foundation widths, which range in size 
between 10.65m and 56.3m; whilst, 87 preserve their foundation lengths ranging between 
21.16m and 113.45m (Chapter 4, Table 4), and there is no indication that their size is 
linked to date (Figure 46). Consequently, 87 foundation widths and lengths, which vary 
considerably in size, are conserved and form the basis for the analysis of foundation 
shape. 
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Figure 45 Plans of the Temple of Artemis Elaphebolos at Kalapodi (N20), the Temple of Victory at Himera 
(S12), and the Temple of Dionysos at Eretria (N7), demonstrating the various temple plan shapes that were 
used to help date their construction (After Mertens 1984: Beilage 26; Linders 1992: 35; Spawforth 2006: 
167).  
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Figure 46 Column graph of the average foundation widths and lengths of the temples organised by their date 
groups, demonstrating that the size of the foundations are not connected to their date of construction. 
The temple foundations are always rectangular, but, there is significant variation in the 
exact shape of the rectangle, with the shortest ratio of foundation length/foundation width 
being 1.46 on the Temple of Minerva in Pompeii (I13), resulting in a temple just under 
one and a half times as long as it is wide; whereas, the longest ratio, of 3.30 on the 
Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8), gives rise to a building that is over three times as long 
as it is wide (Figure 40b; Figure 44). Although the majority of temples appear to use a 
ratio of foundation length to width between 2 and 2.5 (52 of 87 examples (60%)), there is 
no evidence that a small selection of ratios are used repeatedly. Indeed, temples that have 
the same foundation width could utilise very different foundation lengths (Figure 47). For 
example, the temples with a foundation width measuring c.16m have foundation lengths 
that vary between 1.98 times their width, as on the Temple of Athena at Pallene (A10, 
FoW: 16.32m; FoL: 32.25m) to 2.99 times their width on the Temple of Hera at Plataia 
(N5, FoW: 16.7m; FoL: 49.9m), which would result in two temples of the same width, 
but the temple of Hera at Plataia would be a width longer than the Temple of Athena at 
Pallene. Thus, a temple’s length was not determined by the temple’s width; rather, so 
long as the building is rectangular, the two measurements were independent of one 
another. Consequently, on a Panhellenic scale, Doric peripteral temples’ foundations were 
built utilising a number of different shapes. 
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Figure 47 Scatter graph showing the ratio of foundation length to width (the two outliers, Temple B (Zeus 
Olympios) at Akragas (S8) and Temple G at Selinous (S20) have been removed to make reduce the scale of 
the graph and make it clearer). The relatively strong correlation between the length and width (as the width 
increases so does the length; correlation coefficient=0.96), is indicative of the fact that the temples were 
always rectangular, however, the graph also demonstrates that different lengths were used on temples of the 
same width; for example, Temple I (Dioskouroi) at Akragas (S3) and the Temple of Hera at Plataia (N5) have 
similar foundation widths of 16.63m and 16.7m respectively, but lengths of 34.59m and 49.9m, suggesting 
that, so long as the temple plan was rectangular, there was a certain amount of independence between the two 
measurements. 
As discussed above, the assumption that the ratio of foundation length to width decreases 
with time has resulted in this ratio being used to help date a number of temples. If this 
were the case, the graph produced by plotting the ratio of the temples’ foundation lengths 
to widths against their date group should produce clusters of temples with little overlap 
between the different date groups and an overall decreasing trend. However, the ratio of 
foundation length to width does not demonstrate any evidence for a decreasing trend over 
time, with a large amount of overlap between all six date groups (Figure 48). In terms of 
the largest and smallest ratios the opposite is true; date group 6 contains the longest ratio, 
on the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8), whilst date group 2 contains the shortest, the 
Temple of Minerva at Pompeii (I13). At first glance, it could be argued that the 
decreasing ranges of ratios in date groups 2 to 5 are indicative of a Panhellenic process of 
proportion ‘standardisation’. However, the range of ‘core’ ratios (the band between c.1.75 
and 2.5, which contains the majority of temples) remains very consistent, particularly 
during the first four groups. The subsequent drop in date group 5 is countered by the wide 
range of ratios utilised in date group 6, suggesting that drop in ratios in date group 5 is not 
significant. Indeed, this analysis has shown that it is not possible to place a temple in a 
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specific period using only the foundation ratio. For example, the Akropolis Temple at 
Gortys (P11) has a foundation length that is double its width and is assigned to date group 
5 based upon the shape of the mouldings (Martin and Metzger 1940: 280); however, a 
temple with a similar ratio of foundation length to width can be found in all six periods, 
such as on the date group 2 Temple of Athena Polias on the Athenian Akropolis (A3) and 
the date group 6 Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17).  
 
Figure 48 Ratios of foundation length to width organised by date group, demonstrating that the different date 
groups contain a wide range of ratios and the same ratios can be found in the different date groups. Thus, 
there is no clear link between the ratio of foundation length to width and date group. 
The implications of these results would be that, whilst Doric peripteral temples’ 
foundations were always rectangular in shape, there is no clear evidence for a preferred 
ratio or series of ratios. Indeed, the most striking result is the enormous variety in the 
amount of different shapes that were utilised. Furthermore, there is no evidence that the 
shape of the foundations followed a contemporary Panhellenic ‘fashion’, with multiple 
ratios being used in a single date group and the same ratio being used across multiple 
groups.   
Plan: Stylobate and Krepidoma Steps 
As with the analysis of the temple foundations, the analysis of the stylobate dimensions 
demonstrates that, although there appears to have been a number of generally accepted 
‘rules’ relating to the overall shape of the stylobate, there is, in fact, enormous variety in 
the ratios used on the individual temples, even on temples with the same foundation sizes. 
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Similar to the foundation shape, the stylobate shapes are not directly connected to the date 
of construction. As discussed in the previous chapter, the stylobate width and length are 
preserved on 53 buildings (Chapter 4, Table 4). There is significant variation in the 
widths and lengths of the different stylobates when analysed on a Panhellenic scale; the 
widths ranging between 9.96m and 52.74m and the lengths varying between 19.6m and 
110.12m. As with the foundations, the stylobates are always rectangular and the positive 
correlation between their widths and lengths indicate that as the temples get wider they 
also get longer (Figure 49). However, the range of ratios between the two measurements 
indicates that the two measurements are not directly connected, which results in lengths 
that are 1.56 times the width on the Temple of Artemis at Loutsa (A12) to lengths that are 
3.3 times their width on the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8). Likewise, temples with the 
same width were built with different lengths; for instance, the Temple of Apollo at 
Sikyon and the Temple of Athena Kranaia at Elateia (N18), both had a stylobate width of 
11.45, yet the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon has a significantly longer stylobate of 37.6m 
compared to 27.5m.  
 
Figure 49 Stylobate width plotted against stylobate length, demonstrating the wide range of different sized 
stylobates and the varying relationships between their length and width (correlation coefficient = 0.96). 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the shape of the krepidoma steps can vary between 
buildings, thus making it necessary to analyse both the foundation and stylobate sizes. It 
appears to be a generally accepted rule of temple design that the stylobate width is above 
85% of the foundation width (53 of 56 examples or 94.6%) and that the stylobate length 
takes up more than 90% of the foundation length. Furthermore, it appears to be a general 
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trend that stylobate length is greater in relation to the foundation length than the stylobate 
width to foundation width. For example, on the temple on Agios Elias (P3), the stylobate 
width takes up 79% of the foundation width, whilst, the stylobate length takes up 90% of 
the foundation length (Figure 41a). This would suggest that it was relatively standard for 
temples to have wider krepidoma steps (including euthynteria) on the flanks than on the 
facades. However, beyond these general rules, there is little evidence that a single ratio, 
or series of ratios, were used with relation to the foundation and stylobate size. In fact, it 
is interesting to note the wide range of ratios that were utilised. For example, on temples 
with foundation widths measuring c.26m (and utilising the same number of krepidoma 
steps) the stylobate width ranges from 88% of foundation width on the temple at Segesta 
(S13; SW: 23.12m; KrSt: 3), to 94% on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9; 
SW: 24.51m; KrSt: 3), further demonstrating that the shape of the stylobate was not 
directly linked to the shape of the foundations (Figure 42a; Figure 42b). The differences 
in the relationships between the foundations and the stylobate shapes would have resulted 
in temples with similar foundations having different stylobate widths, which would 
ultimately allow for the creation of distinctive plans on temples that had the same 
foundation dimensions. 
As with the foundations, if the differences in stylobate shapes were connected to their 
date of construction, and consequently provided a productive indicator of date, the graph 
produced by plotting the temples’ stylobate ratios against their date group should produce 
clusters of cohesive ratios with little overlap between the different date groups and an 
overall decreasing trend. In contrast, Figure 50 demonstrates that a wide variety of 
stylobate lengths to width ratios were used in each date group, with no evidence for an 
overall trend.
41
 For example, the temples of date group 6 vary in ratio between lengths 
that were 1.56 times their width as on the Temple of Artemis at Loutsa (A12) to 3.3 times 
their width as on the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8), indicating that a very wide variety 
of ratios were used in the individual date groups. 
                                                     
41
 Unfortunately, the poor state of preservation and the smaller number of temples constructed in 
date group 5 means that this period is only represented by two ratios, therefore, it is difficult to 
draw any conclusions relating specifically to the architecture of date group 5. 
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Figure 50 Ratio of stylobate length to stylobate width by date group on a Panhellenic scale, demonstrating 
that the same ratios were used in multiple periods and a wide range of ratios were used in each date group. 
Furthermore, Figure 50 demonstrates that, contrary to the requirements of using ratios to 
help date temples, there is significant overlap between the individual periods (also see 
Figures 39-44). For example, the stylobate length to width ratios of the date group 4 
temples range between 2.15 on the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11) and 2.64 on 
the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4), ratios that are also encompassed by the 
temples of date group 3, which have a range between 2.09 on the Temple of Aphaia on 
Aigina (A14) and 2.83 on the Temple of Athena at Alipheira (P1). Indeed, there is 
significant overlap between all six periods being studied, making it difficult to place a 
temple in any given period based solely upon the ratio of stylobate length to width.
42
 For 
example, the Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7), placed in date group 1 because of 
evidence provided by stratigraphy and pottery (Dinsmoor 1950: 89 n.2; Pfaff 2003b: 
112), utilises a stylobate length to width ratio of 2.51, which actually falls into the range 
of ratios used in every date group with the exception of date group 5. The only slight 
anomaly to the generally standard range of ratios that are used in all periods appears to be 
those date group 2, the main body of which appear to be slightly lower than those of the 
other periods. Although there are a couple of temples with lower ratios, such as the 
Temple of Athena at Karthaia (A16; ratio of stylobate length to width: 1.94), it is the lack 
of longer ratios that is more significant, which is directly connected to the relative lack of 
                                                     
42
 Whilst there are no examples whereby the stylobate ratio is solely used to date a temple, it is 
often used in conjunction with other ratios to help assign a date, the analysis is completed here in 
order to further demonstrate the lack of correlation between stylobate shape and date. 
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Peloponnesian and Sicilian temples constructed in date group 2.
43
 Therefore, there is a 
wide variety of stylobate shapes, which were not directly connected to the shape of the 
foundations or the temples’ dates of construction. Furthermore, the indication that the 
differences in the designs of the temples’ bases (foundations, krepidoma and stylobate) 
are not connected to their date of construction suggests that the differences were caused 
by other factors, such as location (analysed and discussed in the subsequent chapter). 
Plan: Cella 
The following plan elements all sat atop the base that was formed by the foundations, 
krepidoma and stylobate, and as such, are generally analysed in relation to the top of the 
base (the stylobate). Sixty-two temples in the data-set preserve both their cella widths and 
lengths, which range between widths of 5.2m and 44.01m and lengths of 12.72m to 
101.16m. There appears to be no direct correlation between the width of the cella and the 
width of the stylobate.  For example, the Temple of Minerva at Pompeii (I13) has a cella 
that only utilises 37% of the stylobate’s total width; whereas, the Parthenon’s cella (A8) 
utilises 72% of the stylobate width (Figure 40b; Figure 42a). Even for temples with 
similar stylobate widths, there is a variety in the size of the cella. For example, Temple F 
at Selinous (S19, Figure 41b) has a stylobate width of 24.37m with a cella width of 9.2m 
(38%), whereas, the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9, Figure 42a) has a 
similar stylobate width of 24.49m with a cella width of 13.37m (55%). 
                                                     
43
 Temples from the Peloponnese and Sicily have the seven longest ratios of the date group 3 
temples and five longest ratios of date group 4. Furthermore, although this chapter is not 
investigating regional trends, the fact that longer ratios are predominant in particular regions is 
further indication that a region by region analysis of temple design needs to be completed. 
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Figure 51 Cella width plotted against cella length, demonstrating that although there is positive correlation 
between the two measurements, indicative of the fact that cellae were always rectangular (correlation 
coefficient = 0.93),44 the graph also demonstrates that cellae of the same width used different cella lengths. 
In terms of their ratio of length to width, the cellae are always rectangular and the positive 
correlation between their widths and lengths indicate that as the cellae get wider they also 
get longer (Figure 51). However, no single ratio, or series of ratios, is used consistently. 
For example, on a Panhellenic scale, the ratios of length to width vary between the wide 
and short cella of the Temple of Artemis at Loutsa (A12; ratio of cella length to width: 
1.78), to the narrow and long cella of the temple at Orchomenos (P5; ratio of cella length 
to width: 4.47). Therefore, as with the foundations and the stylobate, the temple cellae 
were constructed with a wide variety of different ratios. These differences would mean 
that the temples with wider cellae (in relation to the stylobate) had a narrower pteroma 
and consequently a more crowded plan, with less space between the various plan 
elements, an effect that could further be altered by the shape of the cella, which could 
leave a wide pteroma at the ends and narrow flanks, or vice versa (see Chapter 4, Figure 
27). Therefore, the shape of the cella and its differing relation to the stylobate would have 
had a significant effect upon the overall external appearance of the temple. 
                                                     
44
 Excluding the cella measurements of the statistical outlier, the Temple of Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) at Akragas (S8), the correlation drops to 0.9. Although the size of both the Temple of 
Zeus Olympios and Temple G at Selinous (S20) makes them significant outliers in terms of their 
foundation and stylobate dimensions, their removal from the correlation statistics in relation to 
foundations and stylobates (presented above) does not have as significant effect upon the 
correlation as with the cellae. 
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Figure 52 Graph of cella length plotted against cella width by date group, demonstrating that similar ratios 
were used in the different date groups. 
As with the foundations and the stylobate, it has been suggested that the cella dimensions 
were linked to a temple’s date of construction. For example, it is argued by Scranton 
(1946: 39) that there was a chronological progression from a narrow to a broad cella 
design. If this were the case, the ratio of cella length to width should demonstrate at least 
a general decreasing trend with time and the ratio of cella width to stylobate width should 
increase with time. Indeed, whilst some temples’ cellas do go from broad to narrow and 
the average ratio of cella length to width does decrease with time (Table 8), this is not 
true in all instances. As demonstrated in Figure 52 there is not one date group that 
contains a series of ratios that cannot be found in any other and the ranges of utilised 
shapes are fairly consistent between the groups. For example, ratios that are used in date 
group 4 are also found in date group 2 and the cella length to width ratio of 3.16 on the 
date group 1 Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) is similar to the 3.13 ratio found on the 
date group 4 Temple of Artemis Elaphebolos at Kalapodi (N20). Furthermore, the ratio of 
cella width to stylobate width demonstrates little evidence for a consistent change over 
time; rather, there appears to be a distinct increase between date groups 3 and 4, which 
appears to be connected to the cessation of Doric peripteral temple construction in Sicily 
and an increase in temple construction in Attica during date group 4 (Table 8).
45
 
Therefore, as with the foundations and the stylobate, the data-set demonstrates that a wide 
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 Six of the 7 lowest cella width to stylobate width ratios of date group 3 were found in Sicily and 
the 3 highest ratios of date group 4 were found in Attica. 
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variety of different shaped cellae were used and that their use was not directly connected 
to the shape of the stylobate or the construction date of the temples. 
  CeL/CeW Avg. CeW/SW Avg. 
CeW/SW Avg. minus extreme 
outliers 
Date Group 1 3.48 0.53 0.53 
Date Group 2 3.02 0.53 0.55 
Date Group 3 3.19 0.56 0.55 
Date Group 4 2.86 0.61 0.59 
Date Group 5 2.32 0.60 0.60 
Date Group 6 2.52 0.58 0.58 
Table 8 The average ratios of cella length to width and cella width to stylobate width by date group. The 
table demonstrates the decrease in the average ratio of length to width overtime and the relatively large 
change between date group 3 and 4 of the cella width to stylobate width ratio. Indeed, the large difference 
remains even with the removal of the extreme outliers.46 
Plan: Columns and Axial Spacings 
The final plan elements to be discussed are the number of columns in the peristyle and the 
façade and flank axial spacing. As with the other plan elements discussed above, the 
analysis demonstrates that there is no direct link between the number of columns and the 
other plan elements, nor is there a connection between the number of columns and date. 
The previous chapter showed that 47 temples preserve the number of façade columns and 
46 preserve their façade axial spacings, whilst 44 preserve the number of flank columns 
and 45 preserve their flank axial spacings. 
Number of Columns Number of Temples % of Total 
6 by 11 5 11.4% 
6 by 12 6 13.6% 
6 by 13 13 29.5% 
6 by 14 6 13.6% 
6 by 15 5 11.4% 
6 by 16 1 2.3% 
6 by 17 3 6.8% 
7 by 14 1 2.3% 
8 by 17 3 6.8% 
9 by 18 1 2.3% 
Table 9 The number of temples by the number of flank and façade columns in their peristyle and the 
percentage of temples in the data-set that utilise the same number. 
The number of façade columns ranges between 5 on the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis 
(N21)
47
 and 9 on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9), whilst the number of 
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 The extreme outliers of the cella width to stylobate width ratio are: the Temple of Zeus 
Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8), the Parthenon (A8), the Temple of Minerva at Pompeii 
(I13), and Temple F at Selinous (S19, see Appendix IV.1). 
47
 The Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21) with five façade columns does not appear in Table 9 
as the number of flank columns are not preserved. 
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flank columns vary between 11 on the Temple of Zeus at Stratos (N13) and 18 on the 
Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9). The fact that 87% of temples utilise 6 
façade columns suggests that this number was particularly significant in Doric peripteral 
temple construction. Despite this, the differing shapes of the columns, stylobate widths 
and entablature designs (discussed below) would still have resulted in the temples with 6 
façade columns having different appearances (see Chapter 1, Figure 5). The most 
frequently used number of flank columns appears to be 13 columns, although it is far 
from the only number utilised, as temples with 6 by 13 columns only account for 29.5% 
of variants used (Table 9). Indeed, 6 by 11, 12, 14 and 15 also appear to be frequently 
utilised with five, six, six and five examples respectively. Although 6 façade columns 
appear most frequently, there was a wide variety of column numbers that were utilised, 
with no evidence for a single standard design. 
 
Figure 53 Scatter graph showing the individual temples’ stylobate lengths against the number of flank 
columns, demonstrating the wide range of different stylobate lengths associated with each number of flank 
columns and vice versa.  
As with the ratio of the stylobate and cella width discussed above, there is a degree of 
independence between the number of flank columns and the size of the stylobate, with 
temples of the same number of columns being constructed on stylobates of multiple sizes 
(Figure 53). For example, stylobate lengths of temples with 13 flank columns range 
between 27.5m on the Temple of Athena Kranaia at Elateia (N18) and 64.12m on the 
Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20). Furthermore, Figure 53 demonstrates that temples with 
similar stylobate lengths can have differing numbers of flank columns; for example, 
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temples in the data-set with stylobates measuring c.55m have: 13 flank columns on 
Temple D at Selinous (S17), 14 on the Temple of Athena at Syracuse (S23), 17 on the 
Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and 18 on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at 
Poseidonia (I9). Therefore, the size of the stylobate does not directly determine the 
number of columns on the peristyle. This conclusion is further reinforced through an 
analysis of the flank axial spacing, which demonstrates that a range of different axial 
spacing measurements are used on temples with the same length stylobate (Figure 54). 
Indeed, the use of different amounts of columns on temples of the same size would have 
had a large effect upon their external appearance. For example, on the temples measuring 
c.55m in length, the 13 columns on Temple D at Selinous (S17, Figure 40a), with an axial 
spacing of 4.491m compared to 3.102m on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia 
(I9, Figure 41b) with 18 flank columns would have produced a peristyle with 
significantly wider spaces between the columns, creating a peristyle that appeared less 
cramped and overcrowded.
48
 
 
Figure 54 Scatter graph showing stylobate length against the flank axial column spacing, demonstrating that 
although there is positive correlation between the two measurements, temples with the same stylobate length 
utilise a wide range of different axial spacings. 
Furthermore, despite the use of the number of peristyle columns to help date the Temple 
of Poseidon at Velvina (N2, Gavrili 1976) and particular scholars’ suggestions that 
certain numbers of columns belong to particular dates (Winter 1978: 159; Pakkanen 
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 This effect is further influenced by the columns’ dimensions that are discussed in the second 
half of this chapter. 
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1998: 9), there is no evidence that the number of columns in the peristyle and the 
temple’s date of construction is directly connected. For example, 6 by 11 columns can be 
found on the date group 2 Temple of Athena at Karthaia (A16) and the date group 6 
Temple of Zeus at Stratos (N13), thus demonstrating that temples with the same number 
of columns could be constructed almost 200 years apart. Likewise, there is no evidence 
that a particular number of flank columns become particularly popular for short periods of 
time, for example, a temple with 6 by 15 columns can be found in each date group except 
5 (Figure 55).
49
 The possible exceptions to this rule are the 6 by 13 and 14 designs, which 
seem to reach a peak of popularity in the fifth century and the 6 by 17 design which was 
only utilised in sixth-century Sicily.
50
 Although in the case of 13 flank columns, there are 
two sixth century examples, the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8) and the Temple of 
Athena at Assos (O1), indicating that the use of 13 flank columns was not limited to the 
fifth century, rather, it became more heavily utilised in this period. However, the wide 
range of designs, which are used in each period, and across multiple different periods 
(such as 6 by 15 discussed above) suggests that the number of columns in a temple’s 
peristyle is not directly indicative of its date. Indeed, the analysis conducted in the first 
half of this chapter suggests that there was a certain amount of independence between the 
sizes of all the plan elements, which results in the wide range of different plans shown in 
Figures 39-44. Furthermore, there is no evidence that the differences in the plan shapes 
are directly determined by their date of construction, indicating that the different plan 
designs are influenced by factors other than date (discussed in following chapters). 
                                                     
49
 As discussed above, date group 5 is relatively poorly preserved in the data-set and consequently, 
it is not significant that date group 5 does not contain a temple with 15 flank columns.  
50
 17 flank columns are used again in the fifth century, only in these instances they are on temples 
with eight façade columns, the Parthenon in Athens (A8), and the Temple of Zeus at Cyrene 
(O11). 
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Figure 55 Number of flank columns on temples with 6 façade columns organised by date group, 
demonstrating that multiple column numbers were used in each date group and the same numbers of columns 
were used across multiple date groups. 
Plan: Case Studies 
A few brief case studies, bringing together all the different plan elements, demonstrate 
how the individual ratios contribute towards creating temples with very different plans, 
even when the buildings share similar foundation dimensions. Furthermore, an analysis of 
the plan of the Parthenon (A8) suggests that even when multiple ratios are used it is 
difficult to suggest an exact date for a temple.  
The first case study focuses upon the plans of Temple C at Selinous (S16) and the 
Metroon at Olympia (P19). These two temples demonstrate the wide variety of distinctive 
plans that were created when all the individual design elements were brought together 
(Figure 56). As well as being very different in terms of their overall size, Temple C at 
Selinous (FoW: 26.357m; FoL: 71.15m) and the Metroon at Olympia (FoW: 11.88m; 
FoL: 21.93m) utilise dissimilar ratios, which result in two plans that would have had very 
distinct appearances even if they were scaled to the same foundation width. For example, 
the Metroon’s plan is relatively more ‘square’ than that of Temple C, utilising a 
foundation length to width ratio of 1.85, making the temple less than twice as long as it is 
wide, compared to a ratio of 2.7 on Temple C, which indicates that the temple is almost 
three times as long. Also, both cellae have very different relationships to the rest of the 
plan. The cella of Temple C is very narrow (cella width to stylobate width ratio: 0.44) 
when compared to the Metroon (cella width to stylobate width: 0.67) and Temple C’s 
cella is considerably more elongated than the stylobate (stylobate length to stylobate 
width: 2.66; cella length to cella width: 3.97), which is considerably different from the 
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squarer cella of the Metroon (CeL/CW: 1.94, which appear to reflect the shape of the 
stylobate (SL/SW: 1.95)). Despite the differences in the temples’ overall dimensions, 
both utilise six façade columns, but with a different number of flank columns (Temple C: 
17; Metroon: 11). Consequently, regardless of their relative size to one another, the ratios 
that were employed between the various elements indicate that they were not designed to 
share the same appearance. Indeed, Temple C’s plan results in a visually much longer 
temple, with a more spacious pteroma, than the relatively square plan of the Metroon. 
When the size differences and additional plan elements are taken into consideration, such 
as the double front on Temple C and the additional frontal stairs, the visual differences 
between the two buildings are emphasised even further. 
 
Figure 56 The plans of Temple C at Selinous (S16) and the Metroon at Olympia (P19, After Mallwitz 1972: 
161; Mertens 1984: Beilage 26). 
A further case study focusing upon the similar sized, date group 1 Temples of Apollo at 
Corinth (P7) and at Syracuse (S22) demonstrates that even on temples of the same size 
and date, different ratios were employed to create temples with different plans (Figure 
57). Both temples utilise very similar stylobate dimensions (Corinth: SW: 21.58m, SL: 
53.8m; Syracuse: SW: 21.5m, SL: 54.9m). However, the Temple of Apollo at Corinth has 
15, more widely spaced, and narrower flank columns (flank axial spacings: 3.744m), 
whilst the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse has 17 narrowly spaced, wider columns (flank 
axial spacings: 3.331m). Furthermore, the Temple of Apollo at Corinth has a wider and 
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longer cella (cella length to width ratio: 3.43), resulting in a more cramped pteroma than 
on the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (CeL/CeW: 3.16), which also utilises a double 
colonnade across the front. The number of columns utilised in the peristyle of the Temple 
of Apollo at Syracuse, as well as their wider lower diameters, resulted in significantly 
narrower gaps between the columns, and consequently a worshipper would be faced with 
considerably more stonework than on the Temple of Apollo at Corinth, which gave the 
impression of a more ‘crowded’ peristyle. These differences would be further 
exaggerated by differences in the elevation designs, such as the height of the columns and 
the entablature that are discussed in the second half of this chapter. Therefore, different 
ratios were employed on temples of the same size in order to create buildings with 
varying appearances. Indeed, there are temples that utilise very similar plans to one 
another, and these are discussed further in later chapters; however, it is important to 
highlight at this point that the size of one element does not necessarily determine another, 
and that temples utilising different plan designs were built around the same time.  
 
Figure 57 The plans of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7, 
After Mertens 1984: 164; Spawforth 2006: 162). 
The final case study, focusing upon the ratios of the plan elements of the Parthenon (A8), 
additionally demonstrates that a temple’s plan design is not linked to its date, even when 
multiple ratios are taken into consideration. The Parthenon is placed into date group 4 
based upon the surviving building accounts (Camp 2001: 74; Rhodes 2005: 62; Barringer 
2008: 62). Interestingly, the Parthenon’s plan ratios are found on much earlier and later 
temples. For example, a similar ratio of foundation length to width (Parthenon: 2.15) is 
also found on the date group 2 Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9; 2.14) as 
well as the date group 4 Temple F (Concord) at Akragas (S1; 2.15; Figure 58). Likewise, 
the ratio of cella length to cella width (Parthenon: 2.64) is found on the date group 2 
Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17; 2.67) and the date group 6 Temple of Poseidon at 
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Velvina (N2; 2.64).
51
 Thus, the ratios employed in the Parthenon’s plan are not only 
found in date group 4, making it difficult to place the temple in any specific date group 
based solely upon the shape of its elements, even when multiple ratios are taken into 
consideration. 
                                                     
51
 This is also the case with the ratio of stylobate width to foundation width, the Parthenon utilising 
similar ratios to the date group 2 Temple A (Herakles) at Akragas (S4) and the date group 6 
Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17). 
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Figure 58 The plans of the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9), the Temple of Athena at Delphi 
(N17), the Parthenon (A8), Temple F (Concord) at Akragas (S1), and the Temple of Poseidon at Velvina (N2, 
After Demangel 1923: Plate 7; Mertens 1984: Beilage 26; Martin 2003: 38; Pedley 2005: 69; Spawforth 2006: 
173). 
Therefore, the differences in the ratios that were utilised in the temple plans are not 
connected to the construction date of the temple or the ratios of the other plan elements. 
Instead, the varying ratios were used to create visual differences between individual 
temple designs, even when the buildings were of the same size and date. This is not to 
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say, of course, that the temples were designed from the ground up, rather, regardless of 
which design techniques were used (see discussion of proposed design techniques in 
Chapter 2), the designers were able to produce temple plans with different appearances, 
even when they had the same size plans. Furthermore, the use of similar ratios across 
multiple date groups indicates that that there was no single Panhellenic trend in plan 
design, suggesting that the differences in the temple plan designs was influenced by 
factors other than date (discussed in subsequent chapters).   
Elevation 
The second half of this chapter analyses the shape of the elevation elements, 
demonstrating that, as with the plan elements, the elevation ratios were used to create 
different designs, even on temples with the same size plan. Similarly, this section also 
indicates that the differences in the designs of the elevations are not linked to the temples’ 
dates of construction (for a table containing all the elevation ratios see Appendix IV.2). 
Elevation: Columns 
As discussed in the previous chapter, a column’s shape is analysed using three 
measurements: the column’s height, its lower and its upper diameters. After the selection 
criteria were applied, 36 column heights, 60 lower diameters and 65 upper diameters were 
included in the data-set. In order to analyse whether their shape is directly linked to the 
shape of another element, the column shapes are analysed in relation to multiple different 
element’s shapes. Therefore, the column shapes, and their relation to other elements, are 
analysed using a number of ratios, which ultimately demonstrate that the size of one 
element does not determine the size of another. Furthermore, despite various scholars 
suggesting that there is a direct connection (Brown 1906: 99; Miles 1989: 160; Cooper 
1996d: 398; Pakkanen 1998: 72; 2004: 95), this analysis demonstrates that the column 
shapes are not directly connected to their date of erection. 
The column shapes are analysed in terms of their ‘squatness’ (ratio of column height to 
lower diameter) and their taper (ratio of lower diameter to upper diameter), revealing that 
a wide range of different shapes were utilised in the design of peristyle columns (Figure 
59; Figure 60). For example, the ratio of column height to lower diameter varies between 
the temples with ‘squat’ column heights that were 4.18 times their lower diameter, as on 
the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18), to the ‘tall’ columns that were 6.34 times their 
lower diameter on the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17). Likewise, the tapers vary between 
straight columns with lower diameters that were 1.23 times the upper diameter, as on the 
temple at Taranto (I12), and those with wide lower diameters that were 1.55 times their 
upper diameter, as on the eastern (earlier) columns of Temple G at Selinous (S20). 
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Plotting the two ratios together demonstrates the wide range of different shapes that were 
used on a Panhellenic scale (Figure 60), from short columns with a strong taper, as on the 
Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11; CH/LD: 4.33; LD/UD: 1.37), to temples 
with straighter, taller and slimmer columns, as on the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17; 
CH/LD: 6.34; LD/UD: 1.25). Temples with a column height to lower diameter ratio 
below 5 appear to utilise a very wide range of lower diameter to upper diameter ratios, 
however, those above 5, and particularly 5.5, have ratios of lower diameter to upper 
diameters indicating that they had straighter columns. Figure 67, discussed in more detail 
later, indicates that this is a particular phenomenon of a few temples of date groups 5 and 
6, but it is not indicative of a general trend over time. Indeed, the fact that different ratios 
of lower diameter to upper diameter were used on the columns with a column height to 
lower diameter ratio above 5.5 suggests that a standardised appearance was not intended. 
Therefore, as with the plan elements, a wide variety of column shapes were utilised in the 
designs of the various temples, particularly on those with a column height to lower 
diameter ratio below 5.5 (Figure 59). 
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Figure 59 Columns with different ratios of column height to lower diameter and upper diameter to lower diameter. The figure demonstrates the visual effect that was achieved through the use of 
different ratios, even on columns with relatively similar heights, such as the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the Temple of Hera II at Poseidonia (I11; After Courby 1927: Plate VI; 
Cultrera 1951: 827; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 168; Tomlinson 1983: 58; Mertens 1984: Abb. 14; Miller 1990: 133). 
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Figure 60 Scatter graph showing the ratio of column height to lower diameter against the ratio of lower 
diameter to upper diameter. Reading the graph from left to right, the temples on the left have shorter, wider, 
‘squatter’ columns that those on the right, which have progressively slimmer and taller columns. Reading the 
graph from the top down, the temples at the top have columns with a greater amount of taper that those at the 
bottom, making those at the bottom, the most straight. The graph demonstrates that, particularly on temples 
with a low ratio of CH/LD, there is a significant variety in the extent of taper (LD/UD) that was applied; 
however, columns with a CH/LD ratio above 5 appear to use the lower ratios of LD/UD, albeit without 
reversion to a standard ratio. 
Examining the column ratios in relation to the plan elements analysed above, further 
demonstrates that a particular column’s shape is not directly connected to the size of other 
elements, a freedom which allowed temples of the same size to be built with different 
elevation designs. Plotting the temples’ stylobate widths and lengths against their column 
heights demonstrates that a wide range of different ratios were used (Figure 62), resulting 
in some temples having narrow stylobates and tall columns, as on the fourth-century 
Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15; SW/CH: 2.05), and others with relatively wide 
stylobates and short columns as on the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24; SW/CH: 4.00; 
Figure 61). Likewise, there was significant variation amongst the temples’ flank designs, 
some temples having particularly long stylobates with short columns as on the Temple of 
Hera at Olympia (P18; SL/CH: 9.58), whereas, others, such as the Temple of Zeus at 
Stratos (N13; SL/CH: 4.10), had short stylobates and tall columns. Even on temples with 
the same stylobate width, different ratios of column height to stylobate width were used 
to create relatively taller and shorter temples. For example, the Temple of Aphaia on 
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Aigina (A14) has a stylobate width of 13.8m and the Hephaisteion in Athens (A6) has a 
similar stylobate width of 13.7m; however, the Hephaisteion utilises much taller columns, 
with a stylobate width to column height ratio of 2.4 compared to 2.61 on the Temple of 
Aphaia. 
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Figure 61 Different elevation designs, demonstrating not only the differences in size, but also the differences 
in shape. For example, the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) is relatively wide and short when compared to 
the narrow and tall fourth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15). Indeed, the elevations of the Temple of 
Athena at Delphi (N17) and the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8) demonstrate the distinctive elevation 
designs that could be achieved even on temples of the same width (After Demangel 1923: Plate 8; Courby 
1927: Plate VI; Krauss 1959: Tafel 3; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 168; Coulton 1977: 113).  
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Figure 62 Scatter graph plotting stylobate dimensions against column height, demonstrating that a wide 
variety of different column heights were used on temples of the same stylobate width or length and vice 
versa. 
Furthermore, a study of axial spacings and column height demonstrates that, as with the 
ratio of column height to stylobate width, a number of different ratios were used, even on 
temples with the same axial spacing (Figure 63). For example, both the Temple of Apollo 
at Corinth (P7) and the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17) utilise axial spacings of c.3.74m, 
however, the Temple of Apollo has columns that were 7.24m tall (column height/flank 
spacing: 1.93) in comparison with columns that were 10.325m tall on the Temple of Zeus 
(column height/flank spacing: 2.76).  
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Figure 63 Scatter graph showing the ratio of column height to flank axial spacing, demonstrating that temples 
with the same column height can be associated with a variety of different axial spacings, for example, the 
Temple of Apollo on Delos (O8) has a column height of 5.2m and an axial space of 2.2905m, whereas, the 
Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18), with a similar column height of 5.22m has axial spacings of 3.26m. 
The shape created by these two elements (column height and axial space) is further 
affected by the relationship between the lower diameter of the column and the axial 
spacing, which results in wider or narrower spacings between the columns. For example, 
the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) had particularly narrow gaps between the 
peristyle columns (ratio of flank axial spacing to lower diameter: 1.8), which would have 
obscured the cella and blocked access to the pteroma. In contrast, the Kardaki temple at 
Korkyra (N24) had very wide gaps (flank axial spacing/lower diameter: 3.71), which 
resulted in wide corridors between the columns and significantly more of the cella being 
visible through the peristyle (Figure 64).  
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Figure 64 Elevations of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24; 
After Cultrera 1951: 827; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 168). 
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Figure 65 Scatter graph showing the ratio of column height to lower diameter plotted against the ratio of 
stylobate width to column height, demonstrating that the same shaped columns were used on temples with 
different sized stylobates and vice versa. 
As discussed above, analysing column shapes and how they were used to create buildings 
with different appearances does not simply involve analysing one or two ratios. 
Therefore, in order to analyse the overall effect of the differences of the column 
dimensions on the external appearance of the temple it is necessary to compare a number 
of ratios together. Temples with a similar ratio of stylobate width to column height use 
different ratios of column height to lower diameter, creating temples with wider, more 
‘flaring’ columns in the same overall space in order to create a different visual effect, 
with one temple utilising much more of the available space and the other having a much 
more ‘open’ peristyle (Figure 65). For example, the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8) 
and the Temple of Apollo at Basssai (P4) have similar column height to stylobate width 
ratios of 2.37 and 2.44; however, the columns on the Temple of Athena are proportionally 
wider, with a ratio of column height to lower diameter of 4.85 as opposed to 5.36 on the 
Temple of Apollo, resulting in temples with the same height to width ratio, which utilise 
the space differently, with the peristyle on the Temple of Athena being relatively more 
cramped (Figure 66). Thus, the temples have distinct appearances, despite utilising the 
same ratio of stylobate width to column height, suggesting that the shape of one element 
does not automatically determine the shape of another (despite the fact that there is only 
limited space on the stylobate on which to place the columns). 
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Figure 66 Elevations of the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8) and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at 
Bassai (P4; After Krauss 1959: Tafel 3; Cooper 1996c: Plate 19). 
As with the plan elements, it has generally been argued that the differences in column 
designs were linked to a temple’s date of construction (Brown 1906: 99; Miles 1989: 160; 
Lawrence 1996: 70). The assignment of a particular date is primarily based upon the 
belief that Doric columns evolved from squat to slim over a period of time (Cooper 
1996d: 398; Pakkanen 1998: 72; 2004: 95; Pedley 2005: 69). For example, the ‘squat’ 
shape of the columns belonging to the Temple of Zeus at Syracuse (S24) helped Orsi 
(1903: 378) to date the structure to the early sixth century. Thus, it is generally expected 
that lower ratios of column height to lower diameter should be replaced by higher ratios 
over time. However, plotting the ratios of column height to lower diameter against their 
date groups demonstrates that the range of utilised ratios increases with time, resulting in 
both higher and lower ratios being used (Figure 67).
52
 Thus, both taller, slimmer and 
shorter, squatter columns were introduced over time. For example, the ratios of date 
group 1 range between 4.18 on the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18) and 4.46 on the 
temple at Taranto (I12); however, the ratios of date group 4 range between 4.33 on the 
Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) and 6.02 on the second Temple of 
Poseidon at Sounion (A9), indicating the extent to which more column shapes were 
utilised, along with the continuing use of the same shapes from earlier periods. Indeed, 
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 No examples are preserved from date group 5 and only two in date group 6; thus, any results 
from these final two periods must be regarded with caution, given the lack of available samples. 
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most temples’ columns ratios can find a parallel in a number of periods.53 For example, 
the temple at Taranto (I12), placed in date group 1 because of the column’s capital 
(Wuilleumier 1939: 253), uses a column height to lower diameter ratio of 4.46, which 
could place the temple at Taranto in any of the first four date groups. Indeed, the date 
group 2 Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9), the date group 3 Temple of 
Athena at Syracuse (S23) and the date group 4 Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas (S5) 
all utilise similar ratios of column height to lower diameter.  
 
Figure 67 Ratio of column height to lower diameter organised by date group, demonstrating that the same 
ratios were used in each of the first four date groups and although taller ratios do become used over time, the 
same ratios that were found in the earlier periods continue to be used. Furthermore, the fact that ratios are not 
found in one period alone indicates that a temple could not be solely dated based upon the ratio of column 
height to lower diameter. 
Furthermore, Coulton (1984) argued that the ratio of column height to axial spacing was 
connected to a temple’s date of construction. As discussed above, the two measurements 
do not directly correlate, with temples constructed with the same column height using 
different axial spacings. In contrast to Coulton’s conclusions, the graph of column height 
to flank spacings by date group (Figure 68) indicates that multiple ratios were used in 
each date group and the same ratios were used across the different periods; for example, 
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 It could be argued, based upon the evidence presented in Figure 67 that temples with a column 
height to lower diameter ratio above 6 belong to the fourth century, yet, it is very difficult to draw 
any firm conclusions based upon the two surviving samples from this period and it would be 
difficult to place any temples with a CH/LD ratio less than 6 to anything less than a 150 year 
period.  
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the date group 2 Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9) utilises a column height to 
flank axial ratio of 2.08, whilst, the date group 4 Temple F (Concord) at Akragas (S1) 
was constructed with a similar ratio of 2.09. Therefore, the columns’ shapes and their 
relations to the other architectural elements are not directly determined by the temples’ 
dates of construction, nor are they determined by the shape of the other elements, 
suggesting that factors other than date affected the differences in the temples’ columns 
designs (discussed in proceeding chapters). 
 
Figure 68 The ratio of column height to flank axial spacing against date group, demonstrating that a wide 
range of ratios were used in each date group and the same ratios were used in multiple periods. The ratio of 
column height to façade axial spacing also indicates the same trend with a wide range of ratios being used in 
each date group and the same ratios in multiple periods. 
Elevation: Capitals 
The shape of the capitals of the peristyle columns vary from building to building and, 
more than any other element of the Doric peripteral temple, the shape of the capital has 
been widely considered to be indicative of date. Traditionally, it is assumed that the 
relationship between the echinus and the abacus was subject to “experimentation and 
change over time” (Miles 1989: 160). For example, it is argued that the height of the 
echinus in relation to the abacus diminished with time (Johnson 1936: 48) and the capitals 
became less ‘flaring’, with the earlier capitals having a significantly wider abacus than 
those of later periods (Cooper 1996d: 398; Lawrence 1996: 68; Nakasēs 2004: 281).54 
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 Along with the width of the abacus, it is generally argued that the shape of the echinus changed; 
for example, Pedley (1990: 87) uses the echinus profile as an indicator of the date of the Temple of 
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The belief that the capital shapes changed at a constant linear rate meant that very 
accurate dates have been assigned to temples based upon the shape of the capitals (Pedley 
1993: 155). For example, the capital profile for the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros 
(P9) provides a date for the temple in the first third of the fourth century (Roux 1961: 93), 
the capital from Kaulonia (I2) helps to date the temple architecture to the period 430 - 
420 (Mertens 1984: 125; Barello 1995: 91) and the shapes of the capitals found at 
Orchomenos date the temple to 530 (Østby 2005: 498; Figure 69). However, as discussed 
in Chapter 2, Coulton’s (1979) study of capital shapes demonstrated that instead of a 
smooth, linear evolution over time, Doric capital shapes fall into a series of discrete style 
groups. The distinct changes happened periodically, but, there were marked regional 
variations in the adoption of a new style. Coulton’s (1979) findings have been generally 
accepted amongst temple scholars (Pfaff 2003a). Indeed, Pakkanen’s (1998: 35, 38-39) 
study of the capitals from the fourth-century Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) has 
further concluded that there are no linear trends in the development of capital proportions 
in the fourth century.  
To this end, this section analyses the capital data gathered in this study, by grouping 
capitals with similar designs into ‘Capital Groups’. Unlike the other areas of the temple 
designs that are analysed using a number of separate ratios, the capitals have been formed 
into groups due to their rather more complicated shape, as well as the tradition of 
analysing capitals in this way. Thus, this study builds upon the work of Coulton, whose 
work had to rely upon a number of presumptions, which ultimately meant that the capitals 
were primarily grouped based upon observation before their relative cohesion could be 
analysed, a problem that modern computer techniques can circumvent (See Appendix 
VI). 
                                                                                                                                                 
Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) and Dinsmoor (1950: 90) utilises a similar technique for the 
capitals of the Temple of Athena Polias on the Akropolis (A3). However, it is generally considered 
that the best way to analyse the shape of the capitals is to compare the ratios between their various 
measurements rather than a visual comparison (Coulton 1979: 82). Indeed, Childs (1994: 2) has 
argued that the published drawings of capitals’ echini shapes are not so precise that “one can draw 
absolute conclusions from them” and it is difficult to translate them into a relative series of 
absolute dates.  
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Figure 69 Examples of capitals used to date temple architecture. The above capitals are from: the date group 
2 temple at Orchomenos (P5), the date group 4 temple at Kaulonia (I2) and the date group 5 Temple of 
Asklepios at Epidauros (P9, After Roux 1961: 92; Barello 1995: Tavola LII; Østby 1995b: Figure 185). 
The utilised analysis techniques require that the analysed capitals preserve their upper 
diameters, echinus heights, abacus heights and abacus widths; thus, 63 capitals have been 
included in the analysis, based upon the preservation criteria outlined in Chapter 4. Using 
the ratios between the various measurements, geometric means and hierarchical cluster 
analysis, the capitals have been put into 16 groups. Naturally, groups based upon capital 
designs could be divided endlessly until each capital forms its own group, as it is 
extremely rare that two capitals are exactly the same (even on the same building; see 
Chapter 2); however, hierarchical cluster analysis is used to place the capitals into groups 
of cohesive designs that utilise distinct underlying design rules from the capitals of the 
other groups.  
Geometric means analysis utilises all the capitals’ measurements to provide a series of 
figures that relate to the relative shape of each capital, thereby allowing the capital shapes 
to be analysed and compared, regardless of any size differences. A hierarchical cluster 
analysis was then completed using the results of the geometric analysis in order to group 
each temple’s capital with those of a similar shape. Hierarchical cluster analysis attempts 
to build a hierarchy of clusters, through the pairing of ‘similar’ observations and, 
subsequently, pairs of clusters are merged as one moves up the hierarchy. In this way, the 
capitals are placed into groups of capitals with similar shapes. In order to clarify these 
results, the same process is then completed utilising the ratios of abacus height to upper 
diameter, abacus width to upper diameter and echinus height to upper diameter instead of 
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the capitals’ geometric means. The two results are then cross referenced in order to 
identify which groups could be combined or sub-divided in order to achieve greater 
accuracy.  
The process resulted in the creation of 16 groups (Table 10), eight of which appear to be 
particularly discrete (E, F, H, I, J, K, L, M),
55
 in that they are assigned to the same groups 
by both methods of analysis and appear to be particularly cohesive when compared 
visually (Figures 71-76). The recognized groups appear to correlate well with similarities 
in capital designs that have been identified in previous studies. For example, Capital 
Group H (CGH) contains the capital from the temple on Agios Elias (P3) and the capital 
from the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16), which were identified by Østby 
(2000) as being very alike in shape. Østby (1980: 199) also suggested that the capitals 
belonging to the Temple of Athena at Karthaia (A16), Aphaia on Aigina (A14) and 
Athena at Delphi (N17) also shared the same underlying design as the sixth-century 
Temple of Apollo at Delphi, all of which are also in CGH. Likewise, CGJ contains the 
capitals from the Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7) and the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) 
at Poseidonia (I11), which Stillwell (1932: 121) noted as being very similar. Furthermore, 
when the groups are compared with Coulton’s groups, there is significant overlap 
between the groups, particularly with relation to Coulton’s groups 4 and 5 (CGH and 
CGK) and groups 6 and 8 (CGE and CGF). Thus, the identified groups correlate well 
with the previously noted likenesses that were primarily based upon visually observed 
similarities in the capitals designs. 
Table 10: Capital Groups 
Capital 
Group 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group AbH/UD AbW/UD EH/UD 
CGA 
P5a Unknown Orchomenos 2 0.31 1.91 0.30 
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 0.29 1.92 0.27 
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 0.27 1.94 0.24 
CGB O11 Zeus Cyrene 3 0.30 1.86 0.38 
CGC 
O1 Athena Assos 2 0.34 2.03 0.34 
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 0.29 2.04 0.30 
CGD 
O1c Athena Assos 2 0.37 2.02 0.27 
I9 Hera I (Basilica) Poseidonia 2 0.44 2.04 0.29 
I10 Heraion Foce del Sele 2 0.41 2.01 0.32 
CGE 
P4 Apollo Epikourios Bassai 4 0.21 1.32 0.17 
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 0.22 1.31 0.18 
P2 Hera Argive Heraion 4 0.23 1.34 0.17 
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 Groups B, G and N contain only one capital each. 
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Table 10: Capital Groups 
Capital 
Group 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group AbH/UD AbW/UD EH/UD 
A8 Parthenon Athens 4 0.23 1.33 0.19 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 0.24 1.37 0.18 
CGF 
O13 Unknown Apollonia 6 0.20 1.41 0.16 
N15 Fourth c. Apollo Delphi 6 0.22 1.38 0.13 
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 0.19 1.35 0.13 
P19 Metroon Olympia 5 0.22 1.37 0.15 
N13 Zeus Stratos 6 0.20 1.35 0.13 
P6 Athena Alea Tegea 6 0.20 1.34 0.13 
P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 0.20 1.34 0.14 
CGG N9 Zeus Ammon Aphytis (Kallithea) 6 0.17 1.14 0.13 
CGH 
S7 Temple L Akragas 4 0.31 1.67 0.29 
A16 Athena Karthaia (Keos) 2 0.29 1.67 0.33 
I3 Hera Kroton 3 0.32 1.68 0.29 
I11a Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 0.29 1.72 0.28 
P16 Athena Makiston 3 0.28 1.66 0.32 
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3 0.28 1.68 0.31 
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 0.26 1.66 0.31 
P1 Athena Alipheira 3 0.28 1.69 0.29 
N17 Athena Delphi 2 0.27 1.65 0.32 
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 0.28 1.66 0.30 
S23 Athena Syracuse 3 0.30 1.66 0.30 
CGI 
O1b Athena Assos 2 0.36 1.98 0.31 
S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 0.40 1.91 0.31 
I5 Hera Tavole Palatine 2 0.33 1.90 0.29 
CGJ 
I12 Unknown Taranto 1 0.33 1.74 0.27 
N23 Artemis Korkyra 1 0.32 1.75 0.23 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2 0.28 1.81 0.29 
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra 2 0.32 1.79 0.32 
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 0.25 1.77 0.29 
S4 Temple A (Herakles) Akragas 2 0.31 1.83 0.31 
S20a Temple G Selinous 3 0.26 1.75 0.30 
I11 Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 0.33 1.74 0.29 
CGK 
I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4 0.29 1.58 0.28 
S3 
Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) Akragas 4 0.28 1.56 0.26 
O8 Apollo Delos 3 0.28 1.55 0.25 
S8 
Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) Akragas 3 0.28 1.55 0.33 
S1 Temple F (Concord) Akragas 4 0.28 1.57 0.26 
S5 
Temple D (Hera 
Lacinia) Akragas 4 0.31 1.61 0.27 
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Table 10: Capital Groups 
Capital 
Group 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group AbH/UD AbW/UD EH/UD 
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 0.31 1.57 0.25 
CGL 
S13 Unknown Segesta 4 0.25 1.49 0.21 
A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 0.25 1.44 0.19 
A9 
Second Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 4 0.25 1.42 0.20 
CGM 
P23 Athena Vigla 2 0.23 1.78 0.22 
P18 Hera Olympia 1 0.21 1.72 0.25 
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 0.26 1.68 0.22 
CGN 
I6 
Temple Aii (Apollo 
Lykeios) Metaponto 2 0.42 1.75 0.28 
CGO 
P18d Hera Olympia 1 0.20 1.56 0.23 
P20 Zeus Olympia 3 0.25 1.58 0.25 
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 0.26 1.60 0.26 
CGP 
P5b Unknown Orchomenos 2 0.32 2.17 0.34 
I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 0.34 2.10 0.35 
Table 10 Column capitals placed into groups based on the results of a hierarchical cluster analysis. The 
abbreviations used above include: the abacus height (AbH), the upper diameter (UD), the abacus width 
(AbW) and the echinus height (EH). 
Capital group H (CGH) is the most populous group, containing capitals from 11 temples 
(Figure 73). The second most populous group, CGJ contains 8 capitals, which differ from 
the capitals of CGH primarily in their use of significantly wider abaci, resulting in 
capitals with a more ‘flaring’ echinus (Figure 70; Figure 74). CGE, CGF and CGK all 
contain five, seven, and seven temples respectively (Figure 72, Figure 74). CGE and CGF 
both utilise similar width abaci and have abaci that are taller than their echini, but, the 
echini of CGF are smaller than those on CGE (Figure 70). The capitals of CGK have 
wider abaci than those of CGE and CGF (though not as wide as CGJ) and their ratios of 
abacus height to upper diameter and echinus height to upper diameter are much higher, 
resulting in relatively taller echini and abaci than the capitals of CGE and CGF (Figure 
70). 
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Figure 70 Capitals from CGE, CGF, CGJ and CGK all compared with the same capital from CGH (After 
Stillwell 1932: Plate VII; Knell 1983b: 124; Mertens 1984: Beilage 31; Østby 1995b: Figure 196). 
The less discrete capital groups (A, C, D, O and P, Figure 71, Figure 76), combined, 
contain only 13 capitals. The fact that they were placed in different groups in each 
analysis simply indicates that the groups are more closely related to one another than the 
above capitals, not that the groups are composed of random capitals. For example, the 
capitals of CGA, CGC and CGD all have very wide abaci (even compared to the capitals 
of CGJ), which means that these are clearly separate to the other capitals, however, the 
fact that they all utilise such similar widths suggests that their designs are related. The 
major differences between the groups are the heights of the various elements; for 
example, the capitals of CGD all have significantly taller abaci than echini, whilst those 
of CGC have similar (or taller) echini than abaci (Figure 71). Thus, all the groups 
demonstrate a particular level of cohesion, however, in the case of the 13 capitals of A, C, 
D, O and P the groups are not as discrete as the 47 capitals of E, F, H, I, J, K, L, M. 
Therefore, similar to the conclusions of Coulton (1979), it is argued that the employed 
Doric capitals’ designs form cohesive, discrete groups, rather than utilising a single 
standard shape, which evolved at a smooth, consistent, Panhellenic rate. 
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Figure 71 Capitals of groups CGA, CGC and CGD scaled to the same abacus height (After Koldewey and 
Puchstein 1899: Abb. 76, Abb. 84; Krauss 1951: Tafel XXII; Mertens 1973: Tafel L; Coulton 1977: 27; 
Wescoat 1987: 559, 562; Østby 1995b: Figure 185). No drawing of the capital shape from the Temple of 
Zeus at Cyrene (O11) was available for inclusion within this figure. 
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Figure 72 Capitals of groups CGE, CGF and CGG scaled to the same abacus height (After Adler et al. 1892: 
Tafel XXVI; Dugas et al. 1924: Plate XXXVII; Courby 1927: Plate V; Roux 1961: 92; Hill 1966: Figure 1; 
Juri 1976: Figure 9; Knell 1983b: 124; Mertens 1984: Beilage 31; Miles 1989: Figure 10; Cooper 1996c: 
Plate 40; Pfaff 2003a: Figure 59). No drawing of the capital shape from the temple at Apollonia (O13) was 
available for inclusion within this figure. 
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Figure 73 Capitals of groups CGH and CGI scaled to the same abacus height (After Demangel 1923: 33; 
Cultrera 1951: 820; Mertens 1973: Tafel L; Østby 1980: 198; 1995: Figure 196, Figure 206; Mertens 1984: 
Beilage 31; Wescoat 1987: 560; Nakasēs 2004: Plate 4). 
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Figure 74 Capitals of groups CGJ and CGK scaled to the same abacus height (After Koldewey and Puchstein 
1899: Abb. 148; Courby 1931: 21; Stillwell 1932: Plate VII; Schlief et al. 1940: Abb. 14; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 
170; Mertens 1973: Tafel L; Coulton 1977: 27; 1984: Beilage 31; Barello 1995: Tafel LII; Østby 1995b: 
Figure 184). 
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Figure 75 Capitals of capital groups CGL, CGM and CGN scaled to the same abacus height (After Doerpfeld 
1884: Tafel XVI; Adler et al. 1892: XXII; Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: Abb. 76; Mertens 1973: Tafel L; 
1984: Beilage 20, 31; Østby 1995b: Figure 193).  
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Figure 76 Capitals of groups CGO and CGP scaled to the same abacus height (After Adler et al. 1892: XXII; 
Krauss 1959: Tafel 18; Mertens 1984: Beilage 31; Østby 1995b: Figure 185). 
As discussed above, capital shapes are traditionally used to date temples, based upon the 
assumption of a smooth linear evolution of their ratios. However, the above analysis 
demonstrated that the capitals’ shapes can be formed into discrete groups, rather than a 
single flowing line. Further to this, it is argued that these groups are not connected with 
particular date groups, which suggests that, contrary to the requirement of using capitals 
to date temples, multiple capital shapes were used in each period and capital shapes were 
used for sustained periods of time (Figure 77). For example, CGJ was used for a period of 
200 years, with temples ranging in date from the date group 1 Temple of Artemis at 
Korkyra (N23) to the date group 4 Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11). 
Likewise, single date groups contained temples with multiple different capital designs; 
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for example, date group 4 contains capitals from five different capital groups, such as the 
CGE Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11) and the CGK temple at Kaulonia (I2). 
Therefore, as with the other elements of the temples’ design, the capitals’ shapes are not 
directly connected with their date, rather, multiple designs were used at the same time and 
the same designs were used for protracted periods of time. Indeed, the fact that the 
designs appear to fall into a small number of overall shape groups suggests that the 
individual capital shapes are most likely to be interpretations of a number of widely 
available designs (see the discussion of ‘architectural treatises’ in Chapter 2, discussed 
further in Chapter 7).  
 
Figure 77 Bar graph showing the amount of time that each capital group was in use, demonstrating that most 
capital groups were utilised for multiple periods and that most periods contained multiple capital groups. For 
example, date group 4 contains capitals from five different capital groups. 
Elevation: Entablature 
The final elevation elements to be discussed are the various measurements that formed 
the Doric entablature. The entablature measurements that have been recorded in the data-
set include the architrave height (45 examples), frieze height (46), metope (46) and 
triglyph widths (58). As with the other elements of the temples’ designs, the design of the 
entablature is not strictly limited by the shapes of other areas of the building, nor its date 
of construction. Thus, diverse entablature ratios were used, producing temples with a 
variety of different entablature designs regardless of the temples’ overall size. For 
example, Temple A (Herakles) at Akragas (S4) has a stylobate width of 25.33m with an 
entablature height of 3.115m (ratio of stylobate width to entablature height: 8.13), 
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whereas Temple E at Selinous (S18) has a similar stylobate width of 25.308m and a taller 
entablature height of 3.501m (SW/EntH ratio: 7.23). Likewise, the height of the 
entablature to the height of the columns can be markedly different (Figure 79). For 
example, Temple C at Selinous (S16) has an entablature to column height ratio of 2.67, 
resulting in an entablature that was almost a third as tall as the columns, whereas the 
Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17) has a ratio of 4.74, the columns being almost 5 times as 
tall as the entablature; consequently the Temple of Zeus at Nemea had a relatively ‘light’ 
entablature, in relation to the column height (Figure 78).  
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Figure 78 Elevations of Temple C at Selinous (S16) and the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17; After Miller 
1990: 133; Prokkola 2011: 154). 
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Figure 79 The ratio of stylobate width to entablature height plotted against the ratio of column height to 
entablature height. When read from left to right, the temples have progressively smaller entablatures in 
relation to the temples’ width. When read from bottom to top, the temples at the bottom have ‘heavier’ 
entablatures with entablatures that are almost half the height of the columns, up to the ‘lighter’ entablatures at 
the top of the graph that are only a fifth as tall as their respective columns. The graph demonstrates that 
temples with the same ratio of SW/EntH utilise different ratios of CH/EntH and vice versa. 
The entablature’s appearance could further be altered by varying the relationship between 
the individual entablature elements. For example, a number of temples had friezes that 
were taller than the architrave and vice versa; the Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele (I10) 
has a frieze height of 0.864m and an architrave height of 1.031m (ratio of architrave to 
frieze height: 1.193), whereas the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17) had a frieze height of 
1.1505m and an architrave height of 1.03m (ArH/FrH: 0.895). The result is two temples 
with the same size architrave, but different frieze heights (Figure 80).  
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Figure 80 Entablature cross sections of the Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele (I10) and the Temple of Zeus at 
Nemea (P17) scaled to the same architrave height (After Krauss 1951: Tafel XXX; Hill 1966: Plate XIII). 
Furthermore, the entablature’s appearance could be altered by changing the shape of the 
triglyph and metope elements of the frieze. Due to the nature of the Doric order, with one 
triglyph per axial spacing,
56
 the width of a single triglyph and metope unit is invariably 
linked to the number of columns and the length of the stylobate. However, the shapes of 
the various frieze elements and their relationship to one another are subject to significant 
alteration, some buildings utilising relatively wide metopes and wide triglyphs in relation 
to height; whilst others utilise relatively narrow metopes and wide triglyphs, amongst the 
other possible variations. For example, the Temple of Apollo at Cyrene (O12) had narrow 
metopes (metope width/frieze height: 0.72) and narrow triglyphs (triglyph width/frieze 
height: 0.55); whereas, the Temple of Athena at Prasidaki (P21) had squarer metopes 
(metope width/frieze height: 0.98) and triglyphs (triglyph width/frieze height: 0.75).  
                                                     
56
 This is the case on most temples; the only exceptions in this study are the Temple of Apollo at 
Sikyon (P8), which had two triglyphs per axial spacing and the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse 
(S22) whose triglyphs were not aligned with the columns (see Chapter 4).  
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As such, taking all the ratios into account, temples were built with very different 
entablatures. A comparison of the entablatures from Temple E at Selinous (S18) and the 
Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) demonstrates how different they could be. In 
comparison to the entablature of the Temple of Athena Alea, Temple E’s entablature is 
very ‘heavy’, having a column height to entablature height ratio of 2.91 compared with 
4.61 at Tegea. Temple E has a taller architrave than frieze, whilst the opposite is true for 
the Temple of Athena Alea. Furthermore, the metopes and triglyphs belonging to Temple 
E are relatively narrow and tall and in comparison the metopes from the Temple of 
Athena Alea are almost square and its triglyphs are wide and short in shape (Figure 81). 
Therefore, through the use of different sized entablatures and by altering the relationship 
between the various elements, the entablature was also used to create buildings with 
diverse and distinct external designs. 
 
Figure 81 The entablatures belonging to Temple E at Selinous (left) and the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea 
(right); showing the relative shapes of the architrave (darkest hatch), triglyph (right slant hatch) and metope 
(pale cross hatch). 
As with the other elements of the Doric order, it has been suggested that these design 
differences were connected to the dates of temple construction, particularly with relation 
to the ratio of architrave height to frieze height, frieze height to metope width and 
entablature height to column height (Plommer 1960: 134; Østby 2000: 250; Nakasēs 
2004: 281; Pakkanen 2004: 95). However, as demonstrated by Figure 82 and Figure 83 
there is no direct correlation between the selected entablature design and a temple’s date 
of construction. Indeed, as with the other elements, the differences in the entablature 
designs are not connected to temple date or the design of the other elements. The fact that 
temples of different dates used the same entablature designs, whilst temples of the same 
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date use different ones, indicates that their designs were influenced by factors other than 
their construction dates.    
 
Figure 82 Graph plotting the ratios of TW/FrH by date group, demonstrating that the same ratios are used in 
multiple date groups. The one example from date group 1 makes it difficult to analyse trends relating to this 
period. A similar distribution is also found when the ratio of MW/FrH is plotted against date group. 
 
Figure 83 Graph plotting the ratios of architrave height to frieze height by date group, demonstrating that the 
same ratios were used over multiple date groups. Although it may appear at first glance that there is a trend 
towards smaller ratios in later groups, this effect is mainly influenced by the presence of two large anomalous 
ratios in date group 3. 
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Elevation: Case Studies 
The disparities in the sizes and shapes of the various elements, which were largely 
independent of one another in terms of shape, allow for the construction of temples with 
very different elevation designs. Comparing the unit designs of Temple D at Selinous 
(S17) and the Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17) demonstrates that when the separate 
elements were brought together they can produce elevations that were significantly 
different. For example, Temple D at Selinous had wider spaces between the columns 
(lower diameter/flank axial spacing: 0.37 compared to 0.43 on the Temple of Zeus), 
shorter columns (column height/flank axial spacing: 1.86 compared to 2.76), more 
‘flaring’ columns (lower diameter/upper diameter: 1.40 compared to 1.25), different 
capital shapes (CGA compared to CGF), a ‘heavier’ entablature (entablature height/flank 
axial spacing: 0.68 compared to 0.58) and an architrave that is taller than the frieze 
(architrave height/frieze height: 1.06 compared to 0.90). Thus, regardless of their 
differences in size, their elevations utilised remarkably different designs, indicating that 
through the alteration of these elements’ shapes different temple designs were created. 
A final case study, focusing on the elevations of Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas 
(S5) and the Temple of Zeus at Stratos (N13), demonstrate that temples with the same 
size plan could use different ratios in order to create different elevation designs and 
appear visually distinct from one another. The Temple of Zeus at Stratos and Temple D at 
Akragas both have similar stylobate widths of 16.64m and 16.93m respectively. Despite 
their similarity in size, the Temple of Zeus uses significantly taller and slimmer columns 
(column height/flank axial spacing: 2.50 compared to 2.06 on Temple D at Akragas), 
with different shaped capitals (CGF compared to CGK). The entablature belonging to this 
building is significantly ‘lighter’ with a column height to entablature height ratio of 4.46 
compared to 2.94 on Temple D. Furthermore, the separate elements of the entablature are 
designed differently, for example, the architrave of Temple D is taller than the frieze 
(architrave height/frieze height: 1.111); whereas on the Temple of Zeus, the opposite is 
true (architrave height/frieze height: 0.872). Therefore, despite their similarity in 
stylobate width, through the use of different ratios, their elevations are very different. 
Conclusion  
Obviously, due to the locations of the temples, often on different sides of the Greek world 
from one another, the above numerical comparisons would not have been possible in the 
ancient world. However, this exercise has demonstrated the wide range of ratios that were 
utilised in temple design and how the temples’ ratios could be manipulated to create 
buildings with completely different appearances.  
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Furthermore, the above analysis has demonstrated that there was not a fixed connection 
between specific ratios and a temple’s date of construction. Even in instances where 
multiple ratios are analysed, as with the Parthenon plan, there is no clear connection 
between the date group and the utilised ratios. The fact that the differences in the designs 
of the individual temples were not linked to the temples’ dates of construction, suggests 
that there was no single line of design evolution. The indication that there was no single 
predominant trend in architectural design over time, the factor that limited Østby’s (2005) 
Arcadia study to a single region in the sixth century, means that temple design can now 
be analysed on a regional scale without the differences in design being directly ascribed 
to the temples’ dates. To this end, the next chapter analyses temple design on a regional 
level, demonstrating that temples in the same region were constructed with the same plan 
dimensions, but, with different elevation designs. 
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Chapter 6: Size and Regionalisation in Doric Peripteral 
Temple Design 
 
The modern temple [of Athena Alea at Tegea] is by a long way first of all 
temples in the Peloponnese for its size and its whole construction (Pausanias 
8.45.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the above quote, Pausanias stresses the size of the temple as one of its most important 
attributes. Size is a theme that is often overlooked in the analysis of the Panhellenic 
evolution argument, but it forms the focus of this chapter. The previous chapter evaluated 
the evidence for the Panhellenic evolution argument, in light of both recent scholarly 
debate and new discoveries. The analysis demonstrated that a wide range of different 
temple designs were used, even on buildings that utilised the same sized plans, and that, 
in contrast to the traditional evolution explanation, the differences in the temple designs 
were not directly influenced by their dates of construction.  
As discussed in Chapter 2, in order to understand the differences in the temple designs, a 
number of recent studies have demonstrated the importance of analysing them on a 
regional rather than Panhellenic level (Barletta 1990; 2009a; Winter 1990; 1993; Østby 
1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005; Wescoat 2012: 1-4). These studies have identified regional 
trends in the inclusion of additional decorative elements, such as the ramps and sculpture 
that were added to particular temples’ designs (Winter 1990; 1993; Pfaff 2003a: 195; 
Bookidis 1967: 505; Marconi 2007: 217). Furthermore, it has been suggested that during 
the sixth century there may have existed a number of regional ‘tangents’ to the single 
Panhellenic line of proportional evolution (Østby 2000: 257; Barletta 2009a: 82; Wescoat 
2012: 1-4). Studies of these tangents have demonstrated that, in these particular instances, 
the overall differences between the temples’ designs are underlined by certain similarities 
between their designs. For example, Østby (1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005) identified a series 
of temples in archaic Arcadia that utilised similar design features to one another. 
However, outside of this Arcadian ‘tangent,’ Østby argued that the majority of temples 
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were designed according to the Panhellenic evolution trend. Thus, due to the belief in a 
Panhellenic design trend that dominated design outside of the insular ‘tangent’ regions, 
studies of the regional influence upon temple design have been limited to particular 
regions at particular times. However, as demonstrated in the previous chapter, there is 
very little evidence to support the notion of a single Panhellenic design trend. To this end, 
this chapter analyses all the temple designs on a regional basis. The regions that were 
assigned to each temple, and discussed in Chapter 3, provide the framework in which to 
discuss the statistical analysis of temple design.
57
 Although the regions are to certain 
extents ‘artificial and heuristic’, in that they have been applied based upon geographical, 
rather than historical and cultural, boundaries, it is, in fact, groups of temples within these 
regions, referred to as ‘sub-regional groups’ that the statistical analysis indicates were 
important and form the focus of the discussion.  
The discussion of meaning in Chapter 2 suggested that when two temples utilised the 
same dimensions it could be regarded as significant. Indeed, given the enormous variation 
in the designs of Doric temples, when a group of temples in the same region utilise 
similar dimensions it further suggests that these similarities had significance. Indeed, it is 
more likely that poleis closer together would be most likely to compare and contrast their 
architecture (Nielsen 2002: 181-4; Nielsen and Roy 2009: 262). Consequently, when 
many temples in a single region, or a sub-set of temples in a region, utilise similar sizes 
and shapes in their design, it is regarded as significant. The studies of Østby (see above) 
and Snodgrass (1986; see Chapter 2) have demonstrated that the sizes of the temple plans 
are particularly important in identifying group design trends. Snodgrass, when 
considering the largest temples in the Greek world, observed that, despite their 
extraordinary sizes in comparison to the other Doric peripteral temples, the plans of 
Temple G at Selinous (S20) and the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas 
(S8) were very similar. Likewise, in Arcadia, Østby (2005: 499) noted that the Temple of 
Athena at Vigla (P23) and Temple C at Pallantion (P24) were constructed with similar 
sized plans, further suggesting that plan size was significant. Furthermore, the excellent 
preservation of the plan dimensions in the data-set allows for a wide-ranging analysis of 
the size similarities of this element.
58
 Building upon these studies, the analysis conducted 
in this chapter focuses upon the size of the Doric peripteral temple plans, with a particular 
focus upon the width of the foundations and stylobates. 
                                                     
57
 The chapter contains discussions of the five geographical regions: Sicily, South Italy, the 
Peloponnese, North Greece, and Attica and the Saronic Gulf; however, the temples identified as 
belonging to the ‘other’ region are not analysed as they are geographically heterogeneous. 
58
 As discussed in Chapter 4, the plan dimensions are generally well preserved, with foundation 
widths being preserved on 93 of 104 temples (89%), and the stylobate widths being preserved on 
56 of 104 temples (54%).  
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The analysis focuses particularly upon the widths of the temple plans as the east end of 
the temple was often the most emphasised element. Although the temenos was never as 
formally planned during the archaic and classical periods as in the Hellenistic (Wycherley 
1951: 234-236), the location of the altar opposite the east façade, the altar being the 
location where most worshippers would stand during sacrifices, meant that the temples’ 
façades formed the backdrop to religious ceremonies (Coulton 1977: 74; Burkert 1988: 
37). Moreover, when temples were constructed next to each other, they were placed so as 
to emphasise their facades instead of their flanks, with no temples being built so that their 
facades are closest together, on the contrary, there are numerous examples of temples 
built with the flanks closer to each other, effectively hiding this side and encouraging a 
comparison of the buildings’ facades; for example, the three temples of the Gaggera hill 
sanctuary outside Selinous (Figure 110) and the two temples in the Sanctuary of Hera in 
Poseidonia (Figure 115). Furthermore, as well as being the location of the pediment 
sculpture, if the metopes were to be sculpted, almost inevitably, it would be the eastern 
metopes, overlooking the altar, that would receive the additional decoration (Maggidis 
2009: 80-81).  
Temples constructed with exactly the same size plan are easy to identify; however, as 
highlighted by Snodgrass’ (1986) study, temples whose plan sizes were designed to be 
similar to one another are rarely exactly the same. For example, the stylobate sizes of the 
Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8) and Temple G at Selinous (S20) 
are clearly related, given their similarity and clear difference to any other structure, but 
the stylobate width of the Temple of Zeus Olympios is over 5% larger than that of 
Temple G. Therefore, in order to identify temples with similar widths, a hierarchical 
cluster analysis of the temples’ stylobate widths was cross-referenced with a hierarchical 
cluster analysis conducted on the foundation widths, in order to assign each temple to a 
cluster of similar sized buildings, thus creating, on a Panhellenic scale, clusters of temples 
that share similar plan dimensions.
59
 These clusters were then compared with each 
temple’s assigned regional attribute. An independent samples T-test or a one-way 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) were subsequently conducted on each of the identified 
sub-regional groups.
60
 This analysis demonstrated that the identified groups are 
statistically significant in their difference from one another; in other words, the mean 
                                                     
59
 A discussion of hierarchical clustering can be found in Chapter 5 in relation to the column 
capitals. A further discussion of hierarchical cluster analysis as well as T-tests and ANOVA can be 
found in Appendix VI. 
60
 Statistical methods used to compare the means of the groups (the specific technique used was 
dependent on the number of identified groups). 
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width of each identified group differs from the others more than could be expected by 
chance.  
The analyses indicate that a number of statistically significant sub-regional groups have 
been identified. In order to discuss their significance in the ancient world, and how these 
similarities in width affect the temples’ elevation designs, the sub-regional groups are 
each discussed in relation to their assigned regions. Beginning with the temples of Sicily 
and concluding with those of Attica and the Saronic Gulf, this chapter analyses the temple 
architecture of all the identified regions in turn, demonstrating that each region contained 
a number of sub-regional groups, with each group having distinct plan dimensions. 
Sicily 
The Sicilian colonists, for the most part, had left Greece and founded new poleis before 
the stone Doric tradition had begun to manifest itself, and so it should not be unexpected 
that the temples of Sicily were slightly different from the temples of mainland Greece. 
Indeed, as discussed in Chapter 2, their different and apparently “provincial” designs 
meant that scholars of the evolution model, such as Winter (1976) and Mertens (1996: 
332), had particular issues placing the Sicilian temples into the single line of proportional 
evolution. The analysis conducted below demonstrates that the Sicilian temples belong to 
a number of sub-regional groups, based around the sizes of their plan dimensions. 
Twenty-four Doric peripteral temples have been discovered on Sicily (Figure 84), ranging 
in states of preservation from Temple A (Herakles) at Akragas (S4), which preserves 
evidence for all the measurements gathered for this study, to Temple E (Athena) at 
Akragas (S6) which preserves only a small section of the northern side of the krepidoma, 
since it was built over by the church of S. Maria dei Greci (Marconi 1929: 77). However, 
the temples are generally well preserved, with 16 of the 24 preserving both their stylobate 
widths and lengths (67% compared to an average 50% in the other regions) and 12 of the 
24 temples preserving the height of their columns (50% compared to an average 30% in 
the other regions). All the buildings belong to the sixth (29%) and fifth (71%) centuries 
with no fourth-century temples known to have been constructed on the island. The 24 
temples were built in eight different poleis and range in foundation sizes between 16.63m 
by 34.59m on Temple I (Dioskouroi) at Akragas (S3) to 56.3m by 113.45m on the 
Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8). Indeed, the temples were, on the 
whole, significantly larger than the Doric temples built elsewhere during the archaic and 
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classical periods.
61
 The hierarchical cluster analysis indicates that the plan dimensions of 
the Sicilian temples belong to three discrete groups, identified here as group SA, which 
contains ten temples with average foundation widths of 26.37m, group SB, containing 
nine temples with average foundation widths of 18.75m, and group SC, which contains 
two temples with average foundation widths of 54.8m (Figure 85, Table 11).
62
  
  
                                                     
61
 The average foundation width of the Sicilian temples equals 25.8m (without the extra-large 
temples of group SC: 22.8m), compared to the average foundation width of the other regions, 
which equals 17.5m. 
62
 Three Sicilian temples do not preserve their foundation widths and so could not be included in 
the hierarchical analysis, Temple E (Athena) at Akragas (S6), Temple C at Gela (S11) and Temple 
O at Selinous (S21).  
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Figure 84 Map showing the locations of the 24 Sicilian Doric peripteral temples.
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Figure 85 Graph of the foundation widths and lengths of the Sicilian temples, showing their division into 
three separate groups.  
Group SA 
The first Sicilian group, referred to as group SA, contains 10 temples from five different 
locations on the island (Figure 84; Figure 86; Table 11). The temples range in date 
between the date group 1 Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and the date group 4 
temple at Segesta (S13). The temples of this group are well preserved, with all 10 temples 
preserving their stylobate dimensions and eight temples preserving their column heights. 
The temples vary in foundation width between 24.308m on the Temple of Athena at 
Syracuse (S23) to 28.39 on Temple F at Selinous (S19). Thus, the ten temples have a 
relatively small range of foundation widths (4.1m), especially considering that on a 
Panhellenic scale, the foundation widths range between 10.65m and 56.3m (a range of 
45.65m). The difference in average width between the three Sicilian size groups also 
demonstrates the discrete nature of this group. The fact that the temples of this group 
range in date between date group 1 and 4 further suggests that the size had significance in 
ancient Sicily. Furthermore, the geographical range of the group, the temples being 
constructed in five different locations, from Segesta in the west to Syracuse in the east, 
indicates that meaning of this similarity was understood across the island. 
Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
FoW FoL SW SL 
SA S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 24.46 58.32 21.5 54.9 
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Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
FoW FoL SW SL 
S24 Zeus Syracuse 1 25.4 65.05 22.4 62.05 
S4 
Temple A 
(Herakles) 
Akragas 2 27.77 69.065 25.33 67.005 
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 26.357 71.15 23.937 63.72 
S12 Victory Himera 3 25.09 58.61 22.455 55.955 
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 28.096 59.879 23.626 55.679 
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 27.582 69.979 25.308 67.749 
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 28.39 65.9 24.37 61.88 
S23 Athena Syracuse 3 24.308 57.533 22.2 55.455 
S13 Unknown Segesta 4 26.26 61.17 23.12 58.035 
  
SB 
S10 
Temple B 
(Athena) 
Gela 1 17.75 35.22 
    
S9 Aphrodite Akrai 2 18.3 39.5     
S25 Temple A 
Megara 
Hyblaia 
2 17.55 41.4 
    
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 18.063 42.109 16.133 40.31 
S1 
Temple F 
(Concord) 
Akragas 4 19.57 41.98 16.92 39.44 
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) 
Akragas 4 19.955 42.138 17.25 39.43 
S3 
Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) 
Akragas 4 16.63 34.59 
    
S5 
Temple D 
(Hera Lacinia) 
Akragas 4 19.74 40.895 16.93 38.13 
S7 Temple L Akragas 4 21.2 44.6     
  
SC 
S8 
Temple B 
(Zeus 
Olympios) 
Akragas 3 56.3 113.45 52.74 110.1 
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 53.31 113.36 50.07 110.12 
  
Unknown 
S6 
Temple E 
(Athena) 
Akragas 3 
        
S11 Temple C Gela 3         
S21 Temple O Selinous 3         
Table 11 Temples of Sicily organised by sub-regional plan size group, showing the temples’ foundation and 
stylobate dimensions. 
Although the temples of group SA utilise similar foundation widths, their overall plan and 
elevation designs vary significantly. For example, Temple D at Selinous (S17) has 13 
flank columns, whereas, Temple C at Selinous (S16) has 17. Likewise, the preserved 
column heights vary between 7.98 on the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22) and 10.335 
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on Temple E at Selinous (S18). The temples also utilised different ratios in their elevation 
designs, for example, Temple E at Selinous (S18) had a stylobate width to entablature 
height ratio of 7.23, which resulted in a relatively taller entablature than Temple A 
(Herakles) at Akragas (S4) that had a stylobate width to entablature height ratio of 8.13. 
The temples of group SA also had different capital designs, the Temple of Athena at 
Syracuse (S23) having capitals of CGH and Temple F having capitals of CGA. 
Furthermore, the temples even made use of different additional decoration, the Temple of 
Zeus at Syracuse (S24) having a Medusa mask pediment, whereas, the Temple of Victory 
at Himera (S12) had a sculpted pediment and sculpted metopes. Therefore, to summarise 
group SA, the buildings of this group utilise similar plan dimensions, which are distinct to 
those of the other Sicilian groups, but, were constructed with different plan and elevation 
designs.  
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Figure 86 Plans of the temples belonging to group SA (After Dinsmoor 1950: Figure 26; Mertens 1984: 164, 
Beilage 26).  
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Group SB 
The suggestion that the Sicilian Doric peripteral temples were deliberately designed to 
share plan dimensions with each other is further indicated by an analysis of the second 
sub-regional group, group SB. The group contains nine temples (Figure 87, Table 11), 
which vary in foundation width between 16.63m on Temple I (Dioskouroi) at Akragas 
(S3) and 21.2m on Temple L at Akragas (S7). The temples are from five different 
locations on the island and range in date between the date group 1 Temple B (Athena) at 
Gela (S10) and the date group 4 Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas (S5). The temples 
are not as well preserved as those of Group SA, with only four temples preserving their 
stylobate dimensions and column heights. However, the foundation dimensions indicate 
that the temples form into a discrete group. The temples are smaller than those of group 
SA, having an average width 18.75m compared to 26.37m. As with the temples of group 
SA the fact that the group remained in use throughout the sixth and fifth centuries, and 
were used in multiple locations across Sicily, indicates that the size had particular 
significance on the island. Interestingly, the elevations of the majority of temples of group 
SB are different from one another, however, a number of temples, all constructed in 
Akragas, utilise very similar elevation designs. Only one temple outside of Akragas 
preserves its number of peristyle columns, Temple A at Selinous (S15).
63
 Therefore, in 
order to demonstrate the similarity of the Akragantian temples, they are compared with 
Temple A at Selinous. 
In contrast to Temple A at Selinous, which had 14 ‘flaring’ flank columns (ratio of lower 
diameter to upper diameter: 1.37), the temples of Akragas all appear to have been built 
with 13 similarly shaped flank columns (LD/UD: 1.26-1.33), with similar column spacing 
(Akragas temples: 3.118-3.195m; Temple A: 2.997m) and the same capital design 
(Akragas temples: CGK; Temple A: CGO). The design differences between Temple A at 
Selinous and the Akragas temples, yet with similar plan dimensions, suggest that the 
temples had the same relationship with each other as did the temples of group SA. 
Similarly, the fact that the other temples of the group (outside of Akragas) utilised 
different elevation designs suggests that they also had the same relationship with one 
another. However, the similarity in the elevation as well as plan designs of the temples of 
Akragas suggests that their overall designs were more closely related with one another. 
The fact that these temples, with the same overall designs, were built in the same poleis 
and around the same time (all constructed in the fifth century), further suggests that the 
similarities were significant. The temples of Akragas and Selinous are discussed further 
                                                     
63
 The preserved measurements from the other less-well preserved temples of group SB indicates 
that they utilised different designs to one another; for example, the Temple of Aphrodite at Akrai 
(S9) is the only temple of the group to preserve evidence for a double front. 
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in Chapters 7 and 8; however, it is interesting to note at this point that temples with the 
same plan and elevation design could be and were constructed, providing further 
indication that differences in the elevation designs of temples with the same sized 
stylobate width were important. 
Group SC 
One further, short lived, size group (SC) also appears on Sicily during the early fifth 
century. This group contains the two large temples of G at Selinous (S20) and Zeus 
Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8) that were analysed by Snodgrass (1986) and 
discussed in the introduction to this chapter (Figure 87). Indeed, as with the temples of 
group SA and the majority of the temples of group SB, the two extremely large temples 
of group SC have similar plan sizes, which were clearly different from the other Sicilian 
temples, yet with very different elevation designs.  
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Figure 87 Plans of the temples belonging to groups SB and SC (After Brea 1952: 16; Mertens 1984: 164, 
Beilage 26; Spawforth 2006: 124). Plans have not been published for Temple A at Megara Hyblaia (S25) and 
Temple L at Akragas (S7), and consequently the temples’ plans have not been included in this figure. 
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Therefore, of the 21 Sicilian temples whose plan dimensions are included in the data-set, 
nine have foundation widths of c.18.75m (group SB), ten have widths of c.26.37m (group 
SA), and two have widths of over 50m (SC). The amounts of temples in the three groups, 
and the difference in size between the three sub-regional groups, indicates their 
discreteness. The fact that the same sizes were continuously used throughout the sixth and 
the fifth centuries, despite temples being constructed to other sizes in other parts of the 
Greek world such as the 11.4m wide Temple C at Pallantion (P24) or the 21.957m wide 
Temple of Zeus at Nemea (P17), is indicative of the sizes’ importance in Sicily. The 
differences in the temples’ elevation proportions, as well as the decorative elements on 
temples of the same size plan, suggests that a degree of diversity between the buildings’ 
designs was felt to be necessary. The use of similar elevation designs on the temples of 
Akragas suggests that, had the other temple builders of Sicily wished, they could have 
built their temples with the same overall design, but chose not to. Likewise, their 
similarity in elevation design suggests that these temples had a different relationship with 
one another than the other temples of group SB, further indicating that the observed 
differences in elevation bore meaning. Thus, an analysis of the Sicilian sub-regional 
groups suggests that the statistically identified groups are not arbitrary; rather, the 
analysis indicates that these groups were significant in the ancient world, and that their 
relative similarities and differences in design bore meaning.  
South Italy 
As with the temples of Sicily, the temples of South Italy appear to be constructed with 
similar sized plans to one another, albeit utilising different sizes to the Sicilian buildings. 
Thirteen poorly preserved Doric peripteral temples from eight different poleis have been 
discovered in South Italy (Figure 88, Table 12). Only five buildings preserve both their 
stylobate widths and lengths (38% compared to an average 53% in the other regions) and 
only four conserve their front and façade columns (31% compared to an average 44% in 
the other regions), three of which are the remarkably well preserved temples in 
Poseidonia. Despite the generally poor state of preservation of the temples of South Italy, 
the fact that the vast majority of the temples were built in date group 2, with nine temples 
(82%) dating between 550 and 500, suggests that the temples of South Italy were built to 
address regional issues. The hierarchical cluster analysis of the sizes of the temple plans 
of South Italy indicates that the foundation widths form into two discrete groups. The first 
group contains the majority of the temples of South Italy (seven of eleven temples with 
preserved foundations), which have an average foundation width of 19.4m, and are 
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referred to as group IA.
64
 The second group contains the much larger temples of Hera at 
Poseidonia, referred to as group IB with average foundation widths of 26.02m. There are 
also two other temples in South Italy, whose foundation widths are preserved, but they do 
not appear to belong to either group and these are discussed separately.  
  
                                                     
64
 The results of the hierarchical cluster analysis suggest that the temples of group IA may be 
further divided into two groups (the first group containing the temples of Hera at Tavole Palatine 
(I5) and Foce del Sele (I10) and the temple at Kaulonia (I2); the second group containing the 
temple at Hipponion (I1), the Casa Marafioti Temple at Locri Epizephyrioi (I4), Temple Bii at 
Metaponto (I7) and the Temple of Minerva at Pompeii (I13)). The first group would contain the 
smaller temples with foundation widths c.18.5m and the second group would contain the larger 
temples with foundation widths of c.20.3m. However, given the fact that the other temple group in 
South Italy group (group IB) is so much larger than the temples of group IA, and the relative 
difference between IA-a and IA-b being much smaller, further suggests that the difference is not 
significant. Therefore, the temples have not been assigned to their own separate size groups, but, 
further study, focusing upon the temples of South Italy may indicate that group IA should be 
further divided. 
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Figure 88 Map showing the location and numbers of temples in South Italy. 
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Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
FoW FoL SW SL 
Capital 
Group 
IA 
I1 Unknown Hipponion 2 20.5 37.45       
I4 
Casa 
Marafioti 
Locri 
Epizephyrioi 
2 20.1         
I5 Hera 
Tavole 
Palatine 
2 18.46 35.69 16.06 33.3 CGI 
I7 Temple Bii Metaponto 2 19.85 41.6       
I10 Heraion 
Foce del 
Sele 
2 18.615 38.95     CGD 
I13 Minerva Pompeii 2 20.39 29.69 17.2 27.24   
I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4 18.2 41.2     CGK 
  
Other 
I6 
Temple Aii 
(Apollo 
Lykeios) 
Metaponto 2 22.21 51.15     CGN 
I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 16.127 34.52 14.53 32.883 CGP 
  
IB 
I9 
Hera I 
(Basilica) 
Poseidonia 2 25.983 55.722 24.49 54.258 CGD 
I11 
Hera II 
(Poseidon) 
Poseidonia 4 26.06 61.7 24.316 59.961 CGJ 
  
Unknown 
I12 Unknown Taranto 1         CGJ 
I3 Hera Kroton 3         CGH 
Table 12 Temples of South Italy organised by sub-regional plan size group. 
Group IA 
The seven temples of group IA have a relatively narrow range of widths of only 2.3m, 
between 18.2m on the temple at Kaulonia (I2) and 20.5m on the temple at Hipponion (I1, 
Figure 89, Table 12). The seven temples have a wide geographical spread, being found in 
seven different locations, ranging from Pompeii in the north to Locri Epizephyrioi in the 
south (Figure 88). Despite this geographical distribution, six of the seven temples were 
constructed in the same period (date group 2). The fact that six temples were constructed 
in South Italy, with similar plan dimensions, in the same period, suggests that the 
similarity in plan size was deliberate. The construction of the temple at Kaulonia, almost 
100 years later (date group 4), with the same size plan further suggests that this plan size 
was important in ancient South Italy. Unfortunately, the poor state of preservation of the 
temples of group IA precludes a detailed comparison of their elevations. However, the 
fact that the buildings all utilised different capital designs suggests that, as with the 
Sicilian examples (with the exception of Akragas), the temples had different elevation 
designs. The indication that the buildings were built in the same period with similar plan 
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dimensions, but different elevation designs, suggests that the temples’, and their designs, 
had meaning and significance in the ancient world. 
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Figure 89 Plans of the South Italian temples (After Orsi 1921: 480; Mertens 1973: XLVI, XLVIII; 1984: 
Beilage 26; Østby 1978: Plate VII; Barletta 1990: 57; De Waele 1994: Figure 4; Martin 2003: 38, 55). 
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Group IB 
The two temples of group IB further demonstrate the same trend, although in this 
instance, the two temples were constructed side-by-side, in the same sanctuary, further 
suggesting that their similarity in size and difference in elevation were intentional. The 
ground plans of the two well preserved temples of group IB, the Temple of Hera I 
(Basilica, I9) and Hera II (Poseidon, I11) at Poseidonia, are extremely similar in size to 
one another, the Temple of Hera II being less than 18cm narrower on the stylobate than 
the Temple of Hera I (Figure 89, Table 12). The amount of available space in the 
sanctuary suggests that the second temple (Hera II) could have been built to any number 
of different sizes (Figure 90); thus, the similarity in size must be regarded as significant. 
As with the other temples discussed above (with the exception of the fifth-century 
temples of Akragas), the temples of group IB were constructed with distinctly different 
elevations (Coulton 1977: 77; see Chapter 3, Figure 20). The Temple of Hera II (I11) 
made use of fewer, taller columns than the Temple of Hera I (I9) having six façade 
columns measuring 8.88m compared to the nine façade columns measuring 6.45m on the 
Temple of Hera I. Furthermore, they both utilise different column and capital shapes (see 
Appendix IV.2). Whether the Temple of Hera II was an aesthetic improvement over the 
Temple of Hera I as suggested by Coulton (1977: 77) is a matter of much debate and it is 
beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss here. However, the fact that the temples had 
almost exactly the same plan dimensions and stand directly next to each other in the 
Sanctuary of Hera at Poseidonia, suggests that, the similarity in the width of the temples 
is unlikely to be a coincidence. Indeed, being constructed in such close proximity, it is 
clear that the buildings’ designs would have been compared. The indication that these two 
buildings utilise the same plan dimensions but different elevation designs, as with the 
other sub-regional groups discussed above, further supports the notion that the identified 
sub-regional groups were significant. 
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Figure 90 The Sanctuary of Hera in Poseidonia containing the Temples of Hera I (I9) and Hera II (I11). The figure shows the outline sizes of other temples in the data-set, demonstrating that 
temples of other dimensions could have been constructed in the space occupied by the Temple of Hera II (After Gruben 2001: 260). 
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Other Doric Peripteral Temples of South Italy 
There are two South Italian temples that cannot be ascribed to either size group (IA or 
IB): the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8) and Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at 
Metaponto (I6, Figure 89, Table 12). Temple Aii is something of an enigma, indeed, it 
could be argued that the temple’s size indicates that it was not designed to belong to 
either of the South Italian groups; rather, it was intended to be compared via a means 
other than the plan size. The same could be said for the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia 
(I8), which is discussed further in Chapter 8, where it is argued that the temple’s 
exuberant decoration, rather than its size, clearly suggests that the temple is designed to 
be viewed as completely different from the other Poseidonia temples. At this point, 
however, it is interesting to note that not all the temples of South Italy can be assigned to 
the groups, but, the fact that these two temples stand out as different is further indication 
of the discrete nature of the groups to which most of the temples of South Italy belong. 
Therefore, despite the poor state of preservation of the Doric temples in South Italy the 
foundations indicate that, as with the Sicilian temples, the similarity in the plan 
dimensions should be regarded as significant. The fact that the seven temples of group IA 
have a range of widths that is less than half the range between the two groups, is further 
indication that the temples were deliberately built to a similar size of the other temples in 
the group (largest IA temple: 20.5m, smallest IB temple: 25.983m, a range of 5.483m, 
over double the 2.3m range of the IA group). Indeed, the difference in size between the 
two groups, and the relative consistency of the temple sizes within the groups, especially 
when compared to the range of sizes that were utilised on a Panhellenic scale (see 
Chapter 4), suggests that these similarities were significant. The fact that the majority of 
temples in South Italy were constructed in the same period further suggests that the 
temples were built with direct reference to one another. Thus, the sub-regional groups 
should be understood as having significance within ancient South Italy. 
Peloponnese 
As with the temples of Sicily and South Italy, hierarchical cluster analysis indicates that 
the sizes of the Doric peripteral temples of the Peloponnese belong to three sub-regional 
groups. The data-set contains 25 temples from 22 different locations within the 
Peloponnese (Figure 91). The temple plans are relatively well preserved, with 13 temples 
preserving both their stylobate width and length (52% compared to an average 51% in the 
other regions). In contrast, the elevations are not well preserved, with only six examples 
retaining enough evidence to indicate their column heights (24% compared to an average 
38% in the other regions). Unlike in South Italy, where the majority of temples were 
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constructed in a single period, the Doric peripteral temples of the Peloponnese appear to 
have been constructed at a relatively regular rate throughout the period of study. 
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Figure 91 Map showing the locations and number of Doric peripteral temples in the Peloponnese. 
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The 25 preserved foundation widths of the Peloponnesian temples range between 10.65m 
on the Temple of Athena at Alipheira (P1) and 30.2m on the Temple of Zeus at Olympia 
(P20). Similar to the regions discussed above, the hierarchical cluster results suggest that 
the Peloponnesian temples can be divided into three sub-regional groups (Table 13). The 
13 smallest temples, with average foundation widths of 12.75m, are referred to as group 
PA. The second group, referred to as group PB contains five temples and has an average 
foundation width of 16.22m, whilst the final group, PC, contains six temples with an 
average foundation width of 21.35m. There is one other temple that is significantly larger 
than the other temples in the Peloponnese and is discussed separately.  
Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL 
PA 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2 13.33   13.33   
P14 Poseidon 
Kalaureia 
(Poros) 2 14.4 27.5     
P23 Athena Vigla 2 11.55 24.33     
P25 Unknown Kalavryta 2 13.9 34.75     
P1 Athena Alipheira 3 10.65 29.58 10.37 29.3 
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3 15.3 32.64 12.04 29.51 
P24 Temple C Pallantion 3 11.4 25     
P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 13.2 24.45 12.03 23.28 
P10 
Grand 
Asklepios Gortys 5 13.25 23.6     
P11 
Acropolis 
Temple Gortys 5 13.55 27.09     
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 11.98 21.69 10.445 20.226 
P19 Metroon Olympia 5 11.88 21.93 10.62 20.67 
P8 Apollo Sikyon 6 11.4 37.6 11.4 37.6 
 
PB 
P12 Poseidon Hermione 2 16.25 32.98     
P16 Athena Makiston 3 15.79 34.55 14.18 32.94 
P21 Athena Prasidaki 3 15.85 35.3 14.7 33.3 
P4 
Apollo 
Epikourios Bassai 4 15.84 39.57 14.548 38.342 
P22 Unknown Troizen 6 17.365 31.783     
 
PC 
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 22.79 55.7 21.58 53.8 
P18 Hera Olympia 1 20.15 51.11 18.75 50.01 
P13 Poseidon Isthmia 3 22.05 55.65     
P2 Hera Argive Heraion 4 20.1 39.75     
P6 
Athena 
Alea Tegea 6 21.04 49.4     
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 21.957 44.421 20.085 42.549 
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Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoW FoL SW SL 
 
 Other P20 Zeus Olympia 3 30.2 66.64 27.68 64.12 
Table 13 The temples of the Peloponnese organised by sub-regional size group. 
Group PA  
The most populous Peloponnesian group, referred to as group PA, which contains 
temples that are significantly smaller than any temple constructed in Sicily and South 
Italy (Figure 92). At the core of this group are the temples of the archaic ‘Arcadian’ style 
that were identified by Østby (1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005), Nielsen (2002: 180) and Winter 
(2005) and discussed in Chapter 2. The analysis of Peloponnesian temples, demonstrates 
however, that these temples actually belong to a sub-regional trend that extends beyond 
the borders of Arcadia and across the entire central Peloponnese. The group contains 
temples ranging in date from the date group 2 temple at Kalavyrta (P25) to the date group 
6 Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8) suggesting that this size group must have been 
regarded as significant otherwise later temples would have been constructed to different 
sizes, especially considering the wide range of sizes of temples on a Panhellenic scale.  
Twelve of the temples in group PA range in foundation width between 10.65m on the 
Temple of Athena at Alipheira (P1) and 14.4m on the Temple of Poseidon on Kalaureia 
(P14) with a foundation width of 14.4m, which gives the group a foundation width range 
of 3.75m. Bearing in mind the fact that the group comprises 12 temples, a range of 3.75m 
for the foundation widths is remarkably small. Comparing the size of the group PA 
temples to the Sicilian temples, the largest temple of group PA is narrower than the 
smallest temple on Sicily (smallest foundation width in Sicily: 16.63m) and the range of 
sizes utilised on a Panhellenic scale (45.65m), demonstrates the relative cohesiveness in 
the size of these 12 temples.  
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Figure 92 Temple plans of group PA (After Auberson 1976: Plate 7; Knell 1983b: 131; Østby 1991: 45; 
1995b: Figure 194, Figure 195, Figure 200; Spawforth 2006: 160, 165; Krystalli-Votsi and Østby 2010: 55). 
With the inclusion of the thirteenth temple, the temple on Agios Elias, the foundation 
width range of group PA is increased to 4.65m; however, the temple on Agios Elias is not 
included in the group based upon the size of its foundations, rather, the size of its 
stylobate. The temple on Agios Elias has a particularly wide set of krepidoma steps 
(stylobate width to foundation width ratio of 0.79 compared to the Panhellenic average of 
0.91), which culminates in a stylobate width of 12.04m that is remarkably similar to the 
other temples of group PA, such as, the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros (P9) with a 
stylobate width of 12.03m. Indeed, as discussed by Forsén et al. (1999: 186), a lot of 
effort was expounded bringing all the material to the inaccessible mountain site from the 
Dholiana marble quarries near Tegea, in order to ensure that the temple was of 
comparable size to the other temples built nearby.  
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Unfortunately, the temples of group PA are not as well preserved as the Sicilian temples, 
with no temples preserving their column heights. However, the preserved element 
dimensions of various elements suggest that the temples of group PA utilised different 
designs. For example, the foundation lengths of the temples vary between 21.69m on the 
Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) and 37.6m on the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8). 
Likewise, the relationship between the cellae and the stylobates were different, with the 
ratio of cella width to stylobate width on the Metroon at Olympia (P19) being 0.67, 
resulting in a relatively wider cella than on the temple at Orchomenos (P5), which had a 
ratio of 0.44. The temples also made use of different capital designs, the capitals from the 
Temple of Athena at Alipheira (P1) belonging to CGH, whilst those of the Temple of 
Athena at Vigla (P23) belong to CGM. 
Although the majority of temples in group PA appear to have similar plan dimensions to 
one another but with different elevation designs, two temples appear to use the same plan 
dimensions and the same elevation designs. In an approach that is akin to the fifth-century 
temples of Akragas discussed earlier, the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) and the 
Metroon at Olympia (P19) have similar plan dimensions (Figure 92, Figure 93), as well 
as analogous elevation designs. The temples have stylobate widths of 10.445m and 
10.62m and stylobate lengths of 20.226m and 20.67m respectively. The temples 
elevations are not well preserved, but, a number of key measurements indicate that the 
temples were almost identical. Although the capitals belong to two different groups, the 
indication that the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon had 11 flank columns with lower 
diameters of 0.83m, whilst the Metroon also had 11 flank columns which measured 
0.85m on the lower diameter, suggests that their overall appearance was very similar.
65
 
Likewise, the upper diameter of 0.64m on the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon and 0.65m 
on the Metroon further demonstrates the design similarities between these two temples. 
Geographically, these temples were constructed close together, not in the same poleis, as 
with the temples of Akragas, both being built near the west coast of the Peloponnese. 
Unfortunately, not much is known about these two temples or the identity of their 
dedicators. However, given the temples’ similarity in date (both date group 5), 
resemblance in design and geographical proximity, as with the fifth-century temples of 
Akragas, it is a reasonable conclusion that the two projects have a closer relationship with 
one another than the other temples in group PA. 
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 Indeed, the only major different in the capital designs is the relative heights of the echini 
(Metroon: 0.096m; Demeter at Lepreon: 0.112m); however, the ‘flaring’ of the abacus, which 
many scholars consider important in dating capitals, is almost exactly the same. 
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Figure 93 Restored elevations of the Metroon at Olympia (P19) and the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon 
(P15). The column heights are reconstructed; however, the fact that both temples had the same plan 
dimensions as well as upper and lower diameters indicates that they probably shared a very similar design 
(After Mallwitz 1972: Figure 125; Knell 1983b: 133). 
Group PB  
Group PB contains five temples, which range in date between the date group 2 Temple of 
Poseidon at Hermione (P12) and the date group 6 temple at Troizen (P22). The temples of 
group PB have a small foundation width range of 1.57m, varying between 15.79m on the 
Temple of Athena at Makiston (P16) and 17.365m on the temple at Troizen (P22, Table 
13). Geographically, this group is split into two clusters. The first cluster contains the 
Temple of Poseidon at Hermione (P12) and the temple at Troizen (P22), which are 
located in the Argolid (Figure 91). Unfortunately, due to their poor state of preservation, 
neither temple from this first cluster preserves any of their elevation measurements, thus 
it is not possible to discuss their designs any further. Fortunately, the second geographical 
cluster, containing the Elian and south Arcadian temples of Athena at Makiston (P16), the 
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Temple of Athena at Prasidaki (P21) and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4), 
are preserved to greater extents and consequently form the basis for the below discussion 
of elevations.  
The two date group 5 temples of Athena in the second cluster appear to have very similar 
overall plan dimensions, with foundation widths measuring 16.1m and 15.85m and 
almost identical lengths of 35.1m and 35.3m. Similar to the Metroon and the Temple of 
Demeter at Lepreon (discussed above), the preserved measurements of the Athena 
temples at Prasidaki and Makiston suggest that they had similar plan and elevation 
designs, with 13 flank columns and comparable cella dimensions (ratio of cella length to 
cella width: 2.82 and 2.78). With only a preliminary report having been published for the 
Temple of Athena at Prasidaki it is impossible to complete a more detailed comparison of 
the buildings’ designs, but, the available information suggests that the temples had similar 
elevation designs (for example, the LD of the Temple of Athena at Makiston was 0.97m 
compares with 1.1m on the Temple of Athena at Prasidaki).  
However, the similarity of these temples’ elevation designs is given context through a 
comparison with the different elevation design of the third temple of this geographic 
cluster, the Arcadian Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4). The Temple of Apollo 
Epikourios at Bassai had a longer plan (foundation length: 39.57m) and 15 flank columns, 
with a longer cella (ratio of cella length to cella width: 3.25). The peristyle columns were 
larger and closer together than those of the other two temples (LD: 1.112m compared to 
0.966m on the Temple of Athena at Makiston; flank axial spacing: 2.673; compared to 
2.68 on the Temple of Athena at Prasidaki). The temples’ geographical proximity to one 
another, and difference to the architecture of the other areas of the Peloponnese, provides 
further indication that the size of the temple’s plan was unlikely to have been a 
coincidence. Without the subsequent analysis of the historical and archaeological 
evidence it is impossible to speculate whether the two geographical clusters of group PB 
were part of a single tradition, or two separate traditions. However, the fact that group PB 
appears to belong to two separate geographical clusters does not undermine the 
significance of the size groups. Although both clusters are geographically separate, the 
temples in the clusters are very close to one another, suggesting that, whether belonging 
to one tradition or two, the temples in each separate cluster were built to the same 
dimensions of a nearby temple, indicating that the similarity in size was still regarded as 
significant.  
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Group PC 
Group PC contains six temples that range in date between the date group 1 Temple of 
Apollo at Corinth (P7) and the date group 6 Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6). 
Geographically, there appears to be a particular clustering of temples in the north-east of 
the Peloponnese in the Corinthia and the Argolid; however, the geographical division is 
not as clear as with group PB. Indeed, group PC contains temples from a wider range of 
locations, throughout the Peloponnese. The temples of this group are much larger, in 
terms of width, than those of groups PA and PB, with foundation widths ranging between 
20.1m on the Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion (P2) and 22.79m on the Temple of 
Apollo at Corinth (P7).      
The two temples of this group constructed in the Corinthia, the Temple of Apollo at 
Corinth (P7) and the Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia (P13) have very similar overall 
foundation dimensions, with foundation widths of 22.79m and 22.05m and both have 
identical lengths of 55.7m. As with many of the other temples of the Peloponnese, the 
Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia is poorly preserved, making further comparisons difficult. 
However, Broneer’s (1971) reconstruction of the temple with a peristyle of 6 by 13 
columns is different from the 6 by 15 columns of the Temple of Apollo, which suggests 
that, despite the connection between the temples with relation to their size, the elevation 
was likely to be different. Indeed, the fact that both temples’ elevation designs are 
different is also indicated by the variety in the preserved upper diameters of their columns 
(Corinth: 1.232m; Isthmia: 1.476m). Obviously, given the relationship between Corinth 
and the Panhellenic Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia, the Panhellenic sanctuary being in 
the territory of the powerful city of Corinth (Tomlinson 1976: 93; Broneer 1976; Pedley 
2005: 47), the architectural connection is particularly interesting. Indeed, given the 
evidence presented above for the similarity of the foundation dimensions in other parts of 
the Greek world, the extremely similar plan dimensions of Isthmia and Corinth must also 
be regarded as significant. 
Other Doric Peripteral Temples in the Peloponnese 
The largest temple in the Peloponnese, the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20) is without 
comparison in terms of size and thus, unlike the other Peloponnesian temples does not 
appear to belong to a sub-regional group. The temple has foundations over 30 metres 
wide and a stylobate width of 27.68, making it larger than most Sicilian temples. The size 
of the temple is especially surprising, given the disposition towards smaller temples in the 
Peloponnese, the average foundation width of group PA being only 12.75m. The temple’s 
size suggests that it was not designed to be part of any of the Peloponnesian sub-regional 
groups; rather, its size was a statement that went unmatched in the Peloponnese. 
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Although the Temple of Zeus at Olympia does not appear to belong to a specific sub-
regional group, the numbers of temples that appear to belong to specific size groups are 
indicative of their significance within this region. The importance of the sub-regional 
trend in the Peloponnese is further demonstrated by the surprising lack of temples in a 
number of large areas of the Peloponnese. For example, Doric peripteral temples, to judge 
from their density, appear to be of some importance within Arcadia, Eleia and the 
Argolid, but of little importance in Laconia and Achaia during the periods considered 
here. It is obviously difficult to say how much of this is due to lack of excavation; 
however, the sheer number of peripteral temples in Arcadia, Eleia and the Argolid gives 
an indication of their importance and the relative un-importance of temples in Laconia. 
Indeed, as discussed by Thucydides (1.10):  
Suppose, for example, that the city of Sparta were to become deserted and 
that only the temples and foundations of buildings remained, I think that 
future generations would, as time passed, find it very difficult to believe that 
the place had really been as powerful as it was represented to be…the city 
contains no temples or monuments of great significance.   
As with the other regions discussed above, the temple architecture of the Peloponnese 
further demonstrates that the dimensions of the temple plans were significant. Indeed, to a 
greater extent than the sub-regional groups of Sicily and South Italy, there appears to 
have been a specific geographical element to the sub-regional groups of the Peloponnese. 
For example, the second cluster of group PB containing three very similar sized temples 
were all located very close to one another in the west of the Peloponnese. Furthermore, 
unlike the temples of group IA, there is no indication that the temples of the Peloponnese 
were built around the same time, instead, the same sizes appear to have had particular 
lasting importance in the Peloponnese. Thus, there are slight differences between the 
regions in the approach to the construction of temple architecture; however, the same 
underlying trend, discrete sub-regional groups containing temples with similar plan 
dimensions but different elevation designs, is present in all regions. 
North Greece 
Twenty-two Doric peripteral temples from North Greece are included in the data-set. The 
temples range in location from Aphytis in the north to Thebes in the south (Figure 94). 
Although there are examples of temples constructed in all six date groups, there are two 
main periods of building activity; seven temples (32%) being built in the second half of 
the sixth century (date group 2) and seven (32%) being constructed in the second half of 
the fourth century (date group 6), in comparison, only one temple is built in the first half 
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of the sixth century (date group 1). The temples of North Greece are not particularly well-
preserved, with only 36% preserving their stylobate dimensions (compared to an average 
55% in the other regions) and only 18% preserve their column heights (compared to an 
average 39% in the other regions). 
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Figure 94 Map of the locations and numbers of Doric peripteral temples in North Greece.
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The foundation widths, used in the hierarchical cluster analysis, are preserved on 20 
temples, and most of these are much smaller than those belonging to the temples of Sicily 
and South Italy, again highlighting the regional nature of temple design. The sizes of the 
temples of North Greece range between 11.5m on the Temple of Athena Kranaia at 
Elateia (N18) and 23.82m on the fourth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15). The 
hierarchical cluster analysis indicates that the temple plan dimensions can be split into 
four sub-regional groups (Table 14, Figure 95): the nine temples with an average 
foundation width of 13.35m (referred to as group NGA), the two temples with an average 
foundation width of 16.55m (group NGB), the five temples with average foundation 
widths of 19.9m (group NGC), and the four temples with average widths of 23.47m 
(group NGD). 
Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
FoW FoL SW SL 
NGA 
N17 Athena Delphi 2 14.25 28.45 13.25 27.464 
N19 Apollo 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 
2 14.12 26.88 13.6 26.3 
N21 Apollo Metropolis 2 13.75   13.75   
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra 2 12.64   11.91   
N18 
Athena 
Kranaia 
Elateia 3 11.5 27.5 11.5 27.5 
N1 Artemis Kalydon 5 14.85 32.29 13.28 30.63 
N7 Dionysos Eretria 5 12.45 23.05     
N2 Poseidon 
Velvina 
(Molykreion) 
6 14.254 31.416 12.87 30.032 
N9 Zeus Ammon 
Aphytis 
(Kallithea) 
6 12.38 23.33     
  
NGB 
N5 Hera Plataia 2 16.7 49.9     
N22 Unknown Pherai 6 16.4       
  
NGC 
N6 
Apollo 
Daphnephoros 
Eretria 2 20.55 47.8     
N10 Apollo 
Ambrakia 
(Arta) 
3 20.75 44     
N13 Zeus Stratos 6 18.32 34.12 16.64 32.44 
N20 
Artemis 
Elaphebolos 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 
4 19.26 46.12     
N25 
Hera (Mon 
Repos) 
Korkyra 5 20.6       
  
NGD N3 
Apollo 
Ismenios 
Thebes 5 22.82 46.25     
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Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. 
Name Location 
Date 
Group 
FoW FoL SW SL 
N15 
Fourth c. 
Apollo 
Delphi 6 23.82 60.32 21.68 58.18 
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 23.8 59.5     
N23 Artemis Korkyra 1 23.45 48.96 22.41 47.89 
  
Unknown 
N12 Unknown Kassope 6         
N14 Zeus Passaron 6         
Table 14 Dimensions of the plans relating to the temples of North Greece and their assigned date groups. 
Group NGA 
The nine temples of group NGA range in date between the date group 2 Kardaki temple 
at Korkyra (N24) and the date group 6 Temple of Zeus Ammon at Aphytis (N9). The 
foundation widths of the NGA temples range between 11.5m on the Temple of Athena 
Kranaia at Elateia (N18) to 14.85m on the Temple of Artemis at Kalydon (N1). The 
consistently small size of these temples cannot be attributed to their date, as there is 
precedent for significantly larger temples, such as the date group 1 Temple of Artemis at 
Korkyra (N23; foundation width: 23.45m). The similarities in this group’s foundation 
widths also extends to the stylobate widths, in fact, the group becomes even more 
cohesive at the level of the stylobate, with the stylobate widths only having a range of 
1.1m, between 11.5m on the Temple of Athena Kranaia at Elateia (N18) and 13.75m on 
the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21). The next largest temple in North Greece to 
preserve its stylobate width is almost 3m wider (and consequently almost 3 times the 
range of the seven temples of NGA that preserve their stylobate width), thus further 
indicating the cohesiveness of the temple sizes in group NGA.   
As with the temples of South Italy, the NGA group as a whole represents extraordinary 
cohesion in terms of their plan dimensions but, despite their poor state of preservation, 
there are indications that the temples utilised very different ratios in order to alter the 
appearance of their elevations. The temples that preserve their stylobates make use of 
differing numbers of krepidoma steps; for example, the Temple of Athena Kranaia at 
Elateia (N18) has one, the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17) has two and the Temple of 
Artemis at Kalydon (N1) has three. Likewise, those that preserve evidence for the number 
of columns demonstrate the use of varying amounts, for instance, the Temple of Apollo at 
Metropolis (N21) has 5 façade columns, whereas the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24) 
has 6.  The Temple of Athena Kranaia at Elateia (N18) has 13 flank columns, whereas, 
the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17) has 12. Furthermore, there is little similarity 
between the decorative elements associated with the temples. The Temple of Artemis at 
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Kalydon (N1) had hunting-dog shaped water-spouts, as opposed to the more usual lions’ 
heads (Heffner 1927: 124; Dinsmoor 1950: 218). Indeed, the Temple of Athena at Delphi 
(N17) utilised additional sculptural decoration on the pediments, whereas, the nearby 
Temple of Apollo at Kalapodi (N19) did not. Therefore, despite the seemingly deliberate 
similarity in the size of their plans, the elevations of the temples were very different. 
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Figure 95 Plans of the temples of North Greece (After Waldstein and Washington 1891: Plate XX; Paris 
1892: Plate 4; Demangel 1923: Plate 7; Dyggve 1948: Tafel XXXIV; Auberson 1968: Plate 5; 1976: Plate 2; 
Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: Plate 16; Coulton 1977: 42; Linders 1992: 35; Østby 1994a: 140; Intzesiloglou 2002: 114; 
Spawforth 2006: 171, 173, 175). Plans have not been published for the Temple of Zeus Ammon at Aphytis 
(N9), the Temple of Apollo at Ambrakia (N10), the Temple of Hera at Korkyra (N25), the Temple of Apollo 
Ismenios at Thebes (N3) or the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16), and consequently these 
temple plans have not been included in this figure. 
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Group NGB 
Group NGB contains two temples, the Temple of Hera at Plataia (N5) and the Temple at 
Pherai (N22). The two temples were built in different periods (date groups 2 and 6), and 
there is a wide geographical distance between the two locations. The disappearance of the 
Temple of Hera at Plataia following its excavation in the nineteenth century makes 
further comparisons between the temples difficult (Aravantinos et al. 2003: 304). Given 
the relatively small number of temples in this group, and the geographical distance 
between the two temples, without further historical and archaeological analysis it is 
difficult to discuss the significance of this group in the ancient world. 
Group NGC 
The five temples of group NGC range in date between the date group 2 Temple of Apollo 
Daphnephoros at Eretria (N6) and the date group 6 Temple of Zeus at Stratos (N13). The 
temple foundations range in width between 18.32m on the Temple of Zeus at Stratos and 
20.75m on the Temple of Apollo at Ambrakia (N10). Unfortunately, the temples’ 
elevation dimensions are not well enough preserved to enable a comparison of their 
designs. However, the differences in the ratios of foundation width to length and cella 
width to length suggest that the temples had different overall designs (see Appendix 
IV.1). As with group NGB, group NGC also has a wide geographic range, between 
Eretria in the south and Korkyra in the north. However, given the number of temples in 
the group, and their relative cohesion in terms of plan dimensions, it is suggested that this 
group was significant in the ancient world. 
Group NGD 
The four temples of group NGD range in date between the date group 1 Temple of 
Artemis at Korkyra (N23) and the date group 6, fourth century Temple of Apollo at 
Delphi (N15). The few temples in this group, two of the temples being the sixth- and 
fourth-century Temples of Apollo at Delphi (N15, N16), makes it difficult to discuss the 
significance of this group, however, it is interesting to note that the Temple of Apollo 
Ismenios at Thebes (N3) and the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16) utilise 
the same foundation widths. Given the relative dearth of temples that were constructed to 
the same width, it could be argued that the width of the Temple of Apollo Ismenios at 
Thebes was making a direct reference to the Temple of Apollo at Delphi. The poor state 
of preservation of the Temple of Apollo Ismenios makes a comparison of the temples’ 
elevations impossible, however, the fact that the temples had different foundation lengths 
suggests that they utilised different overall designs.  
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Therefore, an analysis of the temples of North Greece demonstrate that, as with the other 
regions, the temples can be organised into discrete sub-regional groups based upon the 
sizes of their plans. The above discussions of the temples in the various regions have 
demonstrated that the sub-regional groups are not arbitrary and had importance in the 
ancient world. The significance that was ascribed to the construction of temples with the 
same plan dimensions suggests that the differences in the elevations of the temples with 
the same size plans, as with the temples of Group NGA, had meaning in the ancient 
world. 
Attica and the Saronic Gulf 
Fifteen Doric peripteral temples have been discovered in Attica and the Saronic Gulf 
(Figure 96), ranging in date between the date group 2 Temple of Athena at Karthaia 
(A16) and the date group 6 Temple of Artemis at Loutsa (A12). The temples are all in 
various states of preservation. For example, the Hephaisteion (A6) and the Parthenon 
(A8) preserve all the measurements gathered for this study; whereas, only the foundations 
belonging to the Temple of Apollo Delphinios (A7) have survived. Despite the 
remarkable state of preservation of a few of the temples, only five of the fifteen temples 
preserve their column height (33% compared to an average 35% in other regions).  
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Figure 96 Map showing the location and number of the temples of Attica and the Saronic Gulf.
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The foundations of the Doric peripteral temples of Attica and the Saronic Gulf range in 
width between 11.58m on the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11) and 33.69m on the 
Parthenon (A8), whilst the foundation lengths range between 21.16m on the Temple of 
Artemis at Loutsa (A12) and the 72.32m on the Parthenon. Similar to the other regions, a 
hierarchical cluster analysis indicates that the temples of Attica and the Saronic Gulf can 
be split three into sub-regional groups based upon their foundation sizes, referred to as 
groups AA, AB and AC (Table 15). As with the Peloponnese, there is also one temple 
that does not appear to belong to a sub-regional group, the Parthenon (A8).
66
 
Sub-
regional 
Group 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group  FoW FoL SW SL 
AA A16 Athena 
Karthaia 
(Keos) 2 12.76 23.58 11.98 23.19 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 11.58 22.76 9.96 21.431 
  
AB 
A15 Athena Megara 2 14.5 35.5     
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 15.5 30.5 13.77 28.815 
A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 15.42 33.48 13.708 31.769 
A7 
Apollo 
Delphinios Athens 4 15.26 33.08     
A9 
Second 
Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 4 15.2 32.8 13.47 31.124 
A10 Athena  Pallene 4 16.32 32.25     
A12 Artemis Loutsa 6 14.11 21.16 12.56 19.6 
  
AC A3 
Athena 
Polias  Athens 2 21.85 43.95 21.3 43.15 
A13 Apollo Aigina 2 18.872 34.325     
  
Other A8 Parthenon Athens 4 33.69 72.32 30.88 69.503 
  
Unknown 
A2 Olympieion Athens 2         
A4 
First Temple 
of Poseidon Sounion 3         
A5 
Old 
Parthenon Athens 3         
Table 15 Temples of Attica and the Saronic Gulf organised by sub-regional size group. 
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 The only surviving mainland temple to rival the Parthenon in terms of size is the Temple of 
Zeus at Olympia (P20), which as discussed above forms its own group in the Peloponnese and it is 
therefore tempting to suggest that the Parthenon’s size was connected to that of the Temple of 
Zeus at Olympia, a connection also made by Coulton (1983: 43 n.20). 
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Groups AA and AC 
Group AA contains the two smallest temples, with average foundation widths of 12.17m 
and stylobates of 10.97m (Figure 97). The foundation widths of the temples in the third 
group, referred to as group AC, are not as cohesive as the temples in the other groups. 
Groups AA and AC are similar to the groups in the other regions, in that, they have 
similar sized foundation widths but different elevation designs.  
Group AB 
The most populous group, identified as group AB, contains seven temples with average 
foundation widths of 15.19m and stylobate widths of 13.38m (Figure 97). What follows is 
a brief introduction to group AB, which is supplemented by a more in-depth analysis and 
discussion in Chapter 8. Similar to the Sicilian group SB, the majority of temples of 
group AB have similar plan dimensions but different elevation designs; however, as with 
the fifth-century temples of Akragas, the fifth-century temples of group AB have similar 
plan dimensions and elevation designs. All these temples were constructed in date groups 
3 and 4 and include; the Hephaisteion (A6), the Second Temple of Poseidon at Sounion 
(A9), the Temple of Athena at Pallene (A10) and possibly the Temple of Apollo 
Delphinios in Athens (A7).
67
 The first temple at Poseidon at Sounion (A4) may also be 
included in this group; despite the temple’s poor state of preservation, it has generally 
been agreed that it shared the same stylobate size and plan design as the second temple 
(Doerpfeld 1884: 329; Camp 2001: 308). As well as similar size plans, the fifth-century 
Attic temples of group AB also utilise similar plans and elevation designs, all being 
constructed with 6 by 13 columns and the same capital design (CGL). Comparing the two 
most well preserved temples of this group, the Hephaisteion (A6) and the Second Temple 
of Poseidon at Sounion (A9), demonstrates the extent to which the temples shared 
designs. Both buildings utilised almost exactly the same lower and upper column 
diameters and entablature measurements; for example, the architrave and frieze height of 
the Hephaisteion are 0.836m and 0.828m, whereas on the Temple of Poseidon, the same 
elements measure 0.834m and 0.829m. Given the range of sizes and proportions to which 
Doric temples were constructed, the remarkable similarity in the designs of the fifth-
century temples of group AB should be regarded as significant. Indeed, the fact that these 
temples were built geographically close together further suggests that these similarities 
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 The Temple of Apollo Delphinios is not well preserved with only the foundations surviving in 
situ and evidence for the elevation being reduced to little more than a few column and stylobate 
fragments. However, when compared to the other temples that were constructed in the ancient 
Greek world, the foundations of the Temple of Apollo Delphinios are remarkably similar to those 
of the Hephaisteion. Given the fact that two other temples in this region, constructed around the 
same time, utilise the same design as the Hephaisteion, it is a reasonable assumption that the 
Temple of Apollo Delphinios also utilised this design.   
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had meaning. Thus, as with the temples of Akragas, it is suggested that these temples’ 
designs had significance and meaning that was different from that of the other sub-
regional groups. 
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Figure 97 Plans of the Doric peripteral temples of Attica and the Saronic Gulf (After Boersma 1970: 196; 
Wurster 1974: 107, Tafel 34; Østby 1980: 192; Travlos 1971: 84, 106; Knell 1983c: 41; Miles 1989: 143; 
Hurwit 1999: 122; Pedley 2005: 69; Barringer 2008: 116). A Plan has not been published for the Temple of 
Athena at Megara (A15), and consequently the temple’s plan has not been included in this figure. 
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Similarities across Regional Divisions 
One area that has not yet been addressed is the possibility of overlap in size groups 
between the various identified regions. A certain amount of overlap is to be expected, 
given that the regions, particularly in the case of the mainland, are ascribed somewhat 
arbitrarily. Thus, it should not be expected that the observed patterns should stop and 
begin with the geographical limits that have been imposed. Indeed, it may well be that 
temples in particular regions made specific allusions to temples in other regions. This 
may have been the case with the two Poseidonia temples of Hera, which were much 
larger than the other temples of South Italy but remarkably similar in size to the Sicilian 
temples of group SA, or the Parthenon and the Temple of Zeus at Olympia. However, it is 
difficult to ascribe significance to similarities that are found on different sides of the 
Greek world. Given their proximity to one another, as well as their cohesiveness, the 
presence of discrete sub-regional size suggest that the similarities had significance at the 
sub-regional level, and it is the similarities and differences in the designs of the temples 
of these groups that form the focus of the discussion in the next chapter. 
Conclusion 
Therefore, this chapter has demonstrated that, when the plan dimensions are analysed on 
a regional scale, the temples belong to discrete sub-regional groups. The number of these 
sub-regional groups, their cohesiveness, and their relative difference to one another, 
suggest that these groups are not arbitrary and must be regarded as significant. Despite 
sharing the same plan dimensions, the above analyses have demonstrated that the temples 
rarely share the same plan and elevation designs, thus, creating groups of temples that 
share plan dimensions, but, have different overall designs. The fact that temples which 
were built close together in the same sanctuary utilised the same plan dimensions but 
different elevations, such as the two temples in the Sanctuary of Hera in Poseidonia 
(group IB), suggests that these similarities and differences had significance in the ancient 
world. There does appear, however, to be some groups of temples, such as those of fifth-
century Akragas and Attica, which utilise similar plan and elevation designs. The 
geographical proximity of the temples in these groups suggests that their relationship with 
one another was different from those temples that had similar plan dimensions but 
different elevation designs. Thus, analysing the architecture in this way suggests that the 
similarities and differences in the temple designs had significance and meaning in the 
ancient world. Consequently, with the removal of the constraints of the overarching 
Panhellenic evolution model (as demonstrated in the previous chapter), it is possible to go 
further than the conclusions of Snodgrass (1986) and Østby (2005) discussed at the start 
of this chapter. Indeed, the ‘Arcadian’ group identified by Østby was not an insular 
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example, or a single ‘tangent’ to the single linear line of evolution, but in fact, the 
majority of temples appear to belong to sub-regional groups. 
The next chapter discusses both, the temples that have similar plan dimensions but 
different elevations, and those with similar plans and elevations, demonstrating that the 
differences and similarities in Doric peripteral temple design were connected to the same 
notions of comparison, competition and identity that dominated the activity in the 
religious sanctuaries during the archaic and classical periods.   
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Chapter 7: Temple Design, Competition and the Expression 
of Identity 
 
At Athens, for example, the architects Antistates, Callaeschros, 
Antimachides and Pormos laid the foundations when Pisistratus was building 
the Temple of Olympian Jupiter, but after his death they abandoned what 
they had begun because of political upheavals (Vitruvius, preface to 7.15). 
 
 
 
 
 
The previous chapter demonstrated that when the temple sizes are analysed on a regional 
scale, they fit into particular sub-regional groupings based upon their plan dimensions. In 
the majority of cases, the temples in each sub-regional group had significantly different 
elevation designs to one another. However, in a few instances, the similarities in the 
temple plan dimensions carried through to the elevations, which resulted in temples with 
very similar overall designs. The numbers of temples in each sub-regional group and their 
discreteness suggests that these similarities and differences in the architecture had 
significance in the ancient world. 
This chapter seeks to demonstrate that the identified sub-regional groupings were linked 
to inter-group competition, with the differences in their elevation designs being linked to 
the expression of identity on behalf of the individual temples’ clients. Unlike the 
investigations of Snodgrass (1986), Østby (1991; 1995b; 2000; 2005) and Nielsen (2002) 
discussed in Chapter 2, which were limited to investigations of ‘tangents’ to the single 
line of Panhellenic evolution, by analysing the temples in their sanctuary contexts, this 
chapter demonstrates that temple design was primarily influenced by the desire of the 
clients, using widely circulated designs, to compete with, and express distinct identities 
from, the other temple builders around them. Thus, it is argued that the sub-regional 
similarities in plan size, discussed in the previous chapter, are connected to the notions of 
competition that were so prevalent in ancient sanctuaries; whilst the differences in their 
elevations were used to express the distinct identities of the temples’ clients. Furthermore, 
it is argued that in instances where the temples have the same overall design, such as 
those of fifth-century Akragas, are due to them being constructed by the same client, be 
they a city, tyrant, individual or other political or social group.  
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The chapter commences with a discussion of Greek sanctuaries and the spirit of 
competition that characterised the activity within them, before going on to discuss the 
role of architectural design in inter-group competition. The second section re-addresses 
the discussion of architect and client introduced in Chapter 2, demonstrating that it was 
the client who influenced the temple’s design and that the differing expressions of 
identity should be directly associated with the construction of temples by different 
groups, rather than different periods in time. 
Competition, Votives and the Expression of Identity in Greek 
Sanctuaries 
In order to understand the observed sub-regional trends in temple design, it must be 
understood that the Doric peripteral temple was part of a larger context, namely, the 
sanctuary (Jenkins 2006; Barringer 2008). Sanctuaries, and the votives left within them, 
formed a physical manifestation of the inter-group competition that was a principal 
component in ancient Greek society (Adshead 1986: 20). Thus, it is in the atmosphere of 
competition that temples’ designs were meant to be understood.  
Sanctuaries were amongst the most significant spaces in the ancient polis, forming the 
prime location for a population or group to congregate for political, social or cultural 
gatherings (Alcock 2007). The sanctuary spaces themselves were primarily public places 
designed for the display of votives, where communities and individuals could display 
their gratitude and piety towards the chosen god (Rouse 1902; Burkert 1988: 43; 
Ammerman 1991: 203; Whitley 2001: 136; Osborne 2007: 254; Price 2008: 58). As well 
as showing their gratitude and piety, the setting up of a votive presented another 
opportunity for competition, to display the dedicator’s wealth, status and to ensure that 
any achieved glory would not be forgotten; as such, votives would be set up where both 
gods and mortals would notice them (Spivey 1996: 82; Whitley 2001: 140; Rocca 2006: 
144; Barringer 2008: 46). For example, victory in an athletic competition at one of the 
Panhellenic or local events would subsequently be commemorated through a votive 
dedication in a sanctuary. Sometimes this would involve dedicating the awarded prize; for 
example, many of the Panathenaic amphorae that were awarded at the Panathenaic Games 
were discovered on the Athenian Akropolis, having subsequently been dedicated to 
Athena (Hurwit 1999: 23). Therefore, the votive dedications that were deposited in the 
sanctuaries of the ancient Greeks were intrinsically tied to a notion of competition.  
In many cases, athletic victors were not happy with simply dedicating their awarded 
prizes; instead they would commission statues, which subsequently competed with each 
other in order to attract the visitors’ attention. At Olympia, the athletic victory statues 
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were grouped around the particularly important military victory monuments because of 
the higher visibility being near one of these major dedications guaranteed (Scott 2010: 
197). The political and social importance of the athletic statues to the inter-group 
competition conducted in the Panhellenic sanctuaries meant that cities would often erect 
statues to Olympic victors of the past. For example, Poulydamas of Skotussa won at 
Olympia in 408 but a statue was not erected until 330 (Barringer 2008: 50). However, the 
competitive nature of votive dedications did not only apply to those dedicated by athletic 
victors. When an Olympic victor erected his statue at Olympia, he joined the company of 
votives statues that were erected for other reasons. For example, Mikythos dedicated a 
number of statues in order “to fulfil a vow on the recovery of his son, who was sick with 
a deadly disease” (Pausanias 5.26.5). Likewise, statues were also erected to celebrate 
military victories, such as the Nike of Paionius, dedicated by the Messenians and 
Naupactians as a result of their victory over the Spartans, which Scott (2010: 195) argues 
was deliberately designed to rival a specific Spartan dedication. Thus, larger votives, such 
as statues, also formed part of the competition that underlay activity in classical 
sanctuaries. 
The highly competitive inter-group nature of votive offerings in the archaic and classical 
periods is further demonstrated through the ebb and flow of dedicatory trends at particular 
sanctuaries. For example, the inscribed military dedications (tropaia) at Olympia appear 
to have become increasingly popular during the period 500-450. Although tropaia had 
been dedicated in the sanctuary from the seventh century, the fifty year period at the start 
of the fifth century saw more tropaia being dedicated at Olympia than in any other period 
in history (Scott 2010: 151, 191). Indeed, the very act of dedicating particular items of 
tropaia was intimately connected to inter-group competition. For example, the Spartans 
dedicated a golden shield, bearing a dedicatory inscription detailing that it was in 
celebration of their victory against the Athenians, Argives and Ionians at the battle of 
Tanagra and they placed it above the east pediment of the Temple of Zeus (Pausanias 
5.10.4). Furthermore, even when similar items were being dedicated, it was still part of 
the network of competition; the different groups wanting to dedicate a similar item to 
their rivals in order to ensure a direct connection (and probably a direct comparison) 
between the votives. For example, when Gelon wanted to compare his victory at Himera 
to the battle of Plataia, he dedicated a bronze column and gold tripod at Delphi, whose 
visual similarity with the serpent column and tripod constructed in the same sanctuary to 
celebrate Plataia was “unmistakable” (Scott 2010: 88). Thus, the sanctuaries, in which the 
Doric peripteral temples were constructed, were highly competitive environments and the 
votives formed the physical manifestation of this competition. 
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The Athenian Akropolis, Korai and Identity 
The votive dedications discovered on the Athenian Akropolis indicate that the same trend, 
votives being used as a means of inter-group competition, can also be identified in the 
sanctuaries that were of primarily local importance. Moreover, an analysis of the votives 
left on the Athenian Akropolis and specifically the korai statues indicates the importance 
that was ascribed to the dedication of similar objects, but, with subtle differences in their 
designs.  
The vast cache of votives from the Athenian Akropolis demonstrates the large amount of 
money that was spent on individual and group dedications in the name of self-
commemoration (Price 2008: 63). The dedications on the Akropolis were left by both 
individuals and groups; for example, Sostratos erected a full size four horse chariot to 
celebrate a victory of his stables (Hurwit 1999: 58) and the Athenians dedicated a chariot 
group following their victory over the Boiotians and Chalcidians of Euboia (IG I
2
 394). 
However, it was not only sculpture that formed appropriate dedicatory gifts on the 
Akropolis. For instance, no fewer than fifty inscribed perirrhanteria have also been found 
along with examples of votive pottery and figurines (Camp 2001: 43). The same trend 
towards periods of popularity for particular votives, that was prevalent at the Panhellenic 
sanctuaries, can also be seen on the Akropolis; for example, votive reliefs dedicated to 
Athena appear to have become particular popular around the turn of the fifth to the fourth 
century, and then subsequently declined in popularity (Hurwit 1999: 36). Likewise, the 
dedication of korai on the Akropolis appears to have been extremely popular for only a 
short period of time. The remains of seventy-five korai, dating between 530 and 480 were 
found on the Akropolis. These were dedicated by a wide range of different individuals, 
such as traders and potters, but the vast majority appear to have been dedicated by the 
aristocracy (Holloway 1992). Similar to an architectural order, the korai all conform to a 
recognisable, almost standardised, design (for instance, standing up, facing forward) and 
also similar to Doric temple design, they all differ slightly in their appearance (for 
example, some wear bracelets and necklaces, some had a more ‘naturalistic’ appearance, 
whilst others utilised imported Naxian and Cycladic marble (Fehr 1996: 178; Hurwit 
1999: 104)).  
The similarities and differences in the korai’s designs have been associated with differing 
statements of identity on behalf of the sculpture’s patron. Firstly, it has been suggested 
that their regularity and similarity in design are linked to the expression of aristocratic 
identity (Tanner 2006: 60-63; Mee 2011: 286) and by extension, also the inherent 
competition between the different aristocratic groups, as well as those individuals who 
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wished to seen as belonging to the aristocracy (Pedley 2005: 108-110).
68
 Secondly, it is 
suggested that the design differences were utilised to articulate the differing identities that 
the dedicatory group wished to express, not only to the non-elites but also between the 
individual aristocrats. For example, one of the most noticeable and abrupt differences in 
korai design is the transference from the ‘Ionic’ chiton to the ‘Doric’ peplos in the early 
decades of the fifth century. As discussed by Hall (2007) this change in design was linked 
to an appropriation of items that had formally signalled elite identity in an attempt to 
democratize the formally elite expressions of status, without completely suppressing their 
creation. This appropriation suggests that subtle design differences between votives that 
utilise a repetitive style are to be associated with differing expressions of group identity.    
Architecture, Competition and Identity 
In some cases, the votives left in the sanctuaries incorporated architectural elements, or in 
other instances, an architectural element formed the entire dedication. For example, it has 
been suggested that the form of the korai was taken from architectural models, with some 
korai, such as the Lyons kore from the Athenian Akropolis, being used as caryatids 
(Holloway 1992: 269-270). Furthermore, Doric columns commonly formed votive 
objects either as a support for sculpture or on their own. These range in size between 
miniature “representative” votives, such as those at Delphi (Fehr 1996: 174), Isthmia 
(Broneer 1971: 169) and Corinth (Roebuck 1955: 152), to the large-scale examples, such 
as the sixth-century votive Doric column next to the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia 
(Trendall 1955: 55; Coulson 1976a), the late sixth- or early fifth-century inscribed votive 
Doric column in the Argive Heraion (Daly 1939: 165-169), or the column supporting a 
youth at Rhamnous (Straten 1992: 248). These are symptomatic of the fact that height, 
and the need to capture the attention of the public, had become critical issues when 
making dedications (Marconi 2007: 11). Indeed, with so many votives being dedicated, a 
sanctuary could quickly become ‘overcrowded’ with offerings, an issue that represented a 
great source of irritation for Plato (Laws 909 e-910 a). Consequently, columns afforded a 
dedicator’s votive prominence amongst the ‘clutter’ of smaller votives. 
Although single architectural elements commonly formed votive dedications, entire 
buildings could also make appropriate votive offerings in ancient Greek sanctuaries. A 
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 The korai dedicated by artisans such as that by Nearchos the potter (IG I
3
 628), are suggested to 
represent wealthy businesspeople laying claim to elevated status, utilising prestige symbols that 
were normally associated with the aristocracy (Hurwit 1999: 62). Rather than laying claim to 
elevated status, Holloway (1992: 272) argues instead that the korai were the vehicles for the 
“expression of achievement” by the citizen workshop owners. Despite these scholarly differences, 
the fact that korai were chosen by the artisans as well as the aristocrats suggests that they were the 
appropriate votive for public expressions of identity (whether aristocratic or as a successful 
individual) in this period.   
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form of competitive architectural dedication that were popular in the Panhellenic 
sanctuaries, with examples being found at Delphi, Delos, Nemea and Isthmia, as well as 
in those of local importance, such as the Akropolis and Poseidonia, were the small 
buildings known as treasuries. Pedley (2005: 74) describes treasuries as: 
Small temple like buildings, boxy in appearance, built to a regular plan with 
access often through a two columned porch. Built high on podia with thick 
and windowless walls, their main purpose was to protect objects of basic 
value…and to keep intruders out. 
The buildings are in fact offerings to the sanctuary’s god, erected in the sanctuary by a 
city or individual. Pausanias’ (6.19.1-15) description of the treasury terrace at Olympia 
indicates that a treasury was identified by the dedicating city or individual dedicator, and 
that the treasury would contain dedications from that city. In most cases the treasuries are 
identified as having been built by a city: “The Megarians… have built a treasury” 
(Pausanias 6.19.12), or “before the catastrophe [the people of Selinous] built a treasury to 
Olympian Zeus” (Pausanias 6.19.10). However, there are instances where they were built 
by tyrants, as well as by the city as a collective whole: Herodotus (1.14) states that a 
number of gold mixing bowls stand in the Corinthian Treasury, “though to speak strictly 
it should not be called the public treasury of the Corinthians, but the treasury of Cypselus, 
son of Eëtion”. Indeed, the fact that the buildings served as an oikos for the dedicating 
community (Gardiner 1925: 218), further exaggerated the connection between the 
architecture and the dedicatory group.   
The inter-polis competitive nature of the buildings is borne out through a study of their 
contents. For example, Pausanias (6.19.13) relates that the Megarian treasury at Olympia 
bore a shield indicating that the treasury was paid for using the spoils of a war with 
Corinth, whilst, the Sikyonian treasury contained an inscribed bronze shield indicating 
that it was dedicated “to Zeus from the Myanian spoils” (Pausanias 6.19.4). Thus, these 
buildings were clearly associated with the individual dedicatory group and were built as 
monuments to the rivalry that existed between the different poleis that constructed them. 
At Olympia eleven treasuries stand in a line overlooking the altar of Zeus and the end of 
the stadium (Figure 98). Most were dedicated by cities in Sicily and South Italy and all 
were built over the course of just 120 years (600-479; Scott 2010: 163). Given the short 
period of time over which these treasuries were constructed, their contents, and the 
competitive nature of inter-polis dedications in this sanctuary, it is probable that the 
treasuries were constructed in the same spirit of competition that led to the erection of the 
tropaia and the korai discussed above. 
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Figure 98 The treasuries of Olympia (After Scott 2010: 206). 
As with the sub-regional groups of temples discussed in the previous chapter, the 
treasuries of Olympia were often constructed with a similar sized ground plan to those 
around them. For example, the Sikyon (Oikos I), Syracuse (Oikos II), Byzantium (Oikos 
IV), Cyrenian (Oikos VI), Selinous (Oikos IX), and the Megaran (Oikos XI) treasuries at 
Olympia all utilised widths of c.6.3m (Mallwitz 1972: 167, 170, 173, 174; De Angelis 
2003: 158). Likewise, they all appear to have been constructed using the Doric order and 
utilising the di-style in antis plan.
69
  
Although the scant remains make it very difficult to accurately compare their height, the 
evidence from their materials and decorative elements suggest that considerable effort 
was expended in order to ensure that the treasuries appeared different from one another. 
In most cases distinct forms of decoration, which are clearly associated with the identity 
of the building’s dedicator, were utilised.70 Many of the treasuries used construction 
material that was brought over from the dedicating city. For example, the Cyrenian 
treasury had African limestone for the pediment (Scott 2010: 165 n.82); whereas, the 
Selinous treasury was built with stone from near Selinous (Scott 2010: 165 n.82). Further 
to this, most treasuries made use of forms of decoration that were particular to a particular 
polis. For instance, the Syracusan treasury has a peculiar architrave taenia with a sunken 
astragal, a comparison for which has also been found on the Temple of Apollo at 
Syracuse (Dinsmoor 1950: 116; Cultrera 1951: 821; Barletta 1983: 73). The treasuries 
would often utilise roof decoration that was characteristic of the dedicating city (Winter 
1990: 13; 1993: 313); such as the terracottas from the treasury of Gela at Olympia that 
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 It is probable that Oikoi III, VII and IX also utilised this design and a similar width of c.6.3m. 
Unfortunately, Mallwitz (1972) does not publish the measurements for these treasuries, however, 
their published plans (see Figure 98) are of similar width and design to those discussed above. 
70
 The treasuries were originally constructed without identifying inscriptions, although the 
treasuries of Megara and Sikyon received inscriptions at a later date (Scott 2010: 163). 
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match examples from the home polis (Van Buren 1923: XX). The most notable variation 
between the buildings is the addition of sculpture, which may have had specific meaning 
to the members of that polis, but also served to mark the treasuries as different (Barringer 
2008: 26-28); for example, the Megarian treasury contained a gigantomachy (Vikatou 
2006: 67, 71; Pausanias 6.19.13) and one of the treasuries bore a highly decorated 
akroteria depicting Zeus and Ganymede. The pediment of the Cyrenian treasury 
contained a sculptural theme that was very particular to that polis, a cockerel and lion 
(Bookidis 1967: 85-87; Scott 2010: 165). It is interesting to note that architectural 
sculpture at Olympia was rare before the middle of the sixth century, around which point 
all the treasuries begin to use it, further highlighting the competitive nature of the 
treasuries (Marconi 2007: 17-18). Therefore, as with the smaller votives, the dedication of 
a treasury was connected to the inter-group competition that was so prevalent in Greek 
sanctuaries, utilising a similar size to indicate their rivalry; however, they used different 
decorative elements in order to express their individual group identities. 
It is interesting to note that, although these buildings were clearly competitive in nature, 
there was no apparent desire to compete through the construction of larger, or different 
‘types’ of buildings. Instead the competition (and individual expressions of identity) was 
conducted through different elevation designs. It could be postulated that sanctuary rules 
forbade the construction of larger treasuries. However, the presence of two larger 
treasuries, which were clearly built to rival each other, rather than the other treasuries (V 
and X discussed below), suggests that this was not the case. Rather, as with the repeated 
use of the korai, the repeated use of the Doric order, the in-antis design, and the same 
sized plan is connected to the symbolic capital that is acquired through the construction of 
a recognisable structure ‘type’. The recognition that the structure is of a particular ‘type’ 
allows the building to be compared with other buildings of the same ‘type,’ and it is the 
differences in the elevation designs that aid this comparison.      
This conclusion is further confirmed through a study of two of the exceptions amongst 
the Olympian treasuries, the treasuries of the South Italian cities of Metaponto (Oikos X) 
and Sybaris (Oikos V). Unlike the other treasuries that have a width of c.6.3m and a di-
style in-antis design, the treasuries of Metaponto and Sybaris are c.9.3m wide and do not 
utilise a di-style in-antis design (Mallwitz 1972: 170; 174). Indeed, both these treasuries 
were erected around the same time, dated by Dyer (1905: 299) to the middle of the sixth 
century. Given the geographical proximity of the dedicating cities to one another, it 
cannot be a coincidence that it was these two cities that both built treasuries of the same 
size, in order to compete with one another. The fact that the Sybarite treasury utilised 
additional sculpture (Scott 2010: 167 n.83) suggests that the two treasuries were built 
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with different elevation designs. Thus, the similarity in the plan dimensions is indicative 
of the rivalry and competition between these two poleis, but the distinctiveness of the 
treasuries’ elevations is designed to express the separate identities of the treasuries’ 
builders. 
The same architectural competition and expression of identity, through the use of treasury 
buildings of the same size plan but different elevations, can also be found at the 
Panhellenic sanctuaries of Delphi, Delos, Nemea and Isthmia (Miller 1990: 117-125; 
Hemans 1994: 65). For example, the four Ionic treasuries at Delphi all have foundation 
widths of c.6.4m (Dinsmoor 1913: 5-6), but utilise very different decoration. For 
example, the Siphnian treasury utilises caryatids instead of columns as well as an 
enormous amount of sculptural decoration in order to attract the sanctuary visitor’s 
attention (Scott 2010: 64), which is in stark contrast to the relatively plain appearance of 
the Massiliot treasury (Dinsmoor 1950: 138-140). The buildings testify to the fact that 
architecture and architectural design were used in sanctuaries of Panhellenic importance 
as monuments to inter-group competition and as expressions of the individual dedicatory 
group’s identity. 
Before going on to discuss the presence of treasuries in sanctuaries of primarily local 
importance, it is interesting to note the position of the treasuries within their sanctuaries. 
The treasuries at Olympia and Nemea are all grouped together in a single line, which 
further serves to emphasise the buildings’ widths. This is in contrast to the treasuries at 
Delphi and Delos, which are spread throughout the sanctuary, yet also utilise a 
standardised width. Scott (2010: 165) postulates that at Olympia the locations of the 
treasuries were dictated to the dedicators by the sanctuary officials, and the same may 
have been true at Nemea. However, the fact that the treasuries at Delphi are distributed 
around the sanctuary, yet still maintain the standard size and ‘type’ of building design, 
suggests that the presence of these elements was enough to encourage comparisons to be 
made between the buildings, and the buildings did not have to be placed next to each 
other in order for the elevations to be compared. 
Interestingly, these monuments of inter-group competition and identity can also be found 
in sanctuaries of local importance, implying that the practice was not solely reserved for 
inter- but also intra- polis competition. For example, on the ‘archaic’ Athenian Akropolis 
at least seven comparable ‘treasury type’ buildings can be identified (Klein 1991: 335). 
Most of these treasuries utilised Doric entablatures of various shapes (in most instances 
the entablature is the best preserved element) and differing pedimental themes, albeit with 
a certain tendency towards depictions of different images of Herakles, such as the 
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presentation of Herakles to Olympus (Spivey 1996: 99; Marconi 2007: 20), Herakles 
wrestling a Triton, Herakles fighting the Lernean Hydra and the so-called Olive Tree 
pediment (Hurwit 1999: 112-3; Camp 2001: 32). Unfortunately quarrying and later 
building on the Akropolis has all but eradicated any trace of the foundations of these 
buildings, meaning that their precise location and relation to the other buildings of the 
Akropolis remains unknown (Camp 2001: 32; Marconi 2007: 19-20). As the ‘archaic’ 
Akropolis was only of local importance, it generally assumed that these treasuries were 
constructed by the wealthy competing groups of aristocrats (such as, the Alkmaionidai, 
the Philaidai, and the Eteoboutadai) who controlled Athenian cult activity in the sixth 
century (Boersma 1970: 18; Camp 1994: 9; Hurwit 1999: 116). Indeed, it has been argued 
that the predominance of Herakles on the pediments is due to the hero’s representation of 
the Panhellenic ideals of the upper class (Marconi 2007: 20), thus further suggesting that 
the treasuries were constructed by the private family groups, the different depicted 
episodes in the life of Herakles being used to signify their construction by different 
groups. 
Similar buildings have also been found in other polis-based sanctuaries, for instance 
eleven were found in the Sanctuary of Hera at Poseidonia (Trendall 1955: 54) and ten 
possible treasuries have been discovered in the Heraion at Samos, which Kyrieleis (1993: 
133) postulates may have been dedicated by the local aristocracy. Therefore, in a similar 
way to the smaller votives, architecture in Greek sanctuaries, both Panhellenic and local, 
was also used as a means for competition and as a way to express the dedicators distinct 
identity. 
Temples, Competition and Identity 
The Greek sanctuaries in which the Doric peripteral temples were constructed were 
highly competitive environments. The physical form of the votive offerings was used to 
express individual and group identities. As discussed in Chapter 3, temples were not an 
essential part of a sanctuary nor did they play a functional part in the conduct of ancient 
Greek worship. Likewise, the use of temple architecture to provide prominence to other 
votives also suggests that the temple architecture played an important role in the 
competition and expression of identity that characterised the ancient sanctuaries. Indeed, 
it could be argued that the temples themselves were also large votives. Consequently, 
similar to sculpture and treasuries, the Doric temples that form the focus of this study 
could also be seen as gifts to the god (Burkert 1988: 43; Garland 1994: 16; Morgan 2003: 
144). 
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As discussed in the preceding chapter, similar to the treasuries, Doric peripteral temples 
were constructed with the same plan dimensions to those around them.
71
 For example, the 
temples of Sicily clearly form into three discrete groups based upon the size of their 
plans. Consequently, it is not unreasonable to suggest that the size of the Doric peripteral 
temple is directly linked to the same notions of inter-group competition that affected the 
designs of the treasuries. Thus, the size of Temple D at Selinous (S17) was determined by 
the desire of its dedicators to compete with the other dedicators of temples of the same 
size. Likewise, it is the same desire to express the different group identities that led to the 
use of different elevation designs of the treasuries and the temples. As discussed in the 
previous chapter, although Temple D at Selinous (S17) utilises the same size plan as the 
other temples of group SA, it has a different elevation design. As with the treasuries, the 
temples rely on each other to help express their meaning. Thus, the similar sized temples 
provide a context in which a temple’s expression of identity can be understood. As well 
as being statements of the obvious wealth of the dedicatory group, the temple was 
intended to be viewed in direct competition with those of their neighbours and rivals, 
whilst simultaneously expressing the individual group’s distinct identities. Therefore, 
similar to Hölscher’s (2011: 55) conclusion in relation to sculpture, it is argued that, 
although the styles used were not necessarily specific to a particular city; the polis 
citizens would identify with the specific combination of architectural element designs that 
were used.  
To summarise, the differences in the elevation designs of temples that share similar plan 
dimensions were linked to the expression of differing (and competing) identity on a sub-
regional scale. However, in order to further understand the reasons for these public (and 
resource intensive) displays of competitive identity, the nature of the dedicating groups 
and the roles of the individuals behind the temple projects need to be discussed. To this 
end, the second half of this chapter discusses and re-addresses the relationship between 
the Doric peripteral temple architects and the clients; demonstrating that the temple’s 
design and therefore, the expression of identity are directly linked to the client and not the 
architect. 
Architect and Client 
In light of the above conclusions, and in order to explain the presence of temples with 
similar elevation designs, it is important to re-introduce and analyse the impact of the 
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 The use of similar widths, rather than similar lengths, is no doubt due to the emphasis that was 
often placed on the east end of the temple. As discussed in Chapter 6, the east end of the temple 
was often the most emphasised side of the temple, being the location of the altar and often the only 
place on the building with sculpture. 
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architect and the client upon temple design. As discussed in Chapter 2, despite a number 
of studies having suggested alternative approaches in particular instances (Bundgaard 
1957: 97; Martin 1967; Kostof 1977: 23; Burford 1996: 374), the traditional roles of the 
architect and patron in temple design have generally been clearly defined in temple 
scholarship. For the Panhellenic evolution model to work, a method of moving new 
designs between projects, no matter their location in the Greek world, and refining the 
earlier designs on subsequent projects was required. As such, along with the application 
of the evolution model, it became generally established that the architect was responsible 
for all aspects of a temple project, not only design, but also administration, finance, and 
the overseeing of the craftsmen (Coulton 1977: 16; Barletta 1983: 78; 2005: 95; 2009a: 
80). In these studies, it was the patron’s responsibility to decide upon the building’s size, 
as “it was upon the size that the cost would largely depend” (Coulton 1977: 74). 
However, the evidence discussed in Chapter 2 demonstrated that the client (through the 
building committee) probably had a much more significant role in temple design than has 
previously been postulated.  
Removing some of the design responsibility that has previously been placed upon the 
architect, and placing it in the hands of the client (and the building committee), has a 
significant effect upon the interpretation of individual temple designs. For instance, in 
previous studies, the architect was postulated to be little more than a wandering 
mercenary with little attachment to the individual project. Whereas, the involvement of 
the client in the design process means that an individual (or group) with a significant 
vested interested in the project, who would be directly affected by its construction and 
understands the reasons for its erection, is included in the design process.  
The Client 
Before going on to analyse how these changes affect how Doric temple design is 
understood, it is important to investigate the various groups who financed the temple 
projects. Unlike smaller dedications in sanctuaries, temples rarely bear dedicatory 
inscriptions and this makes it difficult to identify the different clients who funded their 
construction. Consequently, the client for most temple projects has traditionally been 
identified as either the ‘city’ or an all-powerful ‘tyrant’, that is, when the identity of the 
client is considered at all (Holloway 1969: 281-2; 1999; Miles 1989: 240; Linders 1992: 
12; Morgan 1993: 19; Burford 1996: 373; Mertens 1996: 328; Osborne 1996: 102; 
Spawforth 2006; Mee 2011: 58). Indeed, for Hansen and Fischer-Hansen (1994: 83), for 
buildings to be classed as ‘monumental’ they have “to be built by the public (the polis)”. 
In fact, due to the all-powerful nature of the architect in the evolution model, and the little 
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effort expounded in understanding the different designs, it made little difference if the 
‘patron’ was a city or a tyrant (Nielsen 2002: 177).  
In Athens, the peripteral temples constructed prior to the foundation of classical 
democracy are assigned to the tyrant Peisistratos, even if the evidence suggests that they 
were constructed before he came to power (Camp 2001: 30; Shear Jr. 1978: 3). In 
contrast, it is often suggested that all the temples constructed after the foundation of 
democracy are constructed by ‘the city’ (Camp 2001: 74). For example, Miles (1989: 
234) presumes that Athens must have contributed to the construction of the Temple of 
Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11), even though the cult is not listed among the ‘Other Gods’ 
whose funds and treasures were overseen in Athens (IG I
3
 369; IG I
3
 383). 
The role of private individuals or groups in the construction of monumental buildings is 
not generally considered a possibility until at least the fourth century (Burford 1996: 373; 
Townsend 2004: 322). Hölscher (2007: 175) argues, however, that the connection 
between monumental public building and tyrants, depends both on overrating the status of 
tyrants and on underrating the ambitions of aristocratic communities to present 
themselves in full view of the entire Greek world.
72
 For example, it would be too 
simplistic to ascribe all monumental building at Selinous during the period 550-460 to 
Selinous’ tyrants, mainly because the last 40 or so years of this period were without 
tyrannical rule, but also because it must be assumed that rival factions, both inside and 
outside the city, could have contributed to and competed for position and prestige through 
their own building projects (De Angelis 2003: 169). Burford (1969: 84), Fehr (1996: 175) 
and De Angelis (2003) further argue that the potential contribution of the ‘average’ 
private individual and of temple treasuries should not be forgotten.  
The evidence for the identity of who paid for the various temple projects is as sparse as 
for the architect and the committee, discussed in Chapter 2. Three pieces of evidence are 
widely debated in relation to the nature of the ancient client; an inscription from the 
Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22; IG XIV
1), Herodotus’ (5.62-3) account of the 
construction of the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16) and an inscription 
relating to the payment for the fourth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N15; CID ii: 
31-2). 
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 Indeed, the fourth-century rhetorician Isocrates (5.117) highlights that “both private individuals 
and states erect temples and altars”. 
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Figure 99 Inscription from the krepidoma steps of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22; After Holloway 
2000: 73). 
The meaning behind the inscription on the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22; IG XIV
1
; 
Figure 99) has caused significant controversy amongst scholars of temple architecture, 
mainly because it has been translated in a number of ways: 
Κλεομ[…]ες : έποίεσε τόπέλονι : hο Κνιδιείδα : κέπικ[λ]ές <σ>τυλεία : 
καλά Fεργα (Umholtz 2002: 264). 
Kleo[men]es the son of Knidieides made (it) for Apollo and Epikles (made) 
the columns, fine works (Guarducci 1949: 7). 
Kleomenes, son of Knidieidas, made [me] for Apollo, and raised the 
columns, fine work (Wescoat 1989: 85). 
Kleomenes the son of Knidieidas made (the temple) to Apollo, and Epikles 
son of Tyletas finished it (Jeffery 1990: 265). 
Kleomenes, the son of Knidieides built it for Apollo. And he put his hand to 
the columns; beautiful accomplishments they are (Holloway 1999). 
Kleomenes the son of Knidieides made it for Apollo. And he included 
columns. They are fine works (Holloway 2000: 73). 
Kleom[..]es, son of Knidieidas, made (the temple) for Apollo, and Epik[l]es 
(made) the columns, beautiful works (Umholtz 2002: 264). 
Some scholars prefer to see Kleomenes as the architect of the temple (Guarducci 1949: 
10; Cultrera 1951: 812; Umholtz 2002: 264; Spawforth 2006: 22), while others choose to 
see Kleomenes as the client (Holloway 2000: 73).
73
 Indeed, Guarducci (1949: 10) 
suggested that Kleomenes and the possible second individual, ‘Epikles’, were architect 
brothers. However, Guarducci (1987: 44-45; cited in Umholtz 2002: 264) later argued 
that Kleomenes was neither the architect nor the client and may instead have been a 
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 Holloway (1969: 288) originally suggested that Kleomenes was the temple’s engineer, whereas, 
Epikles was the architectural designer, however, he later suggests that Kleomenes was both the 
architect (1999) and the director (2000: 73). 
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representitve of the state responsible for overseeing the project. Jeffery (1990: 265) 
believes that the inscription dates to the last quarter of the sixth century (the temple 
traditionally being dated to the period 590-580), and suggests that the second individual, 
Epikles, finished the temple or, may have been an expert in carving columns. Therefore, 
it is far from clear what this inscription refers to, especially if it dates later than the 
original construction as suggested by Jeffery. 
The second widely discussed piece of evidence, Herodotus’ (5.62-3) reference to the 
Alkmaionidai and the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16), has been 
interpreted both as evidence that wealthy families used temple architecture as a means of 
winning political support (Davies 2001) and that the city was always the client (Morgan 
1993: 19). Despite Morgan’s assertions, Herodotus’ reference, rather than irrefutably 
determining the identity of the client, serves to highlight the role of family groups in 
temple construction and the political importance of their involvement. Indeed, 
inscriptions and references to other projects indicate that monumental buildings were also 
constructed by individuals. For example, Kimon’s brother-in-law, Peisianax, constructed 
the painted stoa in the Athenian Agora (Demosthenes XX (Leptines) 112; Diogenes 
Laertius VII.1.5; Plutarch Kimon 5-6; Wycherley 1957: 35; Camp 2001: 68). A large 
block, originally from the east façade of Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto (I6; 
540-530 BC) is inscribed in early Greek lettering with the words ‘for himself and his 
ghenos’ (Spawforth 2006: 119; Carter 2006: 208). A block belonging to the Temple of 
Athena at Prasidaki (P21) bore an inscription of the name ΔΑΪΑΛΚΗΣ, believed to be the 
temple’s donor (Arapogianni 2002: 225). Likewise, an inscription belonging to the 
Temple of Apollo at Kalapodi (N19) may also have the temple’s donor (Spawforth 2006: 
170). Whilst, Pausanias (2.7.8; 5.6.5) relates that the Temple of Apollo at Sikyon (P8), as 
well as the cult statue were dedicated by Pythokles,
74
 and states that Xenophon could 
afford to build an entire sanctuary enclosure and a temple to Ephesian Artemis at 
Skillous. 
In contrast, there are no temple inscriptions relating to the ‘city’ as a temple client, but 
there are a few historical references to cities providing funds for temple projects. 
Pausanias (8.45.4) states that Aleos made the Sanctuary of Athena Alea at Tegea but the 
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 Other examples include: the columns on the Temple of Artemis at Ephesos (550 BC) bear 
dedicatory inscriptions from King Kroisos (Fornara 1977: 31; Umholtz 2002: 265). Aristotle 
(Oeconomica 2.2.19) states that when the Ephesians were rebuilding the Temple of Artemis, they 
“offered to any citizen who was willing to pay a fixed sum the right of having his name inscribed 
on a certain pillar of the temple as the donor thereof”. An Ionic inscription has been found at 
Sidene, commemorating two benefactors of a temple; the dedication is inscribed upon one of two 
Ionic columns (Jeffery 1990: 367). A priest is honoured on an inscription at Cape Zoster for the 
repair work on the temple and his adornment of its statues (Tod 1933: 177).  
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Tegeans built the later temple (Meiggs 1963: 44). Plutarch (Perikles 14) states that when 
Perikles was accused of squandering the tribute money from their allies in the Delian 
League, he replied that he would shoulder the cost and have his name inscribed on the 
sacred buildings, at which point the opposition was withdrawn. Perhaps temples were 
only inscribed when they had a clearly identifiable client, as suggested by Umholtz 
(2002). However, although Perikles threatens to inscribe his name upon the Parthenon 
(Plutarch Perikles 14.1-2) and it is made clear that the project is paid for with Athenian 
(not the allies’) money (Plutarch Perikles 12), the buildings do not bear dedicatory 
inscriptions from the Athenians, even though they were known to inscribe their 
monuments in other locations, for example the Stoa at Delphi (early fifth century; SIG 29; 
Meiggs and Lewis 1969: 52; Fornara 1977; Umholtz 2002: 269). Indeed, if the inscription 
on the temple of Apollo at Syracuse is dated later than the construction of the temple, as 
suggested by Jeffery (1990: 265), then there is surprisingly little evidence for any 
dedicatory inscriptions on temples from any form of client. Thus, contrary to the claims 
of Morgan (1993: 13), it is not clear that the city is always the client. 
The third piece of evidence, the fourth-century inscription, on a separate stele, listing the 
various states that contributed to the construction of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi 
(N15) suggests that temple projects were not just paid for by a single coherent group, but 
also through the accumulation of small amounts from various groups (CID ii: 31-2; 
Davies 2001; 2003). Likewise, the Parthenon (A8) accounts that were erected on the 
Akropolis effectively listed the different contributors to the Parthenon project, which in 
this case were city-appointed ‘boards’ (Kallet 2005: 56).75 A similar list of contributors to 
a temple project has also been uncovered to the north-east of the Temple of Zeus at 
Stratos (N13; IG IX
1
 446; Pakkanen 2004: 107 n.45). Several scholars have speculated 
that multiple clients may have been involved in temple projects based upon the varying 
designs of different elements, even though they all belong to a single project. For 
example, the differing designs of the capitals on the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1), as 
well as on the Temple of Hera at Olympia (P18), the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis 
(N21), and the Temple of Poseidon at Vigla (P23) have been taken as evidence of 
different clients paying for different elements of the temple (Wescoat 1987; 2012: 212; 
Williams 1984: 69; Intzesiloglou 2002: 112; Winter 2005: 486).
76
 Indeed, Coulton (1977: 
20) and Fehr (1996: 175-176) suggest that the vast amount of temple projects were paid 
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 One year, three names do appear in the inscriptions as contributors, although Kallet (2005: 58) 
argues that these contributions had to be approved by the demos as a whole before they were 
included. 
76
 Although, Winter (2005: 486) also suggests that the differences in the shapes of the Orchomenos 
capitals indicate that construction extended over a considerable number of years. 
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for from various small (and large) private contributions. Consequently, the evidence 
presented above provides an interesting insight into who paid for temple projects, 
highlighting that, in fact, the nature of the client could be quite diverse and not only 
tyrants or the ‘city’ performed the role of ‘client’, but also that private groups were 
involved in temple construction. 
A brief review of ancient finance also indicates that temple construction was not beyond 
the wealthy individual, particularly if acting as part of wider, social/ political/ family 
group. Although there are only a few fragments of evidence regarding the costs involved 
with a temple project, or the amount of wealth generated by the city or an individual, and 
the vast majority of evidence relates to Athens, there have been a number of estimates of 
temple costs. The cost of an ancient temple could vary dramatically depending upon their 
size and decoration (Figure 100).
77
 For example, the Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros 
(P9; 380-370 BC) cost 23 talents (Burford 1969: 84; 1996: 374) and Miles’ (1989: 234) 
estimate for the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous (A11; 439-420 BC) is very similar 
(around 30 talents). De Angelis (2003: 168) estimates that the temples of Selinous range 
between 51 and 68 talents for Temple A (S15), up to a possible 756 talents for Temple G 
(S20) and estimates of the cost of the Parthenon (447-432 BC) range between 350 and 
800 talents (Meiggs and Lewis 1969: 165; Burford 1996: 374; Kallet 2005: 54). To put 
this sum into context, the estimated annual polis income of Athens in the fifth century 
was around 400 talents (Burford 1969: 84; Spawforth 2006: 70).  
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 It could be argued that the similarities in the sizes of the plans of the sub-regional groups is due 
to the various projects in those areas having similar budgets, thus, resulting in the temples having 
the same plan dimensions. Indeed, Coulton (1977:74) suggested that “it was upon the size that the 
cost would largely depend”. Although there is no way of accurately knowing how much each 
temple cost, it is difficult to imagine that all the clients of the sub-regional groups all had exactly 
the same budgets. Furthermore, the fact that some temples utilised additional sculpture, rather than 
using the additional finance to make their plans larger, suggests that the exact plan size was not 
determined by the temple’s overall budget. 
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Figure 100 The plans of the temples whose costs have been estimated by various scholars (After Mertens 
1984: 164, Beilage 26; Miles 1989:143; Pedley 2005: 143; Spawforth 2006: 165).  
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The evidence suggests that private individuals could also afford to construct a temple. A 
speech by Lysias (21, 1-5) defending an individual who spent over 10 talents in 8 years 
on public service highlights the amount of money that individuals were willing to spend 
on gaining public glory (Ferguson and Chisholm 1978: 34). More prominent public 
individuals had even more disposable income. For example, Plutarch (Themistokles 25) 
reports that although Themistokles began his career with only 3 talents of property, by the 
time of his ostracism c.470 BC, “a lot of his money was smuggled across to Asia by 
friends, but even so 100 talents were discovered and sequestered for the public treasury”. 
Indeed, wealthy men were required to undertake work for the state at their own expense 
as part of the liturgy; this process channelled their expenditure and competitiveness and 
was felt to be less confiscatory than taxation (Roberts 2005: 426). Consequently, this 
process also involved the individual receiving glory from an appreciative public (Finley 
1985: 151).  
Wealthy individuals may also give money to religious projects in exchange for religious 
favour. For example, in 417, Nicias the Athenian “bought a plot of land for 10,000 
drachmas and gave it to Apollo, with the proviso that the income from it was to be 
devoted to a festival at which the Delians were to pray to the gods that many blessings 
should come to Nicias. And he engraved a record of this on a stele which he left behind as 
a sentinel to watch over his gift” (Plutarch Nicias 3.6; Kent 1948: 256). Therefore, temple 
construction was certainly not beyond the means, desires or obligations of the wealthier 
members of society. Indeed, these wealthy individuals may come together as a 
religious/political/corporate/family group to fund projects. For example the Alkmaionidai 
family and the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (Herodotus 5.62-3), the 
dedication by the Athenian deme of Marathon on the Athenian Akropolis (Pausanias 
1.27.9) and the dedication by the Boule of the archonship of Pythodotos (IG II
2
 233; 
Wycherley 1957: 101) demonstrate that different socio-political groups could also form 
dedicatory groups.   
Indeed, a group wanting to build a temple may have received support from the benefiting 
cult, which often also had a healthy reserve of money. Property at Athens confiscated by 
the state from individuals condemned in the courts for serious political offences was sold, 
and a tenth of the proceeds given to Athena (IG I
2
 63). Proportionate sums might be 
deducted in other places, for instance, the cult of Herakles on Thasos received a ninth part 
of the produce from certain land (Tomlinson 1976: 50). One preserved account from the 
Sanctuary of Nemesis at Rhamnous (c.440 BC), of five years of loans belonging to the 
goddess, suggests that the sanctuary had around 9-10 talents in resources (IG I
3
 248; 
Miles 1989: 234). Further to this, temples took a considerable amount of time to construct 
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and therefore, payment could be staggered. For example, the Temple of Nemesis at 
Rhamnous (A11) remained unfinished, with the peristyle columns being unfluted and the 
lifting bosses were not removed from the orthostates or the antae of the walls (Miles 
1989: 147, 157). Diodorus Siculus (11.26.7) relates that Gelon of Syracuse began a 
temple to Demeter at Aetna “but he did not complete it, his life being cut short by fate”. 
Therefore, the evidence for the identity of the temple client indicates that many different 
groups could be involved in temple construction and it is likely that the nature of the 
client varied from project to project. Alongside the ‘city’ and tyrants as builders of 
temples, the role of different aristocratic and political groups as well as the collection of 
subscriptions in temple building cannot be overlooked.  
The relative lack of dedicatory inscriptions on temples suggests that the relationship 
between dedicator and dedication is not as clear as with smaller votives, where both the 
city as well as individual aristocrats would include an inscription along with the 
dedication. On the Athenian Akropolis a number of inscriptions from statue bases 
indicate that various groups dedicated and inscribed their dedications; for example, an 
inscription indicates that Kallias dedicated the bronze Aphrodite, the Hippeis dedicated 
an inscribed horse group, and the ‘Athenians’ dedicated the Athena Promakhos statue 
(Hurwit 1999: 147, 149, 151).  
The presence of dedicatory inscriptions on the un-viewable foundation blocks of the 
Beoetian treasury at Delphi indicates the controversial nature of inscriptions on 
monumental buildings during the archaic and classical periods (Scott 2010: 60, 61 n. 
102). Indeed, it is commonly suggested that there are no inscriptions upon temples due to 
the sense of public modesty, which precluded individuals from gross acts of self-
aggrandizement (Hornblower 1982: 274; Morgan 1993: 19). The same sense of ‘public 
modesty’ may be seen when Miltiades was not allowed to have his name inscribed upon 
the painting of the battle of Marathon in the Stoa Poikile: “instead of the inscription of his 
name [the assembly] granted him the privilege of being depicted in front exhorting his 
men” (Aeschines III Ktesiphon 186). Likewise, when Alexander offered to pay for the 
Temple of Artemis at Ephesos and all future expenses as long as he could be honoured 
with an inscription on the temple, the Ephesians were unwilling to allow this as it would 
cause spoliation to the temple (Strabo Geography 14.1.22), however, he was eventually 
allowed to pay for and inscribe his name upon the Temple of Athena at Priene (Butz 
2009: 32-33). 
Foxhall (1995: 141-2) has argued that the lack of inscriptions upon these buildings means 
that the temples did not need them to maintain their association with their dedicators, as 
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the monuments “acted as signifiers which trigger off the words of men, in which truly 
permanent memories reside”. If this argument were combined with Burkert’s (1988: 43) 
suggestion that once the temple is dedicated it no longer belongs to the dedicator and 
becomes a document of pride for the polis, it may be argued that the lack of inscriptions 
on temples is not evidence that they all had the same client. Therefore, the lack of 
inscriptions does not necessarily preclude the construction of temples by groups other 
than tyrants and cities, rather, inscriptions were not needed to signify the dedicator.  
Inscriptions upon a dedication may also be linked to an element of continued 
responsibility and therefore a considerable subsequent charge. A large peripteral temple 
would cost a vast amount in maintenance and upkeep; unlike smaller dedications that are 
removed once the sanctuary becomes too cluttered, temples remain, often in prominent 
locations overlooking the city. Indeed, temples could require large repairs, such as the 
replacements of the lion’s head gutter spouts on the temple of Zeus at Olympia, but also 
the day-to-day cleaning and maintenance added to the overall cost (Linders 1992: 10; 
Spawforth 2006: 71).
78
 Thus, dedicating the construction on behalf of the city would 
place the future maintenance of the structure under the responsibility of the polis. 
Consequently, a mixture of pride, obligation, fulfilment of liturgy, dedicating the project 
as a gift, avoidance of financial responsibility and the knowledge that the building (even 
without an inscription) would continue to be associated with them, probably resulted in 
the dearth of architectural inscriptions that are associated with Doric peripteral temples. 
At this juncture it is important to consider the relation between the building committee 
and the client. In Chapter 2, it was suggested that the building committee had 
significantly more input into the temple building process than has previously been 
suggested, and that the building committee represented the interests of the client. 
However, there is very little evidence to suggest how the relationship between the client 
and the building committee was conducted. In the case of projects funded by the city or 
through donations, the evidence from the Athenian Akropolis and the Sanctuary of 
Asklepios at Epidauros suggests that the individuals were elected or appointed to the 
committee, and that these committees produced reports which were submitted to the 
governing body (IG I
2
 24; IG IV
2
 1.102; Burford 1969: 128, 134). Unfortunately, there is 
no evidence to indicate how the family or political groups communicated with building 
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 Aristotle (Politics 1322b.18-29) highlighted that entire boards concerned with “the preservation 
of existing buildings and the restoration of those that are ruinous” had to be appointed. Xenophon 
(Anabasis 5.3.9-12) was obviously concerned that his temple would be left to ruin because he also 
dedicated a large amount of sacred land and an inscription that read: “This place is sacred to 
Artemis. He who holds it and enjoys its fruits must offer the tithe every year in sacrifice, and from 
the remainder must keep the temple in repair. If anyone leaves these things undone, the goddess 
will look to it” (Xenophon Anabasis 5.3.13). 
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committee, or if, they themselves formed the committee. Either way, it is likely that they 
too had significant input into the design process. 
Therefore, the evidence presented above suggests that a number of different groups could 
have been the ‘client’ of a Doric peripteral temple project. Each type of client would have 
had their own motives and relationship with the building committee. The lack of 
inscriptions does not indicate that all temples were built by the same type of client with 
the same motive, or that the process of temple construction and the relationship between 
client and architect were as simple as has been previously purported. The fact that the 
temple would not be inscribed once finished provided further motivation for the clients, 
whether they were cities or wealthy family groups, to take a direct interest in the project 
and to use the architecture itself as a means of expressing their individual identity and 
having their contribution remembered. 
The Client and the Architecture 
In Chapter 6, it was demonstrated that in contrast to the vast majority of temples in the 
sub-regional groups, which used similar plan dimensions but distinct elevation designs, 
small groups of temples utilised the same overall designs. These were: the temples of 
fifth-century Attica (in sub-regional group AB), the temples of fifth-century Akragas (in 
sub-regional group SB), the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon and the Metroon (group PA), 
the Temples of Apollo and Zeus at Syracuse (SA) as well as the Temple of Athena at 
Syracuse and the Temple of Victory at Himera (SA; see Chapter 2, Figure 10). It was 
argued that the similarities in the overall designs of these temples, which were 
constructed in close proximity to one another, meant that they had a different relationship 
with each other than the other temples in the sub-regional groups. It has previously been 
suggested, by proponents of the evolution argument, that the similarities in temple 
designs are attributable to their construction by the same architect. For example, the 
similarities between the fifth-century temples of Attica (AB) was attributed their 
construction and design by the unknown ‘Theseum’ architect (Dinsmoor 1941: 113; 
1950: 181-182), the Temples of Apollo and Zeus at Syracuse to ‘a single workshop’ 
(Barletta 1983: 78) and the Temples of Athena at Syracuse and Victory at Himera were 
attributed to the ‘Syracusan’ architect (Dinsmoor 1950: 109). However, the available 
evidence suggests that, whilst there is no indication that these temples shared an architect, 
there is evidence to suggest that these temples had the same client. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, although Iktinos is assigned the role of ‘architect’ on both the 
Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4) and the Parthenon (A8), the temples did not 
utilise similar appearances, sharing significantly more features with their immediate 
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predecessors than with each other (see Chapter 2, Figure 12). Further to this, the analysis 
conducted in Chapter 6 has shown that the size of the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at 
Bassai is very similar to the nearby temples of Athena at Prasidaki (P21) and Makiston 
(P16), suggesting that it was sub-regional competition that affected the plan size of the 
Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai, not Iktinos (Figure 101). Therefore, as discussed 
in Chapter 2, in instances where the same architect is identified as having constructed two 
buildings, they do not share attributes.
79
 However, in situations where temples are 
assigned to the same client they do appear to share a significant number of attributes. For 
example, the Temple of Athena at Syracuse (S23) and the Temple of Victory at Himera 
(S12), which were ascribed by Dinsmoor (1950: 109) to the ‘Syracusan’ architect based 
upon their design similarities, actually shared clients, being constructed by the victorious 
brothers-in-law of the battle of Himera, Theron of Akragas and Gelon of Syracuse 
(Diodorus Siculus 11.25; Wescoat 1989: 85; Holloway 2000: 112; discussed further in 
Chapter 8).
80
 Likewise, the temples of fifth-century Attica were constructed by the same 
client, in this case the Athenian state (discussed further in Chapter 8).
81
 Indeed, as 
highlighted by Mertens (1996: 334), the use of a ‘standardised’ design across multiple 
temples would make overseeing multiple projects easier to centrally control. Therefore, 
the evidence indicates that it is temples that share a client, not an architect, which have 
the same overall design. 
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 The same also appears to be true for Paionios, who was the architect of the Ionic temples of 
Ephesos and Didyma (Spawforth 2006: 199). Although both temples had very similar plan 
dimensions (Ephesos: 51.44m by 111.48m; Didyma: 51.13m by 109.34m), they both utilised 
different elevation designs, for example, the columns of the Temple of Artemis at Ephesos stood 
on high plinths and utilised extensive sculpture, not present on the Temple of Apollo at Didyma. 
80
 Another temple commonly associated with the victory at Himera, Temple C at Gela (S11, 
Rhodes 2005: 82), is not well enough preserved to be compared. 
81
 The same trend can also be seen with the treasuries; treasuries dedicated by Kroton at Delphi 
and Olympia utilised similar designs (Scott 2010: 69). 
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Figure 101 Plans of the Temple of Athena at Makiston (P16) and the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai 
(P4; After Martin 2003: 80; Nakasēs 2004: 219) alongside the outline of the foundations of the Temple of 
Athena at Prasidaki (P21). 
The implication of these results, that temples with the same design share a client, is that 
temples with different designs to one another are likely to have been built by different 
groups. Given the wide range of different groups that could build temples, the fact that 
there is enormous variety in the range of different temple designs is not to be unexpected. 
For example, the Temples of Apollo (S22; date group 1) and Athena (S23; date group 3) 
at Syracuse both share similar stylobate dimensions and are placed in the same size group 
(SC; Apollo: 21.5m by 54.9m; Athena: 22.2m by 55.455m), indicating that they were 
constructed in relation to one another; however, unlike the Temple of Athena and the 
Temple of Victory at Himera, the Temple of Athena and the Temple of Apollo both 
utilise very different plan and elevation designs, the Temple of Apollo having a double 
front, shorter columns, a denser stylobate with 17 flank columns (compared to 14 on the 
Temple of Athena) and a significantly taller architrave (Figure 102). As discussed above, 
the Temple of Athena was built by Gelon following the Carthaginian victory and the 
Temple of Apollo may have been built by Kleomenes (see above discussion of the 
inscription), but even if the inscription was a later addition (Jeffery 1990: 265), the 
amount of time between the construction of the two temples would make the same clients 
unlikely.  
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Figure 102 Plans of the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse (S22), the Temple of Athena at Syracuse (S23) and the 
Temple of Victory at Himera (S12). The figure shows the similarity in size of all three temples, but the 
different plan design of the Temple of Apollo compared to the other two buildings (After Mertens 1984: 164, 
Beilage 26). 
The temples of Syracuse are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8, but, these two brief 
analyses have demonstrated that differences and similarities in temple design are to be 
more closely associated with the identity of the client, rather than the architect. Therefore, 
the competition and the expression of identity that are encompassed in the design of the 
Doric peripteral temples are to be associated with the building’s client. This conclusion 
does not preclude the idea that temples meant different things in each region, but, the fact 
that temples had contemporary political and social meaning and were not just objets d’art 
places the buildings back into their contemporary surroundings. As discussed above 
sanctuaries were highly competitive environments that presented individuals and groups 
the opportunity to construct a recognisable political monument in the most public arena, 
indeed, as stated by Hölscher (1998: 156): 
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[Monuments] represent the public power of certain persons or ideological 
concepts. They proclaim a public message and demand its general and 
collective approval. In this sense monuments represent and create 
ideological identity; in fact, they are the concrete expression of such identity, 
be it of a whole community or of groups or individuals within this 
community. 
As with sculpture, where evolutionary studies have given way to discussions of agency, 
concerned with consumers and context as well as the changing self-perception of the 
society to which sculpture belongs (Smith 2002; discussed in Chapter 2) as well as issues 
of culturally situated ‘ambition’, ‘competition’ and ‘talent’ (Schultz 2009), the temple 
architecture, especially when compared to similarly designed buildings, allowed the 
dedicating individuals or groups the opportunity to use the building’s design to express 
the group’s individual identity.  
One issue that has not yet been addressed is the use of similar elevation designs on 
temples of different sizes that do not belong to the same sub-regional group. For example, 
Capital Group J (CGJ) contains capitals from Akragas in Sicily, Poseidonia in Italy, 
Korkyra on Corfu, and Orchomenos in the Peloponnese. As discussed in Chapter 2, it is 
likely that details, such as the shape of a capital could be distributed via the production of 
treatises. These treatises would allow for the distribution and diffusion of standard 
designs around the Greek world, which could subsequently be adapted for inclusion in 
different temple projects. There is no reason to believe that this did not happen with areas 
of the design other than the capitals, which would result in temples on opposite sides of 
the Greek world making use of the same axial space design (see Chapter 2; Figure 11). 
For example, Temple D at Selinous (S17) in Sicily, and the Temple of Athena at Assos 
(O1) in Turkey, utilise very similar column ratios (Figure 103), despite their difference in 
size (FoW: D at Selinous: 28.096m; Assos: 14.59m). As discussed in Chapter 5, the use 
of a particular design is not directly related to date and as discussed in Chapter 6, the 
temples in the same sub-regional groups do not utilise the same elevation design. Thus, it 
is suggested that, whilst a number of treatises are available on a Panhellenic scale, 
particular designs are utilised and manipulated depending upon the requirements of the 
temple’s client. As discussed in Chapter 6, the elevation designs of the temples in the 
same sub-regional group were different, thus, different treatises were employed by clients 
looking to create a unique temple design in their sub-regional group, regardless of its use 
outside of their sub-regional group. Consequently, the same designs continue to be used 
for long periods of time (as demonstrated in Chapter 5, the column height to lower 
diameter ratio of 2.08 was used on temples in the first four date groups).  
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Figure 103 Comparison of the column ratios of the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1), Temple D at Selinous 
(S17) and the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8); demonstrating the use of similar ratios on the Temple of 
Athena at Assos and Temple D at Selinous. The Temple of Athena at Poseidonia is included as a comparative 
example as it is of comparable date to the two other temples and utilises 13 flank columns. 
Case Study: Corinth 
To go beyond the suggestion that temples belonging to the same sub-regional group with 
different elevation designs were constructed by different competing groups and highlight 
a specific client is difficult without historical evidence, especially given the range of 
different groups that constructed temples. However, as discussed above, it is reasonable 
to suggest that temples that share the same overall design share a client and it is likely 
that those with a different design do not, so in cities with multiple temples of the same 
size but with different elevations it is a reasonable assumption that they had different 
clients (similar to the case with the treasury buildings in local sanctuaries). Therefore, 
viewing the temple’s design as having contemporary political and social importance 
provides further insight into inter- and intra-polis relations. For example, given their 
social and political connections, the similarity in the foundation sizes of the early temples 
of Apollo at Corinth (P7; date group 1), the Temple of Artemis at Korkyra (N23; date 
group 1), the Temple of Athena Polias at Athens (A3; date group 2), and the Temple of 
Poseidon at Isthmia (P13; date group 3), must be regarded as significant. Despite the 
similarity in their plan dimensions, the temples all had very different elevations, for 
example, the Temple of Apollo had 6 by 15 columns; whilst, the temple of Artemis 
probably had 8 by 17 (Dinsmoor 1950: 73 n.3), the Temple of Athena had 6 by 12 and the 
Temple of Poseidon had 6 by 13. 
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Interestingly, Corinth had complicated relationships with each of these locations. The 
Corinthian colony at Korkyra was particularly un-cooperative towards their mother-city,
82
 
killing the Corinthian tyrant Periandros’ son and eventually defeating them in the first sea 
battle in Greek history (Herodotus 3.48.2-53.7; Thucydides 1.25.3-4; Marconi 2007: 
13).
83
 Around the time of the construction of the Temple of Athena Polias at Athens, 
Peisistratos and the Peisistratids were keen to use architecture to compete with the other 
powerful Greek states and proclaim Athens importance (and subsequently their own) on a 
world stage. Consequently, he began a temple to rival the largest in the Greek world, the 
Olympieion (Boersma 1970: 25),
84
 and one to compete with their most wealthy and 
successful neighbour, whose business in painted pottery Athens was now dominating 
(Osborne 1996: 247).
85
 Likewise, although the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia was 
within Corinthian territory (Broneer 1976), the sanctuary’s Panhellenic importance and 
place on the Panhellenic athletic circuit meant that it had an unusual relationship with the 
polis.
86
 Given the historical connections between the cities, the similarities in the sizes of 
the temples cannot be coincidental, the temples being built at points of particular 
historical competition and conflict. As such, the differences in the elevations were used to 
express the individual identities of the differing groups.  
Conclusion 
In conclusion, through an analysis of the temples’ context, namely the ancient sanctuary, 
it is clear that they were primarily public spaces designed for the display of votives and 
the subsequent competition that this encouraged. The same notion of competition that 
prompted the dedication and design of the smaller votives, such as tropaia and sculpture, 
also led to the construction of the treasuries. An analysis of the treasuries demonstrated 
that they were generally built with the same sized plans but with different elevation 
designs. It is argued that the similarity in the plan dimensions was determined by the 
same notion of competition that dictated the construction of the same ‘type’ of building, 
                                                     
82
 As discussed by Danner (1997) and Funke (2006: 155-6), it was not uncommon for colonies to 
have fractious relationships with their mother-cities. 
83
 Scott (2010: 49) has argued that the Korkyran treasury at Delphi was built as a “very physical 
statement of their independence [from Corinth] by matching, even surpassing, the Corinthian 
treasury”, thus further demonstrating the role that architecture played in the fractious relationship 
between colony and mother city. 
84
 Indeed, Salmon (2001: 197) has suggested that the Olympieion was built to specifically compete 
with the sixth-century ‘Great’ Temple built in Corinth and possibly identified by Dinsmoor (1949) 
with subsequent discussions by Wiseman (1967a: 29-30; 1967b: 412; 1969: 94-96) and Pfaff 
(2003b: 116-119). 
85
 The similarity of the Temples of Athena Polias and the Temple of Apollo has been noticed 
before; however, it was argued that the similarity was due to the Apollo temple being the ‘model’ 
for the Athena temple (Boersma 1970: 22). 
86
 Although Corinth was more than happy to advertise its importance within the sanctuary, erecting 
a cenotaph following the battle of Salamis, indicating the extent of their own sacrifice on behalf of 
all ‘Hellas’ (Scott 2010: 242 n.73). 
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in this case, an in-antis Doric structure. Whilst, the different elevation designs were 
linked to the desire of the dedicating groups to express their distinct identities. It is further 
argued that the same situation led to the existence of the sub-regional groups of temples 
with the same plan dimensions but different elevation designs that were identified in the 
previous chapter. A review of the evidence associated with the clients of temple projects 
suggested that the few temples with the same plan and elevation designs were constructed 
by the same group. Moreover, the same discussion demonstrated that a wide range of 
different groups constructed temples, a theme that is further addressed in the proceeding 
chapter, which discusses the conclusions presented in this chapter in a series of polis-
based case-studies, further demonstrating that temple design was linked to sub-regional 
competition and the consequent expressions of identity. 
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Chapter 8: Temple Design and Group Identity: Case 
Studies 
 
The Greeks regard it as outrageously arrogant treatment, as blatant tyranny, 
when they can see that we are using the funds they were forced to contribute 
for the military defence of Greece to gild and embellish our city, as if she 
were a vain woman adorning herself with costly marble, statues, and temples 
at 1,000 talents a time (Plutarch Perikles 12). 
 
 
 
 
 
The previous chapter demonstrated that the designs of Doric peripteral temples were 
linked to sub-regional notions of competition as well as the expression of identity on 
behalf of the client. As discussed in Chapter 2, and endorsed by a number of recent 
architectural sculpture studies (Marconi 2007; Østby 2009), analysing the temples within 
their contemporary political and geographical contexts and by studying them at the level 
of the individual poleis, allows for further insights into their design. Therefore, through a 
series of polis-based case studies, building on the conclusions of previous chapters, this 
chapter further considers the role of temple design in inter- and intra-polis relations. Thus, 
the chapter demonstrates the role of temple architecture in the creation of a visual symbol 
of the client’s social and political identity. 
The case studies considered here were selected from the small number of poleis with 
more than one temple. Outside of Attica, twelve poleis contain more than one temple 
(Table 16). Given the various states of preservation of the temples, and the limited 
historical and archaeological knowledge available regarding certain poleis, five poleis 
were selected to discuss in further detail. The state of historical and archaeological 
knowledge in the selected poleis allows for a review and discussion of the major themes 
and issues raised in this thesis.  
Polis No. of Temples 
Aigina 2 
Athens and its demes* 11 
Metaponto 3 
Poseidonia* 4 
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Polis No. of Temples 
Eretria 2 
Kalapodi 2 
Korkyra 3 
Cyrene 2 
Gortys 2 
Akragas* 8 
Gela 2 
Selinous* 7 
Syracuse* 3 
Table 16 Poleis with more than one temple and the amount of temples included within the study. The poleis 
discussed in this chapter are identified with an asterisk. 
In order to utilise the wealth of historical evidence that is available for classical Attica, 
the first case study focuses upon the architecture of Athens and the demes. Building upon 
the discussion of the architect and client in Chapter 7, this case study further indicates 
that the elevation design was connected to the expression of identity on behalf of the 
client. Furthermore, in instances where temples were constructed to a single design, such 
as the fifth-century temples of Group AB (as discussed in Chapter 6), they should be 
associated with a centrally controlled building programme, rather than an individual 
architect. 
The next two case studies examine the temple architecture of Akragas and Selinous in 
Sicily. A discussion of the contrasting approach towards temple construction in the two 
poleis demonstrates that, as in Attica, the similarities in the designs of the fifth-century 
Akragas temples (Group SB) suggest that they belong to a cohesive programme, whereas 
the differences in the designs of the temples of Selinous should be linked to intra-polis 
competition.  
The fourth case study, focusing upon Syracuse, provides an opportunity to summarise all 
the issues raised in the previous case studies and further discusses the role of temple 
design in the expression of political and social identity in the ancient world. The final 
case study focuses upon the extra-ordinarily well preserved temple architecture of 
Poseidonia (South Italy), and demonstrates that, in contrast to other poleis, decoration 
rather than plan dimensions are more important in helping to express conflicting group 
identities in this polis.  
Athens and its Demes 
The first case study, focussing upon the Doric peripteral temples of Athens and its demes 
(Chapter 6, Figure 96), demonstrates that temple design was used in different ways to 
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create statements of identity. The temples of sixth-century Attica were designed to reflect 
the power of the buildings’ clients through allusions to temple projects elsewhere in the 
Greek world. In contrast, the temples of fifth-century Attica demonstrate the power of the 
Athenian state in a different way; instead of competing directly with specific projects, the 
democracy utilised a standard temple design to present a coherent statement of the 
demos’ power and collective identity.   
Sixth-Century Athens 
In the early sixth century, social and political tensions had led Athens to the brink of 
collapse with almost all power being controlled by a few strong families. Solon was 
appointed to arbitrate the dispute; accordingly, he abolished debts and arranged for a 
redistribution of power (Camp 2001: 26). However tensions among the aristocratic 
families continued with three major factions emerging: the Alkmaionidai, the clan of 
Lykourgos and the Peisistratids led by Peisistratos (Camp 2001: 29; Roberts 2005: 573). 
Herodotus (1.59) and Aristotle (Athenian Constitution 13.4) describe these families as 
controlling large areas of Attica, holding almost all political, religious and economic 
power (Camp 1994: 7).  
Around this time a possible peripteral temple was constructed on the Akropolis (Shapiro 
1989: 5).
87
 Known as the Bluebeard temple, it is conceivable that this temple was built as 
part of the increasing aristocratic, architectural competition that began to dominate the 
Akropolis during this period.
88
 Indeed, it was during the second quarter of the sixth 
century that the treasury buildings on the Akropolis that were discussed in Chapter 7 
begin to be built and life-sized statues, such as the Moschophoros (Akropolis 624; 570-
560 BC), were dedicated in the sanctuary by wealthy individuals (Klein 1991: 335; 
Hurwit 1999: 103, 112). The aristocratic dedications and the competing statements of 
aristocratic identity on the Akropolis highlight the importance of religion and votive 
dedication in sixth-century Athenian politics and society.  
Immediately after the Solonian reforms, shifting alliances among three powerful 
families had kept anyone from seizing full power. However, by 545, following 
several failed attempts and subsequent exiles, Peisistratos managed to seize power for 
himself (Shapiro 1989; Camp 2001: 29; Roberts 2005: 573). Peisistratos was able to 
finally secure control through a ruse, which involved a ‘handsome woman called 
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 This temple is not included in the data-set as it does not have attributable foundations and has 
been reconstructed by at least one scholar (Dinsmoor 1947) as tri-style in-antis, rather than 
peripteral (see Appendix II). 
88
 Although a connection between the Bluebeard temple and Peisistratos has been suggested, it is 
purely speculative (Shapiro 1989: 5; Spivey 1996: 99; Hurwit 1999: 109). 
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Phye’ dressing up as Athena and accompanying Peisistratos upon his return to Athens 
(Herodotus 1.60). Despite Herodotus’ dismay at the stupidity demonstrated by the 
Athenians, the use of Athena to help gain the popular support of the Athenians further 
indicates the importance of festival and religion in the political life of archaic Athens 
(Connor 1987: 49).  
It is probably under Peisistratos that the largest Athenian temple, the Olympieion, was 
planned (A2; 530-510; Wycherley 1964: 163; 1978: 156), the foundations of which have 
been variously restored as being between 30.50m by c.70m (Travlos 1971: 402) and 
40.99m by 107.747m (Dinsmoor 1950: 91). As discussed in Chapter 7, this temple was 
constructed on a scale to directly rival the largest temples in the Greek world, such as the 
‘Great Temple’ at Corinth (see Appendix II), Polykleitos of Samos’ Temple of Hera, the 
Temple of Artemis at Ephesos as well as the  large Doric Peripteral temples of Zeus 
Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8) and Temple G at Selinous (S20, Dinsmoor 1950: 
91; Boersma 1970: 25; Wycherley 1978: 156; Shapiro 1989: 6; Lawrence 1996: 80; 
Camp 2001: 36; Lattimore 2006: 460). The fact that the temple was never completed 
makes comparing the architectural details of the Olympieion to the other large temple 
projects difficult; indeed, the exact layout and number of the Olympieion’s columns are 
debated (Dinsmoor 1950: 91; Shear Jr. 1978: 10; Wycherley 1978: 156; Travlos 1971: 
402; Hammond 1986: 285; Lawrence 1996: 80; Osborne 1996: 263). However, the 
implications and intentions of such a large project are clear. Only a few temples in the 
Greek world were built to such a large size; for example, a contemporary temple at 
Kalaureia (P14; 525-500) only measured 14.4m by 27.5m on the foundations. The 
Olympieion’s size indicates that it was intended to be a clear statement, on a Panhellenic 
scale, of Peisistratos’ and consequently Athens’, wealth and power (Shapiro 1989: 8).  
In contrast to the other projects completed by Peisistratos that were designed to marshal 
popular Athenian support, such as the development of the Agora (Boersma 1970: 18), the 
Olympieion was a statement of Peisistratos’ power on a Panhellenic scale, comparable to 
Peisistratos’ activity on Delos (Boersma 1970: 18). The location of the temple, below the 
Akropolis and close to the Old Agora, and Peisistratos’ general avoidance of the 
Akropolis, perhaps indicates his desire not to be associated with the traditional 
aristocratic competition. Completing projects away from the Akropolis also avoided a 
comparison with the statements of elite identity that had been so prevalent on the early 
sixth-century Akropolis (indeed, various groups continued to dedicate on the Akropolis 
(including a number of treasuries) during the reign of Peisistratos, but no votive has been 
identified that can be associated with the tyrant (Hurwit 1999: 118)). After the collapse of 
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the tyranny (510), work on the Olympieion immediately ceased (Vitruvius, Preface to 
7.15), further highlighting the strong relationship between temple projects and the identity 
of the client. 
Following the death of Peisistratos in 527, two of his sons, Hippias and Hipparchos, 
reined until the murder of Hipparchos in 514 and the expulsion of Hippias in 510 
(Herodotus 5.55-65; Camp 2001: 29). Around this time a peripteral temple was 
constructed on the Akropolis, known as the Temple of Athena Polias (A3; 520-500; 
SW: 21.3m; SL: 43.15m). It is difficult to recreate the exact history of the Temple of 
Athena Polias and the building has been associated with both the Peisistratids and the 
fledgling democracy (see Appendix V entry A3 for a discussion of the reasons).  
It is often commented that the Temple of Athena Polias had a very similar stylobate 
width to the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi, which was constructed around 
the same time (N16, Childs 1993; 1994; Camp 2001: 43).89 As well as sharing a 
similar stylobate width, the temples also have very similar elevation designs, utilising 
the same capital shape and frieze dimensions (to the point where they both share the 
same triglyph widths, 0.822m).90 Furthermore, both temples’ pediments depicted 
gigantomachies, featuring a central chariot (Hurwit 1999: 123; Marconi 2007: 193; 
Barringer 2008: 72).91 These design similarities would have resulted in both temples 
having very similar façades. Although there are clear similarities in the façade 
elevations of the Temple of Athena Polias and the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at 
Delphi, the two temples had very different plans. For example, the foundations of the 
Temple of Apollo measure 59.5m in length in contrast to the shorter 43.15m of the 
Temple of Athena Polias. The ‘unusual’ layout of both temples’ cellae (the Temple of 
Apollo incorporating the oracular adyton and the Temple of Athena Polias having a 
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 The fact that contemporary temples were built with very different stylobate widths, such as the 
13.25m stylobate width on the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17; 550-500), 16.06m on the Temple 
of Hera at Tavole Palatine (I5; 520-510), and 11.91m on the Kardaki temple at Korkyra (N24; 
525-500) suggests that the similarity in stylobate width between the Temple of Athena Polias and 
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi was significant. 
90
 The Temple of Athena Polias had triglyphs measuring 0.822m on the façade, 0.753m on the 
flank. The temple’s capital dimensions are not included within the data-set as the published 
measurements are now felt to be inaccurate (see Appendix V, Catalogue entry A3); however, in 
Childs’ (1994: 2) discussion of the new capital drawings he states that the capitals are similar to 
those of the sixth-century Temple of Apollo at Delphi (N16).  
91
 Østby (2000: 258) has concluded that the currently available publications of the sixth-century 
Temple of Apollo at Delphi and the Temple of Athena Polias in Athens are far from satisfactory 
and a comparative study of the subtleties of the temples designs, based upon the reports, cannot 
give any clear answer to the problems concerning the temples’ relative dates. However, the 
reported dimensions of the large architectural elements, which form the focus of this comparison, 
and also form the largest part of the buildings’ exterior appearance, are accurate enough for a study 
of this type. 
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unique ‘tripartite’ plan) could have resulted in the differing lengths. The longer 
stylobate on the Temple of Apollo would have resulted in the two temples’ flanks 
having different flank appearances.  
The similarity between the two buildings is interesting given Herodotus’ (5.62-63) 
reference to the construction of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi by the exiled 
Athenian family, the Alkmaionidai, in exchange for Spartan help against the 
Peisistratids in Athens. Although Childs (1993: 432-440) doubts the exact chronology 
of Herodotus’ version, Childs still associates the Alkmaionidai with the construction 
of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi (albeit 20 years earlier than suggested by 
Herodotus). As discussed in Chapter 7, when two temples share the same stylobate 
width it is associated with inter-group competition; however, when two temples share 
the same width and elevation design it is indicative of the two temples having the 
same client. Thus, it is an attractive proposal to suggest that the Temple of Athena 
Polias was also built by the Alkmaionidai to celebrate the removal of the Peisistratids 
and the victory over the Boiotians (507/6 BC). Attributing the construction to the 
Alkmaionidai may also explain why the temple was built on the Akropolis, given the 
Peisistratids’ previous lack of interest in this sanctuary during their tenure.92 Although 
believing the temple was constructed by the ‘new democracy’ Shapiro (1994: 123) 
has suggested that the pedimental gigantomachy should be read as a metaphor for 
driving out the tyrants. However, the responsibility for the removal of the tyrants 
appears to lie with the Alkmaionidai, who, with the help of the Spartans, expelled 
Hippias in 510. 
Scholars who date the Temple of Athena Polias to the period  after the Kleisthenaic 
reforms associate the temple with the ‘city,’ on the assumption that because the 
temple dates to post-508, the ‘city’ instantly took over the responsibility for 
monumental construction from the Peisistratids (for example, Shapiro 1994: 123; 
Hurwit 1999: 121; Camp 2001: 42).93 However, there is no evidence that Kleisthenes’ 
reforms instantly led to a change in dedicatory practices within the city; indeed, 
treasuries continue to be built and korai continue to be dedicated on the Akropolis 
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 The possible destruction of the Bluebeard temple to make room for this new structure could 
have been symbolic of a break with the old. 
93
 Hurwit (1999: 132) argues that the fact that the Older Propylon, constructed between the Persian 
Wars (489-480), is axially aligned with this temple indicates that it was a “project of the 
democracy”; however, there is no reason to believe that the democracy would only align the 
Propylon with a temple that they had built. Whether or not the temple was a project of the 
democracy, the Temple of Athena Polias was still the most holy sanctuary on the Akropolis 
(Hurwit 2005: 22).  
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well into the fifth century (Klein 1991: 335; Hurwit 1999: 112, 126). Therefore, the 
design of the Temple of Athena Polias suggests that it should no longer be associated 
with the Peisistratids or the nascent democracy, as has been previously postulated, but 
should instead be seen as being constructed by Kleisthenes’ Alkmaionidai family.  
By constructing a temple to a similar design as their associated temple at Delphi, the 
Alkmaionidai were making a clear statement regarding their power and position in the 
Greek world. However, it should be observed that they made this statement in a very 
different way than the Peisistratids did with the Olympieion. Instead of building a 
large temple in order to compete with the other powerful individuals in the Aegean 
and beyond, the Alkmaionidai temple indicated their power through association with 
(their) earlier projects rather than through direct competition with other groups 
(although the comparatively similar size of the Temple of Apollo at Corinth (P7) no 
doubt indicates that a certain amount of competitive comparison between the 
Athenian and Corinthian temples was intended; see Chapter 7). 
Fifth-Century Athens and its Demes 
In contrast to the design of the Peisistratid Olympieion, whose size referred to activity 
outside of the immediate region, the design of the fifth-century Attic temples indicate a 
concern with the expression of a coherent statement of identity, that does not rely on 
contemporary building activity in the wider Greek world. Similar to the Alkmaionidai and 
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, the temples of fifth-century Attica utilise a standard 
temple design in order to create a ‘unique’ image (or perception) of their own self-
identity through the adoption and manipulation of previously aristocratic symbols. As 
such, the temples of fifth-century Attica further serve to demonstrate the link between 
temple design and the expression of identity on behalf of the temple’s client.  
Following the reforms of Kleisthenes, which reorganised the social and political structure 
of Attica, the power of the aristocratic families was broken, making it difficult for one 
family to gain too much popular support (Waterfield 2004: 69; Roberts 2005: 156). 
Despite these reforms, treasuries continue to be built and individuals continue to dedicate 
korai on the Akropolis, indicating that the introduction of the reforms did not have an 
instant effect upon dedication policy on the Akropolis (see Chapter 7 and the discussion 
of the Temple of Athena Polias above). Indeed, a real change in the dedicatory practices 
in Athens only become manifest in the first years of the fifth century. 
The earliest democratic political monument was the Tyrannicides, a statue group 
which was voted into existence sometime between 510 and 480 (Lattimore (2006: 
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456) prefers a date post-490 for the statues). This statue group stylistically reinforced 
the government’s democratic stance as being “opposed to the world of Persian 
images” (Shapiro 1994: 124; Spivey 1996: 27-28, 113-116; Hölscher 1998: 158-160). 
The equivalent of the tyrant-slayers on the level of myth was Theseus (Hölscher 
1998: 160-161; 2011: 56; Maurizio 1998: 298). Although Peisistratos may have 
shown some favour to Theseus he preferred Herakles; however, beginning in the 
early fifth century Theseus became the hero apparent for the democracy, appearing on 
an increased scale on painted pottery as well as in public works of art (Hurwit 1985: 
314; Shapiro 1994: 124-6). Consequently, Theseus became part of the visual 
repertoire of the Athenian democracy and a key part of the demos’ identity. As 
discussed in Chapter 7, it is during these years that the democracy also began to 
appropriate the image of the aristocratic korai (Hall 2007: 343-349). 
Furthermore, under the democracy religion became integrated with state life, with 
many religious appointments being made by the state (Osborne 1994a: 145; Rhodes 
2005: 59). The running of the important religious festivals, such as the Dionysia, was 
subsumed under the normal administration of the Athenian democratic state 
(Cartledge 1985: 124). Likewise, political meetings were ‘authorised’ with the 
performance of religious acts; meetings of the Ekklesia began with the sacrifice of a 
pig, fumigations and prayers by the herald (Aeschines 1.22-3; Demosthenes 54.39), 
whilst the members of the Boule prayed to Zeus Boulaios and Athena Boulaia as they 
entered the Bouleuterion (Antiphon 6.45; Mikalson 1983: 13).    
In addition, the buildings of the new government, serving as the physical and visual 
manifestation of the new system, appropriated religious architecture in order to add a 
religious aspect to the identity of the new Athenian public buildings. Around the turn 
of the sixth and fifth centuries the Bouleuterion and the Royal Stoa became two of the 
first civic buildings to be embellished with the Doric order (Chapter 1; Figure 3), 
which before that time had been reserved almost exclusively for the sanctuaries of the 
gods (Shear Jr. 1994: 231-239; Lattimore 2006: 461). This had the effect of 
associating the new democratic order with the Doric.  
Similarly, in the first few years of the fifth century, Athens began to show a keen 
interest in large scale dedications at Delphi (Scott 2010: 77-81), dedicating both a 
treasury and a stoa in the sanctuary (Butz 2009: 32), the latter being clearly inscribed: 
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The Athenians dedicated the stoa and the equipme[nt a]nd the stern 
ornaments, having taken them from their ene[mie]s (SIG.
3
 29; Umholtz 2002: 
269). 
As such, the demos took great care to create an image in which the new democratic 
order was intimately connected with the state religion, not only metaphorically, but 
also physically, through the appropriation of previously religious symbols, such as the 
Doric order, and using them to form part of the visual identity of the new 
government. This also appears to be the case with the adoption of an ‘Athenian’ style 
of Doric peripteral temple, with 6 by 13 columns (discussed below).  
There can be no doubt that the Athenian activity in the Persian Wars (490 and 
480/479) contributed to the changes in the expression and salience of Athenian 
democratic identity during this period, both within Athens and in the Panhellenic 
sanctuaries. And it was in the period between the two Persian Wars (490 and 480/479) 
that a new Temple of Poseidon was begun in the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Cape Sounion 
on the southernmost tip of Attica. Although the sanctuary was previously the preserve of 
large aristocratic dedications, in particular kouroi (Camp 2001: 28), the sanctuary came to 
be particularly important to the Athenian democracy, which held an important festival at 
the sanctuary every four years (Herodotus 6.87) and levied a tax on shipping to help 
maintain the cult (IG I 38). Indeed, Sounion’s position, looking out over the Saronic Gulf 
towards Aigina, and the important role of Sounion in the rivalry between Athens and 
Aigina during this period (Herodotus 6.49-51, 6.73, 6.85-94; Thucydides 1.93), suggests 
that the choice of Sounion for this new temple was significant. 
In contrast to the earlier Attic temples, the new (first) Temple of Poseidon at Sounion 
(A4; 490-480) was much smaller. Although the structure is not well preserved, having 
been built over by the Periklean marble temple, the surviving remains, discovered under 
the marble temple, indicate that it was a similar size to the later building, with a stylobate 
width around 13.12m (Doerpfeld 1884: 331; Camp 2001: 308).
94
 Similarities between the 
remaining elements of the first Temple of Poseidon and the Periklean temple suggest that 
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 The temple is much closer in size to the Temple of Athena at Delphi (N17; 550-500; SW: 13.25) 
and the late sixth-century temples on the Saronic Gulf, such as the Temple of Poseidon at 
Kalaureia (P14; 525-500; FoW: 14.4m), the Temple of Poseidon at Hermione (P12; 525-480; 
FoW: 16.25m) and the Temple of Athena at Megara (A15; sixth century; FoW: 14.5m), although 
these all utilised different elevation designs from one another. Indeed, the similarity in stylobate 
width of the later Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14; 480-470; SW: 13.77), and different elevation 
design, further highlights the role of temple building in inter-state competition and subsequent 
expression of identity. Indeed, Lattimore (2006: 459) suggests that the sculpture on the Temple of 
Aphaia may have originated as anti-Athenian propaganda. 
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the earlier temple also had a peristyle of 6 by 13 columns (Doerpfeld 1884: Tavola XV; 
Dinsmoor 1950: 107). Unfortunately, the poor state of preservation makes detailed 
conclusions about the elevation purely hypothetical. 
The same temple design next emerges on the island of Delos, with the construction of the 
Temple of Apollo (O8; 478-450). Following the Persian Wars, the island became 
particularly important in Athenian foreign policy, since it was the location of the treasury 
of the Delian League, of which Athens was the leading state (Miles 1998: 55; Waterfield 
2004: 89). The temple was similar in size to the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion, having a 
stylobate width of 12.47m and a peristyle of 6 by 13 columns. The temple also utilised 
almost exactly the same elevation proportions as the later Hephaisteion (A6) and the 
Second Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (A9; see Appendix IV, Figure 104). It is difficult 
to categorically confirm that the Temple of Apollo was directly associated with the 
Athenians.
95
 However, the similarity to the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion, Athenian 
interest in the sanctuary, and the relative lack of peripteral temples in the Cyclades prior 
to this point (Coulton 1984: 44), suggest that the Athenians were likely to have been 
involved in the project. 
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 Tomlinson (1976: 75) argues that as the Athenians chose to build a brand new temple in 425 
instead of completing this temple, they cannot have originally been associated with the older 
building. Likewise, Osborne (1999: 324) argues that the temple should be seen as being paid for 
by the League using the financial share that the “Delian Apollo putatively took from the tribute 
whilst the Treasury was at Delos”. But given the Athenian interest in the island, and control of the 
league, it is not unlikely that they had a significant input into the decision to build the Temple of 
Apollo (O8).  
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Figure 104 The ratio of column height to entablature height was highlighted by Coulton (1984: 41) as being 
indicative of the ‘Periklean Doric’. As demonstrated in the above graph, the Temple of Apollo on Delos (O8) 
clearly belongs in this group.  
The same 6 by 13 design was subsequently used on the Hephaisteion (A6; 450-440 (see 
Appendix III.7 for a discussion of the temple’s date); FoW: 15.42m; SW: 13.708m) built 
overlooking the new Agora, the Second Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (A9; 450-430; 
FoW: 15.2m; SW: 13.47m) and possibly the Temples of Athena at Pallene (A10; 440-
420; FoW: 16.202m) and Apollo Delphinios (A7; 450-440; FoW: 15.26m) constructed 
next to the Delphinion (Figure 105). As well as utilising the same plan with 6 by 13 
columns, the well preserved examples indicate that they also had very similar elevation 
designs. For example, the most well preserved buildings, the Hephaisteion and the 
Second Temple of Poseidon at Sounion utilise the same capital design (CGL), both have 
similar shaped columns, and entablature designs, with almost exactly the same 
dimensions (see Chapter 4, Table 5 and Appendix IV). Indeed, as identified by Coulton 
(1979; 1984) and Townsend (2004: 315) these temples utilise decorative design features 
that are not found outside of fifth-century Attica, such as the ‘Periklean Fillet’ moulding.  
In contrast, elsewhere in the Greek World temples were being constructed utilising 
multiple different designs. For example, the fifth-century Temple of Hera in the Argive 
Heraion (P2) had a foundation width of 20.1m and a peristyle of 6 by 12 columns whilst 
the temple at Segesta (S13) has a stylobate width of 23.12m and a peristyle composed of 
6 by 14 columns. In a period when multiple different temple designs are being utilised in 
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other parts of the Greek world, it cannot be a coincidence that six temples of the same 
design were constructed in the same polis.  
 
Figure 105 Plans of the fifth-century Attic temples of group AA (After Boersma 1970: 170, 196; Travlos 
1971: 84, 106; Barringer 2008: 116). 
Having highlighted the remarkable similarities between some of the temples of fifth-
century Attica, it is important to acknowledge a number of differences in the temples’ 
designs. These differences are most notable in relation to the materials, the height of the 
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columns and the addition of sculpture. For example, the Hephaisteion has sculpted 
metopes over the east end, whilst on the Temple of Poseidon the metopes were blank and 
constructed of local marble from the Agrileza quarries. This difference, in an otherwise 
remarkably similar series of buildings, raises an interesting question regarding the 
identity of the temples’ client(s). As discussed in the previous chapter, their similarity 
cannot be attributed to the use of the same architect (a point further corroborated through 
an examination of their frieze constructions (Miles 1989: 239-242)). Unfortunately, there 
is no evidence to suggest who paid for the temples; however, given the importance of the 
rise in dedications on behalf of the ‘Athenians’ during the fifth century and the 
integration of public art and Athenian identity (see above), it would be entirely 
appropriate if the temples were completed by the Demos, or at least overseen by a central 
authority.
96
 Indeed, despite the differences in the position of the sculpture on the 
buildings, the depiction of Theseus on both the Hephaisteion (Camp 1986: 84; 2001: 
102)
97
 and the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (Shefton 1962 350 n.35), as well as on the 
Athenian treasury at Delphi, further reinforces the connection between the temple 
architecture and the physical expression of Athenian identity.
98
 
Such was the importance that this expression of identity was seen to represent the 
Athenians, and not any powerful individuals, is further demonstrated through a passage in 
Plutarch’s Perikles (14.1-2) in which the value of the temple building programme is being 
debated in the Ekklesia:  
So the politicians who supported Thucydides were loudly denouncing 
Perikles for having squandered and wasted the tribute money. He therefore 
got up in the Assembly and asked the Athenian people whether they thought 
he had spent too much. When they said that he had spent far too much, he 
replied ‘in that case it should not be you who incur the cost, but me. I will 
have only my name inscribed on the sacred buildings’. Perhaps they were 
impressed by his principled stand, or perhaps they did not want to let him 
have all the glory for the work, but at any rate their response to these words 
of his was to cry out that he was to draw money from the public funds and 
spend freely. 
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 It could equally be possible that the Ekklesia allotted money to the various sanctuaries for the 
completion of their temples. These were then managed locally, but overseen centrally. This may 
explain the temples’ overall similarities but also the subtle differences. 
97
 Boersma (1970: 60) and Whitley (2001: 343) believe that the combination of Herakles and 
Theseus on the metopes of the Hephaisteion may be to suggest that the Athenian hero was the 
equivalent of his Peloponnesian counterpart. 
98
 Unfortunately, the sculptures from the pronaos frieze of the Temple of Athena at Pallene are not 
well enough preserved to interpret their theme.  
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Likewise, an offer by the family of Perikles to pay for a spring-house is politely rejected 
by the demos, who instead pay for the spring house utilising moneys left over from 
tribute (IG I
3
 49; Kallet 2005: 58). In his remarks at the trial of Leocrates in Athens, 
Lycurgus equates being a traitor to the temples of Athens with treason against the city and 
country (Lycurgus Against Leocrates 1.1; Stevenson 2001: 82 n.330). Indeed, during the 
second half of the fifth century, it became increasingly rare for private individuals to 
dedicate bronze votives upon marble bases on the Akropolis, especially in comparison to 
the large amount of individual dedications in the sixth and early fifth centuries (Hurwit 
1999: 35). As with the korai, the fact that temples had previously been associated with 
issues surrounding aristocratic and tyrannical identity provided the democracy with an 
opportunity to appropriate and adapt their design for their own purpose. This transition is 
discussed by Kallet (2005: 59) in relation to the Parthenon, where the demos usurped the 
image of tyrant as a “funder of monuments and patron of all”, allowing the demos to 
present itself as having the power equivalent to a tyrant.  
Further to this, the locations chosen in which to construct the six temples with 6 by 13 
columns are indicative of a centrally controlled programme. Unlike the aristocratic 
clamour to dedicate on the Akropolis in the sixth century, and the construction of 
treasuries next to each other in the Panhellenic sanctuaries in order to compete for 
attention and prestige, each of these temples is placed in a different sanctuary, if not in an 
entirely different area of the polis. Furthermore, the selected sanctuaries were all of Pan-
Attic importance. For example, the Temple of Apollo Delphinios (A7) was constructed 
next to the Delphinion (Wycherley 1978: 167), a law court associated with Theseus, who 
had united the demes under Athenian rule (Pausanias 1.28.10; Thucydides 2.15-16). 
Likewise, for the Athenians, Pallene and Delos both had important connections with 
Theseus, Pallene being the location of one of Theseus’ greatest victories (Hadjimihali 
1973: 168; Hurwit 1985: 313).  
As well as possible mythical associations, the temples’ locations were also chosen for 
their contemporary importance. For example, when the Temple of Apollo was being 
constructed on Delos the Athenians were not the head of an empire, they were just the 
alliance’s elected leader; however, the construction (and the associated symbolism) of 
the 6 by 13 Doric peripteral temple design, previously used as a symbol of Athenian 
identity at Sounion, cannot have been ignored or regarded as coincidental. Likewise, 
when the league treasury was brought to Athens, and work on the Temple of Apollo 
on Delos had ceased (having been constructed to the level of the frieze), the subject 
allies were required to come to Athens to attend the Dionysia (Isocrates On the Peace 
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8.82) and the Panathenaic procession (Hurwit 1999: 226). It could not have escaped 
them, the processions leading them past the Hephaisteion, that the Hephaisteion was 
in fact a completed version of the unfinished temple on Delos.   
Therefore, it is argued that these six temples share a similar overall design due to the 
desire to express a coherent and powerful statement of political and social identity on 
behalf of the temples’ client, the Athenian demos. The continued use of this design by a 
single city for so long, while temples of other designs were being constructed elsewhere, 
clearly indicates the importance of the 6 by 13 temple design in the visual construction 
(and expression) of fifth-century Athenian identity. However, three of the nine temples of 
fifth-century Athens in the study do not utilise this design, including the temple that many 
scholars feel was the pinnacle of the fifth-century Athenian building programme, the 
Parthenon (A8) and its predecessor, the Old Parthenon (A5, Figure 106).
99
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 The third non-6-by-13, the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous is discussed below. 
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Figure 106 Plans of the Old Parthenon (A5, largely restored), the Parthenon (A8) and the Temple of Nemesis 
at Rhamnous (A11; After Travlos 1971: 446; Miles 1989: 143; Pedley 2005: 69). 
Everything about the Parthenon marks it out as different from the other temples of fifth-
century Attica, not just the building’s dimensions and proportions, but also the amount of 
sculptural adornment, the so-called ‘west chamber’ and the extensive use of subtle 
architectural refinements. However, any discussion of the Parthenon has to begin with the 
Old Parthenon, since the Old Parthenon provided the guide for the Periklean Parthenon, 
not only in terms of size, but also the building’s internal layout (see discussion of Iktinos 
in Chapter 2). Indeed, the design of the Parthenon had to account for the reuse of a 
number of the remaining blocks of the Old Parthenon, which had remained on the site 
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following the Persian destruction of Athens in 480 (Coulton 1984: 42; Seki 1984: 77; 
Barletta 2005: 69). 
This is not to say that both buildings meant the same things to the contemporary 
sanctuary visitors. Indeed, the wealth of sculpture on the Parthenon and the various 
readings of the frieze indicate that the sculpture’s meaning should be understood in the 
contemporary context of the Periklean Akropolis (the various readings of the Parthenon 
frieze are summarised in Hurwit 2004: 224-226). However, the similarities to the Old 
Parthenon (constructed around the same time as the first 6-by-13 Temple of Poseidon at 
Sounion (A4)), suggest that in order to begin to understand why the Parthenon does not 
utilise the ‘standardised’ 6-by-13 plan, an analysis of the earlier temple must first be 
undertaken. 
There is little evidence to suggest that either the Parthenon or the Old Parthenon 
functioned as a ‘temple’ in the same sense as the other Attic temples (if indeed temples 
had a standard function; see Chapter 3). Unlike other temples and cults, there is no known 
priestess of Athena Parthenos, no altar was built to accompany the building, and it was 
not connected to any of the great festivals. In fact, the focal point of cult activity on the 
Akropolis was the north side, in the area occupied in the sixth century by the Temple of 
Athena Polias (A3) and in the later fifth century by the Erechtheion (Herington 1955: 37; 
Burkert 1988: 29; Camp 2001: 81; Lattimore 2006: 465). Hurwit (2004: 110-116, 132 
and 154) argues that instead of being seen as a religious building for Athena, the 
Parthenon and the Old Parthenon functioned more like a bank or a ‘Temple to Athens’. 
Indeed, it is often suggested that the Old Parthenon was built primarily as victory 
monument following Marathon, rather than to house a specific cult (Hurwit 1999: 133; 
Camp 2001: 52). 
As discussed above, the 6-by-13 temples were located in sanctuaries of particular 
importance to the democracy; however, it is interesting that no temple utilising the 6-by-
13 design was ever built upon the Akropolis. In fact, under Perikles, the Akropolis came 
to be closely associated with the Delian League and imperialism. For example, the statue 
of Athena Lemnia erected at the entrance to the Akropolis around 450 is described by 
Hölscher (1998: 169) as “the first aggressive monument of Periklean policy against 
Athens’ allies”. In addition, a building of the size and elaboration of the Parthenon would 
have been impossible without the stable income provided by the empire (Kallet 2005: 
52). Indeed, from 454, as the subject allies participating in the Panathenaia reached the 
Akropolis they were faced with a huge stele recording the lists of their enforced 
dedications to Athena (Kallet 2005: 60). Likewise, the mix of Ionic and Doric elements in 
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the building has been seen as symbolic of imperialistic architecture (Prokkola 2011: 203). 
Furthermore, the Parthenon may have been built overlooking the burnt remains of the 
Temple of Athena Polias (A3) that had been destroyed in the Persian invasion of 480, an 
act clearly associated with the foundation of the league (Ferrari 2002; although Pakkanen 
(2006) feels that the evidence presented by Ferrari is flawed, and no firm conclusions can 
be made regarding the later life of the Temple of Athena Polias). Therefore, it could be 
argued that the Parthenon was conceptually separate from the displays of democratic self-
identity (a point further reinforced by the curious absence of Theseus from the sculptural 
program), especially given the contradictions and confusions that were evident between 
the freedom afforded by democracy and the servitude of the empire’s allies (Osborne 
1994b).  Indeed, similar to Maurizio’s (1998) arguments for the Panathenaic procession, 
it may have been part of the Parthenon’s role to challenge these seemingly opposing 
identities and “expose the tensions between these different modes of…communal self-
definition”. As such, the Parthenon, and indeed the Periklean Akropolis more generally, 
make references to Athens as leader and victor as opposed to the coherent and consistent 
democratic identity symbolised by the temples designed with 6 by 13 columns.    
Although the 6-by-13 temples contributed to, and expressed, the image and self-identity 
of the fifth-century Attic state, they also formed part of a wider building programme that 
was being undertaken between the second Persian invasion and the Peloponnesian War, 
including two Telesteria at Eleusis (the Kimonian Telesterion, c.480, and the Periklean 
Telesterion, c.449), various civic buildings, such as the Stoa Poikile (c.460) and the 
public baths (433/2; IG I
2
 343; Boersma 1970: 233), as well as multiple Ionic buildings 
including the Ilisos temple in Athens (c.440; Goette 2001: 101-102) and the addition of a 
colonnade to the Temple of Athena Sounias at Sounion (460-450; Boersma 1970: 184).
100
 
After all, as discussed by Cooper (1996e: 403), temples were only one way in which a 
Greek city could declare its importance and wealth; indeed, Aristotle (Politics 1330b) felt 
that a city’s walls primary purpose was to ‘contribute to the embellishment of the city’. 
As such, the 6-by-13 temples formed part of a wider series of building programmes 
(which included the Parthenon) each contributing towards the overall image and 
expression of identity on behalf of fifth-century Athens, which in turn formed part of the 
general approach of the fifth-century Athenian state’s use of religion in self-definition 
(Shapiro 1994). As part of the programme, the standardised design of the 6-by-13 temples 
was used as a repeatable, physical symbol of Athenian group identity. By placing the 
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 The capitals of the Ionic temples built during this period appear to belong to a single trend that 
differentiates them from the earlier Ionic capitals in Athens (Shear 1963: 381). See Boersma 
(1970: 42-81) and Camp (2001: 59-117) for overviews of Attic building activity in this period. 
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temples in fundamental locations at specific periods in time (see discussion of Delos and 
the Hephaisteion above), the standardised design was used to signify the temples’ 
construction by a single, coherent, powerful group, the demos.  
There is, however, one other ‘standard’ Doric peripteral temple that does not utilise the 6-
by-13 design found on the six other Doric temples, the unfinished Temple of Nemesis at 
Rhamnous (A11; 430-420). Unlike the Old Parthenon and the Parthenon, the Temple of 
Nemesis at Rhamnous appears to be a ‘normal’ temple, in that it has an associated altar 
(Boersma 1970: 143). The temple is much smaller than the six ‘standardised’ temples, 
with foundation dimensions of 11.58m by 22.76m (compared to 15.42m by 33.48m on 
the Hephaisteion (A6)) and a colonnade comprising 12 flank columns instead of 13. 
Despite Dinsmoor’s (1950: 182) belief that the temple was intended to have sculptural 
adornment, the lack of evidence on the blocks for any preparations, which would be 
necessary if the temple were to bear sculpture, must surely indicate that, unlike the 
Hephaisteion (A6) and the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion (A9), this temple did not bear 
sculpture. Miles (1989: 22) suggests that the temple may have been built on a tight 
budget, especially given the temple’s chronological proximity to the Peloponnesian War 
and this may explain why the building is much smaller, and bears less sculptural 
adornment, than the other Attic peripteral temples. However, an alternative explanation 
for the variation in the design can also be postulated based upon the evidence gathered in 
this study. As discussed in Chapter 7, differences in temple design are indicative of 
differing expressions of identity on behalf of the client. The prevalence of the 6-by-13 
design in fifth-century Attica suggests that the demos had a very clear and standardised 
way in which to express their own identity through temple architecture, so the presence of 
a single structure that does not share the same design is particularly interesting.  
The shortened peristyle of the temple cannot be attributed to contemporary Panhellenic 
fashion, since many temples constructed at the same time were designed with a varying 
numbers of flank columns, such as the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4; 429-
400) with 15. Interestingly, the cult of Nemesis at Rhamnous is not listed amongst the 
“Other Gods” whose funds and treasures were overseen in Athens (IG I3 369, 383), 
suggesting that, unlike the other temples’ sanctuaries, the Nemesis sanctuary’s finances 
were not overseen centrally. Furthermore, unlike the other sanctuaries that received new 
temples as part of the fifth-century building programme, such as Pallene, Sounion and 
Eleusis, the Rhamnousian sanctuary’s sphere of influence was only limited to the deme 
(Boersma 1970: 79). The funerary record of fourth-century Rhamnous further suggests 
that it was an exceptional deme. Marble funerary monuments are not common in Attica, 
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and family periboloi are rare. However, Rhamnous had family monuments that are 
striking in both their physical and genealogical extent. Osborne (1985: 141) argues that 
these tombs proclaim the depth of local families and their connection with the deme.  
The evidence suggests that the Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous may have been a deme 
based, rather than a centrally controlled Athenian project. An argument against this 
conclusion would be the indication from the accounts found on the site that the sanctuary 
did not have enough capital to finance the building of a temple (Boersma 1970: 78). 
However, there is reason to suggest that, although unfinished, the temple may have taken 
many years to get to this point. The unfinished nature of the temple is usually explained 
as a product of the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War and the annual invasions of Attica 
by the Spartans that started in 431 (Dinsmoor 1950: 182; Hodge and Tomlinson 1969: 
185), but this argument seems flawed considering that it was not felt necessary to fortify 
Rhamnous until 412 (Camp 2001: 129). Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 7, there is 
no reason to discount the involvement of the wealthy (and not so wealthy) in temple 
building projects, especially when only (relatively) small sums would have been needed 
on a yearly basis (the Parthenon accounts indicate that work was completed on a yearly 
basis, hence the reporting of yearly accounts (Burford 1963: 23-24)). Likewise, the fact 
that some temples remained unfinished testifies to the staggered approach to temple 
building (presumably both the Segestans and the Rhamnousians intended to eventually 
return to and complete their respective temples).  
Although the demesmen of Rhamnous could afford to build a temple that does not 
explain why they did. Pausanias (1.33.2) relates that the temple’s cult statue was carved 
by Pheidias out of a Parian marble block, brought by the Persians in anticipation of their 
victory at Marathon. The use of a marble block specifically associated with Marathon, a 
battle whose outcome was affected by the presence of Nemesis (Pausanias 1.33.2), may 
provide a clue. The exclusion of Rhamnous from the temple building programme, despite 
the deme’s proximity to Marathon, as well as the presence of a particularly strong tie to 
the land, may have caused the Rhamnousians to begin a temple project of their own.
101
 
Likewise, although the use of local marble may have been primarily a cost saving 
exercise (Hodge and Tomlinson 1969: 192), it also added to the ‘local’ appearance of the 
temple and further reinforced the message of ‘local’ identity being expressed. Whilst the 
temple borrowed a number of features from the 6-by-13 Attic temples and the Parthenon, 
such as the capital shape (CGE), the use of 12, relatively shorter flank columns, 
supporting a lighter entablature and the dearth of sculptural adornment, with no reference 
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 Indeed, Miles (1989: 242) concludes that the temple architect was probably a local man. 
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to Theseus, suggests that the temple was designed to be different to the 6-by-13 temples 
constructed elsewhere in fifth-century Attica. The distinctiveness in the design of the 
temple was a clear indication of the Rhamnousians’ separate identity as a group that was 
different, but no less important, than the rest of Attica.  
Therefore, to summarise the arguments presented for fifth-century Attica, and the Attica 
case study more generally, it is suggested that temple design played a fundamental part in 
the formation (and expression) of group identity. This was achieved in a number of ways, 
either by building to a similar size as a rival (as with the Olympieion (A2)) or building 
multiple temples with the same design in order to create a sense of self-identity through 
the repeated use of a standard design and the associations that the repeated use brings 
with it (as with the Alkmaionidai at Delphi and the democracy with Delos and the 
Hephaisteion). The Athenian case study demonstrates the social and political importance 
of the design of the Doric peripteral temple, and highlights the significance of analysing 
the temples’ designs from a local, as well as regional and Panhellenic perspective.  
Sicily 
The next three case studies analyse the architecture of Akragas, Selinous and Syracuse in 
Sicily and further demonstrate the role of Doric peripteral temple design in the expression 
of group identity. As discussed in Rhodes (2005: 78) and Funke (2006: 160-161), the 
historical evidence, particularly for sixth-century Sicily, is limited, making it difficult to 
complete a detailed historic-archaeological analysis. However, the well-preserved and 
numerous examples of temple architecture in Sicily provide a sample for the analysis of 
competition and identity in Doric peripteral temple design.   
The temples on Sicily have been recognised by previous scholars as different from those 
of the mainland (see Chapters 2 and 6); however, the importance of their designs within 
the island and within the individual poleis has been overlooked. As discussed in Chapter 
6, the temples of Sicily utilise a number of design features that are almost unique to the 
island, particularly in relation to the use of the double fronted colonnade and 14 flank 
columns.  
The numerous temples on Sicily are particularly large and very similar sized (10 temples 
in Group SA, 9 in Group SB and 2 in Group SC). The desire of the colonists to build 
more frequently than the homeland has been linked to the spirit of militant Hellenism, in 
which the temples represented the colonists’ Greek identity (Sjöqvist 1973: 64; Mertens 
1996: 319). However, as discussed in earlier chapters, the levels of identity that were 
associated with Doric temples are more complicated, being part of a network of 
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comparative and contrasting statements of group identity as well as being statements of 
the colonists’ ‘Greek-ness’. However, an analysis of the temple architecture of individual 
cities demonstrates how these elements and differing proportions were used to express 
specific competitions and cohesive statements of identity, both between and within the 
poleis. 
Akragas 
The second polis-based case study investigates the Sicilian city of Akragas, extolled in 
classical literature as the ‘wealthiest of all Greek cities’ (Diodorus Siculus 13.90.4). The 
eight temples of Akragas are well preserved and demonstrate very similar trends, in terms 
of the use of a ‘standardised’ design, to the peripteral temples of fifth-century Attica. The 
eight Doric peripteral temples of Akragas are in various states of preservation and range 
in date from the late sixth-century Temple A (Herakles, S4) to the five temples 
constructed in the second half of the fifth century (Temples F (Concord, S1); G 
(Hephaistos, S2); I (Dioskouroi, S3); D (Hera Lacinia, S5) and L (S7), Figure 107).  
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Figure 107 Map of Akragas showing the locations of the temples (After Domínguez 2006: 309). 
Akragas was founded on land bordered by the rivers Akragas and Hypsas, 3km from the 
sea and 65km east of Gela. Both historical and archaeological evidence would suggest 
that Akragas was established in the early sixth century, c.580 BC (Thucydides 6.4.5; 
Pindar Olympian Odes 2.93-96), possibly by colonists from Rhodes and Gela (Boardman 
1999: 187; Domínguez 2006: 307). Domínguez (2006: 308) suggests that the city was 
founded in this location as a means for Gela to help maintain its control of the area. 
Polybius (9.27) describes the topography of the city: 
The city of Akragas is not only superior to most cities in the particulars 
I have mentioned, but above all in beauty and elaborate ornamentation. 
It stands within eighteen stades of the sea…while its circuit of 
fortification is particularly strong both by nature and art. For its wall is 
placed on a rock, steep and precipitous, on one side naturally; on the 
other made so artificially. And it is enclosed by rivers.   
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The Sixth Century 
Within ten years of the city’s foundation, it came under the control of the tyrant Phalaris, 
who ruled the city until 566.
102
 Most of what is known about Phalaris is negative; for 
example the brazen bull mentioned by Pindar (Pythian Odes 1.95) used by Phalaris to 
burn ‘his victims’; however, this may have largely been adverse propaganda generated by 
the later tyrant Theron (Domínguez 2006: 310). Phalaris was succeeded by other tyrants 
such as Alkamenes and Alkandros (Orlandini 1976a). During the second half of the sixth 
century, the city gained prosperity through the production and exportation of grain, wine 
and olives, the breeding of livestock as well as expansion into the rich hinterland 
(Olandini 1976a; Boardman 1999: 188). However, it is commonly argued that the city did 
not reach the peak of its military and political power until the arrival of the tyrant Theron 
(489 or 488-472 (Guido 1967: 109; Bell 1980: 371)). 
During the tyrannical rule of the sixth century, two Doric peripteral temples, Temple A 
(Herakles, S4) and the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B, S8) were constructed in 
Akragas. As with the sixth-century temples of Attica, the two temples have very little in 
common with one another. Temple A (Herakles, S4; 525-480) appears to be constructed 
with a focus upon the other temples of Sicily; with a stylobate width of 25.28m, it closely 
matches the stylobate size of other temples belonging to Group SA (see Chapter 6). The 
size of the temple is very similar to that of the earlier Temple C at Selinous (S16; 550-
520), suggesting that Temple A was built with knowledge of Temple C, no doubt being 
built to directly rival each other (Figure 108). Indeed, at some point within the traditional 
date range of Temple A (525-480), Akragas appears to have taken control of the 
Selinuntine colony of Herakleia Minoa, suggesting that there was an intense rivalry 
between the two poleis in this period.
103
 Furthermore, as discussed in previous chapters 
(see Chapters 4 and 6), the size of the other temple constructed in this period, the Temple 
of Zeus Olympios (Temple B, S8), indicates that it was designed to directly rival Temple 
G at Selinous (S20, Figure 108).  
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 Although De Angelis (2003: 159) dates the commencement of Phalaris’ reign to the period 570-
565 and he ruled for 15 years. 
103
 The date of the capture of Herakleia Minoa is placed by De Angelis (2003: 162) between 505 
and 488. 
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Figure 108 The similar sized temples of Akragas and Selinous (After Mertens 1984: 164, Beilage 26). 
It is debated whether neither, or one or both Temple A and the Temple of Zeus Olympios 
can be clearly associated with Theron (Dunbabin 1948: 323; Guido 1967: 109; Orlandini 
1976a; Bell 1980: 371; Østby 1995a: 98; Burford 1996: 373; De Angelis 2003: 169; 
Lattimore 2006: 460). Although, Diodorus Siculus (11.25.2) indicates that the 
Carthaginian prisoners from Himera (booty from Theron’s and Gelon’s defeat of the 
Carthaginians in 480) worked on the temples, he does not refer to the Temple of Zeus 
Olympios specifically nor does he indicate that these projects were not underway before 
their arrival (Bell 1980: 371). However, both buildings were clearly designed as 
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monuments to inter-polis competition, with a particular focus upon Selinous. This is not 
to say that the temples were not designed to have meaning to the inhabitants of Akragas, 
rather, the competition with Selinous formed the basis for their designs. Interestingly, 
given that Gela was the Akragantian mother-city, the decision to build the Akragas 
temples to compete directly with Selinous and not to be directly comparable with Temple 
B (Athena) at Gela (S10; early sixth century) may also have been part of Theron’s 
deliberate attempts to break any relationship between Akragas and Gela (Domínguez 
2006: 307). Therefore, as in Attica, the first two temples constructed in Akragas were 
built with very different designs. These coincide with periods when the city was 
dominated by aristocratic rulers and tyrants, who looked to forge their identity through 
competition and comparison with external competition.  
Democracy in Akragas 
Following the death of Theron in 472, the city was ruled for a short time by the unpopular 
Thrasydaeus (Diodorus Siculus 11.53.1-5), who was defeated in a war with Syracuse and 
consequently fled to Megara (Rhodes 2005: 81; Funke 2006: 165). Thrasydaeus’ rule was 
subsequently superseded by a democratic constitution (Diodorus Siculus 11.53.5; 
Orlandini 1976a; Rhodes 2005: 81). Under the democratic constitution, the nature of the 
temple architecture of Akragas completely changes. Similar to the temples of fifth-
century Attica, the temples of democratic Akragas were constructed to a ‘standardised’ 
design (Group SB). It is also interesting to note that during this period construction work 
on the previous temples (Temple A (S4) and Zeus Olympios (Temple B, S8)) appears to 
cease, leaving the temples unfinished (Mertens 1996: 333). 
The series of ‘standardised’ temples comprises the remaining six temples, five of which 
were constructed in the second half of the fifth century, despite the city’s heavy defeat by 
Syracuse in 446/5 (Rhodes 2005: 84; Funke 2006: 167). Instead of being built next to 
each other like the treasuries at Olympia, the temples are distributed around the city at 
strategic locations, overlooking the key entrances. The three temples preserving most of 
their measurements are Temples F (S1; 450-420; Concord), G (S2, Hephaistos) and D 
(S5, Hera Lacinia; Figure 109). The temples have stylobate widths of 16.92m, 17.25m 
and 16.93m, with stylobate lengths of 39.44m, 39.43m and 38.13m. All three have 6 by 
13 columns, measuring 6.712m (Temple F) and 6.322m (Temple D) high, with 20 flutes 
and lower diameters of 1.42m, 1.55m and 1.375m respectively. Moreover, there is no 
evidence that any of them bore sculptural decoration, further highlighting the uniformity 
of these three structures.  
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Figure 109 The fifth-century temples of Akragas (After Mertens 1984: Beilage 26). 
The remaining three temples in the series are preserved to varying extents and their 
attribution to this group is based upon similarities between their surviving elements. 
Temple I (S3, Dionysos) has a preserved foundation width of 16.63m whilst being 
slightly smaller than the 19.57m foundation width for Temple F (S1, Concord), it is still 
remarkably similar to those of the series, especially when compared with the much larger 
foundations of the other Sicilian temples (the average FoW for the temples of Group SA 
is 26.58m). The 21.2m foundation width for Temple L (S7) also indicates that this temple 
belonged to this group. Indeed, the foundation ratios of 2.08 and 2.10 are remarkably 
similar to the rest of the group, being 2.14, 2.06 and 2.07 respectively (compared to the 
foundation ratio of 2.72 on the sixth-century Temple A (S4, Herakles)). Temple E (S6, 
Athena) was the earliest of the series, constructed in the first half of the fifth century, and 
is also the least well preserved, with no evidence for the foundation dimensions, since the 
temple was incorporated into the church of S. Maria dei Greci. However, the similarity of 
the surviving measurements to the other temples of fifth-century Akragas suggests that 
this temple may also belong to the same series (for example, lower diameter of 1.41m 
compared to 1.42 on Temple F (Concord, S1)). 
Therefore, as with the temples of fifth-century Attica, the similarity in the overall design 
of these temples suggests that they formed part of a cohesive project. Furthermore, as in 
fifth-century Attica, the temples are spread around the city and are not built in a single 
location next to each other, as would be expected for competitive dedications (as with the 
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treasuries at Olympia). In other cities that do not use a ‘standardised’ design, such as 
Selinous, the temples are constructed close together in order to further encourage 
comparison. In contrast, the temples of Akragas are all placed at key entrance points to 
the city, further indicating that they are part of a centrally controlled programme. Indeed, 
as discussed by Mertens (1996: 334), in the case of the Akragantian temples:  
The specifics of site and position for each temple becomes a feature as vital 
as the temple itself. One can observe how…the temples came to fill all the 
major panoramic points of the city and surrounding chora, becoming 
landmarks for the entire city. 
Furthermore, unlike the earlier Akragantian temples (Temple A (S4, Herakles) and Zeus 
Olympios (Temple B, S8)), which were focussed upon the temple projects constructed in 
surrounding poleis, the Akragantian temples of Group SB were constructed to a different 
size than the majority of temples in Sicily.
104
 By the time the Akragantian temples of 
Group SB came to be built, the majority of Sicilian temples were constructed with 
foundation widths around 25m (Group SA); however, the foundation widths of the 
Akragantian temples were around 20m. Indeed, the design of other Sicilian temples 
erected during this period further demonstrates that this particular design had particular 
significance within Akragas and was not a pan-Sicilian phenomenon. For example, the 
temple at Segesta (S13; 426-409), built around the same time as the Akragantian temples, 
was constructed by the native Elymians with a foundation size comparable to the temples 
of Group SA and a peristyle of 14 flank columns, indicating that the ‘standardised’ 
designs of the Akragantian temples were not connected to pan-Sicilian trends.
105
  
Therefore, the temples’ standardised design and their strategic placement around the city 
suggests that the projects were centrally controlled, if not necessarily centrally funded and 
were part of a cohesive statement of group identity. Indeed, despite Mertens’ (1996) 
underlying belief in the evolution of Doric design, he draws a similar conclusion, arguing 
that the “loss of singularity in the individual temple is at this point compensated by the 
synoptic vision of the overall urban plan, in which the temples combine and complement 
each other to perform a new role of immense importance”. However, as with many other 
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 Although the fifth-century Akragantian temples of Group SB utilise 6 by 13 columns, the same 
as the Attic fifth-century temples, they are constructed to different sizes; for example, the 
foundation of the Hephaisteion in Athens measure 15.42m by 33.48m, whereas, Temple F’s at 
Akragas measure 19.62m by 41.99m. 
105
 The temple at Segesta is itself an interesting case-in-point regarding architecture and the 
expression of identity, the temple being built in the ‘Greek’ Doric peripteral style by the native 
Elymians (Burford 1961), 
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temple scholars, Mertens (1996) views this as a one-off instance, it being a particularly 
late phenomenon not applicable to other Doric temples.   
Selinous 
As discussed in previous chapters (see specifically Chapter 2 and Chapter 7), the temples 
of Selinous have played a prominent role in the discussion of the nature of temple 
architecture. For example, the temples of Selinous are felt to epitomise the gradual 
‘conventionalizing’ of the Doric peripteral temple during the fifth century (Winter 1976: 
140). Furthermore, the temples have had a foremost position in the discussion of temple 
patrons; for instance, it has been argued that the presence of so many Doric temples 
around the city indicates that the city, as a political entity, and not individual aristocrats 
were in charge (Holloway 1999; 2000: 61; Marconi 2007: 194). On the other hand, both 
Coulton (1977: 20) and De Angelis (2003: 169) suggest that the presence of so many 
temples indicates that powerful groups (rival factions) were vying for power, as a single 
political entity, either tyrant or government, could not afford to construct so many 
temples. In contrast to these earlier studies, whose arguments were based upon the 
number of temples in Selinous, this case study demonstrates, through an analysis of the 
temple architecture and a comparison with the temples of Akragas, that the temples of 
Selinous were the result of the competition between rival aristocratic groups within the 
city and not a centrally controlled building programme. 
Selinous is often referred to as ‘the westernmost of the Greek colonies’ (Dinsmoor 1950: 
78), operating as an outpost of Greek civilization in western Sicily (Tusa 1976). Founded 
on a hill by the sea, the city occupies a position between two rivers, whose mouths served 
as the city’s harbours. Historical sources disagree upon the precise date for the founding 
of Selinous; however, the archaeological remains would suggest that Greeks were present 
in the area from the middle of the seventh century (Thucydides 6.4; Diodorus Siculus 
13.59.4; Tusa 1976; Domínguez 2006: 302).  
The territory of Selinous is not well known, but it is suggested that it extended a long way 
inland (Holloway 2000: 61; Domínguez 2006: 305). Evidence for Selinous’ territory 
comes from two sources: first, Thucydides (6.6.2) states that there were conflicts between 
Selinous and Segesta regarding land and second a discovery of an early sixth-century 
inscription dedicated to Herakles in the Selinuntine alphabet 25km away from the city 
(Domínguez 2006: 305). This large amount of land, trade and continued peace with 
Carthage meant that Selinous became extremely wealthy (Tusa 1976; Østby 1995a: 92-
93; De Angelis 2003: 154; Marconi 2007: 67-68). 
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Unfortunately only very little is known about the archaic history of the colony; however, 
with a certain amount of apprehension (see Marconi 2007: 67 for a recent discussion of 
the evidence) the following chronology has been generally accepted. At some point in the 
sixth century, the city came to be ruled by a pro-Punic tyrant known as Theron (Polyainos 
I.28.2; De Angelis 2003: 156-157). Theron was followed by another pro-Punic tyrant, 
Peithagoras (Herodotus 5.46), who is generally considered to have been in power around 
510. At an unknown date, there appears to have been a significant attempt by the 
Selinuntines (aided by the anti-Punic Euryleon) to overthrow Peithagoras (De Angelis 
2003: 160; Østby 1995a: 93). Despite this, the archaeology of Selinous provides the best 
source of data regarding the city’s sixth- and fifth-century history. 
In the first half of the sixth century the city received a regular street layout, a series of 
city-walls and an agora (Domínguez 2006: 303, Figure 110). During the early sixth 
century a number of the sanctuaries also began to be elaborated, including the Sanctuary 
of Demeter Malophoros to the west of the city and the sacred areas on the Akropolis. It 
was also during the early sixth century that two temples were constructed on the 
Akropolis for which only terracotta tiles and no foundations remain; the large Temple X 
and the highly ornate Temple Y (see Appendix II for list of references).  
It is during the second half of the sixth century/ first half of the fifth century that the 
seven Selinuntine Doric peripteral temples were constructed, which, unlike the fifth-
century temples of Attica and Akragas were not constructed to a ‘standardised’ design. 
The first peripteral temple, whose elevation elements can be securely associated with 
their foundations, is Temple C (S16; 550-530). At the time of construction, Temple C was 
the largest temple on Sicily, although it was soon to be outdone with the construction of 
Temple A (Herakles) at Akragas (S4, see above). The next project to be commenced was 
the large Temple G (S20; 520-470), which as discussed above was no doubt constructed 
in direct competition with Akragas (see Chapter 2; it is unclear which project was begun 
first). The temples were built in different areas of the city, Temple C on the Akropolis 
and Temple G (S20) in the Gaggera hill sanctuary to the east of the city. Indeed, given the 
similarity in size to the two sixth-century temples in Akragas, likely to have been begun 
by a single client (tyrant), it may be possible that both of the early Selinuntine temples 
can be associated with a single client/ tyrant, with Theron a particularly likely candidate. 
Alternatively, the stop-start nature of the construction work on Temple G, as well as the 
different element designs used in the different parts of the building (see the capital 
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analysis in Chapter 5) may be indicative of multiple clients, each attempting to finish the 
project.
106
 
 
Figure 110 Map of Selinous showing the locations of the temples (After Osborne 1996: 265). 
Following a brief hiatus in temple construction, three further temples are begun in quick 
succession (D (S17; 490), E (S18; 500-480) and F (S19; 490-480)). In terms of plan 
dimensions, all three temples are remarkably similar to the earlier Temple C (Figure 112), 
all belonging to Sicilian group SA. For example, Temple D, constructed next to Temple C 
on the Akropolis, has a stylobate width of 23.626m compared to the stylobate width of 
23.937m on Temple C. Despite the similar stylobate widths, their plan and elevation 
designs are very different. For example, Temple C has 17 flank columns that were 
comparatively squatter, straighter and supporting a heavier entablature with different 
shaped elements than were found above the 13 flank columns of Temple D (Figure 111). 
In addition, Temple C had a double colonnade at the front, additional frontal stairs, a 
different number of krepidoma steps (4 (Temple C); 5 (Temple D)), different capital 
shapes and sculpted metopes above the peristyle. 
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 Similar to the varying capital designs on the Temple of Athena at Assos (O1) and the Temple 
of Hera at Olympia (P18, Williams 1984: 69; Wescoat 1987). 
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Figure 111 Proportions of the four similar sized temples in Selinous. 
The other two temples (E and F) were constructed in the Gaggera hill sanctuary, but also 
utilised similar plan dimensions to Temple C. Again, despite their similarity in terms of 
plan dimensions, they have very different designs, both in relation to each other, but also 
to the two temples on the Akropolis. For instance, Temple E had 15 flank columns, whilst 
Temple F had 14; Temple F had a narrower cella, comparatively taller and more tapered 
columns than temple E, with a ‘lighter’ entablature and utilised a different capital shape 
(Figure 112). Further to these proportional differences, Temple F utilised a double 
colonnade at the eastern end and had sculpted metopes above the peristyle, the 
construction of which makes references to Samos and appears to signify an appreciation 
of mainland architecture (Østby 2009: 160-161). Temple E, by contrast, had sculpted 
metopes above the cella, the subjects of which appear to indicate a conscious attempt to 
appropriate local traditions rather than those of Greece as seen on Temple F (Østby 2009: 
161). Therefore, despite the similarity in stylobate width, the four Group SA temples of 
Selinous utilised different plan and elevation designs. The differences between the 
temples are further emphasised by the use of limestone from different quarries in the 
buildings’ construction (De Angelis 2003: 165, 183-4).107 
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 Studies remain incomplete; however, as discussed by De Angelis (2003: 165), the stone on 
Temple G appears to come from three or four different quarries. 
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Figure 112 Plans of the group SA temples of Selinous (After Mertens 1984: Beilage 26). 
In terms of the temples’ locations, unlike the regular distribution of the ‘standardised’ 
temples of fifth-century Akragas, the four Group SA temples of Selinous are only found 
in two locations: two of the temples on the Akropolis, and two built side-by-side next to 
Temple G in the Gaggera hill sanctuary. The placement of the temples in two clear 
groups, placed side-by-side, along with the similarity in stylobate size, indicates that the 
temples were designed to be compared, in a manner directly analogous to the line of 
treasuries at Olympia. The similarity in the dates of the Selinuntine temples further 
suggests that their design differences are not attributable to their date of construction. 
Instead, as with the tropaia at Olympia, they were erected in direct competition with one 
another. Østby (2009: 160) argues that as Temple D was slightly smaller than Temple C 
and as it had no sculpture at all this meant that it was “clearly not meant to compete with 
it”; however, despite Østby’s arguments to the contrary, the temples’ sizes are remarkably 
similar.
108
 Furthermore, the significant differences between the temples’ elevations are 
indicative of their competitive nature (see the differences in the elevations of G at 
Selinous and Zeus Olympios at Akragas (Figure 113)). 
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 For example, the stylobate dimensions for other temples built during this period are 
significantly different, such as the Temple of Zeus Olympios at Akragas (Temple B, S8; 520-480; 
SW: 52.74m), the Temple of Athena at Prasidaki (P21; 500-480; SW: 14.7m), the Temple of 
Athena at Makiston (P16; 500-490; SW: 14.18). 
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Figure 113 Comparison of the elevations of Temple G at Selinous (S20) and the Temple of Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) at Akragas (S8; After Spawforth 2006: 29; Prokkola 2011: 156). 
Therefore, the temples’ designs and their locations suggest that they were constructed in 
order to compete with one another, indicating that different wealthy groups were 
constructing temples and displaying alternative identities within Selinous in the late-sixth/ 
early-fifth century. The existence of these families is well documented in the middle of 
the sixth century by a dedication to Zeus Meilichios made by the ‘Kleulidai’ (Marconi 
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2007: 69). Indeed, the relatively quick turnover of leaders, the presence of ancestor cults 
and the expulsion of one aristocratic group to Megara Hyblaia (SIG
3
 642), indicate that 
factional strife was particular common in late-sixth/ early-fifth-century Selinous (De 
Angelis 2003: 161; Marconi 2007: 69). Furthermore, the introduction of coinage around 
the time of the construction of Temple C, would have helped the colony achieve a level of 
social organisation, which would help to establish and compound ‘aristocratic’ position 
and identity (Marconi 2007: 75-76). Consequently, the gathered evidence suggests that 
the temples were built by different groups instead of the city as a cohesive group.  
This conclusion is in direct contrast with those of a number of scholars, including 
Marconi (2007: 74, 195) and Salt (2008: 149) who argue that their grouping and their 
orientation (in line with the street plan) indicate that the city built them as a ratification of 
the urban plan. Holloway (1999) has also suggested that there are so many temples on the 
eastern hill because they were the location of private cults in the early history of the 
colony that later came to be appropriated by the community.
109
 However, given the 
preponderance of religious sites in the territory of Selinous without a peripteral temple, 
such as those on the western hill, the close proximity of the temples must be indicative of 
the desire on the part of the temples’ clients for comparisons between projects similar to 
the situation with treasuries and smaller votives at the Panhellenic sanctuaries, the 
temples relied on each other for the design differences to be given meaning.
110
  
Furthermore, the use of the standard ‘Sicilian’ size of Group SA suggests that the clients 
of the Selinuntine temples were also looking to make statements regarding their identity, 
not only through comparisons between the other temples (and groups) in Selinous, but 
also the major temple projects constructed by the elite in the other Sicilian cities. For 
example, as discussed above, the design of Temple A (Herakles) at Akragas (S4) is 
related to, and draws meaning through a comparison to Temple C at Selinous. Temple C 
at Selinous, meanwhile, was built earlier than A at Akragas and consequently was no 
doubt influenced by architecture elsewhere, such as the temples of Syracuse. If a 
comparison with an earlier building was not intended it would be expected that the temple 
would not be constructed to almost exactly the same size as an earlier example but the 
temple is very similar in size to the early temples at Syracuse, especially when compared 
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 The alignment of a temple with a street plan cannot be taken as evidence that the ‘city’ 
constructed the temple, for example, Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto (I6), clearly 
inscribed as being dedicated by an individual (see previous chapter), is aligned with the city’s 
street plan. 
110
 In this context Temple G (although much larger) provided a positive association for the other 
temples, especially if successive ‘aristocratic’ clients had failed to complete the project. 
Comparable to the grouping of athletic statues around victory monuments at Olympia (Scott 2010: 
197), the temple may also have guaranteed greater visibility for Temples F and E. 
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with the other early sixth-century temples in Sicily, such as the sixth-century temples at 
Syracuse. Likewise, Temple E at Selinous is very similar to Temple A (Herakles) at 
Akragas. In this connection, Østby (1995a: 99) argues that the similarity should be seen 
as Selinous following Akragas’ lead into the fifth century, “the gradual introduction of 
classical forms and systems can almost be read as a silent acknowledgement of 
Akragantine leadership”, a point that the Selinuntines would no doubt have denied, let 
alone building a temple to monumentalise their diminished position. Obviously, without 
knowing the exact historical situations that led to the erection of these two temples it is 
difficult to be certain why they share such a similar appearance. However, the most 
notable comparative situation, discussed in Chapter 7, is that of the Temple of Victory at 
Himera (S12) and Athena at Syracuse (S23), constructed by the victorious brothers-in-
law at the battle of Himera. Indeed, it is not too difficult to imagine that the two temples 
were erected by aristocratic groups in the two cities that shared common ancestry or 
similar political ambitions. Indeed, as highlighted by Small (2004), the aristocratic elites 
of the colonial cities probably had more in common with each other than with their fellow 
citizens. In any case, this similarity in the design of the two temples should be contrasted 
with the situation in relation to Temple G at Selinous (S20) and the Temple of Zeus 
Olympios at Akragas (Temple B, S8) begun only a few years earlier. Clearly, the 
situation that led to the erection of the two large temples with very different elevations 
was different from that which led to the construction of the two smaller temples, A 
(Herakles) at Akragas (S4) and E at Selinous (S18). 
The Mid-Fifth Century 
Evidence from Thucydides (7.55) and Diodorus Siculus (11.68.5; 11.76.4-6) as well as 
inscriptions within the city suggests that Selinous received a democratic constitution in 
the 460s (Robinson 2011: 105-106). It is during this period that two further temples were 
constructed on the Akropolis, Temples A (S15) and O (S21). Both temples appear to have 
been constructed to the same size as each other, whilst being different from the 
Selinuntine temples of Group SA discussed above and if Dinsmoor’s (1950: 79) 
reconstruction is to be believed, they also share the same plan, although in reality only the 
foundations of Temple O survive (Tusa 1976; Blandi 2000: 109).  
As with temples elsewhere, it is argued here that their similarity in size and design is due 
to their construction by the same client or groups wishing to display a coherent statement 
of identity. However, unlike the coherent temple projects in Attica and Akragas, the 
temples are not in different locations, but in fact are constructed within the same temenos. 
This may, however, be due to the dedication of both temples to the ‘twin’ deities of 
Apollo and Artemis (De Angelis 2003: 220; Salt 2008: 146-147; Fischer-Hansen 2009: 
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220).
111
 As such, in contrast to the varying designs of the earlier temples, the (possible) 
similarity of Temples A and O suggests that they were dedicated by the same group 
(possibly the ‘city’, based on an analogy with Attica and Akragas). 
These two temples are not constructed to the same size as those of the late-sixth/ early-
fifth century, but were built to the same size as the fifth-century temples of Akragas, 
albeit with different elevation designs. Unfortunately, the earliest of the Akragantian 
temples (S6, Temple E; Athena) is not well preserved; however, the stylobate width on 
Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas (S5, part of the same group) measures 16.9m, very 
similar to the 16.33m stylobate width on Temple A at Selinous, especially when 
compared to the 23.937m stylobate width on the earlier Temple C (S16). However, the 
plan and elevation designs are very different, the Temples of Akragas having 13 flank 
columns and Temple A having 14, with a different capital design (Temple A at Selinous: 
CGE; Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas: CGA). Therefore, given the rivalry between 
the two cities (discussed above), it is suggested that the two temples’ smaller size is based 
upon the size of contemporary structures in Akragas. Also, their similarity to one another 
is due to their construction by the same client, possibly ‘the city’. 
To summarise, unlike the centrally controlled temple programmes of fifth-century Attica 
and Akragas, the plan and elevation designs of the temples of the main group of 
Selinuntine temples are very different from one another. The temples are clustered in two 
distinct groups built very close together and as such were constructed in the knowledge 
that they would have been compared to each other. When temples are constructed in such 
close proximity to one another, despite the presence of other sanctuaries in the city 
without temples, it must be taken as a clear indication that they were constructed with the 
intention of comparison. This conclusion is further reinforced through the temples’ 
design, with similar sized stylobate widths and very different elevation designs. 
Therefore, in contrast to the arguments of Holloway (1999; 2000: 61) and Marconi (2007: 
194), but similar to the conclusions drawn by De Angelis (2003: 169) and Coulton (1977: 
20), the evidence from the architectural design as well as a comparison with the 
‘standardised’ architecture of Akragas demonstrates that the architecture of Selinous was 
the result of competition and displays of identity between powerful internal groups, rather 
than the polis acting as a coherent dedicatory unit, at least until the construction of 
Temples A and O following the instigation of the democracy. 
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 Some caution should be exercised in relation to this deity attribution, as the evidence is partly 
based upon the similarity in the designs of Temples A and O, a situation not seen in other 
instances where temples share designs. As discussed in Chapter 7 a similarity in temple design is 
more often due to the buildings sharing a client. 
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Syracuse 
The third case study analyses the temple architecture of Syracuse in the south-east corner 
of Sicily. As briefly discussed in previous chapters (see particularly Chapter 7), the 
architecture of Syracuse demonstrates that temple design was controlled by the client. 
This case study further establishes the importance of temple architecture in the expression 
of the dedicatory group’s political and social identity. Moreover, the evidence presented 
for Syracuse serves to reinforce the conclusions already drawn in relation to the 
architecture of Attica, Akragas and Selinous. Three of the temples in the data-set were 
located in Syracuse, the Temple of Apollo (S22; 590-580), the Temple of Athena (S23; 
478-475) and the Temple of Zeus (S24; 580-555). The most striking feature about the 
three temples is their similarity in stylobate width, 21.5m, 22.2m and 22.4m respectively. 
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Figure 114 The three Doric peripteral temples of Syracuse and the Temple of Victory at Himera (After 
Mertens 1984: 164, Beilage 26).  
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According to the traditional dating, utilising the evidence from Thucydides (6.3) and 
Strabo (6.2.4), Syracuse was founded from Corinth in 734 (Voza 1976) or 733 
(Domínguez 2006: 269). The foundation of sub-colonies, Akrai in 664, Kasmenai in 624 
and Kamarina in 559, indicates that the city subsequently flourished (Voza 1976). Strabo 
(6.2.4) states that the city became very prosperous because it had both excellent natural 
harbourage and an extra-ordinarily fertile territory. 
The two earliest temples, the Temple of Apollo (S22), which was constructed between 
590 and 580 and the Temple of Zeus (S24), which was built between 580 and 555, were 
both constructed in different parts of the city. Both temples have very similar widths as 
well as utilising similar plans and elevations (Mertens 1996: 324) with 6 by 17 columns, a 
double colonnade at the east end, lower diameters measuring c.1.85m and very similar 
upper diameters of 1.5m and 1.42m.
112
 Both temples have columns with 16 flutes (as 
opposed to the more frequent 20 (see Chapter 4)) and the same unusual un-fluted band at 
the bottom of the column (Dinsmoor 1950: 77). Furthermore, both temples preserve 
evidence for similar sculptural adornment (Marconi 2007: 50).  
During the early sixth century, the city was ruled by the wealthy gamoroi and it is to 
these groups that Wescoat (1989: 85) attributes the construction of the temples of Apollo 
and Zeus. Analogies with other examples (such as the Temple of Victory at Himera and 
the Temple of Athena at Syracuse, see Chapter 7) where temples’ designs were incredibly 
similar, suggest that both the temples of Apollo and Zeus had the same client, be it the 
city as a whole or a single wealthy aristocratic group.
113
 This conclusion is further 
corroborated by their locations, since, as with the temples of Attica and Akragas, they are 
constructed in different places around the city, the Temple of Apollo being built in the 
city and the Temple of Zeus outside, instead of directly next to each other as with the 
temples of Selinous. 
Towards the end of the sixth century, following a c.50 year hiatus in peripteral temple 
construction in the city, an Ionic temple was begun just to the north of the Sanctuary of 
Athena on Ortygia (Holloway 1999). Interestingly, the general dimensions of this temple 
(21.4m by 51m; Spawforth 2006: 122) are remarkably similar to the Doric temples of 
Syracuse. Whoever constructed this temple was obviously making a clear point; not 
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 As demonstrated by the reconstructed plans of the temples in Figure 114, the Temple of Zeus is 
thought to be slightly longer than the Temple of Apollo. The fact that the temple was slightly 
longer does not alter the appearance of the eastern end of the temple, which, judging by the 
surviving elements’ measurements, and the surviving decoration, would have been remarkably 
similar.  
113
 A discussion of the Kleomenes inscription on the steps of the Temple of Apollo can be found in 
Chapter 7. 
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satisfied with the differences in design permitted by the Doric order, the client went a step 
further and utilised a completely different order (the only one in Sicily; Wescoat 1989: 
85), whilst retaining the same width as the earliest peripteral temples.  
Despite the early increases in territory and subsequent wealth, it is argued that Syracuse’s 
greatest period came under the leadership of Gelon (whose seizing of power is 
traditionally dated to c.485; Rhodes 2005: 78), who, along with his brother-in-law Theron 
of Akragas, beat the Carthaginians at the battle of Himera in 480 (Osborne 1996: 344). 
Following the accession of Gelon, work on the Ionic temple seems to have come to an 
abrupt halt, probably when the tyrant Gelon came to power and the nearby Doric temple 
of Athena was begun (Holloway 2000: 72). 
As discussed in Chapter 7, the third Doric temple, dedicated to Athena (S23; 478-475), 
demonstrates that, when temples have the same client, the temples’ designs are the same. 
The temple has very similar ground plan dimensions to the other temples of Syracuse; 
however, the building’s elevation design is completely different from the earlier temples. 
For example, the Temple of Athena has 14 flank columns, with no double front, 20 flutes, 
larger lower diameters and the columns are almost a metre taller than those belonging to 
the Temple of Apollo. Furthermore, the surviving architrave fragments from the Temple 
of Apollo and the Temple of Athena demonstrate that the entablature belonging to the 
Temple of Athena was significantly ‘lighter’ than that of the Apollo temple (ArH/CH: 
Apollo: 0.3; Athena: 0.17). The Temple of Athena also did not make use of a Gorgon 
mask in the pediment, as did the Temple of Apollo.
114
 Therefore, despite the similarity in 
the stylobate sizes, the temple of Athena is very different in overall design from the other 
temples of Syracuse; however, as discussed in previous chapters (see Chapter 6 and 7), 
the Temple of Athena is very similar in overall design to the Temple of Victory at Himera 
(S12), both of them having been constructed by the victorious brothers-in-law from the 
battle of Himera (although Rhodes (2005: 78-79) argues that Himera should be seen more 
as a victory for Gelon, which provides further indication that they shared the same client). 
Thus, the main connection between the two projects is the clients, further suggesting that 
the temples’ similarities were attributable to their shared client. 
The unknown tyrant’s decision to build an Ionic temple of similar dimensions to the 
earlier Doric temples demonstrates the importance that was ascribed to building temples 
with the same plan dimensions but different elevation designs. Furthermore, Gelon’s 
decision to leave that temple incomplete and begin a new Doric temple, again sharing the 
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 So too did Temple C at Selinous (S16), indicating a further connection between these two 
structures. 
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same plan dimensions but with a different elevation design, demonstrates the connection 
between the temple architecture and the identity of the temple’s client.115  
As such, this brief case-study of the temple architecture of Syracuse suggests that the 
designs of the temples of Apollo and Zeus are similar due to their shared client; whilst the 
similar stylobate width but the different overall design of the Athena temple is 
attributable to a different client, in this case the tyrant Gelon, looking to impress his 
power (and differing identity from the earlier temple builders) upon his subjects. 
Interestingly, despite the introduction of democracy following the expulsion of the tyrants 
(466) and the victory over Akragas (446/5) there is no further peripteral temple building 
in the city. 
Therefore, to summarise the Sicilian case studies, the evidence further suggests that the 
differences and similarities in the design of Doric peripteral temples are linked to the 
notions of competition and expressions of identity that characterised ancient Greek 
sanctuaries. Further to this, the Sicilian case studies demonstrate that the architectural 
competition and differing expressions of identity were linked to inter- and intra- polis 
competitions. 
Italy 
The final case study focuses upon the well-preserved temples of Poseidonia in South 
Italy. As with Sicily, very little remains of the literature from the cities of South Italy and 
their history is reduced to an occasional fragment of evidence (Holloway 1978: 25), 
making the surviving temples a vital source of information regarding the cities’ social and 
political development. Despite their importance in the history of the region, the temples 
of South Italy have generally been given little regard; the ‘unusual’ features often being 
referred to as ‘experimental’ or due to ‘barbaric influences’ (Dinsmoor 1950: 92) instead 
of as unique features utilised to establish conflicting statements of group identity. 
Poseidonia 
The excellent state of preservation of the Poseidonia temples allows for a number of 
issues to be discussed, particularly with regard to the relationship between ‘urban’ and 
‘extra-urban’ sanctuaries and the alternative ways that architecture can be used to 
establish identity through comparison. This case study demonstrates that, as with the 
temples of Selinous and Syracuse, the temples of Poseidonia were built by competing 
aristocratic groups; however, it is only later that the plan dimensions, so important 
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 As discussed in the above case studies, many other temple projects appear to have ceased when 
their client was overthrown, as the Olympieion in Athens (A2) and Temple A (Herakles) at 
Akragas (S4). 
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elsewhere become important in Poseidonia; before the fifth century, decoration is 
fundamental to understanding the differing expressions of identity. The case study further 
suggests that the temple in the Sanctuary of Hera at Foce del Sele was not only built as a 
marker of the city’s territory (De Polignac 1995; Pedley 2005: 167-168), but also with a 
particular focus towards the architecture of the city.  
Poseidonia was founded around 600, by refugees from Sybaris in the south of Italy 
(Strabo 5.4.13). The earliest pottery from the Greek graves to the north of the city is of 
the Early Corinthian style, which suggests a date around 600 BC for the arrival of the 
Greeks (Ammerman 1991: 206; Pedley 2005: 170). However, Coulson (1976a) suggests 
that the presence of proto-Corinthian pottery indicates an earlier date, in the middle of the 
7
th
 century. The fertility of the plain surrounding the city, as well as its advantageous 
position for trade enabled it to become extremely prosperous, especially following the fall 
of Sybaris’ commercial empire in 510 (Coulson 1976a; Mello 1985: 14). Unlike the other 
case studies that are presented in roughly chronological order, this case study’s focus 
upon the relationship between sanctuaries means that the temples are discussed on a 
geographical rather than a chronological basis. 
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Figure 115 Map of Poseidonia showing the locations of the temples (After Spawforth 2006: 111). 
The largest sanctuary in the city, belonging to Hera (Figure 115), contained two Doric 
peripteral temples: the Temple of Hera I (Basilica, I9; 550-520) and the Temple of Hera 
II (Poseidon, I11; 470-430).
116
 As discussed in the earlier chapters (see particularly 
chapter 6), despite the difference in the temples’ dates of construction, they both utilise 
very similar stylobate dimensions (Hera I: 24.51m by 54.27m; Hera II: 24.264m by 
59.975m).
117
 However, both temples have very different elevation designs (see Chapter 3, 
Figure 20), suggesting, that, as with the temples of other poleis, the temples had different 
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 Along with the lack of historical evidence relating to Italy in general, the votives from this 
sanctuary have not yet been published (Ammerman 2007: 133 n.5), adding further importance to 
the interpretation of the architecture in understanding the history of sixth- and fifth-century 
Poseidonia. 
117
 Other contemporary temples utilise a wide range of different sized stylobates: the Temple of 
Athena at Delphi (N17; 550-500; SW: 13.25m); the Temple of Apollo at Metropolis (N21; 560-
540; SW: 13.75m); the Temple of Apollo on Delos (O8; 478-450; SW: 12.47m); the Temple of 
Zeus at Olympia (P20; 472-456; SW: 27.68m); the Hephaisteion (A6; 450-440; SW: 13.708m); 
Temple F (Concord) at Akragas (S1; 450-420; SW: 16.92m). 
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clients. This conclusion is further corroborated through an analysis of the sanctuary in 
which they stood. 
Interestingly, there is no evidence in the sanctuary for foreign imports or any large-scale 
dedications in stone such as those found on the Athenian Akropolis (Pedley 2005: 173). It 
is to this lack of large and expensive dedications that Pedley refers to as evidence that 
Poseidonia was a highly egalitarian society “less prone to the elitism of mainland-Greek 
political structures and more attuned to the colonial experiences of collaborative effort”, 
suggesting that “most resources went into the communal efforts at temple building, and 
that this was not, at an individual level, a highly competitive society” (Pedley 2005: 173, 
175). Indeed, Marconi (2007: 75) highlights that during this period of temple building, 
there is no evidence for tyrants at Poseidonia. However, the lack of sculpture does not 
necessarily indicate a lack of elite competition. As discussed in Chapter 7, the sanctuary 
contained a large number of treasuries (Trendall 1955: 54; Pedley 2005: 172; Coulton 
1976a). The sanctuary was only of local importance and as with the treasuries on the 
Athenian Akropolis, thus it is likely that these were constructed by local aristocratic 
groups. Likewise, there appears to have been a large number of altars in the sanctuary 
(Pedley 2005: 172). Indeed, it is not uncommon for altars to form dedicatory offerings, 
for example, the altar of Apollo at Delphi was dedicated by the Chians (Umholtz 2002: 
268) or the Altar of the Twelve Gods on the Athenian Agora and the altar of Pythian 
Apollo dedicated by Peisistratos the Younger (Camp 2001: 36). Indeed, the small amount 
of surviving sculpture is unsurprising considering the various raids on the city and the 
removal of all the “portable sculptures to Salerno” in the eleventh century by Robert 
Guiscard (Dilla 1932: 344). Furthermore, there is relatively little freestanding sculpture in 
Italy in general (Holloway 1978: 32). Indeed, the presence of tombs that were decorated 
differently from those of the rest of the populace, such as the ‘princely’ burial at 
Roscigno and the Tomb of the Diver (Holloway 2006: 376), may further indicate the 
presence of different levels of wealth of sixth- and fifth-century Poseidonia. Furthermore, 
although 18 shrines have thus far been identified in Poseidonia (Ammerman 2007: 131), 
the fact that these two temples are built in the same sanctuary to the same size further 
suggests that they were designed to be compared. 
The situation with the two Hera temples at Poseidonia is remarkably similar to the urban 
temples of Metaponto (Aii (Apollo Lykeios, I6) and Bii (I7)), constructed overlooking the 
Agora and the important meeting place known as the ‘Ekklesiasterion’, demonstrating 
that they were built in order to attract attention. The fact that, during this period, the chora 
appears to be dominated by wealthy family groups (Carter 1994: 180-183) and the 
presence of the inscription on Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios, I6), suggesting that the 
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temple was dedicated by the head of a powerful family group “for himself and his 
ghenos” (Carter 2006: 208; Spawforth 2006: 119), adds further weight to the suggestion 
that the Hera temples at Poseidonia were built to compete with one another. 
Therefore, the lack of surviving statuary does not necessarily indicate a lack of 
competition in the city; rather, the appropriate form of dedicatory competition was 
conducted through monumental architecture. To this end, the Temple of Hera II was not 
constructed as a replacement to the Temple of Hera I as suggested by Dinsmoor 
(1950:110); rather, they should be viewed as competing symbols of identity on behalf of 
different groups. As demonstrated in the above case studies, the situation with regard to 
the Temples of Hera I and II (same stylobate width but with different elevation design) is 
relatively standard and is a competitive pattern that can be found repeated throughout the 
Greek World. However, the two temples that form the final focus of this chapter (the 
Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8; 520-500) and the Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele 
(I10; 540-500)) represent particularly interesting exceptions to this rule, demonstrating 
the importance of elements other than size in the expression of different group identities. 
The plan dimensions of the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (FoW: 16.127m; FoL: 
34.52m) are much smaller than those of the other temples of South Italy, the closest 
example being the temple at Kaulonia with a foundation width measuring 18.2m, and are 
certainly significantly smaller than the 26m foundation width of the Temple of Hera I. 
However, the temple also utilises a number of highly unusual design features, such as the 
replacement of the pediment floor with a series of mouldings and a prostyle porch of 
Ionic columns, both of which are ascribed to Etruscan influence by Skele (2002: 29). 
Indeed, so unique is the elevation that the committee probably felt that the temple’s 
design did not require the ‘context’ provided by a similar sized plan to the Temple of 
Hera I. Indeed, the very elements that make the temple ‘barbaric’ to Dinsmoor (1950: 92) 
make it stand out as different from the other temples in the Greek world. 
The Extra-Urban Sanctuary of Hera at Foce del Sele 
Outside of the city, the temple architecture is remarkably different (particularly in relation 
to elevation design) from that of the ‘urban’ temples in the city. The most noticeable 
difference is the dramatic inclusion of sculpture to decorate the buildings’ exteriors, 
noticeably absent from the temples in the city.  
Pedley (2005: 167-168) argues that Poseidonia laid claim to a large amount of territory, 
and following the arguments of De Polignac (1995) and Edlund (1987: 102-104) he 
argues that Poseidonia laid claim to this territory through the creation of a sanctuary to 
Hera at Foce del Sele. Further to this, Mello (1985: 14) has argued that, as well as serving 
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as an ‘outpost’ of Greek civilization, the sanctuary also operated as a bridge between the 
Etruscans and the Greeks. This connection can also be seen in the kourotrophos 
terracottas from the sanctuary, which “display strong Etruscan influence” (Ammerman 
2007: 149). Indeed, there is strong evidence for non-Greeks in the hinterland of 
Poseidonia (Skele 2002). Thus, the Temple of Hera at Foce del Sele (I10) finds itself not 
so much in a sanctuary outpost, built to defend against Etruscan interests in Greek 
territory, but in a sanctuary where Etruscan influence was commonplace. 
If the temple was supposed to signify a physical connection between the city and the 
territory it would be expected that there would be similar temples in both locations (as 
can be found in Attica, Akragas, Syracuse and Himera). Instead, the temple at Foce del 
Sele bears little resemblance to any of the city temples, incorporating both inter-axial 
walls and sculpted metopes, neither of which can be found in the city. The fact that the 
temple is smaller than the (almost contemporary) Temple of Hera I suggests that direct 
comparison (as with Hera I and Hera II) was not intended, but, rather, the identity of the 
temple’s builder(s) was so different that they did not make their point about separate 
identity through a comparison. Rather, the architecture was so different from that of Hera 
I that a direct comparison based upon ratios was not necessary. As with the ‘extra-urban’ 
towers on Lesbos analysed by Spencer (1995), it is tempting to view this temple as a 
construction by an elite group, separate from those who built in the city, but keen to 
display their separate identity in a separate, yet still culturally important, location.  
Conclusion 
Through a series of case studies this chapter has demonstrated the role of temple design in 
inter- and intra-polis relations and the expression of identity. The case studies have 
demonstrated that if the designs of temples are analysed as symbols of identity and 
competition, rather than merely as mute art-pieces which were the products of 
chronological evolution, they appear to have an active role in inter- and intra- polis 
relations. Indeed, analysing temples at the level of the individual polis (albeit alongside a 
discussion of the architecture in surrounding poleis) further demonstrates that temples 
were built by a number of groups; including, the community as a whole in the form of 
centrally controlled projects as in fifth-century Attica and Akragas, competing aristocratic 
groups as in early fifth/ late sixth-century Selinous or a powerful individual as with the 
temples of Athena at Syracuse (S23) and Victory at Himera (S12). Furthermore, the final 
case study demonstrates that as well as the use of similar plan dimensions to provide 
context for the design differences of temples, in particular instances, the temples’ designs 
could be so different that no context was required for the differences to be understood.  
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 
 
Why this extraordinary absence of ‘signatures’ in association with the 
greatest works of Greek art, given that signatures are common on smaller-
scale pieces? The answer must be that they didn’t need them. The 
monuments are not a direct entry into permanent, monumental time in their 
own right. Rather they act as a signifier which triggers off the words of men, 
in which truly permanent memories reside (Foxhall 1995: 141). 
 
 
 
 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate why the variations in the external appearance of 
Doric peripteral temples occur. An analysis of the previous studies which sought to 
investigate these differences suggested that temple design was directly connected to date. 
However, the underlying contradictions in the evidence, as well as the growing number of 
identifications of ‘regional’ tangents to the single evolutionary Panhellenic line suggests 
that the differences may not be as closely connected to date as was once presumed. Thus, 
in order to re-analyse Doric peripteral temple design on a Panhellenic level a data-set of 
measurements from 104 temples was collected. The data-set allowed for a systematic 
analysis of the size, shape and decoration of the designs of the external elements of the 
buildings. To ensure that no reconstructed measurements were used in the data-set a 
number of criteria were formulated and applied to the remains before their dimensions 
were included in the data-set. 
The analysis of the data-set completed in Chapter 5 demonstrated that the differences in 
the designs of the temples were not connected to their dates of construction in as 
straightforward manner as was suggested by earlier scholars. For instance, temples with 
similar ratios of stylobate length to width were constructed in each date group and each 
date group contained a wide range of different ratios. Likewise, the same capital design, 
an attribute commonly believed to be indicative of date, was used on buildings that were 
constructed in multiple date groups. Furthermore, the size of one element did not 
necessarily determine the size of another. For example, temples with the same plan 
dimensions were constructed utilising a different number and shape of columns. Thus, 
temples of the same size with very different designs could be created, and the differences 
were not directly linked to date. 
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When analysed on a regional level, the temples appear to belong to discrete sub-regional 
groups based upon the size of their plans. Indeed, the sizes of the plans in one particular 
region are not found in another. The discreteness of the groups, as well as the numbers of 
temples in each group, suggests that the similarity in their size is significant. Despite this 
similarity in their plan dimensions, the majority of the temples that belonged to the same 
group utilised different elevation designs. The subsequent discussion of activity in ancient 
sanctuaries (Chapter 7) and an analysis of the votive offerings and treasuries, suggested 
that the similarities in the temple plan sizes (as well as the general use of the same 
building ‘type’) was connected to the inherent competition between the different 
dedicating groups and their desire to express a separate, distinct identity. Thus, it is 
argued that the similarity in the plan sizes of the Doric peripteral temples with different 
elevation designs are connected to same notions of competition and the desire to express 
separate identities that affected the designs of the treasuries.    
Furthermore, the construction of a number of temples which utilise the same plan 
dimensions and the same elevation designs, are connected to the desire of a single group 
to express a coherent statement of their identity. For example, as discussed in Chapter 8, 
the construction of six temples with a ‘standardised’ design at around the same date in 
Akragas, at a time when multiple different sizes and shapes were being used across the 
Greek world, must be regarded as significant. Consequently, it is argued that the 
variations in the external appearances of the Doric peripteral temples are connected to the 
desire of the temples’ clients to express competing, but distinct, statements of identity. 
Although this study has demonstrated the connection between temple design and the 
expression of identity on behalf of the client, the length of this thesis has prevented the 
further study of particular issues that were not central to the formulation of this 
conclusion. The size of the data-set and the length of the thesis meant that only an 
overview of each sub-regional group could be completed in Chapter 6, and only the poleis 
which contain multiple, well-preserved temples could be analysed in more detail in 
Chapter 8. For example, whilst it was possible, in an overview, to ascertain that the well-
preserved temples of Sicilian group SA were different from one another (with the 
exception of the Temple of Victory at Himera (S12) and the Temple of Athena at 
Syracuse (S23)), a more detailed analysis of the temples, focusing upon the use of more 
subtle decoration (akin to Barletta’s (1990) study of the sometimes subtle decorative 
features of the ‘Ionian Sea Style’) may aid further understanding of the relationships 
between the various buildings.  
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Another area that was beyond the scope of this thesis and consequently requires further 
investigation, particularly in light of the discovery of the lack of correlation between the 
use of particular ratios and date, is the use of ‘similar’ temples in the reconstruction of 
poorly preserved buildings and the use of ratios to date temples to specific 10 year 
periods, especially without the relative security of a secondary dating source. Likewise, it 
was beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate how the competitive elements of their 
designs and the consequent expressions of identity, are connected to other building 
activity, such as city walls, and dedicatory policies in the polis at the same time. 
Moreover, the specific expressions, the direction of such statements, as well as the 
buildings’ relationship with other structures, could be further understood through an 
analysis of the temples’ positions in the landscape. This analysis may further help to 
understand the placement of temples in different ‘categories’ of sanctuaries and their 
subsequent role following the formulation of the polis, such as the ‘extra-urban’ 
sanctuaries discussed by De Polignac (1995). Thus, the acknowledgement that the 
variations in Doric peripteral temples designs were connected to the varying statements of 
identity on behalf of the buildings’ dedicators provides an opportunity to place temples 
(and their designs) in their contemporary environments, a theme that was not of primary 
concern to earlier scholars of temple architecture.   
Therefore, this thesis has demonstrated that the design of Doric peripteral temples was 
affected by notions of competition and the consequent, distinct expressions of identity at 
the sub-regional level. By analysing temples’ designs at this level and in this manner, the 
differences in their designs can be understood as having meaning in the ancient world, 
rather than simply being connected to the search for the set of Panhellenic ‘perfect’ ratios, 
with the result that each temple would be constructed with the knowledge that its design 
would have been out of date before it was finished.  
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Appendix I: Stoa Catalogue 
 
Name Location Region Date 
Date 
Group 
Coulton 
(1976a) 
Pg. No. 
Royal Stoa Athens Attica 6th c.  2 219 
Peristyle 
Building Athens Attica 325 6 221 
Stoa Poikile Athens Attica 460 3 221 
South Stoa 1 Athens Attica Last q. 5th c. 4 221 
Stoa of Zeus Athens Attica 425-410 4 222 
Stoa (Artemis 
Brauronia) Athens Attica 440-430 4 222 
Chalkotheke Athens Attica 400 5 222 
Propylaia Athens Attica 438-430 4 222 
E Stoa 
(Asklepion) Athens Attica Mid-4th 6 223 
W Stoa 
(Asklepion) Athens Attica Late-5th 4 225 
E Stoa A on Pnyx Athens Attica Before 350 5 225 
E Stoa B on Pnyx Athens Attica 3rd q. 4th c. 6 225 
W Stoa on Pnyx Athens Attica 3rd q. 4th c. 6 226 
Pompeion Athens Attica 400 5 226 
Stoa by Theatre 
of Dio Athens Attica 
Late 5th - early 
4th 4 226 
Stoa Brauron Attica 425-416 4 227 
Stoa Oropos Attica 360 5 269 
Stoa by the 
harbour Piraeus Attica 
Late 5th - early 
4th 4 277 
N Stoa Sounion Attica 425 - 400 4 285 
4th c. Stoa Foce del Sele Italy 2nd h. 4th c. 6 283 
Stoa Agrinion N. Greece Mid-4th 6 212 
Stoa of the 
Athenians Delphi N. Greece 478-470 3 234 
West Stoa Delphi N. Greece 4th c. 6 234 
Xystos Delphi N. Greece 334/3  6 236 
Stoa Molykreion N. Greece 2nd h. 4th c. 6 261 
Stoa at 
Nymphaion Naousa N. Greece 4th c. 6 264 
Arsenal Olynthos N. Greece After 348 6 269 
East Hall Olynthos N. Greece 425 - 400 4 269 
West Stoa Olynthos N. Greece 
Late 5th - early 
4th 4 269 
Stoa with wings Thasos N. Greece 2nd h. 4th c.  6 288 
N Building Thasos N. Greece Mid-6th 2 288 
S Building Thasos N. Greece 500 3 288 
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Name Location Region Date 
Date 
Group 
Coulton 
(1976a) 
Pg. No. 
East Gallery 
'Lesche' Thasos N. Greece Early 5th 3 288 
Oikos Building Thasos N. Greece Early 5th 3 289 
Stoa Andros Other Late-4th 6 215 
Stoa Antissa Other 4th c. 6 215 
North Stoa Cyrene Other 550-525 2 228 
North Stoa B1 Cyrene Other 525-500 2 228 
North Stoa B3 Cyrene Other 350-300 6 230 
West Stoa Cyrene Other 4th c. 6 230 
Building Delta Delos Other 600-550 1 233 
Oikos of the 
Naxians Delos Other 575 - 560 1 233 
Stoa of the 
Naxians Delos Other Mid-6th 2 233 
E Stoa Didyma Other 550-500 2 236 
NE Stoa Didyma Other 550-500 2 236 
S Stoa Didyma Other 600 1 236 
Stoa Gortyn Other Archaic 1 240 
Stoa Kolophon Other 4th c. 6 246 
N Stoa Labraunda Other 373-353 5 250 
E Stoa 
Larisa on the 
Hermos Other 600 1 250 
N Stoa I 
Larisa on the 
Hermos Other 600 1 250 
N Stoa II 
Larisa on the 
Hermos Other 600 1 251 
Delphinion Miletos Other 340 - 320 6 258 
Stoa by the 
harbour Miletos Other Late 4th 6 259 
N L-shaped Stoa 
on N Market Miletos Other 4th c. 6 259 
W Stoa on 
Temenos Olbia Other 5th - 4th c. 5 265 
NW Stoa Samos Other 570 - 560 1 280 
Anaktoron Samothrace Other late 6th c.  2 280 
Hall of Votive 
Gifts Samothrace Other late 6th c.  2 281 
North Stoa Argive Heraion Peloponnese 
Late 7th - Early 
6th 1 215 
NE Building Argive Heraion Peloponnese 6th c.  2 215 
S Stoa Argive Heraion Peloponnese 450-425 4 217 
W Building Argive Heraion Peloponnese Late 6th 2 217 
Stoa Argos Peloponnese Late 6th 2 217 
S Stoa Argos Peloponnese Early 4th 5 217 
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Name Location Region Date 
Date 
Group 
Coulton 
(1976a) 
Pg. No. 
W Stoa Argos Peloponnese 6th c. 2 217 
Stoa IV Argos Peloponnese 4th c. 6 218 
North Building Corinth Peloponnese 4th c. 6 227 
North Stoa I Corinth Peloponnese Before 450 3 227 
North Stoa II Corinth Peloponnese 450-425 4 228 
North Stoa III Corinth Peloponnese 450-425 4 228 
S Stoa Elis Peloponnese 450-425 4 237 
W Stoa Elis Peloponnese 5th or 4th c. 5 237 
Abaton Epidauros Peloponnese 400 - 350 5 238 
Abaton Gortys Peloponnese 400 - 375 5 240 
Stoa Gortys Peloponnese 4th c. 6 240 
Stoa Halieis Peloponnese 4th c. 6 240 
Hall Hira Peloponnese 4th c. 6 242 
Stoa I Kalaureia Peloponnese 525 - 500 2 242 
Stoa II Kalaureia Peloponnese 4th c. 6 242 
Stoa III Kalaureia Peloponnese Mid 4th 6 242 
Stoa IV Kalaureia Peloponnese Late 4th 6 243 
Bouleuterion Mantineia Peloponnese 4th c. 6 254 
Stoa of Phillip Megalopolis Peloponnese 340-330 6 256 
Stoa NW of the 
Asklepieion Messene Peloponnese 2nd h. 4th c. 6 256 
Bouleuterion - N 
Building Olympia Peloponnese 6th c. 2 266 
Bouleuterion - S 
Building Olympia Peloponnese 520 - 480 3 266 
Echo Stoa Olympia Peloponnese 350-325 6 268 
South Stoa Olympia Peloponnese mid-4th 6 268 
SE Building Olympia Peloponnese 375 - 350 5 268 
Stoa South of 
Stadium Olympia Peloponnese 1st h. 4th c. 5 268 
Bouleuterion Orchomenos Peloponnese 5th c. 4 269 
Stoa Orchomenos Peloponnese 4th c. 6 269 
Stoa by the 
Harbour Perachora Peloponnese 425 - 400 4 271 
Stoa on the 
Akropolis Sparta Peloponnese 6th c. 2 285 
Stoa Akrai Sicily Mid-4th 6 214 
Stoa C Selinous Sicily 2nd h. 6th c. 2 283 
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Appendix II: Temples Not Included in the Analysis 
 
II.1 Pre-Sixth Century ‘Doric’ Peripteral Temples 
As early examples of Doric peripteral temple construction, the below temples were 
largely constructed with wooden superstructures, which have subsequently disappeared. 
The lack of preserved, recogniably Doric elements from these temples and the highly 
conjectural nature of their reconstructions, means that the data-set is predominately 
limited to stone temples, thus, the below temples are excluded from the analysis. 
 The late eighth century Megaron B at Thermon (Dinsmoor and Dinsmoor 1996: 
376). 
 The archaic Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia dating to the first half of the seventh 
century (Broneer 1971; Gebhard and Hemans 1992: 23-40; Gebhard 2010: 6-8). 
 The seventh-century Temple of Hera at the Argive Heraion (Dinsmoor 1950: 53; 
Strøm 1989; Gebhard 2010: 107-111). 
 The seventh-century Temple of Apollo at Eretria (Auberson 1968; Spawforth 
2006: 166). 
 The late seventh-century wood and mud-brick Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea 
(Østby 1986; 1994b). 
 The late seventh-century Temple of Apollo at Thermon (Dinsmoor 1950: 51; 
Robertson 1979: 324).  
II.2 Post-Fourth Century Doric Peripteral Temples 
As the focus of this project is upon the architecture of the sixth, fifth and fourth centuries, 
a number of Doric peripteral temples belonging to the Hellenistic and Roman periods are 
excluded from the study. The most notable exclusions are: 
 The Hellenistic Temple of Athena Polias at Pergamon (Dinsmoor 1950: 268, 339; 
Robertson 1979: 330; Spawforth 2006: 192). 
 The Hellenistic temple at Mycenae (Klein 1997). 
 The Hellenistic temple near Kourno in Laconia (Dinsmoor 1950: 268; Winter 
1983: 3). 
 The Hellenistic temple at Lusoi (Blackman 2001-2002: 28; Whitley 2003-2004: 
35; Whitley et al. 2005: 48; Spawforth 2006: 150). 
 The Hellenistic peristyle added to the Temple of Apollo at Thermon (Dinsmoor 
1950: 52).  
 The early third-century peristyle added to the Temple of Apollo Alaios at 
Krimisa (Dinsmoor 1950: 267; Spawforth 2006: 118). 
 The third-century Temple of Apollo Ptoion at Ptoios (Shoe 1936: 50, 72, 114, 
159; Dinsmoor 1950: 218; Touloupa 1970; Knell 1983a: 230; Spawforth 2006: 
168). 
 The third-century temple at Klaros (Robert 1957a; 1957b; 1958; 1959; 1960). 
 The third-century Doric peripteral temple at Alabanda (Spawforth 2006: 208). 
 The third-century Doric temple at Troy (Dinsmoor 1950: 267). 
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 The third-century temple at Aigeira (Spawforth 2006: 150). 
 The second-century Temple of Asklepios on Kos (Lawrence 1996: 161). 
 The two second-century temples on Rhodes (Spawforth 2006: 182). 
 The hexastyle Doric temple at Hermopolis (Egypt) built to honour Ptolemy III 
and Berenice (Dinsmoor 1950: 268).  
 The first-century pseudo-peripteral Doric Temple of Hercules at Cori (Giuliani 
1976). 
II.3 Possible Doric Peripteral Temples Excluded due to Lack of 
Evidence 
In the absence of any foundations, a number of extant architectural blocks have been used 
to postulate the existence of a number of Doric peripteral temples. These temples have 
been excluded from the data-set on the grounds that the absence of attributed foundations 
means that the extant could also have belonged to a variety of building types, not only to 
a Doric peripteral temple.
118
 Examples of Doric peripteral temples whose existence have 
been speculated from foundation-less remains include: 
 The seventh/sixth-century Temple of Athena at Delphi (Dinsmoor 1950: 72-73; 
Barletta 2009a: 39). 
 The so-called ‘Great Temple’ at Corinth (Dinsmoor 1949: Pfaff 2003b: 116-118; 
Wiseman 1967a: 29-30; 1967b: 412; 1969: 94-96). 
 Temple D at Pallantion has not been included within this study, as only two 
blocks of the temple are extant today; these may belong to a planned, but never 
executed peristyle, although as stated by Østby (1991: 50), “the evidence is 
insufficient to prove it”.  
 The ‘Contrada Mango’ temple at Segesta (Mertens 1984: 87-91; Spawforth 2006: 
132). 
 The early sixth-century Temples X and Y on the Selinuntine Akropolis 
(Dinsmoor 1950: 80; Bookidis 1967: 202-207; Mertens 1996: 325-326; De 
Angelis 2003: 135; Østby 1995a: 92; 2009: 155; Marconi 2007: 84-85, 87-88). 
 The fifth-century temple at Chalcis (Bakhuizen 1985: 90; Georgopoulou and 
Papadakis 1974). 
 The temple on the east slope of the Akropolis hill at Knossos (Hood and Smyth 
1981: 44-45). 
 The possible fourth/third-century Doric peripteral temples from Gorgippia in the 
Northern Black Sea area (Krizhitskiy 2010: 109). 
 The ‘Bluebeard’ Temple on the Athenian Akropolis (Wiegand 1904: 8, 21, 
Abb.23; Dinsmoor 1947; 1950: 72; Plommer 1960; Shear Jr. 1978: 3; Robertson 
1979: 82; Travlos 1971: 258; Shapiro 1989: 5;  Hurwit 1999: 109; 2004: 67; 
Camp 2001: 30-31; Marconi 2007: 18-19).  
                                                     
118
 In contrast, the Temples of Athena at Megara (A15), Hera at Plataia (N5), Poseidon at 
Hermione (P12) and the temples of Asklepios at Gortys (P10 and P11) have been included despite 
the lack of superstructure elements. This is because the foundations indicate that the temples were 
peripteral and the location and date of the temples further suggest that the temples were of the 
Doric order. 
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 The various pediment elements uncovered during the Athenian Agora 
excavations; the sixth-century lion’s head (Harrison 1965: 31), late sixth-century 
Herakles and lion pediment (Thompson 1951: 59-60; Harrison 1965: 36) and a 
late archaic lion and bull pediment (Thompson 1958: 154).  
Furthermore, there are a number of possible peripteral temples that could not be 
included due to a lack of available and published information. Most notably, this 
includes:  
 The possible archaic peripteral temple in the lower city at Orchomenos, for 
which, none of the material has ever been published or illustrated (Voyatzis 1999: 
147; Morgan 1999: 392)  
 The Tempio Arcaico della Collina Settentrionale at Cyrene, the primary source of 
evidence being a summary report and a few photographs taken in 1926, with the 
only evidence remaining on the site being a fragment of bluish-grey limestone 
triglyph (Stucchi 1975: 22).  
 The recently discovered Doric temple at Apollonia in Albania, primarily due to a 
lack of published material in relation to this building. 
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Appendix III - Specific Dating Controversies 
 
A number of temples have attracted significant attention and disagreement regarding the 
date of their construction, with often disparate dates claimed by various scholars. As the 
assigned dates can often be in two completely different date groups, it is difficult to place 
them into a single date group utilising the methods outlined in Chapter 3. These temples 
are generally the better preserved examples, whose dating is based upon ‘stylistic 
criteria’. Conflicting dates have generally been suggested because one element’s 
evolutionary date disagrees with another (see Chapter 5). Date can also be an issue when 
the ‘stylistic’ date of a temple disagrees with a textual reference to the building’s 
construction or a date that is assigned via additional archaeological sources. Therefore, 
what follows is a specific explanation of the reasons for the assignment of problematic 
temples to the specified date groups. 
III.1 - Poseidonia 
Three peripteral temples remain standing within the ancient city walls of Poseidonia in 
South Italy. Due to the extraordinary state of survival, their structures have been reused in 
later periods as churches and animal stalls (Spawforth 2006: 114). Consequently, their 
dates have been the subject of a significant amount of debate.  
The earliest temple constructed at Poseidonia, the Temple of Hera I (Basilica, I9) has 
been placed both within the early sixth (Robertson 1979: 76) and the late sixth centuries 
(Spawforth 2006: 112). The terracotta decoration associated with the temple has been 
dated to the late sixth century. However, the eccentric nature of the plan has led scholars 
to argue for an earlier date. These eccentricities include the use of an odd number of 
façade columns and an ‘unusual’ stylobate ratio. In addition to the arguments for early 
and late dates, two approaches have been taken in order to reconcile this data. Lawrence 
(1996: 87), in an attempt to find a solution to the problem, based upon the same evidence, 
dates the temple to the middle of the sixth century, while Pedley (1990: 52) suggests that 
there may have been two phases of construction (570-560 and c.540).   
However, the balance of evidence would suggest that the temple belongs in the second 
half of the sixth century. Firstly, the terracotta decoration is the only available dating 
source that does not rely upon vague notions of Panhellenic architectural evolution mixed 
with ‘barbaric provincialism’ (Dinsmoor 1950: 92). Furthermore, there is a much larger 
corpus of external comparanda available for the terracottas than for the other architectural 
elements. Secondly, the plan of the temple does not necessarily belong to the first half of 
the sixth century, since there are other temples of the late archaic period that utilise an 
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odd number of façade columns (S8, Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas) and the fifth-
century Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) utilises a similar stylobate ratio 
of length to width. As such, the later date will be utilised for this study, putting the temple 
within date group 2. 
There is significantly less debate regarding the date of the second temple constructed in 
the city. The profiles of the columns from the Temple of Athena at Poseidonia (I8) have 
led a number of scholars to suggest that the building dates to around 500 (Pedley 1990: 
55; Spawforth 2006: 114). Similarly, the leaf-necking decoration on the capitals finds its 
closest parallels in Italy in the late sixth century, on the Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at 
Poseidonia (I9), suggesting that the Temple of Athena was constructed in the late sixth 
century (date group 2). 
In contrast, the date of the Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (I11) is the subject 
of significant argument. The temple is commonly attributed to the period 470-460, 
primarily based on analogy with the Temple of Zeus at Olympia (P20, Dinsmoor 1950: 
110; Symeonoglou 1985a: 60; Pedley 1990: 88; 1993: 226; Spawforth 2006: 113). The 
temple would be placed after the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, except for the identification 
of a number of ‘archaisms’ (24 column flutes, 14 flank columns and the echinus profile), 
which suggest the Temple of Poseidon must be earlier than the Temple of Zeus.  
Shoe (1952: 33, 57) has suggested a later date for the temple, dating the mouldings to 
460-450. Furthermore, the use of double-T clamps on the temple would seem to indicate 
a date in the second half of the fifth century, as their first attested use is on the Parthenon 
in Athens (A8), which was constructed between 447 and 432 (Gottlieb 1953; Camp 2001: 
74). As with the Temple of Hera I (Basilica, I9), there is no reason to see the ‘unusual’ 
elements, such as the amount of column flutes, as archaisms. Indeed, temples from many 
different date groups make use of a varying amount of column flutes; the Heraion at Foce 
del Sele (I10; 540-500) has 18 and even high classical temples such as the second Temple 
of Poseidon at Sounion (A9; 449-430), vary from the ‘standard’ 20 flutes, in this case 
having 16. The use of 14 flank columns is not only limited to the archaic period and can 
also be found on temples of the late fifth century, for example, on the Temple at Segesta 
(S13). Therefore, a date in the second half of the fifth century is utilised for the Temple of 
Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia (date group 4).  
III.2 - Selinous 
Selinous, on the south coast of Sicily contains seven Doric peripteral temples that have 
commonly been dated in relation to one another, in a series (Table 17). Dinsmoor (1950: 
83) dated Temple C (S16), the earliest temple in the series, between 550 and 530 based 
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upon the style of the sculpture in the metopes. This is followed by Temple D (S17), dated 
to 535, Temple F (S19) to 525, Temple G (S20) coming ‘shortly after’ Temple F and 
Temple E (S18) was placed around 480. The series culminates with Temple A (S15), 
which Dinsmoor (1950: 83 n.1) dates to 460, suggesting that it was a ‘hybrid’, which 
incorporated the original design of the Temple of Victory at Himera (S12). The order of 
construction is based upon the inclusion or exclusion of certain stylistic elements and the 
assumption that work was completed on one building before the next was begun. For 
example, Temple F is deemed to have been constructed after Temple D but before 
Temple G as the mutule widths are regular (unlike on Temple D), but the four lines of 
guttae represent an irregularity that is not present on Temple G (Østby 1995a: 96).  
Cat. No. Temple 
Dinsmoor 
(1950) 
Østby 
(1995a; 
2009) 
Dates 
Ranges Used 
Assigned 
Date Group 
S16 Temple C 550 - 530 530 - 520 550 - 520 2 
S17 Temple D 535 490 - 480 490 - 480 3 
S19 Temple F 525 490 - 480 490 - 480 3 
S20 Temple G 520   520 - 480 3 
S18 Temple E 480  460 -450 500 - 450 3 
S15 Temple A 460   490 - 450 3 
Table 17 The temples of Selinous and the dates assigned by various temple scholars. 
However, the placement of this temple series within the overall Panhellenic temple 
chronology is based entirely upon the date of Temple C, which is far from secure. The 
temple has been placed both in the first half of the sixth century (Holloway 1971; 2000: 
70; Spawforth 2006: 129) and the third quarter of the sixth century (Shoe 1952: 38; 
Dinsmoor 1950: 83; Østby 1995a: 89, 91; Guidoboni et al. 2002: 2966). The assignment 
of the early date is primarily based upon the construction of the terrace wall and the 
artificial extension of the akropolis in the middle of the sixth century (Holloway 2000: 
70; Marconi 2007: 72). It is argued that the extension of the akropolis resulted in a lower 
ground level at the east of the temple, and additional steps were added to the building in 
order to gain access. The original building, therefore, must predate the extension of the 
akropolis in order to require additional steps. Holloway (1971; 2000: 70) also argues that 
the traditional dating of the metopes to the late sixth century is based upon the opinion 
that Sicilian art was provincial, and the metopes should in fact be dated around 575. 
However, Østby (1995a: 90) argues that there is no link between the temple steps and the 
terrace, highlighting that the steps lead onto natural rock and as such the terrace would 
not affect the ground level in front of the temple. According to this line of argument, the 
additional steps were added to the temple at a significantly later date than the erection of 
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the terrace. Furthermore, the stylistic criteria suggest a date in the second half of the sixth 
century: the sculptural styles of the metopes, the mouldings and the terracottas have been 
dated variously between 550 and 520 (Dinsmoor 1950: 83; Shoe 1952: 38; Bookidis 
1967: 212; Østby 2009: 160). While the date of Temple C at Selinous remains a 
contentious issue, the link between the date of the terrace and the temple architecture 
cannot be positively proven, as such the later date will be used within the study (date 
group 2).    
Dinsmoor’s (1950: 98) assumption that the completion of one project led to the 
commencement of another placed the beginning of construction on Temple D around 
530.
119
 However, this date has been questioned by Østby (1995a). Attic sherds found 
underneath the western temenos wall of the sanctuary indicate a date of construction 
around 490. The foundations of Temple D and the temenos wall actually touch each 
other, with the construction blocks in both the wall and temple foundations being 
designed to accommodate each other. Thus, the two structures must be contemporaneous, 
suggesting that Temple D formed part of a large restructuring of the northern part of the 
sanctuary around 490 (date group 3).  
The change in date of Temple D calls into question the date of the other temples of 
Selinous, which are deemed to be constructed after Temple D.  Temple F was dated by 
Dinsmoor (1950: 99; Bookidis 1967: 217) between 525 and 500, with the lower date 
based upon the style of the sculpted metopes. Indeed, Gullini (1985: 443-444; cited in 
Østby 2009: 160 n.69) claims to have evidence from fieldwork supporting this date. 
However, the date of the metopes is not secure and Østby (1995a: 97; 2009: 160) has 
dated them around 480, suggesting that Temple F was constructed between 490 and 480, 
at a similar time to Temple D. This would explain the problems identified by Dinsmoor 
with regard to ‘advanced’ and ‘reversion’ elements of design. There is also no evidence to 
suggest that simultaneous building projects could not be undertaken. For example, 
multiple large buildings were constructed at the same time in the sanctuary at Epidauros 
during the fourth century (Tomlinson 1983). Furthermore, Østby (2009: 166) argues that 
there is no clear tradition in the stylistic exectution of the Selinuntine temples’ metopes, 
further reducing the need for the temples to be completed simultaneously. Therefore, in 
the absence of additional dating evidence, it must be concluded that a date of 490-480 
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 Although it should be noted that Dinsmoor (1950: 98) was unsure whether Temple D or F came 
next in the order: “While Temple D is more advanced as to its plan, and F seemingly a reversion, 
the opposite is the case with the entablatures: here D retains the older traits, such as the alternating 
system with narrow mutules over the metopes, whereas in Temple F the mutules of the geison are 
uniform throughout”. 
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(date group 3) for Temple F, represents the date that presents the least amount of 
problems. 
Dinsmoor (1950: 98-100) dated the commencement of temple G to around 520, with 
work continuing into the fifth century and this attribution has generally become accepted 
(Barletta 1983: 212; Spawforth 2006: 130). Dating the temple to 520 is entirely based 
upon analogy with Temple F (S19), a desire to associate the project with the tyrants, and 
as a rival to the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas (S8). However, the re-
dating of both Temple F (see above) and Zeus Olympios (see below) to the early fifth 
century, and the general scepticism towards dates provided by capitals (Coulton 1979), 
could indicate that the temple is slightly later in date than Dinsmoor envisaged. As such, 
in line with the re-dating of a number of key temples, a date in the early years of the fifth 
century cannot be discounted for Temple G. Therefore, the building is placed in date 
group 3.  
The date of temple E has generally been accepted as being around 480, mainly due to the 
similarities between this temple and those of Athena at Syracuse (S22) and Victory at 
Himera (S12, Dinsmoor 1950: 109; Blandi 2000: 81; Spawforth 2006: 131). The date of 
Temple A has, however, attracted a little more controversy, with Spawforth (2006: 130) 
dating the temple as late as 450 and Blandi (2000: 95) as early as 490. However, as all of 
the proposed dates are in the first half of the fifth century, both temples (E and A) are also 
placed in date group 3. 
III.3 - Akragas 
Similar to the temples of Selinous, the Doric temples of Akragas, also on the south coast 
of Sicily, are provided with a date based upon their relation with one another. Seven of 
the eight temples are generally deemed to belong to the fifth century, since they are 
stylistically closer to the mainland than those of sixth-century Sicily (Table 18). The 
series begins with Temple A (Herakles, S4) and the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple 
B, S8) and culminates with the construction of Temple L (S7) just before the destruction 
of the city in 406.  
Temple A has been dated variously between the late sixth century (Marconi 1929: 56; 
Dinsmoor 1950) and 480 (De Waele 1980: 236; Holloway 2000: 118-119). A variety of 
dates in between have also been postulated, with most commentators preferring a date 
between 510 and 500 (Robertson 1979: 326; Gruben 2001: 325; Spawforth 2006: 128). 
The main evidence for these dates comes from the architecture itself, and is thus based 
upon stylistic evolution. With no external dating evidence the dates ascribed to Temple A 
are far from irrefutable. However, due to a lack of additional evidence, and the balance of 
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scholarly opinion leaning towards a date in the late sixth century, the temple has been 
placed in date group 2. Based upon similar criteria, the next temple in the series, Temple 
E (Athena, S6), is placed in date group 3, since it is commonly dated somewhere between 
500 and 450 (Spawforth 2006: 126; De Waele 1980: 237; Marconi 1929: 77).  
The date of the ground-breaking on the Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B, S8) has 
been placed as early as 510 (Dinsmoor 1950: 101 n.1) and as late as 470 (De Waele 1980: 
237). Diodorus (11.25.2) remarks that Carthaginian prisoners captured after the battle at 
Himera in 480 were used to construct the buildings in Akragas. This led a number of 
scholars to suggest that construction on the temple was begun in or around 480 
(Robertson 1979: 327; De Waele 1980: 237). However, Diodorus does not refer 
specifically to the Olympieion, nor does he specify that they began rather than continued 
the work that was already underway (Bell 1980: 371). Dinsmoor (1950: 101 n.1) dates the 
surviving gable sculpture of the temple to 470, thereby suggesting that for the sculpture to 
have been completed, the project must have been very advanced by this date. Dinsmoor 
further argues that the amount of time it would have taken to get to the sculpture and the 
similarities to Temple G at Selinous (which Dinsmoor (1950: 100) dated to the late sixth 
century), date the temple to around 510. However, Bell (1980: 371) argues that the 
Atlantes and capital profiles suggest a date in the late archaic period, suggesting a date 
between 490 and 480. Thus, the temple is dated within the first half of the fifth century 
and placed in date group 3.  
The date of Temple D (Hera Lacinia, S5) is equally contentious, it is commonly dated to 
the period 460-440 (Spawforth 2006: 126; Marconi 1929: 72, 76; Guido 1967: 117; 
Holloway 2000: 116), although Robertson (1979: 327) dates the temple as early as c.470, 
while De Waele (1980: 237) places the temple between 440 and 420. Temple D’s date is 
primarily based upon the building’s similarity in design to Temple F (Concord; S1). The 
mouldings on Temple F are commonly dated to the second half of the fifth century, thus 
providing a rough date for the temple, which is usually placed around 430 (Holloway 
2000: 116; Dinsmoor 1950: 111; De Waele 1980: 237). As such, both temples, D and F, 
are placed in the same date group, in this case date group 4. 
The remaining temples, I (Dioskouroi, S3), L (S7) and G (Hephaistos S2), are placed in 
the second half of the fifth century, between Temples D and F and the city’s destruction 
at the very end of the century, thereby placing them in date group 4 (see Table 18). Their 
dates are largely based upon their more ornate detailing, not seen on the earlier Sicilian 
temples, as well as pottery found in the remains of Temple G dating to the second half of 
the fifth century.   
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Cat. 
No. Temple 
Marconi 
(1929; 1933) 
Dinsmoor 
(1950) 
Robertson 
(1979) 
Bell 
(1980) 
De Waele 
(1980) 
Holloway 
(2000) 
Spawforth 
(2006) 
Date Ranges 
Used 
Assigned 
Date Group 
S4 Temple A (Herakles) Late sixth Late sixth 510   488 - 480 Prior to 480 500 525 – 480 2 
S8 
Temple B (Zeus 
Olympios)   510 480 490 - 480 480 - 470   Late sixth 
510 – 470 3 
S6 Temple E (Athena) 490 - 460       460 - 440   500 - 450 500 – 450 3 
S5 
Temple D (Hera 
Lacinia) 460 - 440   470   440 - 420 450 460 - 450 
470 – 420 4 
S1 Temple F (Concord) 450 - 440 430 450 - 400   435 - 420 430 450 - 440 450 – 420 4 
S3 
Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) 450 - 400       460 - 440   450 - 400 
450 – 406 4 
S7 Temple L  450 - 400       415 - 406     450 – 400 4 
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaistos) 433 - 406       415 - 406   430 - 425 
433 – 406 4 
Table 18 The temples of Akragas and the dates assigned by temple scholars. 
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III.4 - The Temple of Zeus at Cyrene (O11) 
The peristyle belonging to the temple of Zeus at Cyrene has been dated as early 540 
(Dinsmoor 1950: 86) and as late as 450 (Stucchi 1975: 24). The proportions of the 
columns, the bulging capitals, the ratio of the entablature height to the columns, and the 
alternating widths of the mutules above the frieze have led scholars to suggest that the 
peristyle was constructed in the second half of the sixth century (Dinsmoor 1950: 86; 
Buttle 1956: 32). However, the temple incorporates a number of optical refinements not 
utilised elsewhere until the middle of the fifth century. Stucchi (1975) further argues that 
the temple was built in two distinct phases. During the sixth century, a simple cella and 
pronaos were constructed, which was then surrounded by a peristyle in the middle of the 
fifth. The ‘archaic’ elements noted by Dinsmoor (1950: 86) were imitations of the first 
stage of construction in order to tie the two projects together. Spawforth (2006: 225) has 
suggested placing the temple between 500 and 480, thereby amalgamating the two 
previous arguments, retaining an archaic date that relates to the style of the architecture 
and a fifth century date for the refinements. Therefore, without further evidence, 
Spawforth’s (2006: 225) reconciliation of the two dates seems to present the least divisive 
solution to the problem of seemingly archaic style and fifth-century refinements, thus, the 
temple is placed in date group 3.   
III.5 – The Temple of Aphaia on Aigina (A14) 
The date of the Temple of Aphaia on Aigina is generally placed between 510 and 480, 
putting the temple on the cusp of two date groups (2 and 3). Lawrence (1996: 99, 100) 
proposes that the proportions, sculpture and number of columns place the temple in the 
late sixth century. In contrast, Dinsmoor (1950: 105-7) suggested that although the 
architecture appears to belong to the late sixth century, in fact the style of the sculpture 
indicates that it belongs to the start of the fifth century, an opinion shared by Robertson 
(1979: 86), Williams (1987: 671), Spivey (1996: 107) and Osborne (1996: 264). Further 
to this, Gill (1988; 1993) argues that the Attic black-figured pottery discovered in the fill 
of the north terrace wall (which contained numerous fragments of the older temple) and 
the increased wealth of the period, should date the architecture (and sculptures) to the 
period post the Persian invasion of 480.   
Despite the archaeological evidence suggesting a post-480 date for the temple, many 
commentators have continued to date the temple to c.500 (Barletta 2005: 71; Spawforth 
2006: 149). However, Stewart’s (2008: 593-597) analysis of the ‘Severe Style’ has 
further suggested a post-Persian date for the temple; stating that: “however, unpalatable to 
some: the new Aphaia temple surely post-dated the Persian Wars in its entirety”. 
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Consequently, there appears to be little reason to disregard the archaeological evidence,
120
 
especially given the already controversial nature of the dates of the temple’s sculpture 
and, indeed, other sculpture from this period (see Cook 1989), thus, the temple is dated 
between 480 and 470. 
III.6 - The Temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria (N6) 
The shape of the remaining two capital fragments indicate that the Temple of Apollo 
Daphnephoros at Eretria was constructed in the period between 530 and 520 (Auberson 
1968: 20). Likewise, the marble sculpture, that was found ‘piously buried’ after the 
Persian sack of Eretria, has generally been considered to date to the late sixth century 
(Bookidis 1967: 113-116; Spawforth 2006: 167). Francis and Vickers (1983: 49-54) have 
argued, however, that the temple actually dates to post the Persian invasion, citing, the 
lack of proof for burning on the structure, epigraphical evidence, the over-reliance on the 
‘chronology of archaic Greek art’, the ‘archaistic’ elements in the style of the sculpture 
and its pro-Athenian themes, an argument that may also be supported by Gill’s (1993: 
180) interpretation of the evidence from Aigina (see above). However, Boardman (1984) 
has subsequently identified a number of issues regarding Francis and Vickers’ arguments, 
suggesting instead that all their arguments could equally attest to a date for the temple of 
c.490, further arguing that questions about the date of the Eretria temple “will be worth 
asking only when further excavation offers new evidence of a positive nature”. To this 
end, the Temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria is dated to the period 530-490 and 
placed in date group 2. 
III.7 - Hephaisteion in Athens (A6) 
Although most scholars agree that the Hephaisteion in Athens was constructed around the 
middle of the fifth century, there is little consensus regarding the date of commencement, 
either before or after 450. The profiles of the mouldings and the masons’ marks on the 
ceiling coffers indicate a start date for the Hephaisteion around 460 (Miles 1989: 222). 
Lawrence (1996: 133) believes attributing a date earlier than 450, based upon this 
evidence is ‘unsafe,’ particularly as these indicate an early date for the upper parts of the 
temple, which would have been constructed last. Delivorrias (1997: 93) suggests that the 
sculpted metopes must have been created before 450, and dates the temple’s initiation to 
454. However, Camp (1986: 87; 2001: 103) suggests that the temple may have been 
begun as late as 448, which agrees in date with the chronologies proposed by Boardman 
(2005: 146), Lawrence (1996: 129), Dinsmoor (1950: 180), Berve and Gruben (1963: 
391) for the architectural decoration. Indeed, the occurrence beside the temple of marble 
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 Lattimore (2006: 459) cautiously accepts the lower date, suggesting a date for the temple 
between 500 and 470. 
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chips and potsherds, the earliest of which date to about 450, suggests that this is the 
commencement date rather than as a date for completion (Meiggs 1963: 39; Boersma 
1970: 59). Due to the archaeological evidence and the amount of scholars preferring to 
date the temple to the second half of the fifth century, the temple is placed in date group 
4. 
III.8 – The Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai (P4) 
Pausanias (8.41.8) attributes the design of the Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai to 
Iktinos, architect of the Parthenon (A8) and suggests that the motive for construction 
came from the survival of a plague in Phigalia, believed to be in the late fifth century. The 
date of the temple is contested primarily due to the ‘archaic’ design of the building’s plan 
and the late fifth century date ascribed to the sculpture in the cella, the sculpted metopes 
and interior capitals. Dinsmoor (1933: 225; 1950: 154 n.2; 155) suggested that Iktinos 
may have designed the Temple of Apollo prior to undertaking work upon the Parthenon, 
thus explaining the ‘archaic’ elements of the exterior plan, further suggesting that 
Pausanias’ date was mere ‘conjecture’, whilst the attribution to Iktinos is clear. Iktinos’s 
departure to work on the Parthenon would have caused construction to cease until work 
began again in the last quarter of the fifth century, at which point the sculpted frieze in 
the cella was executed, possibly overseen by Kallimachos, inventor of the Corinthian 
capital (Dinsmoor 1933: 225).  
Cooper (1996a), however, prefers to date the temple between 429 and 400. Cooper 
(1996a: 379) suggests that Iktinos oversaw the project at Bassai after the Parthenon (447-
438) and the Telesterion (439-429). Thus, Iktinos can remain associated with the temple 
at Bassai, whilst retaining the date of construction to the period of plague (430-429). This 
date has subsequently been utilised in recent studies (Lawrence 1996: 134; Barletta 2005: 
90; Spawforth 2006: 156).  There is no reason to suggest that because the temple is 
missing ‘Iktinian’ refinements, it must have been designed prior to the Parthenon. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, there is no evidence that the architect controlled the design. As 
such, the absence of the refinements cannot be used to indicate a date prior to the 
Parthenon, as it was the client that controlled the temple’s design, not the architect. Also, 
the so-called ‘archaic’ elements of the plan may be drawn from the earlier temple found 
to the south of the classical temple (Kelly 1995). Therefore, there is no reason to suggest 
that this temple belongs to the first half of the fifth century. Without any archaeological 
evidence for the date, the literature provides the only evidence, thus, the post-429 date is 
utilised in the data-set, placing the temple in date group 4.  
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III.9 – The Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6) 
The date of the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea relies upon stylistic evidence, relating 
primarily to its sculpture and column capitals, as well as Pausanias’s (8.45.5) attribution 
of the temple to the architect/sculptor Skopas. Stewart (1977: 80-84) identified a 
contradiction between the dates provided by the sculpture, which appear to date around 
340 and the architecture which suggests a date around 370. These differences were 
assigned to the different stages of Skopas’ design career and as such, the building was 
begun in 370 and took 30 years to complete. Dugas et al. (1924: 128) highlighted the 
strong connections between this building and the Tholos at Epidauros (360-330) and 
suggest that the temple was begun in the second third of the fourth century. However, 
Norman (1984: 193) prefers a later date, placing the temple between the horizontal sima 
at Delphi (343) and the column bases of the Bouleuterion at Sikyon (ca. 303). Norman 
(1984: 193) further asserts that Skopas would have been back on the mainland between 
345 and 335 to create the cult statue of Artemis Eukleia at Thebes (Pausanias 9.7.1), and 
therefore the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea was also completed between 345 and 335. 
A post-350 date has subsequently been widely accepted and the pottery discovered in the 
Norwegian excavations supports the dating of the temple to the second half of the fourth 
century (Lawrence 1996: 144; Pakkanen 1998: 9; Spawforth 2006: 160). A date in the 
second half of the fourth century will be used for this temple as Norman’s (1984) date 
relates to a comparison of a number of areas of the architecture, instead of just the capital, 
as preferred by Dugas et al. (1924), thereby placing the temple in date group 6.  
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Appendix IV: Catalogue of the Ratios of Plan and Elevation Elements used on Doric Peripteral Temples 
 
Appendix IV.1: Ratios between the Plan Element Measurements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoL/FoW SL/SW SW/FoW SL/FoL CeL/CeW CeW/SW CeL/SL SL/FlC FlS/LD 
A2 Olympieion Athens 2                   
A3 Athena Polias  Athens 2 2.01 2.03 0.97 0.98 2.58 0.63 0.80 3.60 2.47 
A4 
First Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 3                   
A5 Old Parthenon Athens 3                   
A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 2.17 2.32 0.89 0.95 2.84 0.58 0.71 2.44 2.54 
A7 Apollo Delphinios Athens 4 2.17                 
A8 Parthenon Athens 4 2.15 2.25 0.92 0.96 2.64 0.72 0.85 4.09 2.23 
A9 
Second Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 4 2.16 2.31 0.89 0.95 2.55 0.62 0.68 2.39 2.47 
A10 Athena  Pallene 4 1.98                 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 1.97 2.15 0.86 0.94 2.31 0.65 0.70 1.79 2.67 
A12 Artemis Loutsa 6 1.50 1.56 0.89 0.93 1.78 0.58 0.66     
A13 Apollo Aigina 2 1.82                 
A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 1.97 2.09 0.89 0.94 2.81 0.58 0.78 2.40 2.59 
A15 Athena Megara 2 2.45                 
A16 Athena Karthaia (Keos) 2 1.85 1.94 0.94 0.98 2.40 0.56 0.69 2.11 2.47 
I1 Unknown Hipponion 2 1.83                 
I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4 2.26                 
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Appendix IV.1: Ratios between the Plan Element Measurements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoL/FoW SL/SW SW/FoW SL/FoL CeL/CeW CeW/SW CeL/SL SL/FlC FlS/LD 
I3 Hera Kroton 3                   
I4 Casa Marafioti Locri Epizephyrioi 2                   
I5 Hera Tavole Palatine 2 1.93 2.07 0.87 0.93 2.90 0.50 0.70 2.78 2.72 
I6 
Temple Aii (Apollo 
Lykeios) Metaponto 2 2.30       3.13         
I7 Temple Bii Metaponto 2 2.10       2.43         
I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 2.14 2.26 0.90 0.95 3.02 0.54 0.72 2.53 2.08 
I9 Hera I (Basilica) Poseidonia 2 2.14 2.22 0.94 0.97 3.21 0.55 0.79 3.01 2.14 
I10 Heraion Foce del Sele 2 2.09       2.43         
I11 Hera II (Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 2.37 2.47 0.93 0.97 3.41 0.55 0.77 4.28 2.19 
I12 Unknown Taranto 1                   
I13 Minerva Pompeii 2 1.46 1.58 0.84 0.92 2.48 0.37 0.58     
N1 Artemis Kalydon 5 2.17 2.31 0.89 0.95 2.87 0.56 0.70     
N2 Poseidon Velvina (Molykreion) 6 2.20 2.33 0.90 0.96 2.64 0.61 0.69     
N3 Apollo Ismenios Thebes 5 2.03       2.32         
N5 Hera Plataia 2 2.99                 
N6 Apollo Daphnephoros Eretria 2 2.33       2.72         
N7 Dionysos Eretria 5 1.85       2.48         
N9 Zeus Ammon Aphytis (Kallithea) 6 1.88                 
N10 Apollo Ambrakia (Arta) 3 2.12                 
N12 Unknown Kassope 6                   
N13 Zeus Stratos 6 1.86 1.95 0.91 0.95 2.14 0.58 0.63 2.95 2.45 
N14 Zeus Passaron 6                   
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Appendix IV.1: Ratios between the Plan Element Measurements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoL/FoW SL/SW SW/FoW SL/FoL CeL/CeW CeW/SW CeL/SL SL/FlC FlS/LD 
N15 Fourth c. Apollo Delphi 6 2.53 2.68 0.91 0.96 3.31 0.62 0.76 3.88 2.28 
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 2.50       3.31         
N17 Athena Delphi 2 2.00 2.07 0.93 0.97 2.67 0.58 0.75 2.29 2.48 
N18 Athena Kranaia Elateia 3 2.39 2.39 1.00 1.00       2.12 3.00 
N19 Apollo Kalapodi (Hyampolis) 2 1.90 1.93 0.96 0.98           
N20 Artemis Elaphebolos Kalapodi (Hyampolis) 4 2.39       3.13         
N21 Apollo Metropolis 2     1.00   2.90 0.60       
N22 Unknown Pherai 6                   
N23 Artemis Korkyra 1 2.09 2.14 0.96 0.98 3.56 0.44 0.73     
N24 Kardaki  Korkyra 2     0.94     0.62     3.71 
N25 Hera (Mon Repos) Korkyra 5                   
O1 Athena Assos 2 2.12 2.16 0.96 0.98 2.80 0.57 0.74 2.33 2.68 
O8 Apollo Delos 3 2.17 2.29 0.91 0.96 2.85 0.58 0.72 2.19 2.42 
O11 Zeus Cyrene 3 2.19 2.24 0.96 0.98 2.96 0.57 0.75 4.02 2.16 
O12 Apollo Cyrene 2                   
O13 Unknown Apollonia 6 1.85                 
P1 Athena Alipheira 3 2.78 2.83 0.97 0.99 4.44 0.50 0.79     
P2 Hera Argive Heraion 4 1.98       2.95         
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3 2.13 2.45 0.79 0.90 3.25 0.57 0.76     
P4 Apollo Epikourios Bassai 4 2.50 2.64 0.92 0.97 3.25 0.59 0.73 2.56 2.40 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2     1.00   4.47 0.44       
P6 Athena Alea Tegea 6 2.35       2.94         
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Appendix IV.1: Ratios between the Plan Element Measurements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoL/FoW SL/SW SW/FoW SL/FoL CeL/CeW CeW/SW CeL/SL SL/FlC FlS/LD 
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 2.44 2.49 0.95 0.97 3.43 0.57 0.78 3.59 2.28 
P8 Apollo Sikyon 6 3.30 3.30 1.00 1.00   0.55       
P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 1.85 1.94 0.91 0.95 2.42 0.57 0.71 2.12 2.46 
P10 Asklepios Gortys 5 1.78       2.20         
P11 Akropolis Temple Gortys 5 2.00                 
P12 Poseidon Hermione 2 2.03       2.90         
P13 Poseidon Isthmia 3 2.52                 
P14 Poseidon Kalaureia (Poros) 2 1.91                 
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 1.81 1.94 0.87 0.93 2.01 0.61 0.63 1.84 2.36 
P16 Athena Makiston 3 2.19 2.32 0.90 0.95 2.82 0.58 0.70 2.53 2.77 
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 2.02 2.12 0.91 0.96 2.68 0.58 0.73 3.55 2.30 
P18 Hera Olympia 1 2.54 2.67 0.93 0.98 3.79 0.57 0.81 3.13 2.61 
P19 Metroon Olympia 5 1.85 1.95 0.89 0.94 1.94 0.67 0.67 1.88 2.36 
P20 Zeus Olympia 3 2.21 2.32 0.92 0.96 3.04 0.58 0.76 4.93 2.36 
P21 Athena Prasidaki 3 2.23 2.27 0.93 0.94 2.78 0.59 0.72 2.56 2.49 
P22 Unknown Troizen 6 1.83       2.15         
P23 Athena Vigla 2 2.11                 
P24 Temple C Pallantion 3 2.19       3.40         
P25 Unknown Kalavryta 2 2.50                 
S1 Temple F (Concord) Akragas 4 2.15 2.33 0.86 0.94 3.04 0.57 0.75 3.03 2.26 
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) Akragas 4 2.11 2.29 0.86 0.94 2.80 0.60 0.74 3.03 2.04 
S3 Temple I (Dioskouroi) Akragas 4 2.08       2.48         
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Appendix IV.1: Ratios between the Plan Element Measurements 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Date 
Group FoL/FoW SL/SW SW/FoW SL/FoL CeL/CeW CeW/SW CeL/SL SL/FlC FlS/LD 
S4 Temple A (Herakles) Akragas 2 2.49 2.65 0.91 0.97 3.43 0.55 0.71 4.47 2.21 
S5 Temple D (Hera Lacinia) Akragas 4 2.07 2.25 0.86 0.93 2.89 0.58 0.75 2.93 2.23 
S6 Temple E (Athena) Akragas 3                   
S7 Temple L Akragas 4 2.10                 
S8 
Zeus Olympios (Temple 
B) Akragas 3 2.02 2.09 0.94 0.97 2.30 0.83 0.92 7.86 1.90 
S9 Aphrodite Akrai 2 2.16                 
S10 Temple B (Athena) Gela 1 1.98                 
S11 Temple C Gela 3                   
S12 Victory Himera 3 2.34 2.49 0.89 0.95 3.55 0.50 0.71 4.00 2.20 
S13 Unknown Segesta 4 2.33 2.51 0.88 0.95       4.15 2.25 
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 2.33 2.50 0.89 0.96 3.26 0.55 0.71 2.88 2.14 
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 2.70 2.66 0.91 0.90 3.97 0.44 0.65 3.75 1.99 
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 2.13 2.36 0.84 0.93 3.98 0.42 0.71 4.28 2.69 
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 2.54 2.68 0.92 0.97   0.56   4.52 2.10 
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 2.32 2.54 0.86 0.94   0.38   4.42 2.53 
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 2.13 2.20 0.94 0.97       6.48 2.23 
S21 Temple O Selinous 3                   
S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 2.38 2.55 0.88 0.94 3.16 0.55 0.68 3.23 1.80 
S23 Athena Syracuse 3 2.37 2.50 0.91 0.96   0.56   3.96 2.11 
S24 Zeus Syracuse 1 2.56 2.77 0.88 0.95       3.65 2.03 
S25 Temple A Megara Hyblaia 2 2.36       3.66         
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
A2 Olympieion Athens 2 
           A3 Athena Polias Athens 2 
      
8.15 
 
0.953 0.87 0.56 
A4 
First Temple 
of Poseidon Sounion 3 
           A5 Old Parthenon Athens 3 
           A6 Hephaisteion Athens 4 5.61 1.29 2.4 5.56 2.21 2.21 8.24 3.43 1.01 0.94 0.62 
A7 
Apollo 
Delphinios Athens 4 
           A8 Parthenon Athens 4 5.43 1.27 2.96 6.66 2.43 2.43 11.64 3.93 1.032 0.98 0.65 
A9 
Second 
Temple of 
Poseidon Sounion 4 6.02 1.31 2.19 5.07 2.43 2.43 8.1 3.69 1.006 0.89 0.63 
A10 Athena Pallene 4 
          
0.66 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 4 5.74 1.3 2.43 5.23 2.15 2.15 8.71 3.59 0.984 0.99 0.65 
A12 Artemis Loutsa 6 
           A13 Apollo Aigina 2 
         
1.00 
 A14 Aphaia Aigina 3 5.33 1.34 2.61 5.47 2.01 2.06 8.3 3.18 1.024 0.98 0.62 
A15 Athena Megara 2 
           
A16 Athena 
Karthaia 
(Keos) 2 
 
1.3 
         I1 Unknown Hipponion 2 
           I2 Unknown Kaulonia 4 
           I3 Hera Kroton 3 4.66 1.34 
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
I4 Casa Marafioti 
Locri 
Epizephyrioi 2 
 
1.24 
       
0.84 0.73 
I5 Hera 
Tavole 
Palatine 2 4.88 1.36 3.08 6.39 1.77 1.79 
     
I6 
Temple Aii 
(Apollo 
Lykeios) Metaponto 2 
 
1.32 
         I7 Temple Bii Metaponto 2 
           I8 Athena Poseidonia 2 4.85 1.5 2.37 5.37 2.33 2.33 7.43 3.13 1.126 0.83 0.60 
I9 
Hera I 
(Basilica) Poseidonia 2 4.45 1.48 3.79 8.41 2.25 2.08 
     
I10 Heraion 
Foce del 
Sele 2 
 
1.51 
      
1.193 0.71 
 
I11 
Hera II 
(Poseidon) Poseidonia 4 4.33 1.37 2.74 6.75 1.99 1.97 8.32 3.04 1.038 0.92 0.64 
I12 Unknown Taranto 1 4.46 1.23 
         I13 Minerva Pompeii 2 
           N1 Artemis Kalydon 5 
           
N2 Poseidon 
Velvina 
(Molykreion) 6 
           
N3 
Apollo 
Ismenios Thebes 5 
           N5 Hera Plataia 2 
           N6 Apollo Eretria 2 
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
Daphnephoros 
N7 Dionysos Eretria 5 
          
0.75 
N9 Zeus Ammon 
Aphytis 
(Kallithea) 6 
           
N10 Apollo 
Ambrakia 
(Arta) 3 
           N12 Unknown Kassope 6 
           N13 Zeus Stratos 6 6.13 1.28 2.1 4.1 2.5 2.5 9.4 4.46 0.872 1.01 0.66 
N14 Zeus Passaron 6 
           
N15 
Fourth c. 
Apollo Delphi 6 5.91 1.29 2.05 5.49 2.56 2.59 
   
0.87 0.58 
N16 Sixth c. Apollo Delphi 2 
 
1.36 
      
1.031 0.88 0.60 
N17 Athena Delphi 2 4.72 1.31 2.88 5.97 1.85 1.9 
     
N18 
Athena 
Kranaia Elateia 3 
 
1.38 
         
N19 Apollo 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 2 
           
N20 
Artemis 
Elaphebolos 
Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 4 
           N21 Apollo Metropolis 2 
           N22 Unknown Pherai 6 
           N23 Artemis Korkyra 1 
         
0.84 0.56 
N24 Kardaki Korkyra 2 4.88 1.33 4 
 
1.31 1.31 
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
N25 
Hera (Mon 
Repos) Korkyra 5 
           O1 Athena Assos 2 5 1.46 3.07 6.63 1.79 1.87 8.79 2.86 1.055 1.02 0.67 
O8 Apollo Delos 3 5.5 1.31 2.4 5.49 2.27 2.27 8.23 3.43 1.034 0.90 0.64 
O11 Zeus Cyrene 3 4.61 1.34 3.42 7.65 2.13 2.13 9.18 2.68 1.25 
  O12 Apollo Cyrene 2 
 
1.29 
       
0.72 0.55 
O13 Unknown Apollonia 6 
           P1 Athena Alipheira 3 
      
7.61 
 
0.997 0.84 0.63 
P2 Hera 
Argive 
Heraion 4 
 
1.29 
       
0.92 0.61 
P3 Unknown Agios Elias 3 
 
1.36 
        
0.73 
P4 
Apollo 
Epikourios Bassai 4 5.36 1.25 2.44 6.43 2.2 2.23 8.71 3.57 1 0.96 0.64 
P5 Unknown Orchomenos 2 
           P6 Athena Alea Tegea 6 6.16 1.28 
     
4.64 0.89 0.99 0.65 
P7 Apollo Corinth 1 4.4 1.34 2.98 7.43 1.8 1.93 
     P8 Apollo Sikyon 6 
           P9 Asklepios Epidauros 5 
 
1.52 
    
9.27 
 
0.887 1.00 0.64 
P10 Asklepios Gortys 5 
           
P11 
Akropolis 
Temple Gortys 5 
           P12 Poseidon Hermione 2 
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
P13 Poseidon Isthmia 3 
           
P14 Poseidon 
Kalaureia 
(Poros) 2 
           P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 
 
1.3 
    
8.89 
 
0.975 0.99 0.64 
P16 Athena Makiston 3 
 
1.31 
       
0.90 0.60 
P17 Zeus Nemea 6 6.34 1.25 1.95 4.12 2.75 2.76 9.21 4.74 0.895 0.99 0.63 
P18 Hera Olympia 1 4.18 1.26 3.59 9.58 1.47 1.6 
     P19 Metroon Olympia 5 
 
1.31 
    
8.25 
 
0.952 0.89 0.61 
P20 Zeus Olympia 3 4.72 1.32 2.65 6.15 2 2 7.89 2.97 1.016 0.89 0.61 
P21 Athena Prasidaki 3 
      
8.96 
 
1.05 0.98 0.75 
P22 Unknown Troizen 6 
           P23 Athena Vigla 2 
           P24 Temple C Pallantion 3 
           P25 Unknown Kalavryta 2 
           
S1 
Temple F 
(Concord) Akragas 4 4.73 1.28 2.52 5.88 2.1 2.09 7.62 3.02 0.991 0.86 0.57 
S2 
Temple G 
(Hephaisteion) Akragas 4 
           
S3 
Temple I 
(Dioskouroi) Akragas 4 4.78 1.26 
     
3.14 0.999 0.82 0.55 
S4 
Temple A 
(Herakles) Akragas 2 4.83 1.42 2.52 6.65 2.18 2.18 8.13 3.23 1.056 0.86 0.66 
S5 Temple D Akragas 4 4.6 1.29 2.68 6.03 2.03 2.06 7.86 2.94 1.111 0.90 0.60 
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
(Hera Lacinia) 
S6 
Temple E 
(Athena) Akragas 3 
           S7 Temple L Akragas 4 4.69 1.33 
         
S8 
Zeus Olympios 
(Temple B) Akragas 3 
 
1.39 
    
8.16 
 
1.084 0.74 0.58 
S9 Aphrodite Akrai 2 
           
S10 
Temple B 
(Athena) Gela 1 
           S11 Temple C Gela 3 
           S12 Victory Himera 3 
           S13 Unknown Segesta 4 4.83 1.25 2.48 6.21 2.15 2.14 7.98 3.22 1.001 0.90 0.60 
S15 Temple A Selinous 3 
 
1.37 
    
7.48 
 
1.042 0.82 0.60 
S16 Temple C Selinous 2 4.44 1.29 2.78 7.39 1.96 2.23 7.42 2.67 1.209 0.71 0.67 
S17 Temple D Selinous 3 5 1.4 2.83 6.67 1.91 1.86 7.69 2.72 1.064 0.81 0.71 
S18 Temple E Selinous 3 4.61 1.27 2.45 6.56 2.19 2.19 7.23 2.95 1.04 0.81 0.55 
S19 Temple F Selinous 3 5.01 1.46 2.68 6.79 2.04 1.98 8.1 3.03 1.02 0.85 0.69 
S20 Temple G Selinous 3 
 
1.55 
    
8.88 
 
1.442 0.85 0.58 
S21 Temple O Selinous 3 
           S22 Apollo Syracuse 1 4.31 1.23 2.69 6.88 2.12 2.4 
     S23 Athena Syracuse 3 4.44 1.33 2.53 6.31 2.12 2.11 7.69 3.04 1.061 0.90 0.59 
S24 Zeus Syracuse 1 
 
1.3 
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Appendix IV.2: Ratios between the Elevation Element Measurements 
Cat No. Name Location 
Date 
Group CH/LD LD/UD SW/CH SL/CH CH/FS CH/FlS SW/EntH CH/EntH ArH/FrH MW/FrH TW/FrH 
S25 Temple A 
Megara 
Hyblaia 2 
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Appendix V: Catalogue 
A2: The Olympieion at Athens 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 530 – 510 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
Vitruvius (Preface to 7.15) states that the architects Antistates, Callaeschros, 
Antimachides, and Porinos laid the foundations of the temple for Peisistratos (566-527). 
Aristotle (Politics 1313b) speaks of the “building of the Olympieion” by the Peisistratids 
(527-510). Wycherley (1964: 163; 1978: 156) does not believe, however, that this is a 
contradiction, as Peisistratos may have conceived the design, appointed the architects; 
and saw the site prepared. His sons then pursued the project.  
The filling thrown into the temple while it was under construction, contained sherds 
dating to 530. Travlos (1971: 402) and Boersma (1970: 25) believe that the evidence from 
the pottery, as well as from Aristotle and Vitruvius, suggests the building was begun 
under the younger Peisistratos in 515. Shapiro (1989: 112) dates the start of construction 
to the 520’s; whilst, Lawrence (1996: 80) dates the temple to 520.  
 
Deity: Olympieion Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (1.18.6-8) and Strabo (9.4.2). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the temple’s foundations, the two lowest krepidoma steps and several dozen 
limestone column drums were ever produced. The column drums indicate that the temple 
would have been Doric. Suggestions for the size of the foundations vary between 30.50m 
by c.70m (Travlos 1971: 402) to 40.99m by 107.747m (Dinsmoor 1950: 91). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 91; Wycherley 1964: 163-166; 1978: 156; Boersma 1970: 25; Shear Jr. 
1978: 10; Travlos 1971: 402; Shapiro 1989: 112; Lawrence 1996: 80; Camp 2001: 36. 
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A3: The Temple of Athena Polias at Athens 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 520 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
It has been suggested that the temple foundations belong to two building phases; the first 
was a simple cella structure of early sixth century date, with a peristyle added towards the 
end of the sixth century (Plommer 1960: 130; Boersma 1970: 20; Robertson 1979: 88). 
However, it is now generally agreed that the foundations belong to a single building 
phase, associated with either the Peisistratids (Travlos 1971: 143; Dinsmoor 1950: 90) or 
the democracy (Childs 1993: 404-405; 1994: 3; Hurwit 1999: 121; Camp 2001: 43, 54). 
Thus, based upon an assumption that the temple should be associated with the 
Peisistratids, the temple has traditionally been dated to the 520’s (Dinsmoor 1950: 90; 
Boersma 1970: 20; Travlos 1971: 143). However, it has recently been suggested that both 
the sculpture and the design of the temple indicate a date closer to the end of the century 
(Camp 1994; Childs 1994: 3). 
 
Deity: Athena Polias 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (1.27). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the Temple of Athena Polias survive in place near the centre of the 
Akropolis, just south of the later Erechtheion (Camp 2001: 43). The use of large sections 
of the temple’s entablature to help construct the Akropolis’ North Wall has resulted in a 
remarkable level of preservation (Plommer 1960: 133 n.24). The temple also appears to 
have one of the earliest instances of pedimental sculpture carved in the round, rather than 
in relief (Dinsmoor 1950: 90). The cella measurements reported by Plommer (1960: 129) 
have been used; however, Robertson (1979: 326) suggests cella measurements of 12.3m 
by 33.5m. Although Wiegand (1904: 121, 122) publishes dimensions for the temple’s 
capitals, these are now felt to be wrong (Ferrari 2002: 22 n.56). Although Childs (1994: 2 
n.21, Figure 1b) publishes a new drawing of the capital, unfortunately, no new 
measurements are included.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 21.85 FoL: 43.95 SW: 21.3 SL: 43.15 
KrSt: 1 CeW: 13.45 CeL: 34.7     
FC: 6 FlC: 12 FS: 4.042 FlS: 3.834 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.55 CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH: 1.275 FrH: 1.338 MW: 1.167 TW: 0.753 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Wiegand 1904: 121, 122; Dinsmoor 1950: 90, 337; Plommer 1960: 129-134; Boersma 
1970: 20; Robertson 1979: 88, 326; Travlos 1971: 143; Childs 1994; Hurwit 1999: 121-
123; Camp 2001: 43, 54; Spawforth 2006: 138. 
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A4: The First Temple of Poseidon at Sounion 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 490 – 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
Boersma (1970: 36) dates the temple to 500, due to the use of poros, suggesting that if 
construction were begun after 490, Pentelic marble would have been used. However, 
Boersma continues, the temple was constructed using local, marble-like limestone, and 
the colonnade added to the Temple of Athena at Sounion in about 450 was also made of 
the same local stone, and so it is difficult to date the initiation of construction upon the 
temple. Dinsmoor (1950: 107), Robertson (1979: 327) and Camp (2001: 308) date the 
temple on Cape Sounion to around 490-480. Building was interrupted before the roof was 
added and the columns fluted, Boersma (1970: 36) and Camp (2001: 308) presume the 
Persians destroyed the temple in 480/79. 
 
Deity: Poseidon 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscriptions found near the temple indicate that the temple building belongs to Poseidon 
(Goette 2001: 203). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple’s poros krepidoma is preserved up to the second step, under the marble 
krepidoma of the second temple (Doerpfeld 1884: 329). Numerous fragments of its 
limestone Doric capitals, wall blocks, column drums and architraves were built into the 
foundations of the later temple of Poseidon or reused in the Sanctuary of Athena on the 
lower hill (Camp 2001: 308). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW: 0.74 TW: 0.52 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Doerpfeld 1884: 329-335; Dinsmoor 1950: 107; Boersma 1970: 36; Robertson 1979: 327; 
Lawrence 1996: 99-131; Goette 2001: 203; Camp 2001: 308; Spawforth 2006: 145. 
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A5: The Old Parthenon at Athens 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 490 – 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The Old Parthenon has been variously dated between the late sixth century and the 
middle of the fifth century (see Dinsmoor 1934: 408-416 for late 19th/ early 20th 
century discussions of the date). However, the oldest potsherds within the terrace fill 
date to 490, thus, providing the date after which the temple was begun (Indeed, 
Dinsmoor (1934) proposed a very specific date for the commencement of 
construction of the 31st August 448). The traces of fire on the marble indicate that 
construction probably stopped with the Persian invasion of 480 (Dinsmoor 1934: 416-
441; 1950: 150; Whitley 2001: 342). Further to this, Seki (1984: 77) argues that the 
Old Parthenon must have been built between 490 and 480 when “the golden section” 
was most preferred by the artists in Athens. 
Deity: Athena Parthenos 
Evidence for Deity: 
See the Parthenon (entry A8). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Inside the krepidoma of the present Parthenon and at the same level there exists the 
substantial remains of a krepidoma of three steps. The lowest step was of kara stone, 
the 2 upper steps were of marble, like the column drum (Plommer 1960: 135). 
Unfortunately, the foundations are not preserved to their full extent, on the most 
complete side (the south) the south-east corner is missing and as such, the foundation 
measurements reported by Hill (1912: 545-546) as 69.616m by 26.190m are based 
upon the assumption that the relationship between the poros platform and the kara 
step is the same on all sides. 
Due to the Persian invasion, the temple was never completed and consequently, 
nothing survives above the column shafts and even these are unfinished (Plommer 
1960: 135; Seki 1984: 77). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt: 3 CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.903 CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Hill 1912; Dinsmoor 1950: 150 n.1; Plommer 1960: 135; Coulton 1974; Hurwit 1999: 
132; Whitley 2001: 342. 
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A6: The Hephaisteion at Athens 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 450 – 440 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.7. 
 
Deity: Hephaistos 
Evidence for Deity: 
The temple has been assigned to a number of deities, notably Theseus, Eukleia (Artemis), 
or Theseus and Herakles (Wycherley 1978: 68; Camp 2001: 82). Camp (1986: 82; 2001: 
103) and Delivorrias (1997: 83) argue, however, that Hephaistos was worshipped in the 
temple with Athena (as Athena Hephaistia). The identification comes from Pausanias 
(1.14.6) who described the Hephaisteion as above the Agora and the Royal Stoa. Berve 
and Gruben (1963: 391) further highlight that the workshops of smiths and bronze 
founders, discovered nearby also provides evidence for the attribution to Hephaistos.  
Brief Description of Remains: 
The Hephaisteion is very well preserved, having been converted into a church in the 
seventh century A.D. (Camp 2001: 103). Unusually, the capital measurements reported 
for this temple include the height of the annulets in the echinus height, rather than the 
necking height, as such, the respective ratios have been taken from the capital drawing 
and applied to the reported measurements to ensure that they are comparable to the other 
capitals in the study. Furthermore, a number of different measurements are reported for 
the frieze elements:  
FrH TW MW Reference 
0.813 0.507 0.761 Holland 1917: 144 
0.828 0.515  
0.53 (Corner) 
0.775 
0.795 (Corner) 
Koch 1955: Tafel 53 
0.828 0.519 0.772 Miles 1989: 184 
The difference between the measurements provided by Miles and Koch only differ on the 
mm scale, whereas those reported by Holland are significantly different. As the most 
widely utilised measurements in later temple reports (see Coulton 1974 and Wilson Jones 
2001: 702), the measurements provided by Koch are utilised in this study. 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.42 FoL: 33.48 SW: 13.708 SL: 31.769 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.948 CeL: 22.559     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.583 FlS: 2.581 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.018 CH: 5.712 UD: 0.79 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.2 AbW: 1.141 EH: 0.154 NH: 0.149 
ArH: 0.836 FrH: 0.828 MW: 0.775 TW: 0.515 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1939: 28; 1941; 1950: 180, 338; Plommer 1950: 67-78; Koch 1955; Berve and 
Gruben 1963: 391; Meiggs 1963: 39; Boersma 1970: 59; Wycherley 1978: 68; Mertens 
1984: 219; Camp 1986: 82-87; 2001: 102, 103; Miles 1989: 169, 222; Lawrence 1996: 
129, 133; Delivorrias 1997: 83, 93; Wilson Jones 2001: 702; Boardman 2005: 146. 
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A7: The Temple of Apollo Delphinios at Athens 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 450 – 440 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The date of the building is indicated by the pottery from the foundations, the excellent 
workmanship of the architecture and the use of Parian marble for the simas and the 
central acroteria on the pediments (Travlos 1971: 83). Wycherley (1978: 166) and 
Travlos (1971: 83) date the building to the mid-fifth century and Lawrence (1996: 
129) dates the temple as similar to the Hephaisteion (450-440). 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo Delphinios 
Evidence for Deity: 
The first letters of Apollo’s name are preserved on four potsherds, suggesting that the 
foundations should be associated with the Temple of Apollo Delphinios mentioned by 
Pausanias (1.19.1) as being near the Olympieion (Travlos 1971: 83; Goette 2001: 
101). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple’s foundations are preserved in situ; however, evidence for the elevation is 
limited to 4 fragments, including a stylobate block, a column drum and an anta capital 
(Travlos 1971: 83). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.26 FoL: 33.08 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Vanderpool 1962: 389; Wycherley 1978: 166; Travlos 1971: 83, 84, Figure 107; 
Lawrence 1996: 129; Goette 2001: 101; Spawforth 2006: 135. 
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A8: The Parthenon 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 447 – 432 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Building accounts are preserved on stone; these demonstrate that construction began in 
447 and that the work had progressed sufficiently for the chryselephantine statue of 
Athena to be dedicated in 438. Further work, primarily on the ornamental sculpture of the 
temple, continued until 433/2 (Camp 2001: 74; Rhodes 2005: 62; Barringer 2008: 62). 
 
Deity: Athena Parthenos 
Evidence for Deity: 
Although the building housed a statue, it need not be thought of as an expression of 
Athenian religious fervour; there is no known priestess of Athena Parthenos, and no altar 
was built to accompany the temple nor was it connected to any of the great festivals. 
Throughout antiquity the focal point of cult activity on the Akropolis was to be found on 
the north side, the area occupied in the fifth century by the Erechtheion (Herington 1955: 
37; Burkert 1988: 29; Camp 2001: 81). Herington (1955: 37) further suggests that the 
chryselephantine statue of Athena Parthenos should be seen as a large votive. The 
Parthenon served primarily as the repository of state funds and other offerings belonging 
to the Athenians (Camp 2001: 80, 81; Barringer 2008: 62). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The Parthenon’s various elements are well preserved, allowing for their dimensions to be 
included within the database. The metopes of the temple’s exterior frieze vary in width 
between 1.23m and 1.33m (1.175m at the corners), however, the width of 1.284m was 
used in the database as the measurement recorded by Holland (1917: 144). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 33.69 FoL: 72.32 SW: 30.88 SL: 69.503 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 22.34 CeL: 59.06     
FC: 8 FlC: 17 FS: 4.2965 FlS: 4.2915 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.922 CH: 10.433 UD: 1.513 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.345 AbW: 2.01 EH: 0.285 NH: 0.225 
ArH: 1.348 FrH: 1.306 MW: 1.284 TW: 0.845 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 338; Herington 1955; Robertson 1979: 328; De Waele 
1984; Mertens 1984: 219; Burkert 1988: 29; Camp 2001: 74-81; Rhodes 2005: 62; 
Berletta 2005: 72; Barringer 2008: 62. 
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A9: The Second Temple of Poseidon at Sounion 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 450-430 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Aristophanes in Clouds (401), which was produced in 423, says that Zeus struck his own 
temple, and Sounion with lightning, which Boersma (1970: 77) believes, indicates that a 
temple was present on the site in that year. Dinsmoor (1950: 182) dates the temple to 444 
due to its similarity to the Hephaisteion. Lawrence (1996: 130) and Goette (2001: 203) 
date the temple to about 440 Boardman (2005: 146) dates the pieces of frieze and 
pediment sculpture to the 430’s. 
 
Deity: Poseidon 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscriptions found near the temple indicate that the temple building belongs to Poseidon 
(Goette 2001: 203). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The marble temple is well preserved, with sixteen columns remaining in situ and 15 of 
the original 64 frieze blocks still on the site (Miles 1989: 184; Spawforth 2006: 145). 
Dinsmoor (1940: 22; 1950: 338) records a lower diameter of 1.043m; however, Plommer 
(1950: 82) argues that this cannot be correct and states that the lower diameter measure 
1.02m, which is very similar to the 1.01m lower diameter, reported by Doerpfeld (1884: 
335) and so has been used in this study. Thereby, allowing for all the necessary 
measurements to be included within the analysis.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.2 FoL: 32.8 SW: 13.47 SL: 31.124 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 8.32 CeL: 21.2     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.522 FlS: 2.522 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.02 CH: 6.14 UD: 0.779 Flts: 16 
AbH: 0.198 AbW: 1.108 EH: 0.158 NH: 0.133 
ArH: 0.834 FrH: 0.829 MW: 0.737 TW: 0.521 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Doerpfeld 1884; Dinsmoor 1940: 21, 22; 1950: 182, 338; Plommer 1950: 78-94; Boersma 
1970: 77; Coulton 1974; Mertens 1984: 219; Miles 1989: 169, 184; Lawrence 1996: 130; 
Camp 2001: 109, 308; Goette 2001: 203; Wilson Jones 2001: 704; Boardman 2005: 146, 
147; Spawforth 2006: 145. 
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A10: The Temple of Athena at Pallene 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 440 – 420 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Comparisons to the Hephaisteion and the Temple of Poseidon at Sounion suggest a date 
around 440 (Dinsmoor 1950: 182; Camp 1986: 184). Freyer (cited in Boersma 1970: 77) 
dates the sculpture between 430 and 420. Boersma (1970: 77) suggests however, that this 
is unlikely given the political circumstances, as from 431 onwards the Attic countryside 
was overrun yearly by the Spartans and the epidemics of 430/29 and 427/6 could hardly 
have encouraged temple-building. 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias’ (1.8.4) account of this part of the Agora, suggests the temple belongs to Ares 
(Camp 1986: 185). Wycherley (1978: 84) believes the dedication to Ares suggests the 
temple may have originally stood on the Areopagus, although there is no record of a 
temple there.  In contrast, Boersma (1970: 77) suggests the temple originally stood in 
Acharnai. However, the sanctuary was only of local importance, for no reference is made 
to it in ancient literature and its treasury was not included among those of the other gods. 
Goette (2001: 237), Camp (2001: 117) and Spawforth (2006: 137, 144) suggest that the 
architecture may have once belonged to the abandoned foundations of the right date and 
size found at Pallene, and the building may be the temple of Athena Pallenis. 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The discovery of the temple’s foundations in Pallene means that they can be included in 
the analysis; however, the poor state of survival in relation to the krepidoma steps means 
that the number of krepidoma steps and the stylobate dimensions cannot. Likewise, only 
small fragments of the elevation have survived, meaning that most measurements cannot 
be included in the data-set. Dinsmoor (1950: 182) speculated that the temple may have 
had sculpted metopes; however, McAllister (1959: 21) highlights that there is no evidence 
to suggest this. More recently, Travlos (1971: 104), Wycherley (1978: 85) and Boardman 
(2005: 147) have argued that a number of sculpted fragments belong to a pronaos frieze.  
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 16.32 FoL: 32.25 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH: 0.838 MW:   TW: 0.555 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1940; 1950: 182, 338; McAllister 1959; Boersma 1970: 77; Coulton 1974; 
Wycherley 1978: 84; Camp 1986: 184, 185; 2001: 117; Miles 1989: 184; Blackman 
1999-2000: 17; Goette 2001: 237; Boardman 2005: 146; Spawforth 2006: 136, 137, 144. 
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A11: The Temple of Nemesis at Rhamnous 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 430 – 420 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The carved mouldings suggest that work was being done on the temple in the 430s and 
perhaps in the 420s, though it was clearly left unfinished (Camp 2001: 112). Boardman 
(2005: 147) dates the cult statue to around 425. Miles (1989: 226) suggests that the date 
of the Parthenon (A8; 447-438) provides a terminus post quem for the Temple of Nemesis 
as the form of the sima, the decoration on the coffer lids, and the anta capitals were 
inspired by those on the Parthenon. Therefore, Miles (1989: 227) proposes that from the 
style of the capitals, and cult statue, as well as the decorative elements, the temple was 
built between 430 and 420. 
 
Deity: Nemesis 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (1.33.2). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
When Gandy visited the site, the steps and stylobate were completely preserved in place. 
Today the lowest step is preserved except at the south-east and north-east corners; the 
second step is missing along the entire east front and at the north-west corner; and the 
stylobate step is preserved only along two-thirds of the south side and a small part of the 
west end (Miles 1989: 153). Fifty column drums and fragments of drums were found on 
the site, five of them were bottom drums almost in place on the stylobate (Miles 1989: 
157). Holland (1917: 144) reported that the frieze height was 0.566m, the triglyph width 
was 0.373m and the metope width was 0.516m; however, as the most recent analysis, 
Miles’ (1989: 170) measurements have been used in the data-set.   
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.58 FoL: 22.76 SW: 9.96 SL: 21.431 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 6.5 CeL: 15.045     
FC: 6 FlC: 12 FS: 1.904 FlS: 1.904 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.714 CH: 4.101 UD: 0.551 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.13 AbW: 0.754 EH: 0.1 NH: 0.083 
ArH: 0.567 FrH: 0.5765 MW: 0.5725 TW: 0.377 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 339; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 328; Miles 1989; Camp 2001: 112; 
Boardman 2005: 147; Spawforth 2006: 147. 
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A12: The Temple of Artemis at Loutsa 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 400 – 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The treatment of such architectural details as clamps (double T) and anathyrosis, as well 
as pottery and small finds from Papadimitriou's partial excavations, does not yield a 
precise date for this temple, but range from the late sixth through the fourth centuries B.C 
(Hollinshead 1985: 435). A small sounding against the foundations produced no 
fragments of pottery older than the fourth century (Hood 1957: 6). 
 
 
Deity: Artemis Tauropolos 
Evidence for Deity: 
Euripides (IT 1447-61). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
On the south side the temple is preserved to the level of the stylobate; above this, nothing 
is conserved in situ, with only a few small fragments of the elevation surviving. 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.11 FoL: 21.16 SW: 12.56 SL: 19.6 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.23 CeL: 12.87     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts: 16 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Hood 1957: 6; Knell 1983a: 230; 1983c; Hollinshead 1985: 435; Goette 2001: 226; 
Spawforth 2006: 147. 
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A13: The Temple of Apollo on Aigina 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 520 – 510 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The sculpture and the proportions of the opisthodomos capital date the temple to the 
period 520-510 (Wurster 1974: 78; Spawforth 2006: 148). 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Aigina’s patron deity (Spawforth 2006: 147). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is badly preserved having been used as a quarry. As such, no stylobate 
sections remain in situ (Wurster 1974; Goette 2001: 335). A relief panel in the Museum 
of Aigina may have been a metope belonging to the temple (Wurster 1974: 62). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.872 FoL: 34.325 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH: 0.938 MW: 0.938 TW:   
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 107; Bookidis 1967: 116-120; Wurster 1974; Goette 2001: 335; 
Spawforth 2006: 147, 148. 
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A14: The Temple of Aphaia on Aigina 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 480-470 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.5. 
 
 
Deity: Aphaia 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (2.30.3). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is extraordinarily well preserved, with enough fragments to include all the 
temple’s measurements in the data-set. The most notable absence is the peristyle metopes. 
These were carved as slabs and inserted in grooves behind the triglyphs, it is assumed that 
these were marble and given carved decoration; however, no fragment of them has 
survived (Lawrence 1996: 99). Despite their absence, controversy rages as to the 
existence of a sculpted Doric frieze on this temple. Indeed, it has been suggested that the 
temple bore sculpted metopes, both above the pronaos and the peristyle, the metopes 
being of such high quality that they were stolen from the site by the Romans (Dinsmoor 
1960: 314; Lawrence 1996: 99; Spawforth 2006: 148; Pfaff 2003a: 104). Pfaff (2003a: 
104) suggests that the use of a ‘slot’ metope on the Temple of Aphaia indicates the 
presence of sculpted metopes; however, both the Hephaisteion and the Propylaia on the 
Athenian Akropolis have slot metopes that do not bear sculpture. Consequently, the lack 
of on-site evidence must exclude the existence of any sculpted frieze belonging to the 
Temple of Aphaia from the data-set. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.5 FoL: 30.5 SW: 13.77 SL: 28.815 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 8.01 CeL: 22.54     
FC: 6 FlC: 12 FS: 2.618 FlS: 2.5605 
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 0.989 CH: 5.272 UD: 0.736 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.19 AbW: 1.22 EH: 0.227 NH: 0.158 
ArH: 0.84 FrH: 0.82 MW: 0.8 TW: 0.505 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Furtwangler et al. 1906; Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 106, 107, 338; Coulton 1974; 
Winter 1978: 158; Robertson 1979: 327; Mertens 1984: 219; Lawrence 1996: 99, 100; 
Goette 2001: 343; Spawforth 2006: 148, 149. 
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A15: The Temple of Athena at Megara 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 599 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
Finds indicate a date in the sixth century (Spawforth 2006: 149). 
 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (1.42.4) 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the rock cut trenches for the foundations survive (Payne 1934: 189; Robinson et al. 
1936: 525). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.5 FoL: 35.5 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Payne 1934: 189; Robinson et al. 1936: 525; Spawforth 2006: 149. 
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A16: The Temple of Athena at Karthaia (Keos) 
Region: Attica  
Date Range: 520 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The plan, the capital and sima profiles appear to indicate a date in the final decades of the 
sixth century (Østby 1980: 211). 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
The discovery of a large Athena torso possibly from the centre of the pediment or a 
central Akroterion (Østby 1980: 280; Spawforth 2006: 180). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The stylobate is perfectly preserved, with no damage or dislocation of the blocks, and 
numerous column drums still in situ and preserved traces of all remaining columns on the 
stylobate blocks give a precise lay-out of the entire peristyle (Østby 1980: 190). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 12.76 FoL: 23.58 SW: 11.98 SL: 23.19 
KrSt: 2 CeW: 6.66 CeL: 15.98     
FC: 6 FlC: 11 FS: 2.24 FlS: 2.25 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.91 CH:   UD: 0.7 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.2 AbW: 1.17 EH: 0.23 NH: 0.155 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Østby 1980; Spawforth 2006: 180. 
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I1: The Unknown Temple at Hipponion 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 525 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The roof terracottas appear to indicate a late sixth century date for the temple (Spawforth 
2006: 116). 
 
 
 
Deity: Possibly Persephone 
Evidence for Deity: 
A number of votive statuettes of a seated goddess, possibly Persephone, may indicate the 
identity of the temple’s deity (Giudo 1972: 187). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the foundation measurements of the temple are preserved well enough to be 
included within this study (Guido 1972: 186). However, a few stone chips of columns and 
triglyphs indicate that the building was constructed of stone and built in the Doric order 
(Van Buren 1923: 24).  
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.5 FoL: 37.45 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Orsi 1921a: 480; Van Buren 1923: 24; Guido 1972: 186, 187; Spawforth 2006: 116. 
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I2: The Unknown Temple at Kaulonia 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 430 – 420 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The shape of the capital and the terracotta’s indicate a date for the temple between 430 
and 420 (Van Buren 1923: 9; Mertens 1984: 125; Barello 1995: 91; Spawforth 2006: 
118). 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
It has been suggested that the temple may be that of Apollo Katharsios (Guido 1972: 
164). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Of the ground-plan, only the foundations of the temple remain, the rest having been 
smashed up to make lime, meaning that very little of its ground plan can be ascertained 
(Orsi 1914: 844; Van Buren 1923: 9; Guido 1972: 164; Barello 1995: 88). One fragment 
of a column capital survives, possibly from the north-east part of the temple, whilst 
multiple architrave blocks survive, but, only one small fragment of triglyph is preserved 
(Orsi 1914: 847; Mertens 1984: 126). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.2 FoL: 41.2 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.902 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.264 AbW: 1.424 EH: 0.253 NH: 0.167 
ArH: 1.01 FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.61 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Orsi 1914: 844-853; Van Buren 1923: 9; Guido 1972: 164; Robertson 1979: 327; Mertens 
1984: 125, 126; Barello 1995: 88-91; Spawforth 2006: 118. 
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I3: The Temple of Hera at Kroton 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 475 – 450 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The refinements (curvature of the platform and columns inclined inwards) as well as the 
fragments of Parian marble pedimental sculpture indicate that this temple belonged to the 
second quarter of the fifth century (Dinsmoor 1950: 110; Spawforth 2006: 118). 
 
 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
Livy, The History of Rome 24.3 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only individual elements of this temple remain to be measured, the rest having been torn 
up and carried away by Bishop Lucifero of Crotone at the beginning of the sixteenth 
century (Frothingham 1887: 181, 182). Only one column, from the north-east corner, 
remains standing, allowing for the column and capital measurements to be included in the 
data-set (Dinsmoor 1950: 110). The capital measurements used in the data-set are from 
Mertens (1984: 82), however, the earlier measurements by Abatino (1903: 357) are 
slightly different from those of Mertens (AbH: 0.425; AbW: 2.124; EH: 0.405; NH: 
0.26). Marble statuary (now lost) once felt to belong to the metopes (Guido 1972: 168) is 
now assigned to the pediments (Spawforth 2006: 118). Only the foundations from the 
north-east corner survive; however, they suggest that the temple had a double front 
(Frothingham 1887: 182; Dinsmoor 1950: 110). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD: 1.779 CH: 8.299 UD: 1.326 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.422 AbW: 2.222 EH: 0.38 NH: 0.273 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Frothingham 1887: 181, 182; Abatino 1903; Van Buren 1923: 14, 15; Dinsmoor 1950: 
110; Guido 1972: 168; Mertens 1984: 82, 216; Spawforth 2006: 118. 
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I4: Casa Marafioti Temple at Locri Epizephyrioi 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 540 – 530 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The drum built, 20-fluted, columns, the shapes of the pentaglyph arches, and its overall 
proportions, would appear to place the Casa Marafioti Temple at Epizephyrioi in the 
second half of the sixth century (Østby 1978: 34). A couple of surviving marble figures, 
either akroteria or pedimental figures, appear to have been added to the temple in the 
second half of the fifth century (Pedley 1993: 275; Spawforth 2006: 118). 
 
Deity: Possibly Olympian Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Olympian Zeus was the subject of an archive of documents on bronze dated between 350 
and 250 were found a short distance away from the temple (Spawforth 2006: 118). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
In 1830 the Duc de Luynes was able to inspect the ruins of a temple at the Casa Marafioti. 
However, by 1910, the ruins had almost completely disappeared, having been destroyed 
by vandals (Van Buren 1923: 32). Dinsmoor (1950: 98) felt that the temple was non-
peripteral tri-style in antis, however, due to the size of the temple’s foundations it is now 
believed to be peripteral, a foundation trench indicating that the temple also had a double 
front (Østby 1978: 28-29). The temple’s foundation width was preserved; however, it has 
proved impossible to establish the length of the temple, since the Marafioti house was 
constructed over its eastern end. Furthermore, no traces of the cella were preserved. A 
number of elements of the elevation were recovered, including a couple of capital 
fragments as well as elements of the frieze, composed of pentaglyphs rather than the 
standard triglyphs (Østby 1978: 25). More blocks were available when Capialbi visited 
the site in the 1840’s and he was able to record lower diameter of the peristyle columns 
(Østby 1978:30).   
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.1 FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD: 0.915 CH:   UD: 0.735 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.235 AbW:   EH: 0.184 NH:   
ArH:   FrH: 1.32 MW: 1.11 TW: 0.97 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Van Buren 1923: 32; Dinsmoor 1950: 98; Shoe 1952: 39; Østby 1978; Barletta 1990: 63; 
Pedley 1993: 275; Spawforth 2006: 118. 
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I5: The Temple of Hera at Tavole Palatine 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 520 – 510 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The design of the capitals, triglyphs and especially the terracotta roof, lead to the temple 
being dated to 520-510 (Mertens 1985: 600; Spawforth 2006: 120), although Barletta 
(1990: 49) preferred a slightly earlier date of 530-525. 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
An archaic inscription upon a pithos confirms the temple’s deity as Hera (De Juliis 2001: 
87). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is relatively well preserved, retaining 10 columns with capitals on the north 
flank and five on the south (Dinsmoor 1950: 97; Gruben 2001: 280). Despite the excellent 
state of preservation, there is a slight discrepancy in the reported measurements. 
Dinsmoor (1950: 338) and Coulton (1974) measure the stylobate length as 33.46m; 
whilst, Mertens (1973: 213) and De Juliis (2001: 87) report that the length is only 33.3m, 
the difference also has an implication for the axial spacing measurements. As the most 
recent assessment, the measurements reported by Mertens and De Juliis are used in this 
analysis. Similarly, the column measurements reported in De Juliis (2001: 87) have been 
utilised over those reported by Koldewey and Puchstein (CH: 5.14; LD: 1.06; UD: 0.76). 
The architrave was created in two separate sections, with a smooth lower part and a 
seperate taenia; whilst a number of smooth sections remain in situ, little is known about 
the taenia (Dinsmoor 1950: 98), leading Barletta (1990: 69) and Gruben (2001: 680) to 
suggest that it may have taken the form of Ionic mouldings rather than a standard Doric 
taenia. Van Buren (1923: 41) suggests that the temple may have had sculpted metopes, 
although this was based upon a misunderstanding of the Duc de Luynes’ text, the foot 
was actually found among the rubble of Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto 
(Bookidis 1967: 246 n.1). 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.46 FoL: 35.69 SW: 16.06 SL: 33.3 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 8.02 CeL: 23.26     
FC: 6 FlC: 12 FS: 2.948 FlS: 2.908 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.068 CH: 5.21 UD: 0.785 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.26 AbW: 1.49 EH: 0.226 NH: 0.126 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 36, 37; Van Buren 1923: 41, 125; Dinsmoor 1950: 97, 98; 
Krauss 1951: 107; Shoe 1952: 68; Guido 1972: 130; Mertens 1973: 213-215; 1985: 660; 
Coulton 1974; Barletta 1990: 49, 63, 69; De Juliis 2001: 87, 88; Gruben 2001: 280; 
Spawforth 2006: 120. 
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I6: Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 540 - 520 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The parallel alignment to the eastern front of Temple B would suggest that the temples 
were erected at a similar time in the second half of the sixth century (Mertens 1985: 658; 
Barletta 1990: 49; Spawforth 2006: 119). Also, the similarity of the temple’s plan to the 
Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia (I9), suggest that the temple should be dated 
around a decade later (Dinsmoor dated the Temple of Hera I to 530, which would place 
Temple Aii around 520; Dinsmoor 1950: 98; Bookidis 1967: 246). 
 
Deity: Apollo Lykaios 
Evidence for Deity: 
The identity of the deity is known from a seventh-century inscription on a statue of a 
sphinx (Guido 1972: 132; Gruben 2001: 280; Spawforth 2006: 119). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the temple survive in situ and most of the elevation stone was taken 
away for reuse; however, a few column drums, capitals and architrave blocks are 
preserved (Van Buren 1923: 39; Mertens 1973: 206). A number of sculptural fragments 
found when the temple was excavated, now lost, may indicate that the temple bore 
sculpted metopes; however, the evidence is far from conclusive (Bookidis 1967: 245-
247). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 22.21 FoL: 51.15 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 10.375 CeL: 32.5     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.44 CH:   UD: 1.09 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.46 AbW: 1.91 EH: 0.3 NH: 0.17 
ArH: 1.2 FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.66 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 38-39; Van Buren 1923: 39; Dinsmoor 1950: 97; Guido 
1972: 132; Mertens 1973: 206-209; 1985: 658; Barletta 1990: 49, 63 n.119, 68 n.148, 69; 
Gruben 2001: 280; De Juliis 2001: 147; Spawforth 2006: 119. 
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I7: Temple Bii at Metaponto 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 530 - 520 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
See above entry I6 (Temple Aii (Apollo Lykeios) at Metaponto). 
 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscriptions on the back of some of the architectural terracottas indicate that the temple 
was dedicated to Hera (Trendall 1969: 39). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the temple survive in situ, allowing for their dimensions to be 
included within the data-set. The fragments of the elevation are in a poor state and the 
existence of half-columns, which would suggest a peristyle with a smooth wall pierced by 
columns, and a capital conducted in the round makes any reconstruction difficult 
(Mertens 1973: 203, 204). A few fragments of triglyphs have been discovered allowing 
for the triglyph width to be accurately measured (Mertens 1973: 205). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 19.85 FoL: 41.6 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 10.5 CeL: 25.5     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH: 0.318 AbW: 1.48 EH: 0.22 NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.61 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Trendall 1969: 39; Mertens 1973: 203-205; 1985: 658; Barletta 1990: 60, 63 n.119, 69, 
70; Gruben 2001: 280; Spawforth 2006: 119, 120. 
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I8: The Temple of Athena at Poseidonia 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 520 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
A votive deposit found to the south of the temple, miraculously undisturbed, yielded 
terracotta figurines datable to the late 6
th
 and early 5
th
, recognizable as Athena and a 
fragment of Roman pottery bearing the inscription MENERVA all suggest that the temple 
was dedicated to Athena (Trendall 1955: 54; Pedley 1990: 59). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is very well preserved, including all the dimensions of the entablature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 16.127 FoL: 34.52 SW: 14.53 SL: 32.883 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.814 CeL: 23.627     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.629 FlS: 2.625 
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 1.262 CH: 6.122 UD: 0.841 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.289 AbW: 1.769 EH: 0.297 NH: 0.195 
ArH: 1.036 FrH: 0.92 MW: 0.7625 TW: 0.55 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 93, 94; Krauss 1959; Coulton 1974; Winter 1978: 158; Robertson 1979: 
78; Symeonoglou 1985a: 56-59; Pedley 1990: 54-59; Skele 2002: 29; Spawforth 2006: 
114. 
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I9: The Temple of Hera I (Basilica) at Poseidonia 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 550 – 520 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.1. 
 
 
 
Deity: Hera and/or Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
The vast amount of votive figurines appear to be dedicated to Hera (Pedley 1990: 53; 
Ammerman 1991: 227; Skele 2002: 28; Spawforth 2006: 112); however, the existence of 
a silver plaque identifying the cult as belonging to Zeus and Hera (Pedley 1990: 54; Skele 
2002: 28) 
 
Dinsmoor’s (1950: 92) claim that the temple belonged to Poseidon is no longer 
considered accurate (Pedley 1990: 53). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is well preserved, the entire peristyle remains standing. However, the 
entablature is missing above the architrave, only backing blocks remain, not a single 
triglyph or metope has been preserved (Symeonoglou 1985a: 55; Pedley 1990: 49). A 
sculpted metope that had been attributed to the temple has subsequently been shown to be 
far too small (Bookidis 1967: 234-238). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 25.983 FoL: 55.722 SW: 24.49 SL: 54.258 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 13.37 CeL: 42.95     
FC: 9 FlC: 18 FS: 2.871 FlS: 3.102 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.45 CH: 6.454 UD: 0.982 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.43 AbW: 2 EH: 0.285 NH:   
ArH: 1.17 FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 13, 15; Dinsmoor 1950: 92-94; Krauss 1951; Coulton 
1974; Robertson 1979: 76; Symeonoglou 1985a: 52-55; Pedley 1990: 43, 49, 52-54; 
Skele 2002: 28, 29; Spawforth 2006: 112, 113; Barletta 1990: 49, 68, 69; 2009a: 79. 
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I10: The Heraion at Foce del Sele 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 540 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
It is generally agreed that the shape of the capitals and the style of the sculpture in the 
metopes dates to the second half of the sixth century; however, the exact date is debated, 
with Dinsmoor (1950: 86) and Lawrence (1996: 87) preferring a date closer to the middle 
of the century, whilst, Montuoro and Zanotti-Bianco (1938: 443), Bookidis (1967: 227-
230) and Pedley (1990: 71) prefer a date towards the end of the century.   
Deity: Argive Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
According to the tradition referred to by Strabo (6.252) and Pliny (3.9), near this river 
Jason founded a sanctuary dedicated to the Argive Hera (Sestieri 1960: 30). Terracotta 
votives dating back to the seventh century appear to confirm this identification (Sestieri 
1960: 31; Edlund 1987: 103). 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the peristyle are still in place on the eastern side, and in places on the 
north and south. However, the foundations of the west side were demolished to make 
lime. Likewise, most of the elevation elements were destroyed; however, enough 
examples survive to include the individual elements measurements within the data-set 
(Krauss 1951: 83).  
The fact that most of the column drums were not grooved all around suggests that the 
axial spaces were enclosed by walls; however, uncertainties about the size and location of 
these partitions in the colonnade meant that they were omitted in the reconstruction plan 
(Krauss 1951: 92). 
The sculpted metopes of the temple vary in width between 0.614 to 0.664, however, for 
the analysis the width of the well preserved metope 2 from Krauss (1951: XIII) has been 
used. 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.615 FoL: 38.95 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 6.14 CeL: 14.92     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 1.047 CH:   UD: 0.694 Flts: 18 
AbH: 0.286 AbW: 1.394 EH: 0.22 NH: 0.144 
ArH: 1.031 FrH: 0.864 MW: 0.614 TW:   
ScuM: TRUE ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Zancani and Zanotti-Bianco 1936: 186; Zanotti-Bianco 1936: 229; Montuoro and Zanotti-
Bianco 1938: 443; Dinsmoor 1950: 86, 96; Krauss 1951: 83-95; Sestieri 1960: 31; 
Bookidis 1967: 227-230; Barletta 1990: 49, 63, 68, 69; Pedley 1990: 71; Lawrence 1996: 
87; Spawforth 2006: 115. 
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I11: The Temple of Hera II (Poseidon) at Poseidonia 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 470 – 430 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.1. 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Zeus and/or Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
Same sanctuary as the temple of Hera I (Basilica) discussed above (I9). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
All the columns of the peristyle are preserved, as well as most of the building’s 
superstructure, including the frieze elements. However, the roof and most of the cella 
walls and interior arrangement have disappeared (Pedley 1990: 81). Barletta (2011: 629) 
lists this temple amongst others that require further study due to ‘inadequate’ current 
documentation. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 26.06 FoL: 61.7 SW: 24.316 SL: 59.961 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 13.485 CeL: 46     
FC: 6 FlC: 14 FS: 4.471 FlS: 4.503 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 2.052 CH: 8.88 UD: 1.493 Flts: 24 
AbH: 0.495 AbW: 2.602 EH: 0.427 NH: 0.306 
ArH: 1.488 FrH: 1.433 MW: 1.325 TW: 0.918 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 29; Dinsmoor 1950: 110, 111; Shoe 1952: 33, 57; 
Gottlieb 1953; Coulton 1974; Symeonoglou 1985a: 61-64; Winter 1978: 158; Robertson 
1979: 327; Mertens 1984: 56, 218; Pedley 1990: 81-88; 1993: 226; Lawrence 1996: 103; 
Skele 2002: 42, 43; Spawforth 2006: 113. 
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I12: The Unknown Temple at Taranto 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 600 – 550 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
The capital shape is compared by Wuilleumier (1939: 253) is compared to those 
belonging to the Temple of Apollo at Syracuse and C at Selinous places the Taranto 
temple around 575.  
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Two peristyle columns survive standing on their section of stylobate, the drum of a third 
column and the south east corner of the temple have also been found (Coulson 1976b). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.9 CH: 8.47 UD: 1.55 Flts: 24 
AbH: 0.51 AbW: 2.7 EH: 0.418 NH: 0.292 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 55; Wuilleumier 1939: 253; Dinsmoor 1950: 84; Coulson 
1976b; Lawrence 1996: 87; Spawforth 2006: 120. 
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I13: The Temple of Minerva at Pompeii 
Region: Italy  
Date Range: 525 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is placed in the late sixth century based upon the shape of the doric capitals 
and the design of the terracotta revetments (De Waele 1994: 105, 113; Spawforth 2006: 
110; Ling 2009: 107). A late fourth or early third-century metope, column drums of a 
different material and architectural terracottas attest to a refurbishment (Barletta 1996: 50; 
Ling 2009: 36). 
 
Deity: Minerva 
Evidence for Deity: 
Based upon the decoration for the architectural terracottas from the temple roof and an 
incomplete Oscan inscription, it has been suggested that the temple may have been jointly 
dedicated to Hercules and Minerva (Berry 2007: 188). However, De Waele (1994: 115) 
argues that there is no positive evidence for the attribution to Hercules.  
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The original podium remains in situ, as well as a few capitals of the Greek Doric order 
(Gusman 1900: 63; Spawforth 2006: 110). De Waele (1994) argues that the temple 
should be considered alongside temples of the ‘Campanian tradition’, such as Temple B 
at Pyrgi, however, the presence of a Doric peristyle as well as a cella composed of a 
pronaos and cella suggests that the temple was designed in the ‘Greek’ style and as such, 
should be included in this study.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.39 FoL: 29.69 SW: 17.2 SL: 27.24 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 6.4 CeL: 15.88     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts: 18 
AbH: 0.32 AbW: 1.5 EH: 0.2 NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Gusman 1900: 63, 64; Dinsmoor 1950: 84; Barletta 1996; De Waele 1994; 2001; Berry 
2007: 72, 188; Spawforth 2006: 110; Ling 2009: 35, 36, 107. 
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N1: The Temple of Artemis at Kalydon 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 400-350 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The suggested dates for this temple range between 400 (Heffner 1927: 124) and 350 
(Knell 1983a: 230) and in between (Dinsmoor 1950: 218; Spawforth 2006: 175). The 
only available dating evidence comes from the use of double-T clamps and the 
proportions of the architectural elements. 
 
Deity: Artemis 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (4.31.7). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the temple are well preserved, with some of the stylobate blocks 
remaining in situ (Heffner 1927: 124; Dyggve 1948). Despite this, the foundation and 
stylobate measurements reported by Dyggve (1948: 256; FoW: 14.94m; FoL: 32.55m; 
SW: 14.02m; SL: 31.63m) differ from those suggested by Knell (1983a: 230; see below). 
As the most recent analysis of the temple (see Knell 1973), the plan measurements 
provided by Knell have been used in this study. Four small capital fragments survive 
along with a number of triglyph fragments and an architrave block, which preserves its 
height (Dyggve 1948). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.85 FoL: 32.29 SW: 13.28 SL: 30.63 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.5 CeL: 21.55     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.185 AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH: 0.768 FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.498 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Heffner 1927: 124; Shoe 1936: 112; Dyggve 1948; Dinsmoor 1950: 218; Knell 1973; 
1983a: 230; Spawforth 2006: 175. 
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N2: The Temple of Poseidon at Velvina (Molykreion) 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 400 – 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is dated variously from the first half of the fourth century (Knell 1983a: 230) 
to the late fourth (Spawforth 2006: 173). Gavrili (1976) suggests that the careful 
workings on the joints of the blocks, the double block system in the stylobate, arranged so 
that each column rests on every second block, and the use of 6 by 13 columns, suggests 
that the temple dated to the fourth century. 
 
 
Deity: Poseidon 
Evidence for Deity: 
Thucydides (2.84.4). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Sections of the stylobate remain in situ; however, only half a column drum and a corner 
triglyph were found from the superstructure (Gavrili 1976). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.254 FoL: 31.416 SW: 12.87 SL: 30.032 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.9 CeL: 20.825     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Heffner 1926: 508; Gavrili 1976; Knell 1973: 456; 1983a: 230; Spawforth 2006: 173. 
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N3: The Temple of Apollo Ismenios at Thebes 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 400 – 350 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is ascribed to the first half of the fourth century based upon a mason’s 
inscription on a capital and the style of the preserved architectural elements 
(Symeonoglou 1985b: 239). 
 
 
Deity: Apollo Ismenios 
Evidence for Deity: 
A number of inscriptions found on the site, including bronze votives and stone bases, 
dating in range from the sixth to the second centuries, as well as a passage in Pausanias 
(9.10.2) identify the deity as Apollo Ismenios (Symeonoglou 1985b: 238). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the deep foundations preserve the temple’s layout (Symeonoglou 1985b: 239). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 22.82 FoL: 46.25 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 9.3 CeL: 21.6     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 218; Robertson 1979: 329; Knell 1983a: 230; Symeonoglou 1985b: 132, 
238, 239; Spawforth 2006: 168. 
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N5: The Temple of Hera at Plataia 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 550-500 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The presence of double-T clamps, the restored column ratio of 6 by 18, as well as the 
arrangement of the cella, suggest that the remaining foundations belong to the sixth 
century. This temple was subsequently destroyed and rebuilt by the Thebans after 427; 
however, as only the foundations survive, the early date is utilised (Waldstein and 
Washington 1891: 399; Spawforth 2006: 168). 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
A small votive figurine found within the temple may be a votive statue of Hera 
(Waldstein and Washington 1891: 402). The temple was also mentioned in Pausanias 
(9.2.5): “They have a Temple of Hera at Plataia, worth seeing for its size and fine statues” 
and Herodotus (9.52). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
With the exception of two fragments of the krepidoma, only the foundations are left, the 
discovery of a small fragment of a Doric column suggests that the temple was of the 
Doric order (Waldstein and Washington 1891: 397). Unfortunately, when the temple 
came to be investigated recently, the area was completely covered with debris and 
subsequent agricultural use has destroyed the building’s ground plan (Aravantinos et 
al. 2003: 304). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 16.7 FoL: 49.9 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 9.5 CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Waldstein and Washington 1891; Aravantinos et al. 2003: 304; Spawforth 2006: 168. 
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N6: The Temple of Apollo Daphnephoros at Eretria 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 530-490 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.6. 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo Daphnephoros 
Evidence for Deity: 
Epigraphical evidence (IG XII
9
 202.12-14). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
No stylobate remains in place; however, two capital fragments and two triglyph 
fragments have been discovered (Auberson 1968: 18, 19). Nearby were discovered 
remnants of marble sculpture from the temple’s west pediment (depicting Theseus and 
Antiope, Amazons and Athena), piously buried after the Persian sack of Eretria (490) 
(Bookidis 1967: 113-116; Spawforth 2006: 167). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.55 FoL: 47.8 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 9.6 CeL: 26.1     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH: 0.26 AbW: 1.6 EH: 0.24 NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.645 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Bookidis 1967: 113-116; Auberson 1968; Spawforth 2006: 167. 
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N7: The Temple of Dionysos at Eretria 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 350 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
Based upon a fragment of a black figure lekythos and a small marble head found under 
the foundations, the design of the foundations, and the relationship to the theatre, place 
the temple’s construction in the middle of the fourth century (Auberson 1976: 64). 
Further to this, the shape of the triglyph’s glyphs suggest a date in the first half of the 
fourth century, rather than the second (Auberson 1976: 64). 
 
 
Deity: Dionysos 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscriptions and proximity to the theatre confirm the attribution to Dionysos (Auberson 
1976: 59). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
None of the temple’s stylobate remains in situ; with almost the entire superstructure being 
used in the lime kilns found near the theatre (Richardson 1895: 330). However, three 
triglyph blocks were found nearby (Auberson 1976: 59). Two of the triglyphs (1402 and 
1404) measure 0.45m wide, whilst one (1403) measures 0.42m, consequently, 0.45m has 
been used as the TW in the analysis. 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 12.45 FoL: 23.05 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 6 CeL: 14.9     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH: 0.6 MW:   TW: 0.45 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Richardson 1895; Auberson 1976. 
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N9: The Temple of Zeus Ammon at Aphytis 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 350-300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
A well preserved capital, comparable in shape to those of the Temple of Athena Alea at 
Tegea (P6), indicates that this temple dates to the second half of the fourth century (Knell 
1983a: 219). 
 
 
Deity: Zeus Ammon 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscriptions indicate that the temple was dedicated to Zeus Ammon (Knell 1983a: 218; 
Spawforth 2006: 178). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
A number of elements of the temple are preserved, including a complete Doric capital as 
well as fragments of the entablature and pediment (Juri 1976). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 12.38 FoL: 23.33 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.87 Flts:   
AbH: 0.148 AbW: 0.99 EH: 0.115 NH: 0.123 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Juri 1976; Knell 1983a: 218, 219, 230; Spawforth 2006: 178. 
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N10: The Temple of Apollo at Ambrakia 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 500 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The similarity of the capital to those belonging to the second Temple of Athena Pronaia at 
Delphi, as well as the presence of a terracotta antefix identical to one at Olympia, would 
suggest that this temple dates to the beginning of the fifth century (Vocotopoulou 1969: 
43). 
 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscription (Spawforth 2006: 176). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is preserved up to the euthynteria having been used as a quarry since the early 
Christian period (Vocotopoulou 1969: 42; Caskey 1971: 307). A number of poros 
architectural elements have been found, among which are a Doric capital (total height: 
0.42m) and part of a Doric column drum (Vocotopoulou 1969: 43; Caskey 1971: 307). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.75 FoL: 44 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 8.2 CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW: 0.8 EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Vocotopoulou 1969; Caskey 1971: 307; Spawforth 2006: 176.  
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N12: The Unknown Temple at Kassope 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 400-300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s plan would suit the fourth century (Spawforth 2006: 176). 
 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The entire temple’s superstructure is missing (Spawforth 2006: 176). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Spawforth 2006: 176. 
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N13: The Temple of Zeus at Stratos 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 320 – 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is generally dated to the end of the fourth century and Shoe (1936: 72) dates 
the mouldings to ca.320 (Knell 1983: 230; Lawrence 1996: 151; Spawforth 2006: 176). 
 
 
 
Deity: Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscription (Spawforth 2006: 175). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple was never finished, the krepidoma steps retaining their protective surfaces 
and the columns remaining unfluted (Dinsmoor 1950: 220). A representative sample of 
all the elevation elements have been discovered, including 113 column drums and 7 
capitals. Pakannen (2004: 10) argues that despite the number of column drums, the 
column height can only be narrowed down to a range of 7.88-7.93m, however, the 
median height of 7.905m is significantly accurate for this study.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.32 FoL: 34.12 SW: 16.64 SL: 32.44 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 9.59 CeL: 20.49     
FC: 6 FlC: 11 FS: 3.16 FlS: 3.16 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.29 CH: 7.905 UD: 1.01 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.202 AbW: 1.36 EH: 0.136 NH: 0.167 
ArH: 0.825 FrH: 0.946 MW: 0.955 TW: 0.625 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Shoe 1936: 72, 133, 159; Dinsmoor 1950: 220, 339; Robertson 1979: 330; Knell 1983a: 
210, 230; Lauter 1983; Lawrence 1996: 151; Pakkanen 2004; Spawforth 2006: 175, 176. 
 
 
  
   
 
420 
 
N14: The Temple of Zeus at Passaron 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 325 – 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
Doric and Ionic capitals indicate that the temple belonged to the late fourth century 
(Spawforth 2006: 176). 
 
 
 
Deity: Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Not Clear 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Parts of the foundations of a small limestone and marble temple survive (Spawforth 2006: 
176). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Spawforth 2006: 176. 
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N15: The Fourth-Century Temple of Apollo at Delphi 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 370 – 325 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The shape of the mouldings (Shoe 1936: 70, 112). 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (10.5.5). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple only remains at the level of the euthynteria, having been damaged by natural 
disasters and looters (Courby 1927: 3). One hundred and seven poros column drums are 
still scattered on the temple terrace (including one for every position in the column), as 
well as a number of surviving poros capitals. The elements of the frieze survive carved 
onto metope-trigylyph blocks (Courby 1927: 15, 18). The temple also appeared to have 
sculpted pediments, including figures Apollo, Artemis and Leto (Courby 1927: 21). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 23.82 FoL: 60.32 SW: 21.68 SL: 58.18 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 13.34 CeL: 44.14     
FC: 6 FlC: 15 FS: 4.138 FlS: 4.083 
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 1.791 CH: 10.59 UD: 1.384 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.31 AbW: 1.91 EH: 0.173 NH: 0.242 
ArH:   FrH: 1.405 MW: 1.22 TW: 0.82 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Courby 1927; Shoe 1936: 70, 112; Dinsmoor 1950: 339; Coulton 1974; Spawforth 2006: 
170, 171. 
 
 
 
  
   
 
422 
 
N16: The Sixth-Century Temple of Apollo at Delphi 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 520 – 510 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s association with the Alkmaionidai has led to the suggestion that the temple 
was built around 513 (Dinsmoor 1950: 91). However, the style of the temple’s 
architecture and sculpture have led to suggestions that the Alkmaionidai connection 
mentioned by Herodotus (5.62-3) may in fact be a later fabrication and that the temple in 
fact dates to the period 530-520 (Tomlinson 1976: 67; Childs 1993). 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
See above entry (N15). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
A large proportion of the temple survives, including over 150 column drums, two capital 
fragments, along with architrave and frieze blocks, that preserve their full height and 
width (Courby 1927). Despite the abundance of column drums belonging to this temple, it 
is still difficult to restore an accurate column height. Courby (1927: 100) suggests that the 
columns could have been between 7.4m and 8.9 metres tall, as such, the height is not 
included in the analysis.  
The temple’s east pediment contained sculpture depicting the arrival of Apollo at Delphi, 
containing a quadriga (Marconi 2007: 193). Although the best preserved metope is blank, 
a number of possible sculpted metopes, of the correct size and age to belong to the 
Temple of Apollo have been discovered. Unfortunately, as highlighted by Bookidis 
(1967: 189-192), due to the poor state of preservation, it cannot be certain whether these 
belonged to the peristyle or the porches and have consequently been left out the analysis. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 23.8 FoL: 59.5 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 13.34 CeL: 44.14     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.8 CH:   UD: 1.324 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.374 AbW: 2.203 EH: 0.395 NH: 0.253 
ArH: 1.415 FrH: 1.372 MW: 1.21 TW: 0.822 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Courby 1927; Shoe 1936: 34, 104; Dinsmoor 1950: 91, 92; Bookidis 1967: 189-192; 
Tomlinson 1976: 67; Childs 1993; Østby 2000; Marconi 2007: 193. 
 
  
   
 
423 
 
N17: The Temple of Athena at Delphi 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 550-500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The architecture dates the building to the second half of the sixth century (Demangel 
1923: 2). 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Herodotus (8.36-39) and Pausanias (10.8.6). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Columns still remain standing in situ on the peristyle, some to their full height with 
capitals. However, only a small piece of the architrave and only a very small element of a 
triglyph exists (Demangel 1923: 10). There also appears to have been limestone 
pedimental sculpture (Spawforth 2006: 172). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.25 FoL: 28.45 SW: 13.25 SL: 27.464 
KrSt: 2 CeW: 7.71 CeL: 20.57     
FC: 6 FlC: 12 FS: 2.485 FlS: 2.421 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.975 CH: 4.6 UD: 0.746 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.202 AbW: 1.228 EH: 0.238 NH: 0.165 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.511 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Demangel 1923; Dinsmoor 1950: 92, 338; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 326; Østby 
2000; Spawforth 2006: 172. 
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N18: The Temple of Athena Kranaia at Elateia 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 500-475 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The clay roof ornaments indicate an early fifth century date (Spawforth 2006: 169). 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena Kranaia 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscription (Paris 1892: 82). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations and parts of the stylobate remain in place, including some lower column 
drums being preserved in situ (Paris 1892: 102). However, no cella foundations were 
discovered. A capital, a geison block and a fragment of a metope-triglyph block were 
preserved (Paris 1892). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.5 FoL: 27.5 SW: 11.5 SL: 27.5 
KrSt: 1 CeW:   CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.25 FlS: 2.25 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.75 CH:   UD: 0.545 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.15 AbW:   EH: 0.13 NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.5 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Paris 1892; Spawforth 2006: 169. 
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N19: The Temple of Apollo at Kalapodi (Hyampolis) 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 600 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
Not Clear 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
An inscription discovered in 2007, identifies the temple as belonging to Apollo (Niemeier 
2007-2008: 47; Also see below entry: N20). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Sections of the temple stylobate remain in situ, demonstrating burning from the Persian 
destruction in 480. It is suggested that only the columns on the east side of the temple and 
the first columns of the north and south side were of stone, the rest being made of wood 
(Whitley et al. 2006-2007: 41).   
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.12 FoL: 26.88 SW: 13.6 SL: 26.3 
KrSt: 1 CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Whitley et al. 2006-2007: 41; Niemeier 2007-2008: 47. 
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N20: The Temple of Artemis Elaphebolos at Kalapodi 
(Hyampolis) 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 425 – 395 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Felsch (1975: 15-17) highlights that the use of 6 by 14 columns and the restored 2:5 ratio 
of the stylobate, would suggest that the temple was constructed in the archaic period; 
however, the lining up of the cella front with the third flank column is not possible before 
the Periklean period. Furthermore, the closest parallel to the capital profiles are found on 
the Argive Heraion (Felsch 1975: 15). Therefore, the temple is dated to the period 425-
395. 
 
Deity: Artemis Elaphebolos 
Evidence for Deity: 
Plutarch (Moralia 2: The Women of Phokis) describes a Phokian celebration to 
commemorate a victory in the vicinity of Kleonai, held each year at the great festival of 
the Elapheboleia, held in honour of Artemis. Furthermore, an inscription found near 
Hyampolis details the terms on which land sacred to Artemis and Apollo was leased to 
local farmers. As the sanctuary contains two temples, it is argued that the sanctuary is 
jointly dedicated to both Artemis and Apollo (McInerney 1999: 289). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the foundations of this temple remain in situ, none of the stylobate remains in place 
having been plundered (Felsch 1975). Felsch (1975: 12) and Knell (1983a: 230) have 
published different measurements for the foundation length (45.8m and 46.12m 
respectively), as with other temples, the measurement reported by Knell has been used in 
the analysis. Twenty column drums, three capital fragments, an architrave fragment and 
one glyph as well as a metope, have also been discovered (Felsch 1975: 13-15).  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 19.26 FoL: 46.12 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 10.14 CeL: 31.7     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 1 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.2165 AbW: 1.35 EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Felsch 1975; Knell 1983a: 230; McInerney 1999: 289; Spawforth 2006: 170. 
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N21: The Temple of Apollo at Metropolis 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 560 – 540 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The typology of the antefixes and the sima fragments indicate that the temple belonged to 
the mid-sixth century (Intzesiloglou 2002: 115). 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
A 4th century dedicatory inscription found in the cella and a Bronze cult statue of Apollo 
as a hoplite found on a cult statue base (Intzesiloglou 2002: 115). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
From the position of the surviving lower column drums, it is suggested that the temple 
had 5 columns on the facade ends (although the axial spacings are not reported in 
Intzesiloglou’s preliminary report), surmounted by capitals with different relief 
decoration on each capitals’ echinus. Due to the absence of any architrave or frieze blocks 
it is suggested that the temple may have had a wooden entablature (Intzesiloglou 2002: 
112). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.75 FoL:   SW: 13.75 SL:   
KrSt: 1 CeW: 8.2 CeL: 23.8     
FC: 5 FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Intzesiloglou 2002. 
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N22: The Unknown Temple at Pherai 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The profiles of the mouldings suggest that the temple was constructed around 300 (Østby 
1994a: 140). 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Not much of the foundations still remain today; however, the lower foundations of the 
eastern front do survive intact (Østby 1994a: 139).  
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 16.4 FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW: 0.81 TW: 0.54 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Østby 1994a. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
   
 
429 
 
N23: The Temple of Artemis at Korkyra 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 580 – 570 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
The sculpture belonging to the west pediment provides the evidence for the temple’s date. 
The sculptures have been dated variously between 580 and 570 (Lawrence 1996: 77; 
Spivey 1996: 97; Spawforth 2006: 177). 
 
Deity: Artemis 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscription (Spawforth 2006: 177). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
A single complete column drum and capital allow for the inclusion of these dimensions in 
the data-set. However, only a fragment of the architrave has been found and this does not 
preserve the height. Seven triglyphs and three metopes were found (Schlief et al. 1940; 
Klein 1998: 359 n.71). The visible widths of the three preserved (non-sculpted) metopes 
vary between 0.887m and 0.949m, as the middle size, the measurements of metope 2 
have been used in the analysis (the height of metope 2 has also been used as the FrH, 
which varies between 1.090 and 1.095 on the various frieze elements). Likewise, the 
triglyph widths vary between 0.613m and 0.618m, as a middle measurement and due to 
the presence of two triglyphs of this size, a TW of 0.615m is used in the analysis. 
Robertson (1979: 69 n.4) proposes that the temple had a sculpted Ionic frieze over the 
pronaos; whilst, Bookidis (1967: 177-182) and Marconi (2007: 12) suggest that the 
sculpted metopes that were discovered belong above the temple’s peristyle, probably on 
the west front of the temple. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 23.45 FoL: 48.96 SW: 22.41 SL: 47.89 
KrSt: 2 CeW: 9.81 CeL: 34.96     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.962 Flts: 24 
AbH: 0.309 AbW: 1.685 EH: 0.217 NH: 0.13 
ArH:   FrH: 1.093 MW: 0.922 TW: 0.615 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Shoe 1936: 91, 102, 103, 106, 151; Schlief et al. 1940; Dinsmoor 1950: 75; Bookidis 
1967: 177-182; Robertson 1979: 69 n.4, 324; Lawrence 1996: 77; Spivey 1996: 97; Klein 
1998; Spawforth 2006: 177; Marconi 2007: 12-13; Barletta 2009a: 78. 
 
 
  
   
 
430 
 
N24: The ‘Kardaki’ Temple at Korkyra 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 525 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The capital profiles, the similarity of the flank geison profile to that of the raking sima 
replacement of the Temple of Artemis at Korkyra (N23), place the temple in the last 
quarter of the sixth century (Johnson 1936: 54; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 173). 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple stands on the shore; however, the eastern end of the temple had fallen into the 
sea by 1825 (Johnson 1936: 46; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973: 166). Several monolithic column 
shafts remain in situ on the stylobate. Numerous column capitals and various blocks of 
the entablature were found, which indicate, uniquely, that this temple was constructed 
without a Doric frieze of triglyphs and metopes (Johnson 1936; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 12.64 FoL:   SW: 11.91 SL:   
KrSt: 2 CeW: 7.38 CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC:   FS: 2.264 FlS: 2.264 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.61 CH: 2.975 UD: 0.457 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.146 AbW: 0.819 EH: 0.148 NH: 0.101 
ArH: 0.46 FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1936; 1950: 92; Johnson 1936; Shoe 1936: 92; Dinsmoor Jr. 1973; Robertson 
1979: 326; Spawforth 2006: 177. 
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N25: The Hera (Mon Repos) Temple at Korkyra 
Region: N. Greece  
Date Range: 400 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The marble sima may be dated on grounds of style to around 400 (Chase 1916: 204; 
Spawforth 2006: 176). 
 
 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
An inscription mentioning Akria (Hera) may identify the cult (Spawforth 2006: 177). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Little more than the foundation trenches exist but the dimensions were established and 
some fragments of poros drums and other parts of the superstructure were recovered 
(Megaw 1965: 14). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.6 FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Chase 1916: 204; Megaw 1965: 14; Spawforth 2006: 176, 177. 
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O1: The Temple of Athena at Assos 
Region: Other   
Date Range: 540 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is dated variously to both the first (Robertson 1979: 85) and the second halves 
of the sixth century (Dinsmoor 1950: 88). Robertson’s dating of the temple to the first 
half of the sixth century depends upon the style of the architecture and the sculpture, 
which he suggests was imitative and provincial. Meanwhile, Dinsmoor suggests that the 
use of mutules of equal width would make a date before 540 improbable. This date is also 
purported by Sartiaux (1915: 147) and Maggidis (2009: 91) who argue that the 
iconography and style of the frieze belong to the third quarter of the sixth century. 
Wescoat (2012: 235-239) supports a date of c.540 for the temple, suggesting that the 
idiosyncrasies in the temple’s design is linked to the inexperienced builders, rather than 
an early date. 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
As the patron of the city, Athena represents the greatest possibility, although there is no 
positive evidence (Sartiaux 1915: 24). 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is very well preserved, including a number of sculpted metopes and a sculpted 
architrave. No block above the stylobate remains in situ; however, extensive evidence 
survives for virtually every part of the building (Wescoat 2012: 4).  
As discussed by Wescoat (1987; 2012: 43-56) a number of different capital designs are 
used on the temple and these are analysed separately in the capital analysis. For the 
analysis, three representative capitals were selected (one from each group), Capital C1 
(Group A), Capital C6 (Group B) and Capital C3 (Group C). One capital (C4) has 18 
flutes, whereas the vast majority utilise 16 (Wescoat 1987: 558; 2012: 41). The sculpted 
metopes vary considerably in width between 0.735m and 0.845m (the un-sculpted 
metopes range between 0.715m and 0.815m), as a mid-range example, the dimensions of 
M1 (Chase Scene) has been used. 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.59 FoL: 30.875 SW: 14.03 SL: 30.31 
KrSt: 2 CeW: 7.97 CeL: 22.33     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.56 FlS: 2.447 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.914 CH: 4.57 UD: 0.624 Flts: 16 
AbH: 0.201 AbW: 1.184 EH: 0.199 NH: 0.106 
ArH: 0.82 FrH: 0.777 MW: 0.796 TW: 0.52 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO: TRUE 
 
References: 
Sartiaux 1915; Dinsmoor 1950: 88; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 85; Wescoat 1987; 
2012; Lawrence 1996: 81; Maggidis 2009. 
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O8: The Temple of Apollo on Delos 
Region: Other   
Date Range: 478 – 450 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple was begun sometime after the foundation of the Delian League in 478/7 but 
abandoned later and completed only in the latter part of the fourth century. The temple 
appeared to serve as the treasury for the league, but when this was transferred to Athens 
in 454/3 the temple lost its purpose and the project was allowed to lapse (Rhodes 2005: 
64; Berve and Gruben 1963: 364; Boersma 1970: 62; Tomlinson 1976: 75; Robertson 
1979: 327), although Coulton (1984: 44) has suggested that it may have continued with 
“decreasing energy”. 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Homeric Hymn 3 (To Delian Apollo). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Discussions of this temple are generally focussed upon two areas: the order of the 
architecture and the extent to which the temple was completed before the Delain League 
treasury was moved from Delos to Athens. The general concensus suggests that the 
temple was originally conceived as Ionic, but was completed as Doric (Dinsmoor 1950: 
184; Berve and Gruben 1963: 364; Tomlinson 1976: 75), although this has recently been 
thought improbable (Miles 1998: 56). Dinsmoor (1950: 184) argues that only the lowest 
two steps were completed prior to the cessation of construction, with the remainder being 
completed following the Delian independence from Athens. However, Courby (1931), 
Coulton (1984: 44), Miles (1998: 56; 2000) and Osborne (1999: 324) argue that the 
temple was atleast completed to the level of the frieze before building work ceased. As 
discussed in Chapter 8, the similarities between the architecture of the Delos temple and 
the temples of fifth century Attica (including the capital shape) makes it likely that the 
upper elements were completed at the time of Athenian interest in the sanctuary. 
The preserved column drums suggest that the columns were 5.2m high. Furthermore, the 
lower diameters of the preserved columns (identifiable by a fluted band at the bottom) 
range between 0.936m and 0.97m; the average measurement of 0.945m cited by Courby 
(1931: 15) is used in this analysis. The flank metope dimensions are taken from block 270 
(Courby 1931: Figure 32). 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.72 FoL: 29.78 SW: 12.47 SL: 28.53 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.2 CeL: 20.55     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.2905 FlS: 2.2905 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.945 CH: 5.2 UD: 0.72 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.201 AbW: 1.113 EH: 0.181 NH: 0.148 
ArH: 0.77 FrH: 0.745 MW: 0.67 TW: 0.48 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Courby 1931; Dinsmoor 1950: 184, 221, 339; Berve and Gruben 1963: 364; Boersma 
1970: 62, 170; Tomlinson 1976: 75; Robertson 1979: 327; Osborne 1999: 267, 324; 
Rhodes 2005: 64. 
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O11: The Temple of Zeus at Cyrene 
Region: Other   
Date Range: 500 – 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
A monumental Latin inscription on the east façade indicates the temple’s dedication to 
Jupitor Augustus (Spawforth 2006: 225). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The east façade is now almost entirely lost, while the West has almost completely all the 
elements, including those of the back wall of the pediment, thus, allowing for the 
inclusion of all the element’s dimensions in the data-set (Stucchi 1975: 24). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 31.766 FoL: 69.681 SW: 30.58 SL: 68.39 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 17.3 CeL: 51.25     
FC: 8 FlC: 17 FS: 4.197 FlS: 4.197 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.94 CH: 8.94 UD: 1.45 Flts: 24 
AbH: 0.43 AbW: 2.7 EH: 0.55 NH: 0.34 
ArH: 1.85 FrH: 1.48 MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Pesce 1947; Dinsmoor 1950: 86-88; Buttle 1956: 31, 32; Stucchi 1975: 20-29; Spawforth 
2006: 225. 
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O12: The Temple of Apollo at Cyrene 
Region: Other   
Date Range: 550 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The cella and adyton date to the middle of the sixth century (Stucchi 1975: 16). During 
the last quarter of the fifth century, the temple was surrounded with a peristyle of 6 by 11 
columns. The pediments were also given sculpture, dating in style around 500 B.C 
(Stucchi 1975: 18). Although, Dinsmoor (1950: 86) suggests that the peristyle may be 
contemporary with the cella. 
 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Not Clear 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The stylobate measurements and foundation measurements are not retained having been 
built over by the second temple (Pernier 1935). Capital and frieze elements survive 
allowing for their inclusion within the database (Stucchi 1975: 19). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt: 2 CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.1 CH:   UD: 0.85 Flts: 16 
AbH:   AbW:   EH: 0.23 NH:   
ArH:   FrH: 1.09 MW: 0.78 TW: 0.6 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Pernier 1935: 36-43; Dinsmoor 1950: 86; Buttle 1956: 32; Stucchi 1975: 18-19; 
Robertson 1979: 324. 
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O13: The Unknown Temple at Apollonia 
Region: Other  
Date Range: 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The capital indicates that the temple dates to around 300 (Spawforth 2006: 227). 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
After excavation, the lowest course of the temple’s krepidoma was discovered. 
Furthermore, an almost complete capital was found (Pedley 1967: 142). 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 17.3 FoL: 31.93 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.96 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.188 AbW: 1.35 EH: 0.155 NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Pedley 1967; Spawforth 2006: 227. 
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P1: The Temple of Athena at Alipheira 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 500 – 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The sixteen flutes of the peristyle columns and the regulae without guttae indicate an 
early date. However, the capital, the sima and the triglyphs suggest a later date. 
Furthermore, the undercut under the geison nose, which is concave, and the upper 
definition of the triglyph slits, which are horizontal, would indicate a date between 500 
and 480 (Østby 1995b: 369; Forsén et al. 1999: 177). 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
After a mention by Pausanias (8.26.6). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The stylobate rests directly upon the foundations, which were well preserved. In addition, 
limestone column drums, capitals, marble roof tiles, and antefixes were found. 
Unfortunately, a lot of material and important parts of the foundation were lost during the 
occupation of 1941-44 (Payne 1933: 281; Østby 1995b: 364, 371).  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 10.65 FoL: 29.58 SW: 10.37 SL: 29.3 
KrSt: 1 CeW: 5.2 CeL: 23.1     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.535 Flts: 16 
AbH: 0.148 AbW: 0.905 EH: 0.157 NH: 0.13 
ArH: 0.68 FrH: 0.682 MW: 0.575 TW: 0.43 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Payne 1933: 281; Østby 1995b: 364-371; 2005: 501; Forsén et al. 1999: 174, 177; Pfaff 
2003b: 100; Spawforth 2006: 158. 
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P2: The Temple of Hera in the Argive Heraion 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 423 – 410 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is generally assigned a date between the accidental destruction of the older 
temple in 423. The architectural details appear to corroborate this, placing the 
construction between 423 and the late fifth century (Pfaff 2003a: 191-193).  
Both Shoe (1936: 110) and Dinsmoor (1950: 183) have suggested more precise dates. 
Shoe dated the mouldings between 423 and 410 but prefers a date closer to 410. 
Meanwhile, Dinsmoor suggests that the only time that the temple could have been erected 
would have been during the peace of Nicias, suggesting that it must have been erected in 
416.   
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
Indications in Pausanias (2.17.7) and Thucydides (4.133). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is well preserved, with almost all the measurements recorded. The notable 
exception being the height of the architrave, with only two small fragments of the exterior 
architrave surviving (Pfaff 2003a: 99). The surviving capitals demonstrate a (small) range 
of measurements (for example, AbH: 0.228m-0.234m; Pfaff 2003a: 92), for the analysis, 
the measurements of the most complete capital (CC-1; Pfaff 2003a: 92) have been used. 
Pfaff (2003a: 102, 106, 155, 155n.26) places sculpted metopes over both the peristyle and 
the cella on the basis of their being two distinct metope series. 
The height of the columns have not been included, even though Dinsmoor (1950: 339) 
states that the columns were 7.4m tall, only 22 of the original 256 column drums survive. 
However, the drum sections are of varying heights, meaning that any reconstruction of 
the heights varies between 7.1m and 7.43m in height, making any confident assertions 
regarding height impossible (Pfaff 2003a: 84). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.1 FoL: 39.75 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 9.05 CeL: 26.74     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 1.308 CH:   UD: 1.016 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.232 AbW: 1.36 EH: 0.169 NH: 0.159 
ArH:   FrH: 1.065 MW: 0.981 TW: 0.645 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Shoe 1936: 100; Dinsmoor 1950: 183, 339; 1960: 314; Robertson 1979: 328; Pfaff 2003a; 
Spawforth 2006: 164. 
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P3: The Unknown Temple on Agios Elias 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 500 – 490 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Østby’s (2000) suggestion that the capital is a precise citation of the capitals belonging to 
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, indicates that the temple on Agios Elias must be 
significantly later. Furthermore, Forsén et al. (1999: 176-7) suggests that the triglyph 
slits, the geison undercut, the clamps and the similarities to the temples at Vigla and 
Alipheira suggest that the temple on Agios Elias dates between 500 and 490. 
 
Deity: Pan 
Evidence for Deity: 
Spawforth (2006: 159) suggests that this may have been the Sanctuary of Pan in ancient 
Peratheis, subsumed into Megalopolis in 369/368. 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Many of the measurements of the temple’s elements are preserved in at least one 
example, including one complete capital. However, the number of columns, the architrave 
height and the metope width cannot be restored (Forsén et al. 1999: 174).  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.3 FoL: 32.64 SW: 12.04 SL: 29.51 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 6.92 CeL: 22.47     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.66 CH:   UD: 0.485 Flts:   
AbH: 0.138 AbW: 0.815 EH: 0.149 NH: 0.091 
ArH:   FrH: 0.574 MW:   TW: 0.42 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Forsén et al. 1999; Østby 2000; 2005: 500; Spawforth 2006: 159. 
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P4: The Temple of Apollo Epikourios at Bassai 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 429 – 400 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.8. 
 
 
Deity: Apollo Epikourios 
Evidence for Deity: 
The offerings found in the sanctuary suggest that Apollo was worshipped in the sanctuary 
long before the plague that Pausanias (8.41.7) suggested was the reason for the temple’s 
erection (Lawrence 1996: 133). A number of inscriptions found near the temple provide 
further evidence for the identity of the deity (Cooper 1975). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is really well preserved; however, there is significant debate regarding the 
existence of pediment sculptures. Dinsmoor (1939) suggested that a number of statues in 
Rome may have come from the Temple of Apollo, perhaps depicting the scene of Niobe 
and four daughters and sons. In contrast, Cooper (1996a: 8, 244) highlights that the 
pediment floor is barren of cuttings for the securing of statuary. Three capital types are 
observed by Cooper (1996a: 233; 1996b: Plate 40): Type A: 6 examples, Type B: 8 
examples and Type C: 24 examples. Although, these utilise slightly different designs, on 
a Panhellenic scale, they all utilise the same underlying capital design (see Chapter 5), as 
such, only the measurement of a capital of Type C are included in the analysis. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.84 FoL: 39.57 SW: 14.548 SL: 38.342 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 8.653 CeL: 28.084     
FC: 6 FlC: 15 FS: 2.714 FlS: 2.673 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.112 CH: 5.959 UD: 0.889 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.191 AbW: 1.172 EH: 0.153 NH: 0.105 
ArH: 0.835 FrH: 0.835 MW: 0.802 TW: 0.535 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Holland 1917; Shoe 1936: 93, 109, 128, 159; Dinsmoor 1933; 1939; 1950: 154 n.2, 155; 
Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 328; Mertens 1984; Cooper 1975; 1996a; 1996b; 
Lawrence 1996: 133, 134; Wilson Jones 2001: 703; Spawforth 2006: 156-158. 
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P5: The Unknown Temple at Orchomenos 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 530 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
Plassart and Blum (1914: 84) suggest that the plan and the building’s proportions place it 
in the late sixth century; whilst, Østby (2000: 253; 2005: 498) further suggests that the 
capitals date the temple more precisely to 530. However, Spawforth (2006: 160) prefers a 
later date of 500.   
Deity: Perhaps Poseidon or Aphrodite 
Evidence for Deity: 
Plassart and Blum (1914: 84) suggested that the temple should be identified with the 
Temple of Poseidon or Aphrodite mentioned by Pausanias (8.13.2). However, Jost (1985: 
118) suggests that there is no clear evidence identifying this temple with either deity and 
the chronological gap between the remains and the evidence relating to the deities must 
urge caution. 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple’s foundations were discovered; however, the foundations stretch underneath a 
church, meaning that their length cannot be included in this analysis. Østby (2005: 498) 
argues that the columns and entablature of this temple may have been wooden, although, 
the existence of ten marble capitals on the site confirms that this temple was of the Doric 
order (Plassart and Blum 1914: 82; Jost 1985: 118; Østby 1995b). Of the eight capitals 
illustrated in Østby (1995b: Figure 184), only seven preserve all the capital 
measurements. Although all of the capitals have different measurements, the capitals 
appear to belong to three clear groups A (Capitals 1,4,6,8), B (3) and C (2,7); as such, 
only three of the capitals are included in the analysis, 1, 3 and 7. 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.33 FoL:   SW: 13.33 SL:   
KrSt: 1 CeW: 5.93 CeL: 26.5     
FC: 6 FlC:   FS: 2.358 FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.652 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.184 AbW: 1.18 EH: 0.187 NH: 0.115 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Plassart and Blum 1914; Jost 1985: 118; Østby 1995b: 368; 2005: 498; Spawforth 2006: 
160. 
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P6: The Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 350 – 335 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.9. 
 
Deity: Athena Alea 
Evidence for Deity: 
Mentioned in Pausanias (8.45.4-7). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundation dimensions remain in situ; however, the krepidoma steps are not 
preserved to their full height. Despite this, more than 83 column drums of the peristyle 
survive, allowing for the inclusion of the temple’s column height in the data-set. Despite 
Dugas’ (Dugas et al. 1924: 19) belief that the temple’s columns measured 9.474m in 
height, Pakkanen (1998: 76) suggests that actually, the columns measured between 
9.544m and 9.58m. Unlike the columns of the Argive Heraion (P2), whose drums allow 
for the columns to be restored anywhere between 7.1m and 7.43m high and are not 
included, the relatively small amount of variation between the Tegea measurements 
means that a column height has been included. 
A number of column capitals preserve all the measurements for this study (Pakkanen 
1998: Appendix B), these do not demonstrate the same amount of variation as those at 
Orchomenos and so only one capital’s measurements have been included (Block Number 
562). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 21.04 FoL: 49.4 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 11.92 CeL: 35.08     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 1.55 CH: 9.544 UD: 1.21 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.248 AbW: 1.616 EH: 0.158 NH: 0.184 
ArH: 0.968 FrH: 1.088 MW: 1.081 TW: 0.71 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dugas et al. 1924; Shoe 1936: 70, 79, 111, 159; Dinsmoor 1950: 219; Coulton 1974; 
Norman 1984; Pakkanen 1998; Spawforth 2006: 160. 
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P7: The Temple of Apollo at Corinth 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 570 – 540 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
Evidence from the shape of the capitals suggests that the temple should be dated post-560 
(Williams 1984: 69). However, the stratigraphic evidence, the architectural terracottas 
and potsherds found in the masons’ dump of the temple suggest that it was constructed 
between 570 and 540 (Dinsmoor 1950: 89 n.2; Robinson 1976b: 218; Pfaff 2003b: 112). 
Although Weinberg (1939) dated the temple to the third quarter of the sixth century from 
the pottery discovered in the foundation interspaces, subsequent excavations by Robinson 
(1976b: 217, 217 n.36) suggest that the pottery from the interspace provides a date c. 570-
560. 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
The identity of this temple is not known with certainty; but it would appear that it should 
be associated with the Temple of Apollo mentioned by Pausanias (2.3.6). Using literary, 
epigraphic and archaeological evidence, Bookidis and Stroud (2004) have further 
documented the evidence relating to this identification. 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Seven columns remain standing, with a portion of the architrave in situ. Several 
excavations have revealed that the remainder of the plan may be traced from the cuttings 
in the rock made to receive the foundations (Stillwell 1932: 115). Østby (2000: Figure 10) 
and Stillwell (1932: Plate IX) report slightly different capital measurements (for example: 
EH: 0.36m (Østby), 0.351m, 0.37m (Stillwell)), for this study the most recently reported 
dimensions, those of Østby, have been utilised. One small triglyph fragment survives; 
however, it does not preserve the height of the frieze (Pfaff 2003b: 101). A terracotta 
horse once thought to belong to a peristyle metope is now assigned to one of the porch 
metopes (Bookidis and Stroud 2004: 412 n.48). Despite an intriguing reference by Pindar 
(Olympian Odes XIII.29) to the ‘twin eagles,’ and the arguments of Capps (1950: 265-
266), no evidence for pedimental sculpture has been uncovered (Bookidis 1967: 136-141; 
Robinson 1976b: 236). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 22.79 FoL: 55.7 SW: 21.58 SL: 53.8 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 12.26 CeL: 42     
FC: 6 FlC: 15 FS: 4.028 FlS: 3.744 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.645 CH: 7.24 UD: 1.232 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.31 AbW: 2.18 EH: 0.36 NH: 0.233 
ArH: 1.34 FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.83 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Stillwell 1932; Weinberg 1939; Dinsmoor 1949: 106; 1950: 89 n.2, 337; Capps 1950: 
265-266; Bookidis 1967: 136-141; Robinson 1976a; 1976b; Winter 1978: 158; Robertson 
1979: 88, 326; Williams 1984: 68-69; Østby 2000; Pfaff 2003b; Bookidis and Stroud 
2004; Cotterill 2004: 160; Spawforth 2006: 162. 
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P8: The Temple of Apollo at Sikyon 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 303 - 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is based upon its location in the early Hellenistic square that was 
created by the urbanistic rearrangements of 303 as well as the date of the temple’s 
capitals and mouldings (c.300; Krystalli-Votsi and Østby 2010: 57). 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Krystalli-Votsi and Østby (2010: 54, 56) argue that the temple was dedicated to Apollo, 
based upon Pausanias’ description (2.7.8-9) and the layout of the cella. Although it may 
also be dedicated to Artemis Limnaia, also mentioned by Pausanias (2.7.6). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Although the Euthynteria is preserved in situ, Krystalli-Votsi and Østby (2010: 55) only 
report the stylobate dimensions, which sat directly on top of the euthynteria. 
Unfortunately, the length of the cella is not preserved, although the retained elements 
indicate that it had an unusual layout. As with the ground-plan dimensions, Krystalli-
Votsi and Østby (2010: 55) only report the UD and AbW of the peristyle columns.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.4 FoL: 37.6 SW: 11.4 SL: 37.6 
KrSt: 1 CeW: 6.25 CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.44 Flts:   
AbH:   AbW: 0.57 EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.31 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Krystalli-Votsi and Østby 2010. 
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P9: The Temple of Asklepios at Epidauros 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 400 – 366 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The capital profile places the temple within the first third of the fourth century (Roux 
1961: 93). However, other scholars have suggested narrower dating ranges, for example, 
Dinsmoor (1950: 218) dated to the temple to 380, whilst, Spawforth (2006: 165) dates the 
temple to the period 375-370.  
 
 
Deity: Asklepios 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (2.26.1 – 2.27.7). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the temple survive in situ; with evidence for three krepidoma steps 
(although the stylobate is not in situ evidence from the dowels demonstrate the presence 
of 3 krepidoma steps (Tomlinson 1983: 56)). Likewise, the elevation is represented by a 
number of fragments, allowing for most of the element’s measurements to be included in 
the data-set; however, the column drums are not preserved well enough for an accurate 
restoration of their height, with the surviving drums varying in height between 0.51m and 
0.57m. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.2 FoL: 24.45 SW: 12.03 SL: 23.28 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 6.81 CeL: 16.45     
FC: 6 FlC: 11 FS: 2.26 FlS: 2.26 
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 0.92 CH:   UD: 0.606 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.122 AbW: 0.811 EH: 0.083 NH: 0.099 
ArH: 0.61 FrH: 0.688 MW: 0.688 TW: 0.441 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Kabbidas 1891: 16; Lechat 1895: 55; Holland 1917: 144; Shoe 1936: 111, 159; Dinsmoor 
1950: 218; Roux 1961: 90-95; Coulton 1974; Tomlinson 1983: 56-59; Knell 1983a: 230; 
Pakkanen 1998: Appendix D; Spawforth 2006: 165. 
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P10: The Temple of Asklepios at Gortys 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 400 – 350 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The letter shapes on the blocks in the foundations, the toichobate moulding and a clay 
antefix attribute the construction of this building to the first half of the fourth century 
(Martin and Metzger 1942: 338).  
 
 
 
Deity: Asklepios 
Evidence for Deity: 
A reference in Pausanias (8.28.1) and an inscription identifies the deity as Asklepios 
(Martin and Metzger 1942: 336; Blegen 1946: 372). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the foundations of the temple are preserved (Martin and Metzger 1942: 338; 
Metzger 1951: 130). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.25 FoL: 23.6 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 7.15 CeL: 15.75     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Martin and Metzger 1942: 336-338; Blegen 1946: 372; Metzger 1951: 130; Knell 1983a: 
215, 230; Spawforth 2006: 159. 
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P11: The ‘Akropolis’ Temple at Gortys 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 425 – 375 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The profile of the mouldings and the use of double T clamps date the building to the late 
fifth or early fourth centuries (Martin and Metzger 1940: 280). 
 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Apart from a few fragments of Doric columns, nothing is preserved above the in situ 
limestone foundations (Martin and Metzger 1940: 280). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.55 FoL: 27.09 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Martin and Metzger 1940: 280. 
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P12: The Temple of Poseidon at Hermione 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 525 – 480 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The use of polygonal masonry in the foundations leads McAllister and Jameson (1969: 
179-180, 183) to date the temple to the late archaic period, but probably, more 
specifically to the close of the fifth century. 
 
 
Deity: Poseidon 
Evidence for Deity: 
When Pausanias (2.34.9-11) visited Hermione, he noted no less than seven temples and 
sanctuaries in the area of this temple. McAllister and Jameson (1969: 170) identify this 
structure with Poseidon as it was the first to be mentioned by Pausanias, thus, it is likely 
to be the most visible and secondly, being built on the headland, the building is located on 
the perfect place for a Sanctuary of Poseidon.   
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the foundations of the building remain in situ, with no trace of the building’s 
superstructure being identified on the site (McAllister and Jameson 1969: 174, 183). 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 16.25 FoL: 32.98 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 8.39 CeL: 24.35     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
McAllister and Jameson 1969; Spawforth 2006: 160. 
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P13: The Temple of Poseidon at Isthmia 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 470 – 460 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The similarities in plan, proportions and moulding profiles to the Temple of Zeus at 
Olympia, suggests that the two buildings were constructed around the same time (Broneer 
1971: 101). 
 
 
 
Deity: Poseidon 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (2.1.7) indicates that the temple was dedicated to Poseidon. 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is poorly preserved, most of the superstructure is missing and in many places 
the shape of the foundations can only be determined from the shallow trenches cut into 
the rock to take the foundation blocks (Broneer 1971; Tomlinson 1976: 95).  
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 22.05 FoL: 55.65 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 15 CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 1.476 Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Broneer 1971; Tomlinson 1976: 95; Spawforth 2006: 162. 
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P14: The Temple of Poseidon at Kalaureia (Poros) 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 525 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
A surviving capital from the temple’s cella, dates the temple to the last quarter of the 
sixth century (Welter 1941: 44). 
 
 
 
Deity: Poseidon 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (2.33.3) indicates that this sanctuary was dedicated to Poseidon. 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the trenches cut for the temple foundations are preserved as the stone has been 
removed by pirates from Hydra around 1760 (Welter 1941: 43; Winter 1978: 155; 
Pakkanen 2009: 3). No architectural elements of the elevation were recovered, a geison 
fragment assigned to the building by the excavators is now felt to belong to a much 
smaller building (Welter 1941: 43). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 14.4 FoL: 27.5 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Welter 1941; Winter 1978: 155; Spawforth 2006: 160; Pakkanen 2009: 3. 
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P15: The Temple of Demeter at Lepreon 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 400 – 370 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The use of twisted-r clamps, the style of the capitals, triglyphs and the architrave guttae, 
as well as the similarity in the proportions to particular buildings at Olympia all indicate 
that the temple belongs to the early years of the fourth century (Knell 1983a: 230; 1983b: 
139-142; Spawforth 2006: 155). 
 
 
Deity: Demeter 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (5.5.6) 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
A number of pieces of the krepidoma steps survive, indicating that the krepidoma was 
composed of 3 steps (the top step is easily identifiable due to the addition of a decorative 
fascia), allowing for the restoration of the stylobate dimenstions (the calculations are 
corroborated using the measurements of the elevation elements (Knell 1983b: 122). The 
survival of a number of column drums, capitals, architrave and frieze blocks allow for the 
inclusion of most elements’ dimensions. 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.98 FoL: 21.69 SW: 10.445 SL: 20.226 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 6.32 CeL: 12.72     
FC: 6 FlC: 11 FS: 1.956 FlS: 1.956 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.83 CH:   UD: 0.64 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.14 AbW: 0.837 EH: 0.112 NH: 0.123 
ArH: 0.58 FrH: 0.595 MW: 0.59 TW: 0.38 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Knell 1983a: 230; 1983b; Spawforth 2006: 155. 
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P16: The Temple of Athena at Makiston 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 500 – 490 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple has been variously dated to between 500 and 350 (Cook 1952: 99; Knell 
1983a: 230; Spawforth 2006: 155). Cook (1952: 99) argued that the form of the triglyphs 
and the double-T clamps suggest that the temple was erected around 400. However, 
Nakasēs’ (2004: 284) reassessment of the architecture, the temple’s proportions, the 
masons’ marks and the history of the region, suggests that the temple belongs to the 
period 500-490. The marble pedimental sculpture appears to belong to a fourth century 
upgrade (Nakasēs 2004: 282, 284). 
 
Deity: Skillountian Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
In the course of excavations, the marble sculptures from the pediments were recovered, 
one of which depicted a gigantomachy, for this reason, it is thought that this temple may 
be that of Skillountian Athena mentioned in Strabo (8.3.14; Hood 1960-1961: 14). A 
bronze inscription also identified the temple as belonging to Athena (Pritchett 1989: 67). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
In places the temple has been pillaged right down to the lowest course of the foundations. 
However, as well as the fragments of pedimental sculpture, a complete triglyph-and-
metope block, pieces of geison and 20 column drums have been discovered (Cook 1952: 
99; Hood 1959-1960: 11). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.79 FoL: 34.55 SW: 14.18 SL: 32.94 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 8.19 CeL: 23.07     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.68 FlS: 2.68 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.966 CH:   UD: 0.739 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.205 AbW: 1.229 EH: 0.233 NH: 0.152 
ArH:   FrH: 0.903 MW: 0.816 TW: 0.54 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Luce and Blegen 1940: 539; Cook 1952: 99; Hood 1959-1960: 11; 1960-1961: 14; Knell 
1983a: 230; 1983b: 140; Pritchett 1989: 67; Nakasēs 2004; Spawforth 2006: 154-155. 
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P17: The Temple of Zeus at Nemea 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 340 – 320 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The similarities to the Temple of Athena Alea at Tegea (P6), the temple’s proportions, 
and the shape of the mouldings suggest that the two temples are of a similar date. It was 
once felt that a Corinthian coin found in the kiln to make the temple’s tiles, would 
indicate that the temple was begun and completed between 340 and 320 (Hill 1966: 44-
46); however, it now appears that the kiln was used for longer than previously thought 
and is not, therefore, directly related to the date of the temple (Miller 1976: 72). 
 
Deity: Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Evidence for the temples dedication comes from Pausanias (2.14.2) and a bronze hydria 
found in the sanctuary, which bears a dedication to Zeus (Miller 1978: 84). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple was well preserved, with a number of stylobate blocks and a single column 
remaining in situ (Hill 1966: 5; Miller 1990: 142). The elevation elements are well 
preserved, meaning that their dimensions can be included within the analysis. The level of 
preservation means that a project is currently underway to re-erect parts of the temple, 
including a number of the peristyle columns (Miller 1990: 147). The capital 
measurements are derived from Hill (1966: 9, 10; Plate XIII). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 21.957 FoL: 44.421 SW: 20.085 SL: 42.549 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 11.6 CeL: 31.1     
FC: 6 FlC: 12 FS: 3.75 FlS: 3.746 
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 1.628 CH: 10.325 UD: 1.3065 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.25 AbW: 1.76 EH: 0.1675 NH: 0.2075 
ArH: 1.03 FrH: 1.1505 MW: 1.142 TW: 0.7301 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Holland 1917: 144; Shoe 1936: 71, 111, 159; Dinsmoor 1949: 109; 1950: 220; Hill 1966; 
Coulton 1974; Miller 1976; 1978: 84; 1990; Knell 1983a: 230; Spawforth 2006: 161. 
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P18: The Temple of Hera at Olympia 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 600 – 590 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
Sherds found beneath the temple and the style of the roof terracottas indicate that the 
temple was constructed around 600 (Dinsmoor 1950: 53, 53 n.2; Spawforth 2006: 151). 
 
 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
Possibly originally dedicated to Zeus, but reconsecrated after the construction of Libon’s 
Temple of Zeus (Dinsmoor 1950: 53; Spawforth 2006: 151). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The stone krepidoma and the stone columns of the peristyle remain in situ as well as the 
first few courses of the cella walls (Lawrence 1996: 77). It is argued that the stone 
columns were not contemporary with the original structure, as they replaced the original 
wooden columns. The varying shape and date of the columns is also reflected in the 
differing shapes of the capitals (Dörpfeld 1935: 168; Dinsmoor 1950: 54). However, it 
has also been suggested that the first and earliest stone Doric capitals on the temple 
belonged to the original structure, with the remainder being added by different donors 
(Williams 1984: 69; Østby 2000: 240). According to William’s (1984: 69 n.11) 
discussion, S5, S6, S7, N5, N6 and N8 (N8 is an unusual capital as the width of the 
echinus is significantly smaller than the AbW and as such, has been excluded from the 
analysis as an anomaly (Adler et al. 1892-96: Tafel XXII)) are the earliest columns. 
Consequently, the lower diameter that is utilised in the data-set belongs to one of the 
earliest columns, that with capital S7.The capitals identified by Williams as being early, 
utilise similar underlying designs (see Chapter 4 for a discussion of the technique used to 
analyse this) and so only capital S7 has been included in the analysis, the only exception 
being capital N6, which is included in the analysis separately with the code P18a. 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 20.15 FoL: 51.11 SW: 18.75 SL: 50.01 
KrSt: 2 CeW: 10.72 CeL: 40.62     
FC: 6 FlC: 16 FS: 3.56 FlS: 3.26 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.25 CH: 5.22 UD: 0.995 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.21 AbW: 1.712 EH: 0.248 NH: 0.062 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Adler et al. 1892-96; Dörpfeld 1935: 168; Dinsmoor 1950: 47, 53-55, 53 n.2; Coulton 
1974; Goldberg 1982: 215; Williams 1984: 69; Lawrence 1996: 77; Østby 2000: 240; 
Spawforth 2006: 151; Barletta 2009a: 78. 
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P19: The Metroon at Olympia 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 410 – 388 Date Group: 5 
Reasons for Date: 
The architectural details of the Metroon appear to date between the high classical and the 
Temples of Nemea and Tegea. Furthermore, the statue bases to the east of the temple 
were begun around 388, indicating that the temple must have been built prior to these, 
thus suggesting a date in the late fifth to early fourth century (Mallwitz 1972: 161). 
 
 
Deity: Mother of the Gods 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (5.20.9). 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The building was heavily destroyed, with sections of the stylobate having completely 
disappeared, although the plan of the temples can be recovered in these sections from the 
preserved foundations. Furthermore, a number of architrave and frieze blocks, column 
drums and capitals were found in the fortress (Mallwitz 1972: 160). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.88 FoL: 21.93 SW: 10.62 SL: 20.67 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 7.12 CeL: 13.8     
FC: 6 FlC: 11 FS: 2.01 FlS: 2.01 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 0.85 CH:   UD: 0.65 Flts:   
AbH: 0.14 AbW: 0.89 EH: 0.096 NH: 0.108 
ArH: 0.628 FrH: 0.66 MW: 0.585 TW: 0.405 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Adler et. al. 1892-1896; Dinsmoor 1950: 220, 333; Mallwitz 1972: 160-163; Robertson 
1979: 329; Knell 1983a: 209 Abb.1, 230; 1983b: 140; Spawforth 2006: 154. 
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P20: The Temple of Zeus at Olympia 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 472 – 456 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The monuments buried beneath the temple, show that it must have been erected after 480 
and so presumably after the time of the establishment of the Elean supremacy over the 
Olympiad 472-468, and such a date of 468 agrees with the architectural and sculptural 
style (Dinsmoor 1950: 151). 
The temple must have been completed before 456 for in that year the Spartan allies 
dedicated a gold shield to commemorate the victory of Tanagra. This shield was placed 
over the eastern gable of the temple, into which an inscribed block was built to support it 
(this block was found bearing the inscription quoted by Pausanias (5.10.4); Gardiner 
1925: 234). 
The 12 years between 468-456 afforded ample time for the work. The architectural and 
sculptural remains, the letters used upon the roof tiles as builders’ marks, the bases of the 
statues found buried under the rubble of the temple terrace, all agree with this date 
(Gardiner 1925: 234). 
Deity: Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Pausanias (5.10). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The stylobate still survives in situ, as well as a few blocks of the cella walls, which 
indicate the plan and size of the inner building (Gardiner 1925: 235; Rodenwaldt and 
Hege 1936: 29). Most of the elements survive intact, allowing for the inclusion of their 
dimensions within the data-set. The column dimensions reported by Gardiner (1925: 236) 
have been used, despite slightly different measurements being produced by Mallwitz 
(1972: 214), this is because, Mallwitz’s CH of 10.53m has not been subsequently used, 
whilst the 10.43m reported in Gardiner is used in later publications (see Winter 1978: 
158; Wilson-Jones 2001: 701). 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 30.2 FoL: 66.64 SW: 27.68 SL: 64.12 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 16.03 CeL: 48.68     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 5.2265 FlS: 5.221 
Rmp: 2 DF:           
LD: 2.21 CH: 10.43 UD: 1.68 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.424 AbW: 2.65 EH: 0.418 NH: 0.387 
ArH: 1.767 FrH: 1.74 MW: 1.55 TW: 1.06 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Holland 1917; Gardiner 1925: 234-238; Rodenwaldt and Hege 1936: 28-30; Shoe 1936: 
35, 105, 108, 127, 158; Dinsmoor 1949: 109; 1950: 151, 152; Mallwitz 1972: 215; 
Coulton 1974; Winter 1978: 158; Robertson 1979; Mertens 1984; Wilson Jones 2001: 
701; Spawforth 2006: 153. 
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P21: The Temple of Athena at Prasidaki 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 500 – 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The finds and the style of the architecture indicate that the temple dates to the early fifth 
century (Arapogianni 2002: 226). 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
The surface finds which have been collected from the area of the temple, especially a 
bronze statuette of Athena (470-460) and an inscription, in the Elian alphabet on the rim 
of a bronze phiale confirms the deity as Athena (Arapogianni 2002: 225). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is relatively well preserved, including three peristyle columns in situ. 
Likewise, capitals and elements of the entablature were preserved, as well as parts of the 
sima; however, no elements of the pediment have been found and it appears that there 
were no pedimental sculptures (Arapogianni 2002: 226). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 15.85 FoL: 35.3 SW: 14.7 SL: 33.3 
KrSt: 2 CeW: 8.65 CeL: 24.08     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 2.74 FlS: 2.74 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.1 CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH: 0.84 FrH: 0.8 MW: 0.78 TW: 0.6 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Yalouris 1971; Arapogianni 2002. 
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P22: The Unknown Temple at Troizen 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 350 – 300 Date Group: 6 
Reasons for Date: 
The length of the temple and the extremely shallow rear porch have led to the suggestion 
that the temple dates to the second half of the fourth century (Knell 1978: 406; 1983a: 
230; Spawforth 2006: 161). 
 
 
 
Deity: Hippolytus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Possibly within the shrine of Hippolytus mentioned by Pausanias (2.32.1). 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The peristyle remains are preserved up to the level of the euthynteria; however, there is 
no evidence for the dimensions of the elevation (Knell 1978: 400). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 17.365 FoL: 31.783 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 9.59 CeL: 20.59     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Knell 1978; 1983a: 230; Spawforth 2006: 161. 
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P23: The Temple of Athena at Vigla 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 520 – 510 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The fragments of the elevation indicate that the temple dates to the period 520-510 (Østby 
1991: 49). 
 
 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Not Clear 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only parts of the foundations are preserved in situ. However, fragments of the elevation 
survive, including three capital fragments, a small section of the architrave (not 
preserving the height) and a number of triglyph tops, preserving their total width (Østby 
1995b: 341). The temple may also have had a sculpted pediment, featuring a lion 
(Bookidis 1967: 108-110; Morgan 2003: 159; Nielsen and Roy 2009: 261). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.55 FoL: 24.33 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.54 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.125 AbW: 0.96 EH: 0.117 NH: 0.063 
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.447 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Bookidis 1967: 108-110; Østby 1991: 49; 1995b: 340, 341, 348, 368; 2005: 498, 499; 
Forsén et al. 1999: 175; Morgan 2003: 159; Spawforth 2006: 159; Nielsen and Roy 2009: 
261. 
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P24: Temple C at Pallantion 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 500 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The cella and the peristyle appear to date from different periods, the cella appears to date 
from 600-550, whilst small finds in the foundations of the peristyle indicate that it was 
added around 500 (Østby 1991: 48, 49). 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
The temple is in the Sanctuary of the “Pure Gods” mentioned by Pausanias (8.44.6; Østby 
1991: 44). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
No trace of a stylobate or of a colonnade; however, column fragments and pieces of 
elevation have been found (Østby 1991: 50). 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 11.4 FoL: 25 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 5.2 CeL: 17.68     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Østby 1991. 
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P25: The Unknown Temple at Kalavyrta 
Region: Peloponnese  
Date Range: 525 – 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The elongated peristyle, the details of the Doric architectural elements and especially 
those of the Corinthian marble roof suggest that the temple was begun in the late sixth 
century (Whitley et al. 2006-2007: 31; Alexopoulou and Ladstetter 2007-2008: 44). 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The euthynteria survives in situ, constructed of clamp-linked limestone blocks 
(Alexopoulou and Ladstetter 2007-2008: 44). Broken column drums, architraves, 
triglyphs, metopes and geison blocks also survive (Whitley et al. 2006-2007: 31). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 13.9 FoL: 34.75 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.55 Flts:   
AbH:   AbW: 1.02 EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Whitley et al. 2006-2007: 31; Alexopoulou and Ladstetter 2007-2008: 44. 
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S1: Temple F (Concord) at Akragas  
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 450 – 420 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Dates for this temple range between 450 and 420 (Marconi 1929: 80; Dinsmoor 1950: 
111; De Waele 1980: 237; Holloway 2000: 116; Spawforth 2006: 126), although 
Robertson (1979: 136) assigned the temple more broadly to the second half of the fifth 
century. The only available evidence to date this temple comes from the architecture itself 
with most commentators arguing that it dates later than the Athenian Propylaia but before 
the Temple at Segesta (Dinsmoor 1950: 111). The temple’s date is further discussed in 
Appendix III.3. 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
It is not known to whom the temple is dedicated; it is called Concord due to an erroneous 
interpretation of a latin inscription found at the temple (Marconi 1929: 86). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is well preserved having been converted into a church, which was 
subsequently destroyed in the 18
th
 century, leaving the original architecture standing 
(Marconi 1929: 81). The interior of the temple is so complete, that it still preserves the 
cornice running above the cella (Dinsmoor 1950: 111). The measurements for the 
elevation elements provided by Mertens (1984) and Marconi (1929) differ slightly, for 
example, FrH: 1.115m (Mertens 1984: 217), 1.29m (Marconi 1929: 83, 84), in these 
instances Merterns’ measurements have been used. Barletta (2011: 629) lists this temple, 
amongst others, that require further study due to ‘inadequate’ current documentation.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 19.57 FoL: 41.98 SW: 16.92 SL: 39.44 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 9.665 CeL: 29.41     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 3.195 FlS: 3.206 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.42 CH: 6.712 UD: 1.11 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.312 AbW: 1.74 EH: 0.288 NH: 0.189 
ArH: 1.105 FrH: 1.115 MW: 0.961 TW: 0.64 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Holland 1917; Marconi 1929: 81 - 84; Dinsmoor 1950: 111; Shoe 1952: 59, 142; Coulton 
1974; Robertson 1979: 328; Mertens 1984: 113 – 116; Wilson Jones 2001: 708. 
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S2: Temple G (Hephaisteion) at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 433-406 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
Marconi (1929: 87; 1933: 122) dates the temple to the last third of the fifth century. This 
is primarily due to the fact that, in comparison with the other temples of Akragas, Temple 
G appears to make greater use of Ionicizing elements, which Marconi (1933: 122) then 
compares with late fifth-century temples of Attica. 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Two columns remain in situ, one on the north and one on the south side. These columns 
correspond with the preservation of the stylobate in two sections (Marconi 1933: 118-
120). The capital reported by Marconi (1933: 121) may belong to the pronaos (Mertens 
1984: 218). For the rest of the temple, the foundations remain in place (Marconi 1933: 
116). In the 19
th
 century a block of architrave with taenia, regulae and guttae and a 
cornice with dentils and kymation were recorded (Marconi 1929: 87). However, nothing 
now remains of the architrave, frieze, geison or sima (Marconi 1933: 121). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 19.955 FoL: 42.138 SW: 17.25 SL: 39.43 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 10.38 CeL: 29.06     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 3.162 FlS: 3.162 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.55 CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marconi 1929: 87; 1933: 116, 118, 120, 121, Figure 69; Dinsmoor 1950: 111; De Waele 
1980: 239; Mertens 1984: 127-130; Spawforth 2006: 128. 
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S3: Temple I (Dioskouroi) at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 450-406 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The sima would indicate that the temple dates to the second half of the fifth century 
(Marconi 1929: 98; 1933: 80; Spawforth 2006: 128). 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
It is not positively known. However, the temple is inside the sanctuary of the underworld 
deities, possibly dedicated to the Dioskouroi (Marconi 1929: 98; Spawforth 2006: 128). 
However, Dunbabin (1948: 323 n.4) argues that the sanctuary should instead be seen as 
being dedicated to Demeter and Kore, “although not proved by the finds, [it] is more 
probable”. 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is in a poor condition of preservation (Marconi 1929: 96). A section of the 
temple was reconstructed in 1836. However, this was rebuilt with “pictorial and aesthetic 
affect rather than scientific rigour and accuracy” (Marconi 1929: 96). Despite the 
reconstruction, Marconi (1929: 96) and Mertens (1984: 121, 125) record different heights 
for the columns, 5.98m and 5.83m respectively. Due to the presence of multiple columns, 
the measurement can be included, and consequently, the measurements of Mertens have 
been utilised. Likewise, they both report different capital and frieze dimensions (Marconi 
1929: 96; Mertens 1984: 121, 218) and as the most recent publication Mertens’ 
measurements are used here. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 16.63 FoL: 34.59 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 9.52 CeL: 23.65     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.22 CH: 5.83 UD: 0.97 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.276 AbW: 1.51 EH: 0.255 NH: 0.161 
ArH: 0.927 FrH: 0.928 MW: 0.764 TW: 0.51 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marconi 1929: 96-98; 1933: 80; Mertens 1984: 121-125, 218; Spawforth 2006: 128. 
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S4: Temple A (Herakles) at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 525-480 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
Based on the style of the columns and the lion head water spouts, the temple is placed 
between the late sixth and early fifth centuries (Marconi 1929: 56; De Waele 1980: 236). 
However, most scholars prefer a date around 500 (Shoe 1952: 33; Robertson 1979: 326; 
Gruben 2001: 325; Spawforth 2006: 128). The temple’s date is further discussed in 
Appendix III.3. 
 
Deity: Herakles 
Evidence for Deity: 
The identification of the temple as belonging to Herakles is based on Cicero’s (Verres 
2.4.94) mention of a temple to Herakles that stood near the Agora and has been identified 
as being near the south gate (Guido 1967: 121). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is preserved up to the stylobate and a number of columns remain in situ. 
Blocks remain from all the components. Thus, all the measurements from the various 
elements can be used in the study. Despite this excellent preservation, a number of 
reported measures differ; Marconi (1929: 53) reports that the total heights of the capitals 
were 1.25m (only providing the AbH: 0.46m); whilst Mertens (1984: 218) provides a 
total height of 1.199m, due to their more recent publication, Mertens’ measurements have 
been used in the analysis. Likewise, the architrave and frieze dimensions reported by 
Marconi (1929: 55) and Mertens (1984: 217) differ slightly (FrH: 1.36m, 1.515m 
respectively), Mertens’ measurements were used. Fragments of a head and torso indicate 
that the east pediment of the temple bore sculptural decoration, perhaps depicting a 
gigantomachy (Bell 1995: 14 n.77; Østby 2009: 160 n.66). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 27.77 FoL: 69.065 SW: 25.33 SL: 67.005 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 13.9 CeL: 47.675     
FC: 6 FlC: 15 FS: 4.614 FlS: 4.614 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 2.085 CH: 10.07 UD: 1.468 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.449 AbW: 2.68 EH: 0.452 NH: 0.298 
ArH: 1.6 FrH: 1.515 MW: 1.31 TW: 1 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marconi 1929: 52-55; Coulton 1974; Dinsmoor 1950: 105; Shoe 1952: 33; Guido 1967: 
121; De Waele 1980: 191; Mertens 1984: 218; Robertson 1979: 326; Spawforth 2006: 
126. 
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S5: Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 470-420 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
Dated on comparison with the Temple of Concord and commonly placed between 470-
420 (Marconi 1929: 72, 76; Guido 1967: 117; Robertson 1979: 327; De Waele 1980: 237; 
Holloway 2000: 116; Spawforth 2006: 126). The temple’s date is further discussed in 
Appendix III.3. 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
The attribution to Hera Lacinia is based upon a mistake with the temple at Croton 
(Marconi 1929: 76). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Temple D (Hera Lacinia) at Akragas is complete up to and including the frieze in one 
section (Marconi 1929: 74). As with the other temples of Akragas, the measurements 
reported by Marconi (1929: 74) and Mertens (1984: 216) differ (CH: 6.44m, 6.322m 
respectively), as with the other temples the dimensions analysed by Mertens are used in 
this analysis. However, the geison and sima are not conserved (Marconi 1929: 76). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 19.74 FoL: 40.895 SW: 16.93 SL: 38.13 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 9.883 CeL: 28.545     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 3.118 FlS: 3.064 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.375 CH: 6.322 UD: 1.07 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.328 AbW: 1.72 EH: 0.287 NH: 0.231 
ArH: 1.133 FrH: 1.02 MW: 0.921 TW: 0.614 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marconi 1929: 72-76; Dinsmoor 1950: 338; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 32; Mertens 
1984: 100-104; Wilson Jones 2001: 707; Spawforth 2006: 126. 
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S6: Temple E (Athena) at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 500-450 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The style of the temple’s architecture is described as being between ‘Mature Archaic’ and 
‘Canonical Classical’, placing it between 500 and 450 (Marconi 1929: 77; De Waele 
1980: 237; Boardman 1999: 188; Spawforth 2006: 126). The temple’s date is further 
discussed in Appendix III.3. 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Traces of two ancient temples are discernible on the Akropolis. The date of this structure, 
to the fifth century indicates that it is the Athenaion of Theron (Polybius 9.27.3; Van 
Buren 1923: 4). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The ancient temple has been built over by the church of Santa Maria dei Greci, thus, very 
little of the temple remains. A section of the krepidoma is conserved on the north side 
preserving 3 krepidoma steps, whilst, a number of lower diameters are also preserved on 
the north side (Marconi 1929: 77). No elements of the frieze are presently preserved, but, 
the measurements of a preserved block are relayed by Serradifalco (Marconi 1929: 80). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt: 3 CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.41 CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW: 0.88 TW: 0.52 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Van Buren 1923: 4; Marconi 1929: 77; De Waele 1980: 237; Boardman 1999: 188; 
Spawforth 2006: 126. 
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S7: Temple L at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 450 – 400 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The details of the architecture appear to be later than the temples of Concord (S1) and 
Hephaistos (S2). Likewise, the stratigraphy contains objects dating to the second half of 
the fifth century, including pottery with the signature of Aristophanes (Marconi 1933: 98; 
De Waele 1980: 241). 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple was excavated by Marconi, what came to light, with the exception of the 
already known north-east corner, was in complete disarray. In the north-east corner, only 
the foundations and lowest step of the krepidoma survive (Mertens 1984: 92-93). The 
amount of column drums and capitals exposed by Marconi’s excavations makes the 
height reconstruction reliable (Mertens 1984: 94). As with the other Akragantian temples, 
the architrave measurements reported by Marconi (1933: 94) and Mertens (1984: 96) 
differ slightly, 1.2m and 1.217m respectively, as such, Mertens’ architrave height has 
been used. Nothing of the frieze was discovered, except for a small fragment of a metope 
headband (Marconi 1933: 92; Mertens 1984: 95).  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 21.2 FoL: 44.6 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.405 CH: 6.589 UD: 1.06 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.328 AbW: 1.77 EH: 0.309 NH: 0.213 
ArH: 1.217 FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marconi 1933: 92-98; De Waele 1980: 237-241; Mertens 1984: 92-96. 
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S8: Temple of Zeus Olympios (Temple B) at Akragas 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 520 – 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.3. 
 
Deity: Olympieion Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Diodorus Siculus (13.82.3-4) and Polybius (9.27). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is in a ruinous state; however, due to the relatively good state of preservation 
of many of the elements, their measurements can be calculated in line with the criteria 
laid out in Chapter 4. For example, the stylobate remains in situ in some positions, 
allowing for the restoration of the stylobate dimensions, although, the differences 
between the various restored column heights 17.265m in Dinsmoor (1950: 338) and 
19.2m in Mertens (1984: 216) indicate the problems associated with the restoration of the 
column heights of this temple and consequently, the measurement is not included in this 
analysis. As the peristyle was constructed with half columns, the drums only have half the 
number of flutes (9; Marconi 1929: 59); to make the measurement comparable to the 
other temples in the study the number of flutes has been doubled in the data-set. Despite 
Bookidis’ (1967: 428) caution that the sculptures associated with this temple may belong 
to a group of statues located in the surrounding stoas, it has generally been believed that 
they belong to the temples sculpted pediments, in line with description of the temple 
given by Diodorus Siculus (13.82.4; Bell 1980: 359; Spawforth 2006: 128). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 56.3 FoL: 113.45 SW: 52.74 SL: 110.095 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 44.01 CeL: 101.16     
FC: 7 FlC: 14 FS: 8.042 FlS: 8.185 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 4.3 CH:   UD: 3.1 Flts: 18 
AbH: 0.88 AbW: 4.8 EH: 1.01 NH: 0.67 
ArH: 3.36 FrH: 3.1 MW: 2.28 TW: 1.79 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 155; Holland 1917; Marconi 1929: 59; Dinsmoor 1950: 
101 n.1, 104-105, 338; Shoe 1952: 42 Guido 1967: 123; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 
327; Bell 1980: 359-371; De Waele 1980: 237; Mertens 1984; Holloway 2000: 117-119; 
Spawforth 2006: 127-128. 
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S9: The Temple of Aphrodite at Akrai 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 525 - 500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The similarity of the capitals to those of Temple D at Selinous suggests that the temple 
belongs to the third quarter of the sixth century (Barletta 1983: 113). Spawforth (2006: 
125) suggests that a similar date can also be assigned based upon the triglyph carving.  
 
 
Deity: Aphrodite 
Evidence for Deity: 
Inscriptions and votive dedications suggest that Akrai’s chief divinity, Aphrodite, was 
worshipped in this sanctuary (Brea 1986: 12; Spawforth 2006: 125). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Most of the elevation has been used to make lime; only a few small flakes of the columns 
survive, as well as four fragments of Doric capitals, with one preserving the complete 
profile of the echinus, three decorated triglyph fragments and possibly a number of 
unattributed geison fragments (Brea 1986: 26, 27; Barletta 1983: 112, 113, 116). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.3 FoL: 39.5 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 8.2 CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD:   CH:   UD: 0.98 Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW: 0.59 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Barletta 1983: 112, 113, 116; Brea 1986; Spawforth 2006: 125. 
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S10: Temple B (Athena) at Gela 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 600 – 550 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
The poor state of preservation makes it difficult to accurately date this temple. The temple 
is famous for the series of architectural terracottas attributed to the building. The 
terracottas suggest that the temple was initially constructed in the early sixth century 
(Orsi 1907: 40; Van Buren 1923; Spawforth 2006: 125; Marconi 2007: 58). During the 
temple’s excavation a few Guttae that had become detached from the geison were 
discovered. Brea (1952: 15, 17) uses the inclination of the guttae to ascribe a sixth 
century date to the temple. A capital fragment, which may belong to the pronaos, would 
also suggest an archaic date (Orsi 1907: 38; Brea 1952: 15). 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Graffiti to Athena on the lip of a clay pithos and the small helmeted head of Athena 
appear to confirm the identity of the temple’s deity (Orsi 1907: 39). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Nothing of the temple survives except for the lowest level of the foundations (Brea 1952: 
12). Van Buren (1923: 16) suggests that the temple was destroyed by the Geloans 
themselves in order that their new temple ‘C’ “might have an unimpeded outlook”. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 17.75 FoL: 35.22 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Orsi 1907: 38-40; Van Buren 1923; Brea 1952: 12-17; Spawforth 2006: 125; Marconi 
2007: 58. 
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S11: Temple C at Gela 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 500 – 475 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The shape of the capital’s echinus and the proportions of the columns’ lower diameters 
and the axial spaces would suggest an early fifth century date; this temple has 
consequently been associated with the victory over the Carthaginians at Himera in 480 
(Orsi 1906: 551; Brea 1952: 21; Rhodes 2010: 82). 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
One column drum survives in place, with four further drums discovered nearby; however, 
the extreme destruction of the temple makes any plan measurements purely theoretical 
(Orsi 1906: 551; Brea 1952: 19, 20). A capital belonging to the temple appears to be 
preserved (Orsi 1906: 552; Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 137); although it does not 
conserve its AbH. Both Orsi (1906: 552) and Koldewey and Puchstein (1899: 137) 
disagree about the capital’s measurements and, as such, they have not been included (for 
example; Orsi reports that the UD is 1.35m; whilst Koldewey and Puchstein have 1.23m). 
Furthermore, Orlandini (1976b) believes that the column actually belongs to the temple’s 
opisthodomos rather than the peristyle. However, the size of the surviving, heavily 
mutiliated, geison block demonstrates that this temple was significantly larger than 
Temple B. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.7 CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 137; Orsi 1906: 550-552; Brea 1952: 19, 20; Spawforth 
2006: 68, 125. 
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S12: The Temple of Victory at Himera 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple is understood to be a monument to celebrate the Greek victory over the 
Carthaginians at the Battle of Himera in 480 (Mertens 1984: 65; Holloway 2000: 112; 
Spawforth 2006: 133). Furthermore, Marconi (1931: 53) suggests that the ratio between 
length and width as well as the number of columns also ascribe the temple to the period 
around 480, whilst, Shoe (1952: 41: IV.8) dates the hawksbeak mouldings between 480 
and 460. 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
Although the cult is uncertain, the temple is commonly associated with Victory 
(Spawforth 2006: 133). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The in situ building remains include the lowest column drums, which allow for an 
accurate reconstruction of the number of peristyle columns. However, it is not possible to 
include the column heights in the analysis as the remaining drums are of varying heights 
and no complete columns remain (Marconi 1931: 44). A capital fragment and an 
architrave block once thought to belong to the pronaos, but now believed to belong to the 
peristyle, are also preserved (Marconi 1931: 46; Mertens 1984: 65). Despite Marconi’s 
(1931: 46) assertions that the capital dimensions were not retrievable, Mertens (1984: 65) 
disagrees; however, the upper diameter measurement was not preserved. Fragments from 
the site suggest that the temple had both sculpted metopes and stone sculpture in the 
pediments (Holloway 2000: 114). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 25.09 FoL: 58.61 SW: 22.455 SL: 55.955 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 11.176 CeL: 39.718     
FC: 6 FlC: 14 FS: 4.175 FlS: 4.198 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.91 CH:   UD:   Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.415 AbW: 2.336 EH: 0.41 NH: 0.27 
ArH: 1.457 FrH:   MW: 1.255 TW: 0.842 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marconi 1931; Shoe 1952: 41: IV.8; Mertens 1984: 65; Holloway 2000: 112; Spawforth 
2006: 133.  
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S13: The Unknown Temple at Segesta 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 426-409 Date Group: 4 
Reasons for Date: 
The style of the architecture would appear to indicate a date in the last quarter of the fifth 
century (Lawrence 1996: 135; Spawforth 2006: 132). Dinsmoor (1950: 112) suggests that 
the temple was begun during the alliance with Athens after 426 and stopped with the 
stagnation from the subjection of the Island by the Carthaginians in 409.  
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The unfinished temple at Segesta is remarkably well preserved, with all the peristyle 
columns and entablature remaining in situ. Given the remarkable state of preservation, the 
apparent complete absence of a cella is noteworthy. It was previously felt that the temple 
was not intended to contain a cella (Dinsmoor 1950: 112); however, excavations within 
the temple have revealed that foundations were made for a cella (Tomlinson 1986: 248; 
Lawrence 1996: 135).   
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 26.26 FoL: 61.17 SW: 23.12 SL: 58.035 
KrSt: 3 CeW:   CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC: 14 FS: 4.334 FlS: 4.3595 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.935 CH: 9.338 UD: 1.551 Flts:   
AbH: 0.388 AbW: 2.312 EH: 0.326 NH: 0.271 
ArH: 1.449 FrH: 1.448 MW: 1.308 TW: 0.873 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 112; Coulton 1974; Mertens 1984; Tomlinson 1986: 248; 
Lawrence 1996: 135, 136; Wilson Jones 2001: 710; Spawforth 2006: 132. 
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S15: Temple A at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 490 – 450 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.2. 
 
Deity: Unknown (possibly Apollo and/or Artemis) 
Evidence for Deity: 
The similar layout of temples A and O, enclosed by a peribolos wall may be taken as 
evidence for a sanctuary dedicated to two divinities (Fischer-Hansen 2009: 220). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is relatively well preserved; with the stylobate and a number of lower column 
drums remaining in situ. Likewise, evidence for most of the temple’s elevation 
measurements are preserved; however, the column height is not included as there is 
significant difference between the restorations (7.042m: Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 
113-115; 6.235m: Marquand 1894: 525; Dinsmoor 1950: 338). There are variations 
between the entablature elements reported by Marquand (1894: 524), Koldewey and 
Puchstein (1899: 113-115) and Mertens (1984: 217), for example, the reported metope 
widths are 0.902m, 0.845m and 0.868m respectively; as such, the measurements provided 
by Mertens have been used. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 18.063 FoL: 42.109 SW: 16.133 SL: 40.31 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 8.8 CeL: 28.7     
FC: 6 FlC: 14 FS: 2.997 FlS: 2.9975 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.398 CH:   UD: 1.02 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.268 AbW: 1.628 EH: 0.263 NH: 0.27 
ArH: 1.1 FrH: 1.056 MW: 0.868 TW: 0.629 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marquand 1894: 524, 525; Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 113-115; Holland 1917; 
Dinsmoor 1950: 110; Shoe 1952: 42; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979; Mertens 1984: 83-
86; Blandi 2000: 95-97; Spawforth 2006: 130; Fischer-Hansen 2009: 220. 
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S16: Temple C at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 550-520 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.2. 
 
Deity: Unknown (possibly Artemis and Apollo) 
Evidence for Deity: 
Offerings, the central position of the temple and an inscription suggest that this temple 
may have been dedicated to Apollo (Marconi 2007: 132; Salt 2008: 147). Although, 
Bookidis (1967: 213 n.1) has argued that the lack of knowledge regarding the original 
purpose and location of the inscription means that it should be disregarded as evidence. 
Consequently, Fischer-Hansen (2009: 219-220) and Østby (2009: 158) further argue that 
the prominence of the siblings in the sculptural embellishment of the temple and the 
existence of two altars in the sanctuary could suggest that the temple was dedicated to 
both deities.  
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is well preserved, preserving all the measurements for this analysis. The 
reconstruction is aided through the preservation of all the architectural elements in situ, 
following the collapse of the temple. The majority of the temple’s columns have 16 
flutes, however, the columns of the east façade had 20 (Dinsmoor 1950: 80; Blandi 2000: 
101). The triglyph and metope widths vary, for example, the triglyphs range between 0.87 
and 1.08. The triglyph width of 0.975 has been used in the data-set as the width used in 
Coulton’s 1974 study of Doric temple design.  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 26.357 FoL: 71.15 SW: 23.937 SL: 63.72 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 10.48 CeL: 41.63     
FC: 6 FlC: 17 FS: 4.399 FlS: 3.86 
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD: 1.94 CH: 8.62 UD: 1.5 Flts: 16 
AbH: 0.386 AbW: 2.522 EH: 0.324 NH: 0.326 
ArH: 1.765 FrH: 1.46 MW: 1.04 TW: 0.975 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP: M ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 103; Marquand 1894: 524, 525; Holland 1917; Van Buren 
1923: 56, 57; Dinsmoor 1950: 78-83; Shoe 1952: 31, 38, 172, 178; Martienssen 1956: 72; 
Bookidis 1967: 208-214; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 71-73; Goldberg 1982: 211; 
Barletta 1983: 202-205; 1990: 63, 64, 68 n.151; Østby 1995a: 89-92; Lawrence 1996: 84; 
Holloway 1971; 2000: 70; Blandi 2000: 101-105; Guidoboni et al. 2002; Martin 2003: 
67; Spawforth 2006: 129; Marconi 2007; Fischer-Hansen 2009: 219-220. 
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S17: Temple D at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 490 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.2. 
 
Deity: Unknown (possibly Athena) 
Evidence for Deity: 
Marconi (2007: 132) suggests that the temple may have been dedicated to Athena, based 
upon the presence of an inscription found between Temple’s C and D that contains a 
dedication to Apollo and Athena. Although, as discussed above, Bookidis (1967: 213 n.1) 
argues that the inscription should be disregarded as evidence for the two temples’ deities, 
as such, the identification should be regarded with appropriate caution. 
Brief Description of Remains: 
As with Temple C, the temple was brought down in a series of earthquakes, resulting in 
the excellent preservation of the temple’s individual elements (albeit in a slightly less 
ordered state than those of Temple C). Marquand (1894: 524) and Robertson (1979: 325) 
record different dimensions for the cella (9.538m by 38.277m; 9.87m by 39.28m 
respectively), as the most recent publication, the measurements listed by Robertson 
(originally published in 1929) have been used in the data-set. Unlike the other temples of 
Selinous, the pronaos antae of Temple D take the form of engaged columns. It could be 
argued that these perform a similar role to a double colonnade of columns as on Temple 
C (Dinsmoor 1950: 98); however, the double colonnade is an established form, used on 
many temples before and the contemporary Temple F (S19), suggesting that the 
difference was intentional and was not intended to be a comparable double colonnade. 
Similar to the situation with the cella dimensions, the capital dimensions used by 
Marquand (1894: 525) differ from those of Koldewey and Puchstein (1899: 109), as such, 
the measurements of Koldewey and Puchstein have been used in the analysis. Similarly, 
Blandi (2000: 107) reports that the peristyle columns had 25 flutes, whereas, Wescoat 
(2012: Table 17b) states that they had 20; to this end, 20 flutes have been recorded in the 
data-set. 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 28.096 FoL: 59.879 SW: 23.626 SL: 55.679 
KrSt: 5 CeW: 9.87 CeL: 39.28     
FC: 6 FlC: 13 FS: 4.368 FlS: 4.491 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.67 CH: 8.35 UD: 1.19 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.35 AbW: 2.28 EH: 0.316 NH: 0.296 
ArH: 1.585 FrH: 1.489 MW: 1.2 TW: 1.05 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Marquand 1894: 524, 525; Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 109; Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 
1950: 98; Krauss 1951: 107; Shoe 1952: 39, 179; Bookidis 1967: 213 n.1; Coulton 1974; 
Robertson 1979; Barletta 1983: 207, 208; 1990: 68 n. 151; Østby 1995a: 96; Blandi 2000: 
107; Guidoboni et al. 2002; Spawforth 2006: 130; Wescoat 2012: Table 17. 
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S18: Temple E at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 500-480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.2. 
 
 
Deity: Hera 
Evidence for Deity: 
1
st
 century inscription (IG XIV 271) in the temple’s back room indicates that Temple E 
was probably dedicated to Hera (De Angelis 2003: 131; Østby 2009: 161). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Owing to seismic activity, the temple’s measurements are well preserved, having fallen in 
an orderly fashion, conserving all the measurements taken for this study. Indeed, the 
temple is so well preserved that the peristyle and parts of the entablature were re-erected 
in the mid-twentieth century. Neither Robertson (1979: 327) nor Mertens (1984: 214) 
report the exact cella length (Robertson uses c.49.7m) and as such, the length is not 
included. Similarly, the column dimensions used by Marconi (1967: 86), Mertens (1984: 
215) and Blandi (2000: 82) contain a small amount of variation (UD: 1.69m, 1.76m, 1.8m 
respectively). To maintain consistency in reporting, Merten’s measurements have been 
used in the data-set. 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 27.582 FoL: 69.979 SW: 25.308 SL: 67.749 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 14.234 CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC: 15 FS: 4.712 FlS: 4.712 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 2.24 CH: 10.335 UD: 1.76 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.545 AbW: 2.765 EH: 0.445 NH: 0.385 
ArH: 1.785 FrH: 1.716 MW: 1.384 TW: 0.95 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC: TRUE ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 130; Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 109, 110; Shoe 
1952: 40, 58, 178; Marconi 1967; Coulton 1974; Mertens 1984; Pedley 1993: 223; Blandi 
2000: 81, 82; Guidoboni et al. 2002; Spawforth 2006: 130, 131. 
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S19: Temple F at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 490-480 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.2. 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
The temple is variously attributed to Athena or Artemis (see Salt 2008: 152-153 for an 
overview of the various attributions). However, Østby (2009: 161) argues that the temple 
may have been dedicated to Herakles, based upon the dedications of the other temples in 
the city. 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple has suffered a large amount of damage, largely due to earthquakes and being 
used as a quarry (Blandi 2000: 87). However, the measurements are preserved in the 
individual elements that are preserved on the site (Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 119; 
Blandi 2000: 87). Indeed, a large number of column drums have remained in situ on the 
stylobate and the collapse was so structured that the remains of the frieze did not get 
rearranged, retaining the order of triglyph and metope (Guidoboni et al. 2002: 2971). The 
temple may also have had an Ionic frieze, although its position on the building has not 
been identified (Østby 2009: 160). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 28.39 FoL: 65.9 SW: 24.37 SL: 61.88 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 9.2 CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC: 14 FS: 4.468 FlS: 4.604 
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD: 1.82 CH: 9.11 UD: 1.245 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.33 AbW: 2.42 EH: 0.305 NH: 0.205 
ArH: 1.52 FrH: 1.49 MW: 1.26 TW: 1.03 
ScuM: TRUE ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 119; Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 98, 99; Krauss 1951: 
107; Shoe 1952: 39, 57; Hodge 1964; Coulton 1974; Holloway 1975: 18; Robertson 
1979: 325; Barletta 1983: 211, 212; Østby 1995a: 96, 97; 2009; Blandi 2000: 87; 
Guidoboni et al. 2002; Spawforth 2006: 130. 
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S20: Temple G at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 520 – 470 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s date is discussed in detail in Appendix III.2. 
 
 
 
Deity: Apollo (possibly Zeus) 
Evidence for Deity: 
An inscription found close to the temple in 1871 would suggest that the temple was 
dedicated to Apollo; however, it has recently been attributed to Zeus (Blandi 2000: 89; 
Fischer-Hansen 2009: 218). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The temple is in a heap of ruins, having been overturned by an earthquake (Dinsmoor 
1950: 99). However, a number of measurements are still preserved, the blocks being too 
large to be removed from the site (Guidoboni et al. 2002: 2972). As such, the capitals and 
the entablature measurements can be utilised (Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 124, 125; 
Barletta 1990: 68 n.151); whilst, other measurements can be safely restored according to 
the criteria outlined in Chapter 4. The pediment of the small naiskos inside the temple’s 
cella may reasonably be seen as the original location of the bearded giant figure (Østby 
2009: 160).  
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 53.31 FoL: 113.36 SW: 50.07 SL: 110.12 
KrSt: 3 CeW:   CeL:       
FC: 8 FlC: 17 FS: 6.61 FlS: 6.61 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 2.97 CH:   UD: 1.92 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.55 AbW: 3.91 EH: 0.57 NH: 0.33 
ArH: 3.33 FrH: 2.31 MW: 1.96 TW: 1.34 
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Koldewey and Puchstein 1899: 124, 125; Holland 1917; Dinsmoor 1950: 98-100; Shoe 
1952: 40, 58; Coulton 1974; Robertson 1979: 86; Barletta 1983: 212; 1990: 54, 68 n.151; 
Blandi 2000: 89-92; Spawforth 2006: 130, 131; Fischer-Hansen 2009: 218. 
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S21: Temple O at Selinous 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 490 – 450 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
Similarity of the temple’s design to Temple A (S15). 
 
 
 
Deity: Unknown (Apollo and/or Artemis) 
Evidence for Deity: 
The similar layout of temples A and O, enclosed by a peribolos wall may be taken as 
evidence for a sanctuary dedicated to two divinities (Fischer-Hansen 2009: 220). 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
The foundations of the temple are preserved; however, the temple may never have been 
finished (Blandi 2000: 109; Spawforth 2006: 130). Dinsmoor (1950: 79) and Blandi 
(2000: 109) suggest that the temple is very similar in design to Temple A. 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW:   FoL:   SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW:   CeL:       
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 79, 110; Osborne 1996: 264; Blandi 2000: 109, 110; Spawforth 2006: 
130; Fischer-Hansen 2009: 220. 
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S22: The Temple of Apollo at Syracuse 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 590 – 580 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
The waterlogged ground around the temple makes it difficult to date the building 
archaeologically. Therefore, the dating of the temple has relied upon the shape of the 
capitals and the temple’s various ratios. Whilst, most scholars agree on a date in the first 
half of the sixth century, there has been significant controversy as to whether the temple 
dates to the first quarter of the century (Holloway 1969: 288 n. 13; 1999; Marconi 2007: 
50) or the second (Barletta 1983: 72; Spawforth 2006: 122). 
 
Deity: Apollo 
Evidence for Deity: 
Dedicatory inscription on the krepidoma (see the discussion of the Client in Chapter 7). 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
A significant proportion of the (possibly) unfinished temple remains, allowing for a 
relatively safe restoration of the plan and most of the elevation (Dinsmoor 1950: 77). The 
stylobate remains in situ, bearing two monolithic columns and capitals still standing, 
supporting an architrave block (Lawrence 1996: 82; Spawforth 2006: 122). Although it is 
argued that the corner columns have larger lower diameters, the upper diameters of these 
columns is either not known or not reported; as such, only the flank columns’ dimensions 
are included in the analysis. 
A series of triglyphs and possible Gorgoneia metope sculptures that were once felt to 
belong to the temple are now thought to belong to smaller buildings (Cultrera 1951: 821; 
Wescoat 1989: 85; Marconi 2007: 40, 42). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 24.46 FoL: 58.32 SW: 21.5 SL: 54.9 
KrSt: 4 CeW: 11.77 CeL: 37.2     
FC: 6 FlC: 17 FS: 3.772 FlS: 3.331 
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD: 1.85 CH: 7.98 UD: 1.5 Flts: 16 
AbH: 0.6 AbW: 2.86 EH: 0.46 NH: 0.3 
ArH: 2.425 FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP: M ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 77, 337; Cultrera 1951; Coulton 1974; Barletta 1983: 72-74; 1990: 68 
n.151; Wescoat 1989: 85; Lawrence 1996: 82; Mertens 1996: 324; Holloway 1999; 2000: 
69; Gruben 2001: 286; Spawforth 2006: 122; Marconi 2007: 38, 40, 50, 67. 
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S23: The Temple of Athena at Syracuse 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 478 – 475 Date Group: 3 
Reasons for Date: 
The architectural similarities between this temple and the Temple of Victory at Himera 
(S12) suggest that they were conceived and constructed at around similar time (Dinsmoor 
1950: 108; Spawforth 2006: 122). 
 
Deity: Athena 
Evidence for Deity: 
Not Clear 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Having been incorporated into the local Cathedral, the Temple of Athena preserves the 
measurements for most of its elements. However, the incorporation into the church has 
resulted in the length and partitions of the cella being untraceable (Lawrence 1996: 102). 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 24.308 FoL: 57.533 SW: 22.2 SL: 55.455 
KrSt: 3 CeW: 12.37 CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC: 14 FS: 4.15 FlS: 4.165 
Rmp:   DF:           
LD: 1.978 CH: 8.783 UD: 1.485 Flts: 20 
AbH: 0.452 AbW: 2.47 EH: 0.439 NH: 0.309 
ArH: 1.485 FrH: 1.4 MW: 1.253 TW: 0.831 
ScuM:   ScuP: S ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Dinsmoor 1950: 108; Shoe 1952: 42, 88; Coulton 1974; Mertens 1984: 68-77; Wescoat 
1989: 84, 85, 91; Lawrence 1996: 102; Holloway 2000: 113; Gruben 2001: 294; 
Spawforth 2006: 122, 123. 
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S24: The Temple of Zeus at Syracuse 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 580 – 555 Date Group: 1 
Reasons for Date: 
The temple’s heavy proportions place it in the first half of the sixth century; however, its 
longer plan and thinner, more widely and evenly spaced columns suggest that it was 
designed after the Temple of Apollo (S22, Orsi 1903: 392; Wescoat 1989: 85). 
 
 
Deity: Zeus 
Evidence for Deity: 
Not Clear 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only two stumps of monolithic columns are still standing in situ (Orsi 1903: 374; 
Dinsmoor 1950: 75). However, no elements of the capitals, architrave or frieze were 
uncovered by Orsi’s (1903: 381) excavations within and around the temple. 
 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 25.4 FoL: 65.05 SW: 22.4 SL: 62.05 
KrSt: 3 CeW:   CeL:       
FC: 6 FlC: 17 FS: 4.08 FlS: 3.753 
Rmp:   DF: 2         
LD: 1.85 CH:   UD: 1.42 Flts: 16 
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP: M ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Orsi 1903: 374-392; Dinsmoor 1950: 75-77; Coulton 1974; Wescoat 1989: 84, 85; 
Spawforth 2006: 124; Marconi 2007: 50; Barletta 1983: 78; 2009a: 79. 
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S25: Temple A at Megara Hyblaia 
Region: Sicily  
Date Range: 600-500 Date Group: 2 
Reasons for Date: 
The only evidence for a date comes from the architectural terracottas, in the form of three 
separate revetment types, which were discovered on the site and may have belonged to 
this structure. All three types are placed around the middle of the sixth century by Van 
Buren (1923) and slightly later by Marconi (2007: 56). 
 
 
Deity: Unknown 
Evidence for Deity: 
 
 
 
 
Brief Description of Remains: 
Only the measurements relating to the foundations survive for Temple A at Megara 
Hyblaia. Having been torn down in the destruction of Megara Hyblaia at the beginning of 
the fifth century, it has been constantly mined for material (Marconi 2007: 55). An 
Archiaic metope once believed to belong to the temple (Van Buren 1923: 35) is now 
thought to be a stele (Bookidis 1967: 265). 
 
 
 
Key Measurements: 
FoW: 17.55 FoL: 41.4 SW:   SL:   
KrSt:   CeW: 7.75 CeL: 28.4     
FC:   FlC:   FS:   FlS:   
Rmp:   DF:           
LD:   CH:   UD:   Flts:   
AbH:   AbW:   EH:   NH:   
ArH:   FrH:   MW:   TW:   
ScuM:   ScuP:   ScuC:   ScuO:   
 
References: 
Orsi 1921b: 157-161; Van Buren 1923: 35; Bookidis 1967: 265; Marconi 2007: 55, 56. 
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Appendix VI: Statistical Techniques 
 
Throughout this thesis various statistical techniques have been used. For example, in 
Chapter 5, hierarchical cluster analysis was used to place the capitals into groups. What 
follows is an overview of the two main statistical techniques that were used in this thesis 
(hierarchical cluster analysis and T-tests) and how they were used to group the capitals 
(Chapter 5) and the temples in each region by size (Chapter 6).  
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis – Identifying Capital Groups 
As discussed in Chapter 5, the capitals from the temples have been assigned to 16 groups 
based upon their shape. The capitals were placed into groups using a statistical technique 
referred to as hierarchical cluster analysis. Hierarchical cluster analysis organises the data 
(in this case relating to capital shapes) into groups by matching capitals with similar 
designs to one another, and then similar groups with each other. Throughout this project, 
Microsoft Excel was used for the data manipulation and SPSS was used for the statistical 
analyses.  
Inputting the un-manipulated capital measurement data discussed in Chapter 4 straight 
into SPSS it would simply group the capitals based upon their sizes, resulting in groups of 
large capitals and small capitals with little regard to their shape. In order to avoid this, the 
measurement data must be manipulated to reflect the differences in the capitals shapes 
rather than their size. In order to achieve this, the geometric means of the capitals’ 
dimensions are calculated in Excel (Table 19). Each measurement is then divided by the 
geometric mean in order to produce a figure that relates to the shape of the element on the 
capital. For example, Temple C at Selinous (S16) has a relatively narrower UD to AbW 
than the Temple of Zeus at Ammon (N9) and these differences are reflected in their 
geometric means data, regardless of the fact that both capitals are different sizes (Table 
19).  
Cat 
No. Name Location UD AbH AbW EH 
Geo 
Mean 
Geo 
UD 
Geo 
AbH 
Geo 
AbW 
Geo 
EH 
N9 
Zeus 
Ammon 
Aphytis 
(Kallithea) 0.87 0.148 0.99 0.115 0.35 2.50 0.43 2.85 0.33 
S16 Temple C Selinous 1.5 0.386 2.522 0.324 0.83 1.81 0.47 3.04 0.39 
Table 19 Showing how the shapes of capitals of different sizes can be compared using geometric means. 
The geometric means data is then placed into SPSS and a hierarchical cluster analysis is 
completed. SPSS contains a number of clustering techniques, such as K-means clustering. 
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Hierarchical clustering was used as it does not require any prior knowledge about which 
capitals belong to which clusters (Burns and Burns 2008: 552).  
Having input the manipulated into SPSS, hierarchical cluster analysis places the capitals 
into a number of groups based upon their shape. The hierarchical cluster analysis 
suggested that there may have been 10, 14 or 23 capital groups. Ultimately the selection 
of the amount of groups to use is subjective and 14 groups were used. 10 groups were not 
used as this was considered too few and did not reflect the differences in design that had 
been previously identified (see below). 23 groups were not used as this was considered 
too many and did not reflect the aim of the exercise, to group similar capitals. Indeed, if 
23 groups had been used, the majority of the groups would only have contained one or 
two capitals. An example of the 14 groups is presented in Table 20, under the heading 
Geomean Group. In Table 20, under the Geomean Group heading, the capitals with the 
same number were placed by SPSS into the same group when 14 groups were used. For 
example, the capital from the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) is placed in the same 
group as the Parthenon (A8), which in this case is Group 4. 
In order to help ensure that the correct numbers of groups were selected, the same 
technique was then completed using the ratios between the different capital elements 
(AbH/UD, AbW/UD and EH/UD; Table 20; Ratio Group). For example, using this 
technique, again both capitals from the Temple of Demeter at Lepreon (P15) and the 
Parthenon are placed in the same group, in this case Group 5. The fact that both 
techniques suggested they should be in the same group meant that they were placed in the 
same final group (CGE).  
In some instances the two methods did not agree on the groups. This is largely because 
the capitals in these groups are not as similar to one another as those in the ‘discrete 
groups’ (E, F, H, I, J, K, L and M). The fact that the majority of capitals (47 of 60) 
belonged to the discrete groups highlights the underlying similarity in shape of these 
groups. In instances where the two methods disagreed it was felt prudent to combine 
groups, to make larger groups and clearly highlight in the text which groups were felt to 
be less discrete (A, C, D, O and P). For example, the Geomean hierarchical clustering 
placed the temples of Hera and Zeus at Olympia (P18d and P20) in different groups, but, 
the Ratio hierarchical clustering placed them in the same, thus, they were placed in the 
same group. 
Cat 
No. Name Location 
Ratio 
Group 
Geomean 
Group 
Capital 
Group 
P4 
Apollo 
Epikourios Bassai 5 4 CGE 
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Cat 
No. Name Location 
Ratio 
Group 
Geomean 
Group 
Capital 
Group 
P15 Demeter Lepreon 5 4 CGE 
P2 Hera 
Argive 
Heraion 5 4 CGE 
A8 Parthenon Athens 5 4 CGE 
A11 Nemesis Rhamnous 5 4 CGE 
P18d Hera Olympia 14 3 CGO 
P20 Zeus Olympia 14 11 CGO 
S15 Temple A Selinous 14 9 CGO 
Table 20 Showing the results from the two grouping methods (ratios and geomean). In the case of CGE (a 
cohesive group), both types of analysis placed the capitals in the same group. In the case of CGO the two 
types of analysis produced different results, suggesting that the eventual group is less cohesive. 
Finally, the identified groups were compared to the results of investigations by earlier 
scholars. This ensured that previously observed similarities were also included in the 
analysis. For example, Stillwell (1932: 121) noted that the capitals from the Temple of 
Apollo at Corinth (P7) and the Temple of Hera II at Poseidonia (I11) were very similar 
and the analysis has also placed them both in the same group (CGJ). The groups were 
also compared with Coulton’s capital groups (1979). The similarity of the groups with 
those recognized by Coulton provided further indication that the identified groups were 
significant. 
T-Tests and ANOVA: Identifying Regional Groups 
The stylobate widths of the temples from each region were also subject to a hierarchical 
cluster analysis. Unlike the capitals, the measurement data discussed in Chapter 4 did not 
need to be manipulated as the aim of the exercise was to group the temples according to 
their size. However, with such a difference in the sizes of the temples, it was important to 
remove the statistical outliers. The larger outliers, due to their size, would force the 
smaller temples into a single group, regardless of the differences between them. In order 
to ensure that this analysis was not skewed by outliers, the outliers were first identified 
using the “descriptive statistics” function in SPSS and then removed from the analysis. 
The stylobate widths of the temples from each region were then subject to the hierarchical 
cluster method described above. As discussed in Chapter 6, the results of the hierarchical 
cluster analysis on the stylobate widths was cross referenced with the results of a 
hierarchical cluster analysis on the foundation widths in order to confirm the regularity of 
the identified groups. 
Once the temples had been placed into groups, they were then put through either an 
independent samples T-test (if there were only 2 identified groups) or an ANOVA (if 
there were more than two identified groups). It was felt necessary to add this extra stage 
for the stylobate size groups (and not the capitals) as there was no previous scholarly 
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work in this area to provide a check for the groups and so it was important to ensure that 
the identified groups were statistically significant (Pallant 2005: 206). Or, put another 
way, the difference between the groups is more than could be expected by chance. For 
example, in relation to the temples of Sicily, the two identified groups were subject to a t-
test in order to confirm that the two groups were statistically significantly different from 
one another (Table 21).  
Independent Samples Test 
 Levene's Test for 
Equality of 
Variances 
t-test for Equality of Means 
F Sig. t df Sig. (2-
tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 
Std. Error 
Differenc
e 
95% Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
FoW 
Equal variances 
assumed 
.648 .432 -10.311 17 .000 -7.311 .709 -8.807 -5.815 
Equal variances 
not assumed 
  
-10.431 
16.83
4 
.000 -7.311 .701 -8.791 -5.831 
Table 21 Output from an SPSS Independent Samples T-test completed using the FoW of the two Siclian 
temple groups. The .432 in the Sig. column indicates that the equal variances assumed row should be used, 
and the .000 in the Sig. (2-tailed) column indicates that the differences between the groups are significant 
(Pallant 2005: 208).  
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